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ABSTRACT

Author: Carreon, Michelle E. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: A Solidarity Economy on the Border: Examining Historical and Contemporary Case Studies
in El Paso, Texas as De Facto Contributors to a U.S.-Based Movement
Committee Chair: Dr. Susan Curtis
This dissertation examines a contemporary U.S.-based solidarity economy movement,
which emphasizes economic practice and ideology that prioritize people and planet over profit. In
a neoliberal era that is characterized by economic injustice and continued cutting of social services
and programming, a solidarity economy framework offers an alternative. Situated within a
growing scholarship, this study examines historical and contemporary examples of solidarity
economy-related efforts and praxis in the border city of El Paso, Texas.
The historical case of the Houchen settlement house and the contemporary case of the
women-led grassroots community organization, La Mujer Obrera (LMO), illustrate significant
ways in which people have collectively organized to address various social and economic problems
in South El Paso communities. By connecting the histories of these cases, as well as the guiding
principles and visions of each organization, to a broader solidarity economy movement, I identify
these examples as de facto contributors to this movement. While neither the founders and staff of
Houchen or the women of LMO would identify as solidarity economy organizations, these
examples help us to both understand like-minded forms of collective organizing and broaden the
definitions and scope of a U.S.-based solidarity economy. In turn, each case study also illustrates
the various challenges that are faced by groups of people working for the common good and for
the creation of a community-based alternative economic and food system.

xvi
This project is about hope. It offers glimpses and possibilities for a solidarity economy on
the U.S.-Mexico border and tells the stories of the people that make these efforts possible. In an
era where the U.S.-Mexico border is considered a barren and dangerous zone, these examples
present a counter-narrative and are testaments to the region’s rich history and ceaseless collective
efforts based on care, solidarity, and justice.

1

INTRODUCTION

In February of 2016, Pope Francis made a momentous trip to the U.S.-Mexico border.
Specifically, the pontiff visited the Mexican border city of Ciudad Juárez, a city still widely known
as one of the “most dangerous cities in the world.”1 Historically, no pope had ever visited this
region, and his presence had a significant impact on the city and its people. The visit was part of
his five-day journey through Mexico, and during his trip to Juárez, he would stop at the Cereso
state prison No. 3 and the Colegio de Bachilleres Gymnasium. Concluding his visit, Pope Francis
addressed an estimated 250,000 during a mass at the former Juárez fairgrounds (Zielinski, 2016).
Media outlets reported that, on the day of the pope’s visit, no documented violent incidents
occurred (Figueroa, 20171a). Rather, thousands of people from both sides of the border formed a
25-mile-long human chain to protect his route and demonstrate solidarity between both sides of
the border. Prior to the mass, Pope Francis made a symbolic gesture at the international border.
Standing just above the Rio Grande, he “ascended a nearby stage to find worn, tattered shoes at
the center of a large cross-shaped altar, symbolizing the souls of those who died on their journey
toward a better life in the United States.” (Zielinski, 2016). The pope did not speak when he
reached the altar, but he faced a large group across the border, including migrants from various
agencies, and offered a blessing.
Pope Francis’ visit to the border region was meaningful for a variety of reasons, especially
for a country like Mexico. As the first pope from a Latin American country and the first Jesuit, he
represents a significant shift in the papacy. Born Jorge Mario Bergoglio in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, the former nightclub bouncer turned Catholic priest, chose his name in honor of Saint
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See 2017 El Paso Times report discussing the city’s return to this designation (Figueroa, 20171b).
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Francis of Assisi, a saint equated with a concern for the well-being of the poor and patron saint to
the environment and animals. Since his election, Pope Francis has exhibited humility and has been
critical of the lavishness of the papacy, even to the point of living outside the papal apartments,
the first pope to do so since Pope Pius X. In his second encyclical, Laudato si’ (subtitle: On Care
for Our Common Home), Pope Francis critiques consumerism and calls all people of the world to
take immediate global action against environmental degradation and global warming. While he
does not identify as a Marxist and does not officially subscribe to the Catholic tradition of
liberation theology, Pope Francis remains critical of economic oppression and exploitation and
calls for economic justice, solidarity, and more sustainable approaches. In January of 2017, the
following quote was posted on Pope Francis’ official Instagram account:
When we talk about crisis, we talk about dangers, but also opportunities. What is
the opportunity? That of solidarity. Come, help me. I am counting on you, so that
these words may reach everyone, and this intention might become reality. That each
one of us may contribute to the common good and to the building of a society that
places the human person at its center. (Pope Francis, 2017)
One cannot deny the power and relevance of Pope Francis’ words nor the impact he has
had on the non-Catholic world, as well. In a sense, his words and what he represents to many
Catholics and non-Catholics are reminiscent of other frameworks and movements grounded in
social and economic justice. A concern for the common good, as well as for our environment, is
not relegated to one political ideology nor one religion. At the most basic level, these core
principles transcend political and religious boundaries. But in our contemporary moment, Pope
Francis is a beacon for hope and a sign of change, especially in the eyes of more progressive
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Catholics, and a fresh breath of air and an example for practicing what you preach. 2 His visit to
the borderlands remains unforgettable in the hearts of many who live their lives on the border.
What is more, in a time when anti-immigrant sentiment and policy continues to run
rampant, the Pope’s presence in the region and blessing of the border reflects his commitment to
social and economic justice and prioritizing the Other and our “common home”. While the pontiff
did not cross the border on that day in February, his presence was felt on both sides. At the same
time, there was a striking difference between the ways Juárez and El Paso prepared for Pope
Francis’ arrival. These differences demonstrate differing government policies and security
precautions. The city of Juárez closed off its streets within a five-block radius of where the pope
was anticipated to travel or stop. For a 24-hour period, no vehicles were permitted near the pope’s
route. El Paso took similar precautions on its side of the border, closing off roads around South El
Paso and along the César Chávez Border Highway. But unlike Juárez, where residents and visitors
were encouraged to flood the streets with their presence and welcome Pope Francis joyfully, El
Paso spent approximately one million dollars to keep people as far away from the border as
possible. South El Paso residents were told to stay home during the mass, and local police did not
allow anyone into the neighborhoods near the border during the pontiff’s visit. Anyone who drove
that morning would find empty streets, including an otherwise busy Interstate-10. In an editorial
prior to the visit, El Paso Times writer, Ramon Bracamontes noted, “The message from our city
leaders to its residents is to stay away and not be a part of this historic event. When Pope Francis
turns to walk and look towards El Paso, he will see empty streets” (Bracamontes, 2016). While
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Despite Pope Francis’ commitment to social and economic justice and his more progressive
leanings on some matters, it is important to recognize that he does still adhere to strict, traditional
Church teachings when it comes to other issues, such as abortion, marriage, clerical celibacy, and
the ordination of women as priests. Still, there is no doubt the Pope Francis is a significant change
from past pontiffs.
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there was significant interest on the U.S. side of the border—the El Paso Catholic Diocese even
rented the Sun Bowl for local parishioners to watch the mass—this distinction between the two
cities’ responses and preparations is sizable.
The response in Juárez is a testament to the city and the heart of the people. At a time when
its reputation is equated with cartel violence and turmoil, we must remind ourselves that by
stigmatizing an entire city or country is to do a major disservice to its people and its history. Juárez
is more than the violence that has overshadowed its true essence. It is a city rich in culture and
history, including a major strategic region for revolutionary forces during the Mexican Revolution.
More now than ever, it is crucial to draw on these deep and powerful histories and the creativity
of the people to present a counter-narrative. Across the border, El Paso is similar. As a place that
has been colloquially referred to as “Hell Paso,” including the youth who yearn escape this desert
space the first chance they get, there is a history in this region that runs deep and reflects a solidarity
economy ethic influenced by the border context.
The city serves as an example of a border locale, not unlike other cities situated along the
southern international boundary, and presents an opportunity to examine the role of contextual
factors that have contributed to the emergence of collective organizing in this region. Significant
efforts are taking place in El Paso that reflect the same ethic and concern for social and economic
justice in Pope Francis’ call to action. Many scholars have written and continue to write about the
city and contribute to its social history. From inside and outside of academia, this scholarship
uncovers and recuperates the histories of its oldest neighborhoods, many of which continue to be
in danger of demolition in the spirit of “progress,” and the people who have built this city and
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contributed to its political and cultural landscape.3 The artistic landscape of the city has been
influenced by its border culture, and for generations, murals have been painted on the city’s walls
reflecting its history and the vibrancy of its people. While Austin gets much of the credit, many
argue that El Paso is “the best little music city in Texas” with a diverse and growing music scene
(Teran, 2009). There is a continued determination to recuperate and offer counter-narratives to the
dominant assumption that desert border cities are only “dangerous” and barren.
Ultimately, this is the main goal of this dissertation: presenting counter-narratives and
demonstrating that a city like El Paso can teach us much about our current moment of economic
and social crises. El Paso is not unique when it comes to the various challenges associated with
such crises, and the presence of creative and collective responses to these circumstances are
evolving in this locale, as well as communities throughout the country. Echoing the U.S. Solidarity
Economy Network’s assertion, “there is a quiet hum of people getting on with building alternatives
grounded in principles of social solidarity, cooperation, egalitarianism, sustainability and
economic democracy,” and El Paso as a case study reflects this phenomenon.4 The presence of a
growing solidarity economy movement in the U.S., which involves collective efforts to implement
people-centered approaches to economic practice, is also significant for acknowledging counternarratives in this national context. This movement is the broader topic of this study. While
dominant historical narratives tend to prioritize the individual and “pull yourself up by the
bootstraps” myth, there is another side to American history that is teeming with examples of people
coming together to address social and economic ills through cooperativism, mutualism, and other
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See the work of Mario T. Garcia, Yolanda Chavez Leyva, Oscar J. Martinez, and David Dorado
Romo, all of which are cited in the bibliography.
4
Overview of solidarity economy from the official U.S. Solidarity Economy Network website
(https://ussen.org/solidarity-economy/)
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forms of collective practice that prioritize the common good. These histories challenge dominant
ideas of “Americanness,” and the present moment is no different. Pope Francis’ urge to put “the
human person at its center” is reminiscent of a contemporary solidarity economy movement and
its historical antecedents, which has involved collective efforts to prioritize people and planet via
diverse and creative alternative economic practices. Through implementation, networking,
mapping initiatives, research, and dialogue, a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement is at work.

The Project
While there is a breadth of solidarity economy research being conducted in other regions
of the U.S., including significant work and networking initiatives on the East Coast and West
Coast, there is a dearth of scholarship and documentation of these frameworks and initiatives in
other regions, including the Southwest. While some solidarity economy research is taking place in
Southwestern states and along the U.S.-Mexico border, there is a need for more analyses in these
regions in order to highlight like-minded initiatives and the challenges being faced in these locales,
as well.5 This should not downplay the important work being done and the solidarity economy
projects taking place in other regions. Still, there is a crucial need to highlight initiatives and
histories in the less-researched areas.
This study examines the ways in which solidarity economy practices and frameworks have
developed on the U.S.-Mexico border. While an examination of solidarity economy practices and
initiatives in Juárez would be a worthy and significant contribution to this scholarship, especially
with regard to both solidarity economy histories and practices in Mexico and the transnational
dimension, this American Studies project focuses on its neighbor across the border, El Paso, in
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examples: Guerra, 2016 and Social Economy AZ (http://socialeconomyaz.org/)
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order to situate the border city within a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. The point of
departure for this study is grounded in the following question: Is there a solidarity economy on the
border in El Paso, Texas? In order to shed light on the complexities of such forms of collective
organizing based on principles of solidarity and collective practice, it is necessary to consider how
these initiatives emerge and sustain themselves. Thus, this study addresses the following questions:
If there is a solidarity economy taking place in this context, what are its main features and
strengths? In turn, what challenges do solidarity economy initiatives face under conditions of
neoliberalism on the U.S.-Mexico border and increasing economic development efforts that ignore
the well-being of people and planet?
Based on extensive historical research and data collection via ethnographic methods, I
conclude that there is a solidarity economy on the border in El Paso with a long history of efforts
that challenge the dominant narrative of unwavering American individualism. Yet, the solidarity
economy term itself has not appeared to be central in this region’s lexicon. This finding has led to
the development of new concepts and ways for understanding solidarity economy efforts in both
historical examples and contemporary efforts that are grounded in principles of solidarity and
collectivism but not strongly tied to the language of a solidarity economy. With this examination,
I present two case studies that offer an opportunity to consider and examine the shape and scope
of solidarity economy efforts in this border region.
Highlighting the roles of race, ethnicity, class, and gender, I examine the complexities of
women-led efforts and experiences in one historical case study and one contemporary case study,
both located in South El Paso in close proximity to the border: (1) Houchen Settlement House and
(2) La Mujer Obrera. Situated in the broader settlement house movement, Houchen was established
in the early 1900s by Methodists who were focused on social services, including Newark Maternity
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Hospital, but also Americanization programs, within a largely immigrant and Catholic community.
La Mujer Obrera (LMO) is a women-led community organization with origins in labor rights
struggles for garment factory workers on the border and now focused on various sustainability
efforts at the grassroots level. Both cases exemplify a cooperative and social form of employment
and care. In addition, La Mujer Obrera also exemplify a solidarity economy ethic in community
empowerment and social justice organizing.
In both cases, women have a strong presence in these efforts, but the following chapters will
demonstrate that such efforts also face a myriad of challenges. In the case of the Houchen
settlement house, as well as other settlements and social service institutions with settlement
origins, longevity can be difficult to obtain with fluctuating economy climates and shifting systems
of social service structures and funding. In addition, constraints of a neoliberal economic order,
strained relationships with city government entities, and conflicting definitions of “economic
development and sustainability” pose serious challenges for grassroots, women-led initiatives,
such as La Mujer Obrera, to create alternative economic and food systems at the community level.
And yet, these women-led social and economic justice initiatives still grow out of the critique of
neoliberal globalization with a strong sense of dignity and efforts toward autonomy and collective
empowerment that will likely continue to emerge and grow in El Paso and beyond. While the
Houchen settlement house would shift to community center model and eventually cease operations
in 2015, La Mujer Obrera has persisted for over three decades, despite economic challenges and
uncertainties. Instead, the organization has been able to adapt and alter their model for an
alternative economic and food system based on changing circumstances and community needs.
Both of these stories will be told in the following chapters in order to elucidate this presence of a
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solidarity economy-related ethic and practices on the border—both historically and in a
contemporary context.
Utilizing ethnographic methods in the form of semi-structured interviews and extensive
participant observation, as well as an oral history interview with my maternal grandmother who
gave birth to five of her six children at Newark, and archival research, I concentrate on the
contributions each case makes to the current U.S.-based solidarity economy movement and how
societal factors influence the development and sustainability of solidarity economy-related
initiatives in low-income neighborhoods. Houchen provides an opportunity to examine
implications and contributions for a historical trajectory within which a solidarity economy can be
situated, especially with regard to a comparative analysis with social reform and religion-based
efforts during the first half of the 20th century. La Mujer Obrera presents a contemporary case for
examining how organizations that do not overtly identify as solidarity economy initiatives may
still contribute to this burgeoning movement. While the cases of Houchen and La Mujer Obrera
are not explicitly a part of the solidarity economy movement by name, these examples exemplify
what I term as de facto contributors. Such de facto contributors to a solidarity economy movement
are defined as organizations, or groups of people working together, that do not identify explicitly
as a part of the U.S.-based movement but are influenced and guided by one or more core principles
of the solidarity economy framework. In turn, de facto contributors in a contemporary sense exhibit
a solidarity economy ethic and praxis, involving a conscious commitment to action and reflection
in efforts to build alternative economic systems based on sustainability and justice.
The following research question has guided this analysis from its inception: To what extent
do the historical case of the Houchen Settlement House and the contemporary case of La Mujer
Obrera contribute to our understanding of a growing solidarity economy movement in the U.S.,
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as well as our understanding of historical predecessors? It is clear that there have been expressions
of a solidarity economy of various forms in this border region. This study only provides two indepth examples, but the possibilities are endless. With that said, what does the presence of these
two specific forms of collective practice contribute to a growing movement and our broadening of
a solidarity economy conceptualization and solidarity economy practices in this national context?
In answering these central questions, I focus on the significant roles that geography and political
and cultural histories of this specific region play in the emergence of solidarity economy-related
practices and forms of community organizing. Additionally, I have acknowledged the significance
of intersectionality, which emphasizes overlapping systems of subordination as embodied in
individuals, in this analysis by highlighting issues of race, gender, and class in both case studies
(Crenshaw, 1991). The concept of economic citizenship has also been helpful, especially for the
analysis of LMO and the organization’s women-led efforts for women’s empowerment and social
and economic justice in South Central El Paso. The women of LMO are working towards a form
of gendered economic citizenship on their own terms.
What is more, in the course of this analysis, I have developed a concept of what I term de
facto contributors to a solidarity economy, as defined above. While I emphasize that the Houchen
case study provides evidence of a long trajectory of conscious efforts to address social ills via
collective practice and community-based social service programming, I argue that, as a historical
case, it still contributes to this contemporary movement, despite the fact that Houchen social
reformers would never have used that terminology. In turn, La Mujer Obrera is a valuable example
of a de facto contributor to a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement, because it reflects its own
form of solidarity economy praxis in its efforts to create a sustainable economic and food system
in a South Central El Paso working-class barrio (neighborhood). Based on my findings as a
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participant observer with La Mujer Obrera, I define solidarity economy praxis as the
implementation of practices that are grounded in one or more of the five solidarity economy core
principles, as outlined by the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network: solidarity, sustainability, equity
in all dimensions, participatory democracy, and pluralism. Such an implementation of these
practices must emphasize connections between theory and practice and embody a solidarity
economy ethic that is transformative in vision and practical.
In the following sections of this introductory chapter, I present some pertinent discussions
for the study. First, I provide a literature review outlining the guiding theoretical frameworks and
concepts for the study. The beginning of this review situates this project within American Studies
by highlighting its contributions to discussions within the interdisciplinary field. Second, I include
a section about the significance of El Paso as a context for the study, as well as the meanings
attached to my experiences with returning to my hometown. This discussion sets the tone of the
context within which each of my case studies are situated and illustrates the complexities of this
locale, as well as my own negotiation as researcher and a native to the area. Third, I present an
overview of the methods I deployed for this analysis, which range from historical research and an
oral history interview to engaged participant observation. Lastly, I present a structure and summary
of chapters for this dissertation.

Literature Review
As an American Studies project, this study has been influenced by interdisciplinary
scholarship and methods and presents a counter-narrative to the idea of American individualism
and exceptionalism by examining historical and contemporary examples of people collectively
working together to create alternatives to dominant forms of economic practice and to create modes
of working in the interest of the common good. The dissertation is influenced by social history, as
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well as sociological theories and methods. Grounded in ethnographic methods, the fieldwork
experience had a significant impact on the development of the project.
Initially, the study began with a focus on the role of maternalism, care, and economic
citizenship within a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Prior to the fieldwork stage of this
research, I was heavily influenced by scholarship that examined motherhood-based forms of
mobilization.6 I had written on the theoretical significance of maternalism-from-above and
maternalism-from-below and planned to examine the maternalist dimensions of my case studies.7
In particular, I entered the field searching for maternal frames8 and hoping to make connections
between motherhood and collective action, specifically La Mujer Obrera’s activist work and
construction of alternative and sustainable practices. During my fieldwork experience, however, I
learned that this focus would not be central to the study after all. In fact, this consideration went
out the window entirely. While I did observe some maternal frames in LMO spaces, such as visual
representations of La Virgen de Guadalupe, I knew that it would be a stretch to make such broad
assumptions. There would be little theoretical significance of this imagery, which was more
reflective of the cultural context, and it became clear to me that the focus on maternalism would
not serve the project well. While I did observe forms of care during my fieldwork, which will be
discussed further in my third chapter on the organization, this care took different forms and came
from unexpected places, including an older gentleman I worked with at the community farm.
Rather than force the issue of “care-based maternalist mobilization,” as it were, I let the fieldwork
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See the following scholarship for more background on maternalist forms of mobilization: Arditti,
1999; Bayard de Volo, 2001; Bouvard, 2002; Glenn, 1994; O’Reilly, 2004; Plumez, 2002; and
Ruddick, 1990
7
See: Carreon and Moghadam, 2015
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A maternalist frame refers to “elements of motherhood, mothering, and maternal identities
deployed to evoke meanings within a given context and elicit participation and/or support of
collective action” (Carreon and Moghadam, 2015: 19)
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experience evolve organically and drew my conclusions from other points of reference—
specifically a focus on praxis.
Despite this change from my original research design, some elements have remained. The
issue of globalization remained relevant, particularly for contextualizing a U.S.-based solidarity
economy movement in a global context and history. The conceptualization of economic citizenship
continued to be a useful guiding concept, especially for examining the grassroots efforts of La
Mujer Obrera. Finally, the use of relevant social movement theoretical concepts has been helpful
to examine the U.S. solidarity economy as a movement. The following sections summarize the
literature that influences these considerations. But first, I begin with commentary on the American
Studies dimensions of the project.
American Studies
In his 1967 speech “Beyond Vietnam: A Time to Break Silence,” Reverend Martin Luther
King Jr. called for a “revolution of values,” which would require a shift from a “thing-oriented
society” to a “person-oriented society” (King, 1967). Rev. King asserted, “A nation that continues
year after year to spend more money on military defense than on programs of social uplift is
approaching spiritual death” (King, 1967). It does not take a stretch of one’s imagination to see
that Rev. King’s call is still relevant to this day.
Such a path to “spiritual death” also involves environmental degradation, in addition to other
symptoms of economic crisis, such as bailouts, increasing economic disparity, high unemployment
rates, and corporate greed, all of which can have a detrimental effect on how people work, live,
create, raise families, etc. Moreover, periods of economic crisis can have a negative impact on
social institutions and community organizations that focus on social uplift and care for
communities and the common good. The recent 2016 presidential election and subsequent White
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House administration have been disastrous. From Donald Trump’s blatant xenophobic rhetoric
during the election to continued cuts to social programming and environmental protections, our
current moment is disheartening on a daily basis. From a pessimistic perspective, a spiritual death
is approaching, and our country’s moral system is on life support. But how can we create this
broader shift in values to meaningful, practical, and sustainable practices? What would an
alternative economic approach look like, especially within specific contexts? Are there forms of
alternative economic approaches that can be deployed and effective from the ground up? What
kinds of changes need to occur, and which models, beyond public protests and civil disobedience,
are available for enacting this change?
A U.S.-based solidarity economy provides an answer. The movement has its origins in global
contexts and is guided by a framework grounded in the following principles: solidarity,
sustainability, equity in all dimensions, participatory democracy, and pluralism. Furthermore, the
movement has historical origins in a national context, such as communal experiments,
cooperatives, and alternative economies. The field of American Studies has always engaged in the
recuperation of histories otherwise relegated to the margins of a dominant historical narrative. This
scholarship has often concerned itself with telling stories often left untold and demonstrating
American history as multifaceted by highlighting the lived experiences of the working classes,
racial and other minorities, and immigrants. In addition, American Studies scholars have
concerned their scholarship with the role of social movements and struggles for social and
economic justice. It is only fitting that study on the solidarity economy would engage in similar
themes within the field.
This project contributes much to American Studies as both a study of collective organizing
grounded in a commitment to the common good and an analysis of social and economic justice on
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the U.S.-Mexico border. It challenges dominant narratives in this national context and argues that
collectivism and solidarity economy-related practice are just as much a part of this historical and
contemporary narrative as the master narrative of American individualism, which many scholars
have critiqued. In a time when we see corruption, social service funds being cut, and economic
injustice, there are glimpses of hope that rest on the shoulders of the people who are working
together to do things different from “business and usual” and for the better of our communities
and the environment. The first chapter, which focuses on a U.S.-based solidarity economy
movement and a historical legacy of cooperativism, will elaborate on this. This project is a
testament to such efforts and the persistence of this commitment to justice and the common good
in a national context and on the U.S.-Mexico border in my hometown of El Paso, Texas.
Furthermore, in her 2004 presidential address for the American Studies Association, Shelley
Fisher Fishkin asks, “What would the field of American Studies look like if the transnational rather
than the national were at its center—as it is already for many scholars in the room?” (Fishkin,
2005: 21). Fishkin discusses the ways in which borders are traversed and blurred because of larger
socioeconomic processes. While it can be argued that the nation-state still matters, an era of
globalization makes this crossing of borders by people, goods, ideas, cultures, and capital possible
in a variety of ways, whether via globalization-from-above, which can be related to free market
and neoliberal practices, or by means of globalization-from-below in the form of transnational
grassroots activism. By situating this within both a microlevel analysis (case studies in El Paso)
and macrolevel analysis (the broader solidarity economy movement and its contemporaries and
predecessors), this dissertation continues the transnational turn in American Studies while also
contributing to the study of globalization and transnational activism, as well as border studies
scholarship.
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In addition, this project has been influenced by other American Studies scholars. One such
influence is the work of George Lipsitz. In American Studies in a Moment of Danger, Lipsitz
recounts a story often told among jazz musicians about trumpet player Clark Terry’s first
experience joining the Duke Ellington Orchestra in 1951. As the story goes, Terry rehearsed every
complicated technical maneuver that might have been expected of him. He waited anxiously for
instructions from Ellington, but he was merely asked to “listen.” When Terry complained,
Ellington informed him that “there’s listening, and then there’s listening, but what I want from you
is to listen” (Lipsitz, 2001: 113). Lipsitz writes:
Eventually, Terry came to understand what Ellington wanted. Terry had been so
preoccupied with what he might contribute to the orchestra as an individual, that he
had not taken time to hear what the other musicians needed. He had not yet learned
to hear the voices around him or to understand the spaces and silences surrounding
them. Ellington knew that his young trumpeter had talent as a virtuoso, but he felt
that Terry had to learn to bring his virtuosity in harmony (literally and figuratively)
with the rest of the orchestra. (Lipsitz, 2001: 113)
This story emphasizes the importance of listening as we produce scholarship. This can be applied
to a consideration of the collaborative aspect of knowledge-building, as well as in the act of
engaging with a public and conducting community-based research. While, as scholars, we have a
variety of skills and talents to contribute, there is a need to listen to each other in harmony, as it
were. As an American Studies scholar, I engaged in this careful and comprehensive listening
through my fieldwork and engagement with community members but also by “listening” to
previous scholarship and my contemporaries. This dissertation offered a useful opportunity to
bridge perceived gaps between the social sciences and the humanities in the field of American
Studies. It enabled me to produce work that can contribute not only to American Studies in terms
of studying American experiences and cultures but also in broadening the field to utilize social
science theories and methods. My incorporation of social science theories and methods with social
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history through analyses of two case studies—one historical and one contemporary—provided for
a study that connected the past with the present in significant ways, while also considering
possibilities for the future. As an interdisciplinary project, this dissertation reflects an
incorporation of these methods within American Studies scholarship.
In addition, Lipsitz’s scholarship on social movements has been particularly influential. He
makes a strong connection between the field of American Studies and social movements
throughout U.S. history, while also acknowledging the complexities of collective action. Lipsitz
notes that the founding of an academic American Studies was, in fact, one of many responses to
the “‘America” fashioned through collective struggle by the social movements of the 1930s”
(Lipsitz, 2001: xiv). The field has always been engaged with the various moments throughout
history when the meaning of “America” has been challenged and redefined. In a sense, the field is
always grappling with these changing meanings and this never-ending process of meaning-making
by social movements and societal problems and processes. Lipsitz is to correct when he states,
“Social movements shake up social life; they reconfigure the horizons of individuals and groups
by challenging old forms of knowledge and advancing new ones” (Lipsitz, 2001: xvi). The history
of American Studies as a field is a history of social movements.
Lipsitz quotes the late Grace Lee Boggs who reminds us, “When people come together
voluntarily to create their own vision, they begin wishing it to come into being with such passion
that they begin creating an active path leading to it from the present” (Lipsitz, 2001: 29). A
contemporary solidarity economy, in both a global sense and a U.S.-based sense, reflects this
passion and vision of a new path. By examining a contemporary solidarity economy as a movement
in process, this study reflects, in a strong sense, this tie between American Studies and social
movements that Lipsitz so pointedly demonstrates in his scholarship. Importantly, Lipsitz reminds
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us that social movements are complex and ever-changing. In the second half of American Studies
in a Moment of Danger, he describes the danger of “waiting for the perfect bus.” Social movements
will never live up to their ideal standards. Made up of imperfect people and shifting contexts and
challenges, social movements must be reconciled as complicated forms of organization with
complex dimensions often unseen by onlookers. Lipsitz elaborates,
Social movements do not start, survive, or succeed because they proceed from
perfect knowledge of their own problems. Instead, social movements initiate a
process identified by sociologist Michael Schwartz as “organizational learning”—
a blend of action and analysis that emerges from within struggle as participants
reshape their practical and theoretical ambitions and horizons. (Lipsitz, 2001: 282)
In a similar vein, this study considers the complexities of a U.S.-based solidarity economy
movement. It illustrates these complexities by asking questions about origins and organization, but
it also considers the roles that can be played by actors and initiatives that do not explicitly align or
define themselves as part of that particular movement. By engaging in analyses of these
complexities, we are able to understand the potential of such a movement’s resonance on a broader
scale while also seeing the significance of specific contexts and influences in action.
Lastly, this project is a reflection of a scholar-activist approach to social inquiry. Throughout
my experiences conducting research for this project, I was constantly negotiating my own role as
researcher and participant. In this process, I became more and more committed to a sense of social
justice and aligned myself with the people I worked alongside in the community.
This research often necessitated taking a stand, and I found myself standing with those I was
learning from in the context of community-based approaches to creating a new and alternative
economic and food system in South Central El Paso. This stand was influenced by my own
experiences learning about the problems being faced in the community while also learning about
the comprehensive and pragmatic approaches to addressing those issues from the community itself.
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Such a standpoint and commitment to scholarly inquiry is reminiscent of the work of Howard Zinn
and his call to academics to challenge the status quo. In addition to challenging American
exceptionalism and individualism, Zinn also challenged the falsity that pure objectivity is ever
truly achieved. He also dismissed the assumption that researchers should be completely distant
from the communities and issues they study and indifferent to the injustices they were writing
about. Zinn often called for action and informed responses. In addition, he saw potential for social
change in academics willing to commit to social justice. In an essay he wrote titled “The Uses of
Scholarship,” he urges, “Let social scientists work on modes of change instead of merely
describing the world that is, so that we can make the necessary revolutionary alterations with the
least disorder” (Zinn, 1997: 507). This project is a reflection of my experiences as a participant
and a commitment to rigorous scholarship. There need not be a differentiation between either, and
Zinn’s example is a reassuring reminder.
Globalization
According to Manfred Steger, globalization can be viewed as a set of social processes “that
appear to transform our present social condition of weakening nationality into one of globality”
(Steger, 2009: 9). He provides another definition, which emphasizes “the expansion and
intensification of social relations and consciousness across world-time and world-space” (Steger,
2009: 15). Steger provides four qualities of globalization: that it involves (1) “the creation of new,
and the multiplication of existing, social networks and activities that cut across transnational
political, economic, cultural, and geographical boundaries”; (2) “the expansion and stretching of
social relations, activities, and interdependence”; (3) “the intensification and acceleration of social
exchange and activities”; and (4) that “globalization processes do not occur merely on an objective,
material level but also involve the subjective plane of human consciousness” (Steger, 2009: 14-
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15). Steger’s provision of the major dimensions of globalization supports the view of globalization
as a complex, multidimensional process. The first is the economic dimension, which he defines as
“the intensification and stretching of economic interrelations across the globe” (Steger, 2009: 38).
According to Steger, the three most significant developments related to economic globalization
are: the internationalization of trade and finance, the increasing power of transnational
corporations, and the enhanced role of international economic institutions (e.g., the IMF, World
Bank, and WTO). Steger also includes a political dimension of globalization in his discussion,
which “refers to the intensification and expansion of political interrelations across the globe”
(Steger, 2009: 58). This largely involves a consideration of global governance and international
organizations like the United Nations and the European Union. This also involves the idea of a
“global civil society” (“a realm populated by thousands of voluntary, non-governmental
associations of worldwide reach”), which shapes this emerging structure of global governance
(Steger, 2009: 69). A third dimension of globalization is characterized by cultural considerations
and “refers to the intensification and expansion of cultural flows across the globe” (Steger, 2009:
71). Culture is also a broad and complex concept. In this dimension of globalization, the
transmission of culture, such as language, symbols, beliefs, and practices, and cultural products
takes place. One example of the latter is what is being referred to as the “Americanization” of the
world, as well as “McDonaldization” (and forms of cultural imperialism). Additionally,
transnational media corporations have played a crucial role in the disseminating of popular culture
at a global level. Lastly, Steger discusses the ecological dimension of globalization, which
involves the ecological impacts of globalization, such as excessive consumerism and
interdependence, as well as uncontrolled population growth, worldwide reduction of biodiversity,
transboundary pollution, and geopolitical conflict. Addressing these issues requires international
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environmental treaties to be enforced effectively and nations to abide by them.
Globalization is Janus-faced, in that it can be perceived as multiple processes which can be
seen as polar opposites. The major dimensions provided by Steger provide examples of this. There
are different forms of “globalization-from-above” (the globalization of markets and production,
spreading of capital, global restructuring of corporations, and neoliberal policies) and
“globalization-from-below” (grassroots responses to globalization-from-above and the linking of
local and global concerns). Collective action, for example, can occur in the form of globalizationfrom-below, via transnational activism and global networks, in response to destructive and unjust
effects of globalization-from-above. Sidney Tarrow has written extensively on transnational
contention, which he defines as “conflicts that link transnational activists to one another, to states,
and to international institutions” (Tarrow, 2006: 25). He links this form of contention to
internationalism and has also discussed in relation to globalization processes. Importantly, Tarrow
stresses that globalization does not necessary lead to resistance. Tarrow also notes that the term
“global social movements” cannot necessarily be used to describe every form of transnational
contention. This discussion is valuable in that it reminds us to not jump at the chance to call every
form of collection action and contention a “social movement.” Nevertheless, there is no doubt that
globalization and its effects have led people to organize on a transnational level. Simply consider
the WTO protests in Seattle in 1999, which had a significant impact on the emergence of the global
justice movement and the creation of the World Social Forum and regional forums.
The U.S.-based solidarity economy movement grew out of the World Social Forum and
related U.S. Social Forum processes. The details of these beginnings will be presented in the next
chapter, which provides an in-depth examination of this movement and its multiple dimensions.
What is important to note here is the fact that the U.S. solidarity economy movement grew out of
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a context of globalization-from-below. Its origins are firmly founded within these forms of
transnational activism, and the transnational component remains important to its development and
connection to other solidarity economy initiatives and networks abroad. This U.S. movement grew
out of this context of transnational efforts to resist dominant economic systems that are detrimental
to people in different locales, and their right and ability to create livelihoods on their own terms,
and detrimental to the environment and the sustainability of our planet’s resources. In a strong
sense, the solidarity economy movement is a part of the tradition of efforts like the global justice
movement and the WTO protests. While the movement differs in some ways, these ties are
important and reflective of the diverse ways people are organizing transnationally to resist these
social forces and, importantly, create alternatives on their own terms—grounded in local contexts
with a prioritizing of local knowledge.
Valentine M. Moghadam has also conducted extensive research on globalization and social
movements. Her definition of globalization is arguably one of the most expansive and also
connotes the complexities of its processes. Moghadam defines globalization as “a complex
economic, political, cultural, and geographic process in which the mobility of capital, peoples,
organizations, movements, ideas, and discourses takes on an increasingly transnational or global
form” (Moghadam, 2009: ix). In addition to other areas, her research has focused on transnational
feminist networks, which can be defined as: “structures organized above the national level that
unite women from three or more countries around a common agenda, such as women’s human
rights, reproductive health and rights, violence against women, peace, and antimilitarism, or
feminist economics” (Moghadam, 2005: 4). In a sense, this type of collective action can often be
viewed as a form of globalization-from-below, in the form of grassroots mobilization. Such types
of mobilization relate to a variety of rights issues.
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Globalization processes have affected women at a global level in negative ways.
Moghadam refers to “the woman question” in her work, which is “the term that was used by
socialist, communist, and nationalist movements in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to
describe both the oppression that women faced in most societies and the alternative vision that the
movement offered” (Moghadam, 2009: 72). Moghadam has used it “to refer to more recent
feminist contentious politics concerning the impacts of neoliberal economic policies on women
and the prescribed alternatives” (Moghadam, 2009: 72). The impacts of these policies have had a
significant effect on women’s lives throughout the world system. According to Moghadam,
“neoliberal policies—with the attendant features of flexible labor markets, privatization of public
goods, commercialization of all manner of services, and ‘free trade’—threatened the economic
security of workers, small producers, and local industries; placed heavy burden on women to
compensate for social cutbacks and deteriorating household incomes; and led to increased
vulnerability and poverty” (Moghadam, 2009: 72). Transnational feminists have argued that
displacement brought about by international trade agreements, as well as employment losses, have
been disproportionately endured by women.
The case study of La Mujer Obrera is most closely related to these economic processes and
the impact they have had on women. As this contemporary case study will demonstrate, the
women-led organization is an example of how women on the border, specifically working-class
Mexican and Mexican American women, have organized in response to neoliberal policies that
have had a devastating impact on women workers. While the Houchen case study is removed from
this contemporary context of globalization, this historical case demonstrates the ways in which
women have exhibited a sense of agency—both in the creation of social service institutions in
South El Paso and in the decisions to use those social services, on their own terms, and create
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social ties in their own communities. Both cases are a part of a legacy of women-led efforts to
address social and economic problems in their locales.
Lastly, and particularly, relevant, in the 2011 WIDE publication “Economic Alternatives
for Gender and Social Justice: Voices and Visions from Latin America,” Patricia Muñoz Cabrera
states the following in relation to alternative economic practices taking place in Latin America,
which emphasize a women’s rights perspective.
In Latin America, the theoretical and political efforts promoting a feminist
solidarity economy have been geared towards the construction of a socioeconomic
development model that is sustainable at the social, cultural, economic and
ecological level. This model is value-based, and embraces inclusive solidarity and
legislation guaranteeing women’s full enjoyment of their fundamental rights.
Reinterpreting Marxist theory, some feminists have highlighted the importance of
equality and social equity in the construction of models that can supersede
neoliberal capitalism. In their re-interpretation, feminist thinkers locate solidarity
economy in sharp contrast to the individualist capitalist economic model.
Furthermore, they emphasise [sic] the importance of contextualised [sic] models of
solidarity economy that are rooted in the culture, knowledge, wisdom and
production patterns of those who produce the goods. (Cabrera, 2011: 14)
The feminist solidarity economy model serves as an important alternative to economic models that
continue to be detrimental to the realization of a gendered economic justice and citizenship. From
a women’s rights perspective, this model and the principles inherent in it provide a sense of
feminist values in relation to economic justice. Thus, this study will demonstrate that the case of
La Mujer Obrera is significantly tied to this consideration of a feminist solidarity economy, even
if the organization does not explicitly identify as a solidarity economy organization. Still, it
represents this ethic and praxis, which will be detailed in the relevant chapters.
Economic Citizenship
When we think about citizenship, we often think about the inclusionary elements first. The
term often denotes a sense of belonging, which can be associated with groups and communities in
many forms. However, the concept of citizenship is often directly connected to belonging to a
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nation. With that connection, there comes the assumption of certain afforded rights. T.H. Marshall
is often a starting point for most modern accounts of citizenship. Marshall’s seminal work centered
on three elements of citizenship: civil, political, and social rights. The civil component includes
the rights necessary for individual freedom, such as “liberty of person, freedom of speech, thought
and faith, the right to own property and to conclude valid contracts, and the right to justice” (Lister,
2003: 16). The political component relates to the “right to participate in the exercise of political
power,” and the social component relates to the “right to a modicum of economic welfare and
security to the right to share to the full in the social heritage and to live the life of a civilised being
according to the standards prevailing in the society” (Lister, 2003: 16). While important, these
definitions are limited and need to be problematized with a consideration of exclusion.
Citizenship is a contested and contextualized concept. Membership and belonging as
citizens have not always been experienced equally, and gender, as well as race, ethnicity, class,
immigration status, and sexuality, have had a significant influence on this differentiation. In his
chapter “Cultural Citizenship, Inequality, and Multiculturalism” in Latino Cultural Citizenship:
Claiming Identity, Space, and Rights, Renato Rosaldo refers to the notion of the public square in
France and the idea that people who gathered in the public square were all equal. They were les
citoyens – the citizens. This is a base of civil society. The public square has been viewed as a point
of departure for democratization. Notably, Rosaldo emphasizes that there was inequality within
public squares, such as in regard to gender. Categories visibly inscribed on the body, such as
gender and race, have resulted in significant consequences for full democratic participation. In her
book Citizenship: Feminist Perspectives, Ruth Lister stresses the Janus-faced nature of citizenship
and states that, “it operates simultaneously as a mechanism of both inclusion and exclusion and
also as a language of both discipline and resistance” (Lister, 2003: 4). Citizenship is a matter of
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rights and of obligations. Such obligations may be related to the responsibility to actively struggle
to achieve certain rights. This can be seen in a variety of historical and contemporary social
movements. Where people have been excluded from certain rights (i.e., voting rights), there have
been movements to demand and achieve them. For some, this struggle is an obligation, a
responsibility, which goes beyond a national decree. Citizenship is a struggle over meaning, as
well as an everyday struggle for rights and economic democracy. Lister stresses that citizenship is
a process, not just an outcome, “in which the struggle to gain new rights and to give substance to
existing ones is seen as being as important as the substance of those rights” (Lister, 2003: 6).
Furthermore, Lister notes, “there are no doubt still some citizenship theorists who need to
be reminded, or even convinced, that this ostensibly gender-neutral concept is, in fact, deeply
gendered” (Lister, 2003: 1). Women and men, as well as a variety of other gender identities, have
not experienced citizenship in the same way. A useful connection that highlights these inequalities
is that between labor and citizenship. Wage work and political participation go hand in hand, and
economic dependence can be linked with the absence of political rights. Historically, however,
“worker” has tended to equate with masculinity. Within a paternalist welfare state, the male worker
is central to the distribution of resources. Therefore, it seems as though the nuclear family is at the
center of this system with the father being the main channel of social provisions. Theda Skocpol
has argued that the U.S. came close to forging a maternalist welfare state, which involved femaledominated public agencies that implemented regulations and benefits for the good of women and
their children (Skocpol, 1992). But this was not realized. According to Alice Kessler-Harris,
historian and former President of the American Studies Association (1991-1992), “America chose
to distribute ‘social citizenship’ on the basis of work rather than as a function of residence or
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citizenship” (Kessler-Harris, 2001: 4). In which other ways, then, can citizenship be tied to labor
so that agency plays more of a factor?
In addition to Marshall’s typology of citizenship, it is necessary to discuss economic
citizenship. Kessler-Harris has defined economic citizenship as:
the right to work at the occupation of one’s choice (where work includes childrearing and household maintenance); to earn wages adequate to the support of self
and family; to a nondiscriminatory job market; to the education and training that
facilitate access to it; to the social benefits necessary to sustain and support labor
force participation; and to the social environment required for effective choice,
including adequate housing, safe streets, accessible public transport, and universal
healthcare. (Kessler-Harris, 2003: 158-159)
These elements are crucial to this form of citizenship. Kessler-Harris further states in her book In
Pursuit of Equity: Women, Men, and the Quest for Economic Citizenship in 20th-Century America
that economic citizenship is “the independent status that provides the possibility of full
participation in the polity” (Kessler-Harris, 2001: 5). Notably, struggles for economic citizenship
take many forms, and they involve collective and individual action to obtain these elements.
Sometimes these struggles take the form of alternative economic models and approaches, such as
workers cooperatives, worker recuperation, and other forms of cooperation and workplace
democracy. In relation to the solidarity economy, economic citizenship plays a major role, and it
is, arguably, an avenue for the achievement of citizenship rights through these means. Economic
justice is at the heart of the solidarity economy, but it is important to examine how it is viewed as
a goal and how certain contexts affect how people mobilize to achieve it. The story of La Mujer
Obrera will illustrate one example of a community-based and women-led organization is working
towards economic and food justice by alternative practices and visions for their community. In a
strong sense, LMO will embody the struggle for a gendered economic citizenship on their own
terms.
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Relevant Social Movement Theoretical Concepts
While this study is not an extensive analysis of the U.S. solidarity economy as a social
movement, I utilize some specific concepts from the sociological study of social movement theory
to present a sketch of its many parts. The solidarity economy, in a U.S. context, is defined as a
social movement by its many proponents. I use this a point of departure. First, I incorporate the
concept of opportunity structures to illustrate how context affects collective action. The political
opportunity structure (POS) perspective—defined largely within the political process model—was
developed in response to theories that were perceived as inadequate for explaining aspects of social
movements and mobilization. In his 1998 book Power in Movement: Social Movements and
Contentious Politics, Sidney Tarrow provides a useful point of departure for examining this
concept. He defines political opportunities as: “consistent—but not necessarily formal, permanent,
or national—dimensions of the political struggle that encourage people to engage in contentious
politics” (Tarrow, 1998: 19-20). What is more, Tarrow describes the significance of this concept
and the role of the perspective in studying protest and social movement emergence. He states the
following:
There is no simple formula for predicting when contentious politics will emerge,
both because the specification of these variables varies in different historical and
political circumstances, and because different factors may vary in opposing
directions. As a result, the term “political opportunity structures” should not be
understood as an invariant model inevitably producing social movements, but as a
set of clues for when contentious politics will emerge, setting in motion a chain of
causation that may ultimately lead to sustained interaction with authorities and
thence to social movements. (Tarrow, 1998: 20)
Tarrow’s explanation provides some valuable considerations. He rejects an assumption of the POS
perspective as a casual model and stresses the reality of differing historical and political
circumstances and the dynamic characteristic of society. Notably, Tarrow emphasizes that the
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political opportunity structures should be viewed as a “set of clues,” which can contribute to social
movement emergence and sustained mobilization.
In his 1973 article “The Conditions of Protest Behavior in American Cities,” Peter Eisinger
first used the concept of political opportunity in relation to the effects of political environment.
This “first explicit use of a ‘political opportunity’ framework was Eisinger’s effort to explain why
some American cities witnessed extensive riots about race and poverty during the late 1960s while
others did not” (Meyer, 2004: 128). He “focused on the ‘openness’ of urban governments to more
conventional political inputs and found that cities with a combination of what he termed ‘open’
and ‘closed’ structures for citizenship were most likely to experience riots” (Meyer, 2004: 128).
Charles Tilly built upon this work and offered a more comprehensive theory emphasizing national
comparisons, as well as recognizing changes in opportunities over time. Tilly also argued that
opportunities would explain a general process of actors choosing tactics within a “repertoire of
contention.”
Doug McAdam’s seminal work, the 1982 publication Political Process and the
Development of Black Insurgency, 1930-1970, provided another model. The political process
model brought a variety of factors together and built on the classical model of social movements
(which emphasized structural strain and its impact on disruptive psychological states of society,
which led to mobilization) and resource mobilization theory (which emphasized organizational
structures and the availability or lack of resources, such as material resources, organization
members and leadership, etc.). McAdam asserts that the political process model draws from elite
and Marxist interpretations of power relations. However, he notes, “Marxists, to a much greater
extent than elite theorists, recognize that mass political impotence may as frequently stem from
shared perceptions of powerlessness as from an objective ability to mobilize significant political
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leverage” (McAdam, 1982: 37-38). Therefore, transformation is crucial and, like mobilization,
relates to the interplay between both autonomy and external environment. Thus, according to
McAdam, there are three sets of factors that are believed to be crucial in the generation of social
insurgency. The first is the level of organizational “readiness” within the aggrieved population
(“indigenous organizational strength”) (McAdam, 1982: 40).9 The second is the collective
assessment of the prospects for successful mobilization and level of “insurgent consciousness”
within that population (“cognitive liberation”) (McAdam, 1982: 40).10 Finally, the third is the
alignment of groups within the broader political environment and “structure of political
opportunities” available to these groups (“expanding political opportunities”) (McAdam, 1982:
40).11 It is this last set that is an important point of departure for a discussion of the evolution of
the concept of political opportunity structures and the debates associated with the concept.
In this same text, McAdam poses some considerations for what exactly accounts for shifts
in structures of political opportunities. He contends, “any event or broad social process that serves
to undermine the calculations and assumptions on which the political establishment is structured
occasions a shift in political opportunities” (McAdam, 1982: 41). These events can take the form
of wars, industrialization, realignment in international political structures, extensive
unemployment, and significant and widespread changes in demographics. Regardless of the cause
of such expanded political opportunities, McAdam notes that, “such shifts can facilitate increased
political activism on the part of excluded groups either by seriously undermining the stability of
the entire political system or by increasing the political leverage of a single insurgent group”
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(McAdam, 1982: 42). Notably, in Dynamics of Contention, McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly expand
on these ideas by emphasizing the interaction between opportunity, as well as threat, mobilizing
structures, framing processes, repertoires of contention (various tools and actions available to
movement actors at a given time), and contentious interaction (McAdam, et al., 2001: 17). They
refer to the interpretation and attribution of opportunities (and threats) and whether movement
actors have a shared interpretation. They state, “In short, like all social life, mobilization is suffused
throughout with collective efforts of interpretation and social construction” (McAdam, et al., 2001:
48). Numerous social movement theorists have both adjusted conceptualizations of political
opportunities, such as adding cultural considerations, as well as refuted them.12
The emergence of a solidarity economy movement at both the U.S. and global levels
reflects, I argue, the significance of external political and economic environments. National and
global economic crises have continued to contribute to a social climate overwhelmed by
unemployment, attacks on the working class, and the increasing disparity between the rich and the
poor. There are at least two ways to look at economic crisis in terms of opportunity structures. I
utilize “opportunity structures” in order to broaden the possibilities for these types of openings for
mobilization. However, I bear in mind that there is some danger in stretching the concept too
broadly, and I try to maintain a reasonable definition. I appreciate Tarrow’s definition for political
opportunity, which was defined earlier as: “consistent—but not necessarily formal, permanent, or
national—dimensions of the political struggle that encourage people to engage in contentious
politics” (Tarrow, 1998: 19-20). In The New Transnational Activism, he references his 1998 text
and defines political opportunity structure in the following manner: “consistent—but not
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necessarily formal, permanent or national—dimensions of the political environment that either
encourage or discourage people from using collective action” (Tarrow, 2006: 23). In thinking
about opportunity structures in a broader sense, economic crisis can be viewed as a circumstance,
which may discourage people from mobilizing. Certain economic restraints could render one’s
situation as hopeless.
Another way to look at economic crisis, however, is to see it as a moment for opportunity
to mobilize. During a time of economic crisis, mobilization can emerge simply because people
have become increasingly frustrated with their circumstances and those responsible for such crises.
I would argue that another way to consider opportunities in an economic crisis is to see this as a
moment that can serve as an opening for economic alternatives and practices that benefit the
common good. During economic crisis there is a need more than ever for alternatives. While in
some form or another the solidarity economy movement (at the local U.S. level and the global
level) has been in existence for some time, there is no doubt that people are responding to economic
crises via these practices and are becoming more active in the broader movements.
Another consideration for examining social movement dimensions of a U.S.-based and
global solidarity economy movement is a consideration of resistance. As Hollander and Einwohner
note in their article “Conceptualizing Resistance,” “different authors who use the language of
resistance may not in fact be talking about the same thing” (Hollander and Einwohner, 2004: 533534). The authors further state the following:
Scholars have used the term resistance to describe a wide variety of actions and
behaviors at all levels of human social life (individual, collective, and institutional)
and in a number of different settings, including political systems, entertainment and
literature, and the workplace…What is more surprising is that most published work
on resistance has displayed a decided lack of attention to definitions. (Hollander
and Einwohner, 004: 534)
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It is important and useful to define what we mean by “resistance,” especially when examining
specific forms of mobilization. If we incorporate some of the concepts that Hollander and
Einwohner provide in their “typology of resistance,” specifically recognition and intent, we can
argue that large segments of solidarity economy practitioners, activists, and researchers (many of
whom are all three) are engaging in resistance. There is a recognition of a need to create and
practice alternative economic practices and a recognition of a dominant system that is not working
for people or the environment. Furthermore, many solidarity economy organizations highlight the
effects of racism, oppressive effects of capitalism, and other harmful forces on communities (e.g.,
communities of color, LGBTQ communities, working-class, etc.). The solidarity economy is a
diverse movement, especially with regard to the various other social movements with which it is
connected, on a national level and a global level. The creation of and participation in solidarity
economy practices is action. While intent can be a bit more complicated, especially with regard to
what we know or do not know about actors involved, it is possible to speculate that intent is
apparent in these actions. While a more in-depth analysis of a contemporary solidarity economy
would reveal the dimensions of resistance that are present in the movement, I simply argue here
that solidarity economy practice and its role as a broader movement, both nationally and at a global
level, is a form of resistance. The creation and implementation of economic alternatives are, at the
basic level, in opposition to dominant forms of economic systems and structures that prioritize
profit over people and environment, often at the expense of rights and sustainability. In a strong
sense, this movement and its related efforts and historical predecessors, as well, have resisted the
status quo by engaging in creative forms of economic practice.
Third, a consideration of frames is worth mentioning. While this study is, by no means, andepth analysis of frames across solidarity economy initiatives, it is useful to consider the relevance
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of the concept. Citing the scholarship of Erving Goffman, Benford and Snow define frames as
“‘schemata of interpretation’ that enable individuals ‘to locate, perceive, identify, and label’
occurrences within their life space and the world at large” (Benford and Snow, 2000: 614).
Framing is “a process that aims to maximize the public resonance of a movement’s claims to
generate interest in and sympathy for the movement” (Olesen, 2006: 181). As Gamson and Meyer
(1996: 285) contend, collective action frames “define people as potential agents of their own
history” (Gamson and Meyer, 1996: 285). Frames have their own histories, but their meanings
may shift with cultural and political changes over time. A framing perspective emphasizes the
ways in which movement actors construct meaning in order to draw attention to the issues at hand
and elicit support. In a sense, solidarity economy practitioners can draw on shared frames to gain
support, increase visibility, and build networks, a core goal of the U.S-based movement. Shared
frames include those that highlight the need for alternative economic practices and, more
specifically, frames that can be closely connected to a “rights frame” that prioritizes people and
planet, as well as a frame grounded in social and economic justice.
Lastly, resources play a significant role in the development and expansion of a solidarity
economy. In a sense, this consideration can contribute to a resource mobilization approach by
highlighting the various resources that are pertinent to a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement.
Resources are crucial to the expansion of this contemporary movement. This includes different
types of resources, such as: material resources like funding, social-organizational resources like
networks and organizational structures, human resources like activists and researchers,
technological resources like mapping platforms, and moral resources like legitimacy and a broadreaching moral desire for change (Staggenborg, 2016: 20). Like any movement, resources, in
addition to support from others, are critical for the U.S.-based solidarity economy movement, and
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practitioners and researchers are becoming more and more creative in developing ways to increase
visibility and build networks, in addition to ways to practice alternative economic practices in
efforts towards social and economic justice. While resource mobilization theory tends to be an
outdated framework for current scholarship, this study demonstrates that these issues are still
relevant in the study of diverse forms of social movements and raises significant questions about
the role of resources in this current era of neoliberalism. This consideration of resources will be
more apparent in the subsequent chapters.

El Paso: My Hometown as Case Study

Figure 1: Visual representation of the location of El Paso in relation to the rest
of the state of Texas. Note that the city is isolated from other major cities and
rests prominently on the border with New Mexico to the west and north and
Mexico to the south.
This project initially began as an extensive examination of solidarity economy-related
initiatives in three Texas cities: Austin, San Antonio, and El Paso. However, at the preliminary
stages of the research it became very clear that focusing on one city alone would provide for a
more in-depth study. Following an initial fieldwork trip to El Paso in 2012, it was evident that this
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city alone would offer a deep history and illuminating contemporary examples to examine
solidarity economy-related practice. What is more, the city’s border location would provide a
useful context for examining the influence of various factors on such initiatives and histories.
A fuller examination of El Paso’s history and its significance as an urban border space will
be presented in a later chapter. At this time, however, I present a brief discussion about the
relevance of the city, for me personally. I believe it is important to situate myself within this study
by connecting my own life experiences to El Paso. In the process of examining the historical case
of the Houchen settlement house and the contemporary case of La Mujer Obrera, I often came
across pieces of information, as well as actual physical locations, that connected to my own
family’s history. This is most evident in the Houchen case, as I draw on an oral history I conducted
with my maternal grandmother. But even as I first entered the LMO spaces, I learned that my
family started their lives in El Paso, after crossing over from Mexico, only a few blocks away.
What is more, as I conducted my fieldwork and gained more knowledge about the organization, I
learned more about myself and my connection to the border. I developed relationships and grew
to love this city more. My love for my city has only grown, and I have only become hungrier for
knowledge of its history, my family’s past, and my own ties to this border city. The following
discussion elaborates on these connections and my own returning to la frontera (the border).
In his song “My Town,” Jim Ward, El Paso native and local musician and business owner,
penned a love letter to the city. Ward sings,
I’ve seen the palaces, the countrysides of England.
Been to four of the seven seas, a product of my dreamin’.
I’ve walked the neon street of Tokyo, on my own.
But at the end of every trip, I turn around and come home. (Ward, 2011)
This song embodies a sense of what El Paso means to me. In addition to the imagery in this song,
including specific places in El Paso, such as Memorial Park and the Franklin Mountains, I can
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especially connect to the line about coming home and returning (quite unexpectedly) to El Paso
after my own decade-long stay in the Midwest. This project brought me back to my hometown.
Returning to the place where I swore I would never live again, this study opened my eyes and
provided an opportunity for me to learn about the history of my city and the work being done here.
In a similar vein, I had the opportunity to unlearn many preconceived notions I held about this
border space. For many of us who grew up in El Paso, it is common to take this region for granted.
Still, as a child, I was drawn to the histories of my ancestors and their experiences crossing that
border long before I was even a twinkle in my mother’s eye. Growing up on the line between two
countries, I was always drawn to el otro lado (the other side). Driving along Interstate 10, from
the backseat of our family van, I would watch children in Juárez swimming and playing in the Rio
Grande and would be curious about their lives. I understood my hometown was different from
other cities. As a teenager, much like my contemporaries, I would develop a desire to escape the
city, and after graduating high school, I would flee to the cornfields of Indiana, only to return.
In her article, “‘There is a great good in returning’: A Testimonio from the Borderlands,”
Yolanda Chávez Leyva recounts her experiences moving back to El Paso and into the house where
she grew up, as well as the ways in which this returning forced her to confront her own history and
connections with the area, as well as the histories of its people. Leyva quotes the following excerpt
from N. Scott Momaday’s essay “Revisiting Sacred Ground” in The Man Made of Words.
There is a great good in returning to a landscape that has had extraordinary meaning
in one’s life. It happens that we return to such places in our minds irresistibly. There
are certain villages and towns, mountains and plains that, having seen them walked
in them lived in them even for a day, we keep forever in the mind’s eye. They
become indispensable to our well-being; they define us, and we say, I am who I am
because I have been there, or there. (Leyva, 2003: 1)
I can relate to Leyva’s experience and also believe that I am who I am because of my experiences
of being born and raised in El Paso. It took coming back for my eyes to be opened to the real
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complexities of this border space. In my own “returning,” I have learned more about the history of
my city and have gained a new perspective of its role in creating more people-based and
environmentally conscious communities and forms of economic development. What is more, my
perspective of the city across the border, Ciudad Juárez, has been enlightened by both the history
of this region and personal connections. I am crossing that border again with more mature eyes,
and I am not only reminded of memories crossing as a child with my family to shop at the mercado
and share in family dinners at the local restaurants. But I am also reminded that the origins of my
own family began with the crossing of that border. In the early 1950s, my maternal grandparents,
Oscar and Margarita Castro, would cross into the United States from Mexico to start their family
and offer a different life for their children and future grandchildren. I have benefited from this
crossing and the risks that they took. I am one product of a long line of ancestors and carry my
family’s story with me. This return for my own academic pursuits and continued residence in El
Paso is a part of that story.
At the same time, I continue to be reminded of the complexities of my hometown. Always
mindful that to romanticize the border is to do a disservice to these complexities, it is important to
note that for many of us living and working on the border, the current political moment creates a
strong sense of dissonance. As a born and raised El Pasoan, the same familiar space that I call
home is now being treated as a war zone with increasing militarization. Under the nation’s gaze,
cities along the U.S.-Mexico border, like El Paso, are seen as dangerous and lawless and sites
where hordes of dangerous immigrants, or “bad hombres,” are crossing on a daily basis.13 On the
ground, the reality of the border region is quite different and more complex than this image. It is
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easy to become desensitized to certain aspects of the borderlands, but for many of us, the
significance of El Paso and other border cities is still embodied in this complex region, where
cultures and languages blend and economies are shaped precisely because of these transnational
locales and processes. At the same time the border fence remains a stark reminder of the increasing
militarization of the border, and we are reminded of the less romantic histories that embody this
desert landscape. Still, the U.S.-Mexico border provides a fruitful region for examining solidarity
economy histories and practices, and my personal connection to El Paso, specifically, influenced
my methodology in significant ways.

Methods
As an interdisciplinary project, various methods have guided my analyses of the two case
studies. Each case study required different approaches of analysis, as well as instances in which I
was required to negotiate my role as both researcher and participant. Both case studies necessitated
an acknowledgement of my role in history and an awareness of a sociological imagination where
history and biography intersect. The following summaries provide details about these methods for
each case study.
Houchen Settlement House
For the Houchen settlement house case, I rely mostly on secondary sources related to the
settlement house. These include newspaper clippings and scholarship produced pertaining to
Houchen’s significance in South El Paso. In an effort to situate the El Paso settlement into the
broader American settlement house movement, I also consulted multiple sources about other
settlement houses, as well as sources pertaining to Hull House. Additionally, I also refer to writings
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by Jane Addams herself to glean a better understanding of her guiding philosophy and goals for
the Chicago settlement house.
Last but not least, I also incorporated an oral history component to this analysis.
Specifically, I include excerpts from an oral history interview that I conducted with my maternal
grandmother, Margarita Garcia-Castro. The interview was conducted in February of 2016. During
the interview, I asked my grandmother about her experiences with Houchen, specifically her
experiences giving birth to five of her six children at the Newark Maternity Hospital. Interestingly,
the interview also turned into a discussion about the significance of community and social ties in
the El Paso neighborhoods where my family began their lives in the city. These discussions
provided valuable insight into the lives of South El Paso families and their relationship with a
social service institution like Houchen. Importantly, the conversation with my grandmother also
highlighted the ways in which community members, women specifically, made conscious
decisions about which services they would use and how the institution would factor into how they
gave birth and raised their children.
La Mujer Obrera
As mentioned earlier, ethnographic methods for the La Mujer Obrera case have guided my
analysis. My research method was partially influenced by critical ethnography. In her introduction
to Critical Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance, D. Soyini Madison discusses critical
ethnography as having a political purpose that is ethically concerned with representation. She
emphasizes the roles and responsibilities of researchers to not only present truthful representations
of the communities we study, but she also notes that “we must still be accountable for the
consequences of our representations and the implications of our message, because they matter”
(Madison, 2005: 5). Critical ethnography “begins with an ethical responsibility to address
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processes of unfairness or injustice within a particular lived domain” (Madison, 2005: 5). Madison
emphasizes that the critical ethnographer moves from “what is” to “what could be,” and this
positionality is useful for studying social movements and struggles for social change. The
solidarity economy movement has a significant visionary element. In my research with LMO, I
remained conscious of these considerations of ethnography from a critical standpoint.
Additionally, I kept in mind the issue of voice and am reminded of wise words from historian
Vicki L. Ruiz, whose work contributed significantly to my Houchen settlement house case study.
Ruiz has argued that, “scholars cannot ‘give’ voice to people, but they can provide the space for
them to express their thoughts and feelings in their own words and on their own terms” (Ruiz,
2000: 6). This was the overarching goal and broader framework of the study. Thus, the LMO
chapters simply provide a space for the voices of the women (and men) I worked alongside. This
dissertation tells the story of the organization.
At the same time, my role as a participant was a central factor in this study, and I was
constantly negotiating my role as researcher, participant, and, eventually, community member.
This experience became more significant as I began to develop my ideas about praxis, not only in
the goals of the organization but also in my own experiences as an active participant. While this
study was not a participatory action research (PAR) project, I was influenced by the work of
Orlando Fals Borda, a Colombian sociologist and well-respected figure on the Left. Fals Borda
“came to believe that it was the duty of a sociologist not just to examine the social reality of a
country, but to remedy the grave injustices that research uncovered” (Gott, 2008). His four
guidelines for sociology researchers are as follows:
(1) Do not monopolize your knowledge nor impose arrogantly your techniques, but
respect and combine your skills with the knowledge of the researched and
grassroots communities, taking them as full partners and co-researchers.
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(2) Do not trust elitist versions of history and science which respond to dominant
interests, but be receptive to counter-narratives and try to capture them.
(3) Do not depend solely on your culture to interpret facts, but recover local values,
traits, beliefs, and arts for action by and with the research organizations.
(4) Do not impose your own ponderous scientific style for communicating results,
but diffuse and share what you have learned together with the people, in a manner
that is wholly understandable and even literary and pleasant, for science should not
be necessarily a mystery nor a monopoly of experts and intellectuals. (Gott, 2008)
I was influenced greatly by these principles, as well as Fals Borda’s emphasis on collective
knowledge-building and the critical recovery of history (Fals Borda, 1987: 339). Throughout the
fieldwork process, I maintained a commitment to these guidelines in some form. Respect, as simple
as it sounds, guided my methodology.
In addition to primary sources (e.g., organizational archives) and secondary sources (e.g.,
scholarship published about the organization), I relied on semi-structured interviews and
participant observation methods. I began my fieldwork with semi-structured interviews as a way
to start learning about the organization. These interviews provided a good foundation, especially
with regard to the vision and goals for the organization, as well as how the interviewees understood
its purpose. The interviews introduced me to the women and the meanings that they attach to LMO.
The participant observation dimension of the research involved volunteer work with multiple LMO
events, as well as participation in several community meetings and workshops. The bulk of my
fieldwork took place at the LMO community farm, Tierra es Vida (Land is Life), where I became
a core volunteer in urban agricultural efforts. During the course of my fieldwork, which began
with two preliminary trips to El Paso in 2012, my methods changed in significant ways. These
changes were based on my rationale to: (1) relocate to El Paso permanently, despite living in
Indiana at the beginning of the research process and (2) later focus primarily on participant
observation and informal conversations at the community farm.
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Despite the wealth of information that I was able to gather from preliminary trips to El
Paso in 2012 and the three semi-structured interviews with LMO staff that fall semester, I realized,
as early as that summer, that I needed to make the city my home base during this research. This
decision to uproot from Indiana and return to my hometown after living and studying the Midwest
for a decade was influenced by the realization that in order to truly learn about LMO and participate
more fully, it was necessary for me to have a more consistent presence. I relocated to El Paso in
July of 2013. That summer, I sold most of my belongings and packed all that I could fit into my
1996 Toyota Corolla—the same car that would take me from El Paso to Indiana a decade earlier
in 2003. Accompanied by my father, I made the long drive back across multiple state lines and
across the state of Texas to the western tip. My adjustment to living on the border again would
take time, and I experienced a culture shock immediately—a strange feeling to experience in one’s
hometown. But with time and in the process of working more closely with LMO, El Paso became
home again. Through my interactions with my LMO contacts and supporters of the organization,
both at the community farm and in informal interactions at Café Mayapan, I was reminded of the
warmth of the people in my hometown. I gained friendships through this experience. As I
developed these relationships and built rapport with my LMO contacts, it became more obvious
that formal semi-structured interviews would not be the best method to gain more information
about the organization’s vision, goals, and practice. As a volunteer at the community farm, I was
already gathering this sort of information through casual conversations and informal dialogues
during our breaks. As I worked alongside others, I learned more about LMO’s practice and guiding
ideologies. Thus, I scrapped the formal interviews and, rather, learned through my own practice.
The first of three chapters for this case study will outline the specific details of the duration and
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shape of my fieldwork, as well as elaborate on my efforts to negotiate my role as participant
researcher.

Chapter Structure
This study begins with an introduction to the solidarity economy. Chapter 1 focuses on
both global and historical origins for a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. It discusses the
various global and transnational networks and efforts to create alternative economic practices that
prioritize people and planet over profit. Notably, this discussion provides some background and
context for the broader focus of this project: a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. This
chapter presents a consideration of historical predecessors to this contemporary movement by
highlighting the legacy of social and economic justice in an American context. By providing a
counter-narrative to dominant historical narratives that prioritize individualism, this discussion
looks at examples of how people have historically come together to create alternatives to dominant
modes of production and consumption, while responding to larger social forces, such as rapid
industrialization and urbanization. The second half of the chapter presents an overview of a
contemporary solidarity economy in the United States. With a use of several concepts and
considerations from the sociological study of social movements, these discussions highlight the
networks and various practices that make up this movement, which continues to be a work-inprogress. The chapter closes with a brief consideration of solidarity economy-related work within
the state of Texas and then shifts to the broader context of this project: El Paso, Texas.
Chapter 2 offers critical context about El Paso for the two case studies by presenting a
historical overview of the beginnings of this border city. It highlights its origins as a center for
industry and trade, as well as the role the city played in the Mexican Revolution and other moments
of social change. Importantly, the chapter emphasizes the role of immigrant labor in the
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development of the city’s economy and illustrates the roles that race, class, gender, and nationality
played in the lives of early El Paso residents. In addition, the chapter underlines the complexities
of the city as a border space. El Paso is representative of la frontera (the border), and this aspect
of the city is paramount to both its history and its continued development. Thus, this section
discusses the various ways that borders are made and unmade in this context. From the drawing of
international boundaries and the militarization of the border to the ways in which borders are
resisted and crossed, this discussion illustrates the distinct characteristics of this urban border
space, as well as the constantly evolving border culture. Importantly, this discussion presents
examples of social justice efforts on the border. This chapter ends with a timely discussion of
community organizing in efforts to preserve El Paso’s history and protect neighborhoods and
communities from demolition and subsequent erasure. This consideration will serve as an
introduction to the ways in which people are organizing to create an alternative vision for the
city—the topic of discussion in the second half of this project.
Introducing the first case study for this project, Chapter 3 focuses on the role of the Rose
Gregory Houchen Settlement House in the history of social services in South El Paso. As a
historical case study, the story of the Houchen settlement offers an opportunity to consider one
potential predecessor to a solidarity economy movement. I argue that the settlement, as situated
within the broader American settlement house movement, is a part of a long history of people
collectively working to address social and economic problems in their communities. I
contextualize this historic case study within the broader American settlement house movement and
also connect settlement thought to a contemporary solidarity economy, specifically by referring to
the philosophy and writings of Jane Addams, the founder of Chicago’s Hull House. Importantly,
while the settlement house served as an important and meaningful community institution for
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generations of El Pasoans, I highlight the problematic areas that were most prominent during its
early years. These areas include its Americanization programs and its efforts to convert community
members to the Methodist religion. Within this examination, I also incorporate the experiences of
community members whom benefited from the services that Houchen provided. I do this by
incorporating excerpts from an oral history interview I conducted with my maternal grandmother,
who gave birth to five of her six children at Houchen’s Newark Maternity Hospital.
Chapters 4 through 6 center on the second case study—the women-led community
organization La Mujer Obrera (the Woman Worker). The first chapter introduces the organization
and an overview of my incorporation of ethnographic methods, particularly semi-structured
interview and participant observation. Providing context for the organization’s food justice
initiative, the first chapter also provides a consideration of urban agriculture and food sovereignty
efforts within a solidarity economy. The second LMO chapter presents historical background for
the organization, including precursors of earlier labor rights struggles and the economic contexts
out of which the organization was created and evolved. This chapter also provides an in-depth
discussion about LMO’s contemporary vision, goals, and initiatives, including an alternative
economic vision for the community. The third and last chapter focuses on LMO’s food justice
initiative and its community farm project. Drawing on extensive participant observation at the
urban farm, I argue that LMO is representative of solidarity economy praxis and serves as a de
facto contributor to a contemporary solidarity economy movement.
The concluding chapter offers considerations for the future of a solidarity economy on the
border. This discussion provides a snapshot of current social justice efforts and solidarity
economy-related initiatives in the El Paso region. I return to the question I posed at the beginning
of this dissertation: Is there a solidarity economy taking place on the U.S.-Mexico Border in El
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Paso, Texas? I provide a brief discussion of a current example of competing frames and efforts for
economic development in the city, which emphasizes a continued need for a pragmatic shift in
thinking in the city. Emphasizing that there are already solidarity economy-related efforts taking
place here on the border, even if people do not use the term explicitly, I present a variety of
examples of these efforts to paint a picture of a solidarity economy on the border.
Ultimately, this project tells many stories. These stories are all tied to this central location:
the U.S.-Mexico border. In this scholarly endeavor, I aim to tell these stories with respect and
truth, as I have been a witness to them. Having grown up in the region, I cannot separate my
connection to El Paso. Thus, I only hope to do justice to my city on the border and the people who
live, work, and struggle for social justice at these crossroads.
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CHAPTER 1. A U.S.-BASED SOLIDARITY ECONOMY: ORIGINS AND
SNAPSHOTS OF A CONTEMPORARY MOVEMENT

We’ve been engaged in the solidarity economy for our survival for a long time. We just never
applied that name to it.
Elandria Williams, Highlander Research and Educational Center
In mid-September of 2011, the United States witnessed an awakening in the form of mass
demonstrations spreading in cities across the nation. Sparked by the Occupy Wall Street protests
at Zuccotti Park in New York City, participants from different walks of life gathered in public
spaces to protest corporate greed, social and economic inequality, high unemployment, inadequate
social welfare, and other concerns stemming from economic crisis at local and global levels. The
Occupy movement cited the ripple effect of what had been known as the Arab Spring—mass
uprisings and demands for democracy in the Middle East, such as in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and
Yemen—as a source of inspiration for collective action. Despite criticism and media
misrepresentation, which have arguably obfuscated the complexities of the movement and the
diverse grievances and goals of the protesters, occupations all over the nation appeared to justify
the grievances of the American working and middle-classes—a diverse demographic in itself.
Participants in Occupy included seasoned activists from other movements, students, public sector
employees, families with small children, and others who supported the cause. People identifying
as members of both “the 99%,” and “the 1%”, came together in mass. If the beginning of 2011
saw the Arab Spring, was this, in fact, to become the “American Autumn”?
From a bystander’s perspective, the waves of protest and various Occupy camps appeared
to emerge out of nowhere. Yet, manifestations of the Occupy movement encompassed actors who
represented a variety of movements, many with long histories of collective action. Moreover, by
2011, the U.S. had witnessed incessant symptoms of a broken economic system. That year alone
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comprised of continued debates over taxation, budgets, and avoiding national default, as well as a
variety of grave attacks against a diverse American working class, such as the collective bargaining
bill and subsequent protests in Wisconsin (Davey and Greenhouse, 2011). In the wake of public
protest, occupation of public spaces, and police repression, questions were being raised about
alternatives to an economic system that, in the eyes of the populace, continued to fail. These
questions are still relevant today, as we continue to witness and feel the severe effects of a broken
economic system and a damaging, self-serving White House administration.
Whether or not you support mass protests and civil disobedience or the Occupy movement
as whole, it cannot be denied that there is an urgent need for structural change. Today, Occupy is
not as visible as it was seven years ago. However, it would be unrealistic to think that such a social
movement has fizzled or completely disappeared, especially since it encompassed many
movements coming together. But this particular, visible moment of the birth of Occupy echoed the
belief of another movement, the global justice movement, and a phrase that embodies its vision—
that another world -is possible. There is another dimension to this vision, which highlights the topic
of this dissertation. As Brazilian economist Marcos Arruda states, “Unless we make another
economy possible, another world will not be possible” (Arruda, 2004).
Despite what could be perceived as a hopeless situation, economic crisis can create what
social movement theorists identify as opportunity structures, which involve consistent dimensions
of a political or cultural environment that either encourages or discourages collective action.
Staring these current crises square in the face, people have not limited their responses to protesting
in the streets. They have also engaged in alternative economic practices, which are both utopian in
vision and pragmatic in practice. Woven in the tapestry often left out of an American master
narrative, there are historical moments that demonstrate how ordinary people have come together
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to organize their lives and work around principles of cooperation and mutualism –from utopian
experiments of the 1800s to various examples of African American cooperative economic
enterprises that served as early influences to the Civil Rights Movement.
The solidarity economy is a part of this counter-narrative and offers a contemporary
alternative economic approach to capitalist, profit-centered modes of production and consumption.
Situated within a global movement and within its own historical antecedents, a U.S.-based
solidarity economy movement encompasses a vast spectrum of practices grounded in values
connected to solidarity, mutualism, cooperation, equity for all, sustainability, and human and
environmental dignity (Allard, Davidson, and Matthaie, 2008). Examples include food and
worker-owned cooperatives, bartering communities, community centers dedicated to economic
justice and social uplift, fair trade, participatory budgeting, and community-supported agriculture.
Importantly, solidarity economy practitioners emphasize the importance of diverse approaches that
reflect local-based needs and knowledge, while maintaining a commitment to values at the core of
the solidarity economy framework.
Despite the presence of these efforts, the term solidarity economy is relatively new within
a U.S. context. According to Emily Kawano, co-founder of the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network,
“The solidarity economy (SE) movement in the United States is very young, yet it builds on a
strong foundation of real practices, institutions and policies. This foundation, however, is cloaked
and practically invisible in the shadow of the mainstream economy” (Kawano, 2009: 13). Many
forms of alternative economic practices are met with skepticism, especially with regard to
longevity and sustainability. Thus, proponents of the movement aim to create visibility and build
networks of like-minded solidarity economy-related initiatives.
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This chapter presents a discussion of this U.S.-based solidarity economy movement as it
stands and continues to grow today. It begins by illustrating the origins of the movement, both in
a global context and a historical context. This discussion also highlights the various global
solidarity economy efforts taking place today and similar concepts being used to create policies
that both develop and support alternative economic practices and frameworks at an international
level. Furthermore, by presenting various historical examples of solidarity economy-related
practices and principles within U.S. history, it is imperative to demonstrate that while the concept
itself is new to the American lexicon, these forms of collective organizing and the creation of
livelihoods based on similar principles are a part of a longer historical trajectory.
The chapter continues by presenting the U.S.-based solidarity economy as a social
movement. It highlights different dimensions of the movement by considering networks and
resources. By drawing attention to these dimensions, we can begin to better grasp how the
movement has taken shape in this national context and, therefore, consider implications for its
future, especially with regard to increasing visibility. Importantly, this project is most concerned
with the ways in which people are organizing around solidarity economy-related principles on the
ground. Therefore, the chapter closes by shifting the focus to a regional level of analysis. It ends
with a brief consideration of solidarity economy practices in the state of Texas and provides a
snapshot of initiatives in the state capital—Austin. The chapter concludes with an introduction to
the main focus of this project—El Paso—and introduces the question of whether some form of a
solidarity economy is taking place in this border city.

What’s in a Name? Global and Historical Origins
Social economy. Sharing economy. New economy. Solidarity economy. These are only a
handful of names given to diverse efforts to redefine and reshape what we know more generally
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as “the Economy.” Some of these terms have longer histories, such as social economy and
solidarity economy, especially at a global level. Others are fairly new to the cultural and political
lexicon. As noted earlier, the concept of a solidarity economy is fairly new to the United States,
despite longer histories of usage in other parts of the world. Yet, how we choose to name our
practice and the frameworks that guide such practice greatly influence the mobilizing power of
these endeavors. Through the act of naming we make a deliberate effort to define and set
boundaries for understanding social processes. Naming enables us to categorize, as well as form
alliances among different organizations and actors in otherwise different contexts. The act of
naming, defining, and identifying the solidarity economy is crucial to the growth of this
movement.. In a sense, the solidarity economy movement, with its historical antecedents and
contemporary forms of economic organizing and praxis, is reflective of what Raymond Williams
labels residual and emergent cultures, as both alternative and oppositional forms to a dominant
culture (Williams, 1973). Williams defines residual forms as “some experiences, meanings and
values which cannot be verified or cannot be expressed in the terms of the dominant culture, are
nevertheless lived and practiced on the basis of the residue—cultural as well as social—of some
previous social formation” (Williams, 1973: 10). He connects emergent forms with “the new
meanings and values, new practices, new significances and experiences, are continually being
created”—a contemporary solidarity economy framework and movement (Williams, 1973: 11).
This section provides a context within which to situate a contemporary U.S.-based
solidarity economy movement. It provides an overview of global origins and contemporary efforts,
as well as a consideration of historical predecessors.
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Global Origins and Contemporary Efforts
According to Ethan Miller, solidarity economy researcher and proponent, origins of a
solidarity economy as a concept for strategic economic organizing go back as early as 1937 “when
Felipe Alaiz advocated for the construction of an economía solidaria between worker collectives
in urban and rural areas during the Spanish Civil War” (Miller, 2010: 2). But Luis Razeto Migliaro,
a Chilean sociologist, is often credited with coining and developing the concept in the 1980s. Latin
America during this period of time provided a key context for the development of alternative
economic practices as a means of survival. According to Craig Borowiak, associate professor of
political science at Haverford College and solidarity economy researcher, “the combination of
authoritarian rule, a regional debt crisis, and neoliberal policies had caused significant social and
economic hardships and dislocation for numerous communities” (Borowiak, 2016: 21).
Unemployment was high in many Latin American countries, and state-supported welfare programs
were limited. The legacy of civil war and a context of dictatorship created disenchantment and
limited any ideas of revolutionary change or forms of major resistance. Razeto spent the postPinochet coup years in Italy where he was exposed to the cooperative movement in that region.
When he returned to Chile, he found that many local communities were engaging in various
alternative economic practices as a means for survival within these oppressive contexts. These
practices included: “collective kitchens, community service centers, labor workshops, labor
exchanges, and cooperatives,” among others (Borowiak, 2016: 21). Borowiak elaborates,
In this context, Razeto began organizing meetings under the framework of the
Program for Labor Economics (PET). In such a meeting, a local community
member coined the expression “solidarity economy,” thus combining the principles
of solidarity (advocated by the Church) and those of economic development
(advocated by NGOs) (Razeto, 2010). Adopting this terminology, Razeto then
theorized solidarity economy in opposition to development models centered on
either the state or the assumption of individualism and profit maximization. He
underlined the importance of reciprocal relations and the sense of belonging often
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found in traditional societies. He called for an “economy of solidarity” organized
around cooperative endeavors to satisfy common needs and to achieve the wellbeing of local communities. (Borowiak, 2016: 21-22)
A few points are worth highlighting here. First, the context of economic, but also political,
crisis can be viewed as catalysts for the emergence of these alternative economy forms of practice.
Despite dire conditions and obstacles to other forms of mass resistance, some forms of opposition
emerged in these collective practices built on mutual relationships and social justice. Secondly, the
term itself, as described in this excerpt, came from a local community member during one of the
PET meetings. Thus, the concept was born out of local experiences and needs and can be viewed
as local knowledge put into practice. Arguably, the concept of the solidarity economy, in this Latin
American context, grew out of praxis and theorization from a grassroots level of organizing, rather
than a top-down approach from the state. Additionally, there is an acknowledgement of traditional
societies as a model, specifically with the emphasis on reciprocal relationships and the “sense of
belonging.” In addition to the significance of local knowledge, this emphasis on traditional
societies also looks back to history in order to influence the present and the future, specifically in
the development of an economic framework for change.
Furthermore, in Razeto’s theorization of a solidarity economy, “economic enterprises
would embody cooperation, co-responsibility, communication, collaboration, and community, all
of which constitute what Razeto calls ‘Factor C’” (Borowiak, 2016: 22). Notably, Razeto’s “idea
was not to overthrow capitalism so much as to resist its monological imposition, and to infiltrate
its operation through cooperative principles” (Borowiak, 2016: 22). The notion of the economia
solidaria in this context would later be adopted by other activists and academics in other Latin
American countries, such as Argentina, Colombia, and Brazil, which demonstrates a long history
of the concept in this region.
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Other regions in the world system have also demonstrated a development of similar
frameworks. For example, the économie solidaire was developed by French sociologist Jean-Louis
Laville around the same time as Razeto. Laville’s work is another important element of history in
the development of a solidarity economy framework, as it demonstrates, again, the importance of
context, as well as the relevance of economic sectors. In this European case, economic crisis was
also a contributing factor and major motivator for the development of alternative economic
frameworks and practices. But traditional economies and dictatorships were not the catalysts for
these efforts. Rather, the Keynesian welfare state and its effects on economic structuring created
the circumstances out of which these efforts were developed. Borowiak describes the details in the
following passage:
In the mid-1980s, Laville used the language of économie solidaire to intervene in
ongoing research on social economy in Europe. As opposed to those who focus
only on the organizational forms of cooperatives, mutuals, and associations, Laville
used the concept of économie solidaire to prioritize the normative commitment to
reciprocity and solidarity as a strategy for social integration. He also used it to
highlight the need to extend cooperative principles so that they would apply to the
public market sectors of the economy in addition to the third sector. What mattered
most for Laville was not, for example, whether an organization was organized as a
cooperative, but rather whether it organized its activities around social solidarity
and reciprocity. (Borowiak, 2016: 22)
Laville’s research and conceptualization of a solidarity economy in this European context has
influenced social economy research across Europe, and this has been such an influence that the
social and solidarity economy are often combined into one expression: social and solidarity
economy, an organizing concept, especially in international and transnational initiatives.
It is important to include a consideration of these differences between the social and
solidarity economies, particularly with regard to global initiatives. In an essay posted on ZNet,
former president of the World Fair Trade Organization–Europe Carola Reintjes reflects on the
presence of solidarity economy organizers and proponents at the World Social Forum in 2003.
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This presence involved 1 panel, 8 seminars, and 120 workshops centered on the solidarity
economy. An estimated 6,000 to 7,000 people attended these meetings, and this presence of likeminded organizers represents millions of “workers, producers, consumers, traders, educators, and
communicators around the world” working towards creating economic alternatives that put people
and the environment at the center and address needs at local, regional, national, and international
levels.
In her reflection paper, Reintjes describes the solidarity economy as a framework that
“designates all production, distribution and consumption activities that contribute to the
democratization of the economy based on citizen commitments both at a local and global level”
(Reintjes, 2003). It emphasizes the dynamics of reciprocity and solidarity and links individual
interests to collective interests. She further states the following:
In this sense, Solidarity Economy is not a sector of the economy, but a transversal
approach that includes initiatives in all sectors of the economy. It is about ethical
consumption, women’s initiatives, community and ecological agriculture, social
money, ethical financing, fair trade, community services, appropriate and
democratized technology and social forms of ownership and management of assets
and of developmental activities…Solidarity Economy should not be a simple
instrument to achieve a fairer framework for economic activity but should instead
be the subject and main actor of social, economic, political and cultural
transformation. (Reintjes, 2003); emphasis added)
Reintjes highlights the diversity of the solidarity economy within her description and emphasizes
the notion that it does not serve as a strict economic model, which must be utilized by all actors
and organizations. Rather, it is this emphasis on context-specific practices, and thus, the needs of
a given society and/or community, that remains central to a broad-base solidarity economy
framework. Importantly, Reintjes provides a consideration of the division of economic sectors.
This demonstrates the different ways in which the solidarity economy is discussed in relation to
first (private), second (public), and third sectors of the economy.
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In order to elaborate on these sectors, it is necessary to include a brief discussion of the
social economy. BALTA, a regional research collaboration among community based organizations,
universities and colleges in Alberta and British Columbia, Canada, notes, “one definition is that
the social economy includes those organizations which are animated by the principle of reciprocity
for the pursuit of mutual economy or social goals, often through social control of capital”
(http://www.socialeconomy-bcalberta.ca/social-economy/). According to Michael Lewis and Dan
Swinney, “the social economy can be understood to lie within what John Pearce calls the ‘third
system’ of the economy, as opposed to the ‘first’ (private/profit-oriented) and ‘second’ systems
(public service/planned provision)” (Lewis and Swinney, 2008: 29). According to Pearce, the
private system is more profit-driven, whereas the public system, within the domain of
governments, is more about redistribution and planning. BALTA states that, “the third system is
about citizens taking action to meet and satisfy needs themselves and working together in some
collaborative way to do this” (http://www.socialeconomy-bcalberta.ca/social-economy/). The
third system also includes a range of associations, the voluntary sector, social enterprises, and the
family economy. Emily Kawano, co-founder of the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network, elaborates
on the role of the social economy in the following passage
The social economy can be seen as an important and supportive part of capitalism,
comprising a third sector alongside the profit-driven private sector and the state.
Some proponents argue that it plays a critical role in addressing problems such as
poverty, unemployment and social exclusion, which if unaddressed might erupt into
destabilizing social unrest. Other social economy proponents see it as a stepping
stone toward a more fundamental transformation of the economic system. It is this
end of the social economy spectrum that converges with the concept of the
solidarity economy. (Kawano, 2013)
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Notably, the solidarity economy would serve as an alternative economic system and differ from
the social economy in that it would span all three economic sectors: the private/for-profit sector,
the public sector, and the third sector.
For some, the social economy is used interchangeably with the solidarity economy. For
example, in Ash Amin’s edited collection The Social Economy: International Perspectives on
Economic Solidarity, the social economy in France and Canada, developed economies with strong
welfare states, is called the solidarity economy. According to BALTA, “there is to date greater
recognition of the social economy as a distinct sector in Quebec than elsewhere in Canada”
(http://www.socialeconomy-bcalberta.ca/social-economy/). It is possible that the conflation of the
two concepts is less useful than acknowledging the differences, especially given the transformative
elements of a solidarity economy that would span all sectors of the economy. Does this conflation
take away from these efforts to truly transform the ways in which the economy is organized at all
levels, especially when based on principles that prioritize responding to crises related to human
rights and environmental issues? Despite different definitions and purposes, the social economy
and the solidarity economy are both influenced by where these practices are taking place. These
terms may not necessarily mean the same in Canada, the U.S., France, and Latin America. But this
is not to say that networks do not exist which are built based on similar principles, such as the ones
listed above. Reflecting again on the presence of solidarity economy proponents at the 2003 World
Social Forum, Reintjes identifies the solidarity economy as a “growing grassroots movement of
people and communities for whom building economic alternatives to neo-liberal economic
development is essential to their immediate survival and collective political empowerment”
(Reintjes, 2003). In this sense, there is a broader global solidarity economy movement that
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continues to expand and be developed within local contexts but at the same time reflecting a global
network.
Such global initiatives take the form of international and transnational networks and
demonstrate the complexities and possibilities of globalization. Writing for the United Nations
Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) series of think pieces within the field of the
social and solidarity economy, Kawano defines the social solidarity economy as “a marriage of the
solidarity economy and the more radical end of the social economy” (Kawano, 2013). Arguably,
the efforts to build and connect social and solidarity economy initiatives across national borders
and regions can be perceived as globalization-from-below. These efforts strive not only to create
and support systems of people-centered economic structures based on specific core principles,
which emphasize solidarity and sustainability. These efforts are also striving to create a
paradigmatic shift in how we think about the ways by which we live and work, while still
maintaining a focus on local-based ways of knowing and needs.
In 1997, “the International Solidarity Economy Group (Grupo Internacional de Economía
Solidaria, or GES) convened a meeting in Lima, Peru…that brought together, for the first time,
representatives from solidarity economy efforts around the world” (Miller, 2010: 2). According to
Borowiak, “The meeting resulted in a declaration opposing development models built around
cutthroat competition and advocating the creation of a solidarity economy that incorporates
‘cooperation, collective sharing, and action,’ in addition to ‘putting the human being at the centre
[sic] of the economic and social development’” (Borowiak, 2016: 23). Miller claims that this was
“the birth of a truly international movement and the beginning of what later became known as the
Intercontinental Network for the Promotion of the Social Solidarity Economy (Red
Intercontinental de Promoción de la Economía Social Solidaria, or RIPESS), which was later the
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result of a second International Meeting for the Globalization of Solidarity held in Quebec in 2001
(Miller, 2010: 2). RIPESS conferences have been held all over the globe, which have included
meetings in Senegal (2005), Luxembourg (2009), and Manila (2013). Impressively, “RIPESS
provides institutional stability for the movement world-wide and now includes over 60 social and
solidarity economy networks and groups in its framework” (Borowiak, 2016: 23). According to
Kawano, the U.S. representative on the Board of RIPESS, via the network’s efforts, there is a
commitment to “build a common foundation of understanding and overcome misinterpretations or
misunderstandings that may initially have appeared to be differences,” and because of networks
like RIPESS, “the concept of [social solidarity economy] is continuing to evolve through dialogue,
practice, and theoretical exploration” (Kawano, 2013). The following statement from the 2008
RIPESS charter elaborates on the vision of its proponents: “We propose and work for an economy
that combines and balances logics of accumulation, redistribution and reciprocity, expressed in a
democratically regulated market, the equitable reassignment of resources by a participating State,
and the affirmation of practices of mutual benefit in the framework of a society and a culture of
solidarity” (Kawano, 2013). Other examples of international conferences include the 2011
International Forum on the Social and Solidarity Economy (FIESS) in Montreal, as well as the
2013 U.N. Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) conference on “the Potential
Limits of Social and Solidarity Economy,” which was in collaboration with the International
Labour Organization and the U.N. Non-Governmental Liaison Service. International and
transnational solidarity economy efforts continue to this day, and more and more networks are
being created in order to support these initiatives and increase visibility on a wider scale. For
example, the SUSY (SUstainable and Solidarity economY) project is a network of 26 associations
in 23 European countries committed to “enhancing the competences of local actors that are
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engaged in the social and solidarity economy, supporting a new paradigm of economic
development in order to fight poverty and to diffuse an equitable and sustainable way of living”
(http://www.solidarityeconomy.eu/what/). Created in 2015, the European Year for Development
marking the end of the Millennium Development Goals (IMDGs) initiative, SUSY highlights
various solidarity economy initiatives and serves as a type of informational hub and source for
continuing to build solidarity economy networks within the European context.
Of further importance, the creation of the Global Network of the Solidarity Socioeconomy
took place at the first World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil in 2001. The global justice
movement is worth mentioning at this juncture and provides a useful context for examining
solidarity economy initiatives and frameworks, especially with regard to transnational and
national-based efforts. Moghadam provides further details about this “movement of movements”
and organizational details in the following excerpt:
Comprised of NGOs, social movement and civil society organizations,
transnational advocacy networks, unions, religious groups, and individual activists
opposed to neoliberalism and war, the global justice movement exists in varying
degrees of coordination and activism across regions...It convenes at the annual
World Social Forum, regional forums, and on the web; it plans and coordinates
activities; and it takes part in various forms of public engagement to spread its ideas
and recruit new supporters. (Moghadam, 2009: 91)
Importantly, movements and collective action within the global justice movement have grown out
of various circumstances based on economic crisis and inequality, such as the imposition of
neoliberal policies, structural adjustment policies imposed on developing countries, crippling debt,
disintegrating social welfare systems and safety nets, repression of indigenous groups,
privatization of natural resources, etc. The conditions that have created grievances and resistance
are diverse but can arguably all be connected to economic issues in some form.
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As another alternative to the hegemony of neoliberalism and the crisis of capitalism, the
solidarity economy has a close connection to the global justice movement, as well as the World
Social Forum and regional forums. Moghadam notes, “As an alternative to corporate capitalism
and state capitalism alike, the solidarity economy may be the pathway to the kind of economic
citizenship that has eluded citizens throughout the world” (Moghadam, 2013: 200). The U.S.
Solidarity Economy Network (USSEN) grew out of the 2007 U.S. Social Forum. The decision to
launch USSEN was encouraged and supported by Canadian and Mexican members of the North
American Network for the Solidarity Economy (NANSE) and RIPESS. According to Ethan Miller,
in a 2006 article from Dollars & Sense Magazine, “the United States has been nearly absent from
global conversation about solidarity economics” (Miller, 2006: 14). However, within the U.S.,
there is a growing network committed to alternative economic practices based on solidarity, as
well as committed to raising awareness about the solidarity economy. This growing U.S.-based
solidarity economy movement will be discussed later in this chapter. But first, the following
section provides an overview of historical examples that serve as predecessors to this
contemporary movement.
Historical Predecessors
Is the solidarity economy in the U.S. an incipient or an expanding phenomenon? In his
2009 report on the first national gathering of the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network, Carl Davidson
quotes Elandria Williams, a staff member for the Highlander Research and Educational Center and
proponent of the solidarity economy, as saying, “We’ve been engaged in the solidarity economy
for our survival for a long time. We just never applied that name to it” (Davidson, 2009). This
quote asserts that the solidarity economy, in practice, is not new to the U.S. but more of an
expanding phenomenon rooted in historical expressions of similar principles. The National
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Secretary of the Solidarity Economy in Brazil, Paul Singer, has argued, “Under the form of
cooperativism, solidarity economy has already existed for 200 years in practically all countries of
the world” (Allard, et al., 2008: 4). If we focus on cooperativism (i.e., people working together to
obtain a similar objective and with equal responsibility and ownership of a practice) and an
emphasis on sustainability and survival through democratic and collective means, we can
contemplate moments throughout history that would support this claim. Such a phenomenon is not
only expanding in a global sense, but it is a growing phenomenon within the U.S., as well, as
people respond to increasing negative effects associated with continuing repercussions of
economic crisis and disenchantment with the state. People are turning to each other and forming
cooperatives and are engaging in alternative economic practices from the bottom-up, and these
moments are a part of a broader historical trajectory in the U.S.
What is the relevance of historical examples of collective efforts similar to a contemporary
solidarity economy framework in the United States? One recent moment serves as an applicable
example that connects the present with the past, particularly with regard to counter-narratives that
go against the grain of American master narratives. When Bernie Sanders ran as a candidate for
the Democratic presidential nomination, his commitment to democratic socialism shed light on
both the nation’s own history of this political thought and the question of whether its citizens were
ready for such a candidate to represent one of the two dominant political parties of government. In
a 2015 address he gave at Georgetown University, Sanders spoke about the legacy of democratic
socialism in this country. He referred to the significance of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal
reform and programs and connected FDR to this legacy. Speaking about the ways these policies
transformed the country, Sanders notes:
And, by the way, almost everything he proposed was called “socialist.” Social
security, which transformed life for the elderly in this country was “socialist.” The
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concept of the “minimum wage” was seen as a radical intrusion into the
marketplace and was described as “socialist.” Unemployment insurance, abolishing
child labor, the 40-hour work week, collective bargaining, strong banking
regulations, deposit insurance, and job programs that put millions of people to work
were all described, in one way or another, as “socialist.” Yet, these programs have
become the fabric of our nation and the foundation of the middle class. (Sanders,
2015)
Sanders’ words highlight the ways in which many of the social programs we benefit from today
are a part of the legacy of socialism in this country.14 In a very real sense, this concern for the
common good are more a part of the American historical fabric than most people would like to
believe. Sanders later describes what democratic socialism means to him in the present—the
creation of “an economy that works for all, not just the very wealthy” (Sanders, 2015).
Bernie Sanders represents a more recent example of a democratic socialism and the
urgency for this sort of wide scale structural change. One can speculate that the results of the
Democratic Party primaries, and subsequent election of Hillary Clinton as the Democratic
presidential nominee, signal that the broader American public are not ready for such a seemingly
dramatic shift in the White House. Still, Sanders’ democratic socialism is not “new” but rather part
of a longer history of democratic socialism in the U.S. There are numerous cases of historical
efforts that would fall either directly within this political ideology or similar efforts concerned with
the common good and role of the state in the creation and providing of social programs. The
presence of such examples challenges preconceived notions about what is inherently “American,”
and these lesser known narratives of American history go against the dominant narrative of
“Americanness” equating with rigid individualism. Importantly, this consideration presents an
opportunity to take this discussion further. This history of federal programming as representative
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of socialist ideologies also involves examples of how people themselves have organized
collectively to provide for each other and create alternatives to a dominant capitalist system.
This section presents an overview of various historical examples as predecessors to a
contemporary solidarity economy movement. The discussion highlights the complexities of these
histories and past efforts to organize around principles that can be connected to a solidarity
economy framework, such as concepts similar to solidarity, sustainability, equity, democracy, and
pluralism within specific time periods. Historical examples, when examined by use of a solidarity
economy framework, strengthen the foundation of this social movement by acknowledging the
work that has come before it and the influence of these historical legacies on the present. The
successes and failures of various historical examples can also provide lessons for the work being
done today to create alternative ways of working and creating livelihoods in ways that prioritize
human relationships and the well-being of the environment. There is a sense of invisibility of these
histories in mainstream economy, as well as dominant historical narratives. By highlighting and
examining historical cases that connect with a contemporary solidarity economy and the core
principles that guide it, we can recover histories and make important connections to the present.
Additionally, in recuperating these histories we uncover other, less-acknowledged ideals, beyond
individualism, that complicate definitions of what is inherently “American” and oppose
dominantly narrow notions of this label.
Throughout U.S. history, there have been moments when ideals at the core of the solidarity
economy have guided people’s actions to organize together. For example, these expressions have
arisen in the form of historical moments in which people have responded to their circumstances
and mobilized to change their situations by relying on values based on cooperation and mutualism.
An early example of cooperation is the history of American communal experiments. In her book
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Transcendentalism as a Social Movement, 1830-1850, Anne C. Rose argues that proponents of the
intellectual movement “were determined social reformers who lived at the outset of the urban
industrial revolution, without question the decisive moment of transition of modern times, and
their aspirations speak eloquently of human resistance in the face of tremendous social and moral
dislocation” (Rose, 1981: vii). Rose describes the contexts within which these figures were
thinking and acting, as well as their dedication to social reform by collective means. She provides
a telling account of the intricacies of organizational issues, as well as the roles of leaders like
George Ripley and Charles Fourier of Brook Farm and Bronson Alcott of Fruitlands. In their
cooperative efforts, the proponents of these communal experiments were struggling to institute a
“moral economy” (Rose, 1981: 110). Rose asserts that “in the 1840s, the Transcendentalists were
less interested in saving souls than in radically altering social structure,” and she references Henry
David Thoreau’s writings in Walden and his sense of economy as “a humane discipline with far
reaching-moral significance” (Rose, 1981: 109). However, Thoreau was unrepresentative of this
because his Walden Pond experiment was rooted in solitude, not communalism. Rose states,
“Living ‘free and uncommitted’ is simply not social reform in the same sense that the
Transcendentalist communities, Bronson Alcott’s Fruitlands and George Ripley’s Brook Farm,
decidedly were” (Rose, 1981: 109).
Pre-dating Brook Farm and Fruitlands is the second utopian experiment in New Harmony,
Indiana, established by Welshman Robert Owen in 1825. Convinced that the U.S. provided a
perfect setting for his utopian experiments and likely responding to the frontier myth of the West,
Owen left Great Britain and eventually purchased the town of New Harmony for $135,000 by the
Rappites, a German religious sect. Owen believed that the community would serve as a model for
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a new and more moral world. According to a historical summary about Owen and New Harmony
from a project initiated at the University of Virginia’s American Studies Program,
New Harmony provided equality for all its inhabitants, male and female. This
manifestation of this equality was the responsibility of each citizen to contribute to
the labor force of the community. In order to provide motivation for his workers in
this system, Owen instituted a system of “time money” and “time stores.” New
Harmony currency was worth the amount of time that a worker had labored, and
could be exchanged for commodities worth the equivalent amount of labor.
(http://xroads.virginia.edu/~hyper/hns/cities/newharmony.html)
New Harmony dissolved by 1828, and Brook Farm and Fruitlands also failed to achieve longevity.
Though these experiments failed to be sustainable, this is not necessarily solely a reflection on
certain weaknesses by their proponents. To truly live and work in full cooperation with others and
to remain committed to such principles of communalism is not an easy task, especially when these
ideals and forms of organizing work and life go against the grain of dominant economic structures
and ideas of expanding industrialism and capitalism. Furthermore, one must consider the less
romantic side of these sorts of experiments, which involved hard labor and dealing with
unaccommodating weather and other environmental challenges.
In addition to these communal experiments, there are a vast number of other historical
examples of collective action and social movements that arose in response to uncertainties that
came with rapid industrialization and market capitalism. What is more, other historical movements
can be seen in the light of a solidarity economy, as we consider the implications of the concept of
“solidarity” with economic structures. For example, the Antislavery movement can be seen in the
same spirit as the solidarity economy, particularly with regard to a sense of economic and racial
justice. In different historical moments, people utilized their positions in society to support African
Americans determined to liberate themselves from the exploitative system of slavery. Two
historical examples are representative of this. The Nashoba Community in Tennessee was an
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experimental project initiated in 1825 by Frances “Fanny” Wright, an abolitionist and reformer.
Wright was influenced by Robert Owen and New Harmony, and the Nashoba project was a
communal experiment created as part of her emancipation plan. She purchased slaves in 1825,
emancipated them, and provided settlement for them at Nashoba with the promise of eventual
freedom. Nashoba would provide a space for slaves to be educated in reading, writing, and farming
practices and prepare for colonization to the independent settlements of Liberia and Haiti. Nashoba
was meant to be an interracial utopia, but, like the other utopian experiments discussed above, it
failed to survive long-term.
Another example is that of Timbuctoo in North Elba, New York. In 1846, another
abolitionist, Gerrit Smith, devised a plan to provide refuge to African American families and the
opportunity to cultivate land. A real estate baron, Smith “divided 120,000 acres of untouched land
that he owned in the Adironacks into 40-acre plots and began granting them to three thousand free
African-Americans living in New York State” (Adirondack.net). Abolitionist John Brown would
name the settlement “Timbuctoo,” and he also purchased land nearby and committed himself to
helping the settlers adjust and learn skills to survive on the land. While this endeavor was exalted
by other abolitionists like Frederick Douglass and Willis A. Hodges, many settlers moved away
shortly after arriving and meeting less than desirable challenges that came with agricultural living.
By 1855, the experiment of Timbuctoo was also over. Still, one family, that of Lyman Epps,
managed to stay on the land for one hundred years. Other connections with the U.S. abolition
movement are likely and worthy of further research.
In his history of cooperation, cooperative movements, and communalism in the U.S., John
Curl emphasizes the restraints of wage slavery and discusses the impact of industrialization in the
19th century and “the transformation from a nation of self-employed ‘free’ people to a nation of
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employees” (Curl, 2009: 2). According to Curl, working populations responded to wage slavery
and aimed for liberation from what they perceived to be as abuses of the system through the
abolishment of the wage system. He states, “from [the early 1800s] onward, early American
workers planned to accomplish their liberation from wage slavery by substituting for it a system
based on cooperative work and by constructing parallel institutions that would supercede the
institutions of the wage system” (Curl, 2009: 3). Historically, worker cooperatives offered a means
for people to do away with the boss and employee system. But these different histories of
cooperatives were not without their complexities or limitations. Curl discusses the tensions within
the American labor movement, as well as important moments such as the Populist movement,
which involved farmer’s alliances and other forms of cooperativism. White supremacy is often
connected with Populism, and racial tensions within these cooperativist movements exemplify the
complexities of these interactions and the broader sociopolitical contexts within which they were
operating. In his 2007 book The Populist Vision, Charles Postel provides a disturbing account of
this racial tension and violence.
In the summer of 1889, white opposition to black organizing resulted in violence
in Leflore, Mississippi. The Colored Alliance had organized a boycott of white
merchants to protest unfair treatment. Whites attempted to break the boycott with
threats and intimidation. Three companies of the Mississippi National Guard
arrived on the scene to restore order, after which a posse of two hundred whites
shot and hung over twenty blacks, driving the Colored Alliance from the county.
The combination of poverty and white hostility precluded effective cooperative
organization among black farmers. (Postel, 2007: 126)
Jessica Gordon Nembhard is well-known and respected scholar on cooperativism and an
active proponent in the U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Gordon Nembhard has done
extensive research on the history of cooperativism in African American communities over
generations, as well as the connections between these histories and major African American
leaders and thinkers throughout history. She states,
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African Americans have a long, rich history of cooperative ownership, especially
in reaction to market failures and economic racial discrimination. However, it has
often been a hidden history and one obstructed by White supremacist violence.
When there is a narrative, the history is told as one of failure. The challenges have
been tremendous, and have often been seen as surmountable. The successes after
often anecdotal and isolated, little understood, and even less documented—
particular as part of an economic development strategy and a larger economic
independence movement. (Gordon Nembhard, 2014: 1)
Gordon Nembhard’s research uncovers this history and demonstrates that there are lessons to be
learned from the history of the cooperative economic models developed by communities of color.
She notes that these lessons can be applied to community economic development within these
communities today.
Within a similar vein, there have been other historical examples of cooperativism and
mutualism in other communities of color. For example, histories of mutual aid societies (or
mutualistas) in Mexican American communities have been documented. According to Julie
Leininger Pycior,
Many of these organizations emphasized economic protection, education, and
community service. They provided sickness and burial insurance, loans, legal aid,
social and cultural activities, libraries, classes, leadership opportunities, and safe
quarters for barrio events. Some mutualistas, however, were also trade unions.
(Pycior, 2010)
While it is argued that mutualistas rapidly declined with the advent of the Great Depression and,
later, the emergence of other forms of organizations, there are still remnants of this model and a
historical legacy. “Since the 1960s, however, many of the mutualista values—among them
economic cooperation, partnership of Mexicans and Mexican Americans, cultural pride, and
bilingualism—have been championed by a new generation of Mexican Americans” (Pycior, 2010).
Additionally, there is evidence that Cesar Chavez, during his work with the United Farmworkers
Union, was a major believer, as well as an organizer, in the cooperative movement and the
development of credit unions. In his 1993 article “Cesar Chavez: His Lifelong Links with
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Cooperatives,” David Thompson even notes that Chavez visited the Mondragon cooperatives in
the Basque province in Spain and was interested in the Mondragon system “because it paralleled
his thinking about how to raise the economic standards of poor people through organization and
cooperative economic development: cooperatives taking advantage of technology and machinery
to raise their members’ standard of living” (Thompson, 1993). Importantly, Thompson includes a
quote by Chavez that emphasizes the significance of economic power for social change. He
references the following quote from Jacques Levy’s book Cesar Chavez: Autobiography of La
Causa:
Political power is not enough. Although I’ve been at it for some thirty years, all the
time and money and effort haven’t brought about any significant change
whatsoever. Effective political power is never going to come, particularly to
minority groups, unless they have economic power. And however poor they are,
even the poor people have to organize economic power. Political power by itself,
as we’ve tried to fathom and fashion it, is…like striking a match that goes out.
Economic power is like having a generator to keep that bulb burning all the time.
So we have to develop economic power to assure a continuation of political power.
(Thompson, 1993)
These histories, especially of those in communities of color, are significant in shedding light on
counter-narratives to the master narratives of American history. In turn, recuperating these
histories also create spaces for voices that have otherwise been silenced over time. In some
respects, these examples provide legitimacy to efforts for social, economic change today by
drawing attention to the issues that communities of color have faced over time and the potential in
creating alternatives for community-building/economic development and social justice from the
ground up.
In addition to uncovering histories through scholarship that revisits and examines historical
examples like the ones mentioned here, there are lessons to be learned from such historical
moments. By acknowledging mistakes made in the past, as well as strategies that have been
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successful, there are ways in which proponents of contemporary initiatives, which are based on
principles of cooperation, sustainability, democracy, and so forth, can adapt to challenges and build
more sustainable enterprises. What is more, there needs to be an acknowledgment of context,
which is not only relevant to geographical locations with their own political and cultural histories
but also with regard to other social factors, such as race, ethnicity, class, and gender. Additionally,
there needs to be awareness about differences among varying time periods, as well. While there
are similarities among circumstances, such as the perpetuation of economic crises that are
strikingly comparable across generations (e.g., moments of economic depression and instability),
there can be important differences between the past and the present when it comes to the
environment, especially when considering the current state of climate change. What is more,
technological developments have offered more tools for alternative economic organizing in the
present moment. Access to technology is a positive development, especially with regard to
building networks among like-minded initiatives and increasing visibility. This consideration will
be elaborated upon in the next section.

A U.S.-based Solidarity Economy as a Social Movement
For many, the Occupy Wall Street movement appears to have disappeared. The momentum
that seemed to be growing during the various camps across the nation in 2011 and 2012 is not quite
as present anymore in the mainstream media. However, the assumption that social movements
simply cease to exist at one specific moment in time is not always accurate.15 Social movements,
with all their complexities, often go through cycles, which may involve cycles of less or more
visibility, as well as moments of dormancy where other forms of organizing are taking place.
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Regardless of one’s opinion of the mass protests that took place under the Occupy slogan, one
cannot deny that the movement can be credited for shedding more light on income inequality and
other consequences of economic crisis in the U.S., as well as adding the “99%” frame to the
national lexicon. During the 2016 presidential election, debates and concerns about economic
inequality and corruption were central. Populist sentiments seem to be present in both of the
dominant political parties, with candidates like Bernie Sanders, on the Democratic Party side of
the political spectrum but heralding a democratic socialist platform, and Donald Trump, on the
Republican Party side as a corporate executive of almost five hundred businesses, highlighting
various criticisms of the establishment, albeit from very different angles and with very different
proposed solutions for change.16 Candidates could no longer afford to avoid grappling with these
issues and with the electorate’s disenchantment with the federal government. According to his
June 2015 article in The Atlantic, titled “The Triumph of Occupy Wall Street,” Michael Levitin
states,
Until recently, Occupy’s chief accomplishment was changing the national
conversation by giving Americans a new language—the 99 percent and the 1
percent—to frame the dual crises of income inequality and the corrupting influence
of money in politics. What began in September 2011 as a small group of protesters
camping out in Manhattan’s Zuccotti Park ignited a national and global movement
calling out the ruling class of elites by connecting the dots between corporate and
political power. Despite the public’s overwhelming support for its message—that
the economic system is rigged for the very few while the majority continue to fall
further behind— many faulted Occupy for its failure to produce concrete results.
(Levitin, 2015)
There is evidence, however, that more tangible initiatives grew out of Occupy. This is keeping in
mind, of course, that Occupy was not some spontaneous, disorganized movement but rather a
culmination of many movements with seasoned and new activists coming together. Of particular
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note are some cooperatives that emerged from the protests and camps. Some examples include: a
copy shop that provided flyers, stickers, buttons, and posters for various organizing groups, a tech
support firm, a worker-owned restaurant that involved people who were a part of the Occupy Wall
Street Kitchen that provided food for protesters, and a screen-printing business (Jay, 2012). These
examples reflect another side to the organizing taking place at the grassroots level to address these
systems of inequality and corruption. One such example of these sorts of initiatives can be found
in a growing U.S.-based solidarity economy movement.
A contemporary U.S.-based solidarity economy can be examined by considering two
distinct parts: (1) a framework and (2) a potentially growing social movement. In this context,
engaging in the building and expanding of a solidarity economy involves a circular process where
theory informs practice and practice informs theory.17 Thus, praxis is paramount to the
development of the framework and embedded in the movement. A solidarity economy framework
in the U.S. is grounded in a set of principles that prioritize and honor the dignity of human beings
and the planet over profit within all forms of economic activity. Furthermore, proponents of a
solidarity economy aim to reframe how people understand their activities as economic while
envisioning economic possibilities beyond the status quo. Proponents and researchers of a
solidarity economy in the U.S. are continuously adapting and developing the framework while
maintaining commitment to the following principles: solidarity, sustainability, equity in all
dimensions, participatory democracy, and pluralism.18 This framework challenges us to expand
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Keeping with the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network definition, I keep these principles at the
core of the framework. According to Kawano, these principles are “common to practically all of
the definitions from around the world” (Kawano, 2009: 13). This maintains recognition of an
important sense of commonality across borders, despite diverse contexts. Thus, there is a
commitment to solidarity across borders, in addition to solidarity within borders. In addition, the
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our definitions of economic activity, and solidarity economy initiatives and practices have diverse
purposes. The creation of these alternatives can either work to humanize capitalism or provide an
alternative to capitalism. A solidarity economy framework challenges us to see economics at work
in all aspects of our lives and to envision the ways we live, work, create, and consume in a different
light. This intended shift in thinking goes against the grain of forms of economic organization that
not only continue to create inequality but also make it more and more difficult to make ends meet
and support ourselves and our families. With an emphasis on diversity and a real sense of
possibility, solidarity economy initiatives are utopian in vision and pragmatic in practice.
A helpful explanation of a solidarity economy movement in the U.S. is Emily Kawano’s
description in her essay “Crisis and Opportunity: The Emerging Solidarity Economy Movement”
from the publication Solidarity Economy I.: Building Alternatives for People and Planet (Papers
and Reports from the 2009 U.S. Forum on the Solidarity Economy. Kawano notes that the SE
movement is “part of a broad spectrum of social movements that are working to transform our
economy and society” (Kawano, 2009: 20). Notably, Kawano distinguishes between (1) solidarity
economy practices and practitioners and (2) the movement. She states the following:
The solidarity economy movement focuses on building alternative practices,
institutions and policies, while other social movements have a greater focus on
resistance and building power to achieve demands for social and economic justice.
These are two ends of a spectrum—groups in between practice a mixture of both—
but the important thing is to see the spectrum as one movement that needs to be
united in order to achieve justice and transformation. (Kawano, 2009: 21)

US-SEN has recently amended these original principles and altered the wording. However, the
core ideas have remained the same. Therefore, I keep these original principles for the remainder
of this project. The current principles outlined on the US-SEN website are as follows: “solidarity
and cooperation; equity in all dimensions (race, ethnicity, gender, class, etc.); social and economic
democracy; sustainability; pluralism (not a one-size-fits-all approach); and puts people and planet
first” (https://ussen.org/solidarity-economy/).
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Kawano emphasizes the U.S.-based solidarity economy movement’s commitment that goes
beyond resistance and building political power but also focuses on building infrastructure in the
form of alternative economic practices, institutions, and policies in concert with other social justice
movements. In a sense, this is still a form of resistance, in that the framework and the practices it
informs resists falling into the same patterns of economic crises that stem from systems that
continue to fail and that are detrimental to the well-being of people and the environment.
Furthermore, Kawano highlights the long history of various economic models that have
failed over time to serve the people, from the Keynesian model that “ushered in an era where
government intervention was seen at the antidote for all sorts of ‘market failures,’ such as a
languishing economy, poverty, unemployment, irresponsible corporate behavior and so forth” to
neoliberalism (“Reaganomics, trickle-down, or supply-side economics”) (Kawano, 2009: 12). She
likens neoliberalism to a return to the pre-Great Depression classical school that is characterized
by regulation and a concentration of power and wealth. Kawano emphasizes that we are at another
crossroads where something has to give and reinforces that economic crises, while seemingly dim,
do serve as opportunities for collective action and change. The following elaborates on her
position.
We should not accept a system that as a matter of course produces vast inequality
of wealth, ownership, power and privilege, and then redistributes just enough to
buy off dissent. We should push for a system that creates shared prosperity,
ownership, and power in the first place. In other words we don’t want more bread—
we want the whole damn bakery. Throughout the world, there is a growing
movement to build such an economic system that is called the solidarity economy.
In the U.S., as the epicenter of the current crisis and the leading champion of the
neoliberal model that lies at its root, it is particularly critical to shift our economic
framework and priorities. (Kawano, 2009: 12)
And within this vision, a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement is taking place.
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For the purpose of this study, I chiefly use the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network (USSEN)
as a primary example of solidarity economy practice and organizing taking place in this national
context. The network reflects a concerted effort to organize and link together the multiple forms
of solidarity economy practices that are taking place. In 2005, U.S. participants attended the third
RIPESS meeting in Dakar, Senegal and became familiar with the concept of the solidarity
economy (Esteves, 139: 2014). As mentioned previously, the USSEN grew out of the 2007 U.S.
Social Forum. Multiple organizations participating at the forum, including the Center for Popular
Economics, the U.S. Federation of Worker Cooperatives, and Grassroots Economic Organizing
(GEO), organized approximately seventy-five workshops on the solidarity economy. The success
of these workshops and growing interest led to the decision by fifty organizations to establish
USSEN and to publish a book documenting these workshops. This decision to create such a
network was encouraged and supported by other solidarity economy initiatives, including
Canadian and Mexican members of the North American Network for the Solidarity Economy
(NANSE) and RIPESS.
Sociologist and solidarity economy researcher Ana Margarida Esteves notes that one of
USSEN’s goals is to “identify, document and disseminate strategies for collaborative capacitybuilding aimed at supporting the development of solidarity economy-based initiatives” (Esteves,
2014: 140). Esteves notes that the network utilizes two main strategies for collaboration: the
promotion of what J. K. Gibson-Graham has described as the “politics of possibility” and the use
of participatory action research (PAR). In a sense, USSEN can be viewed as a social movement
organization, defined by McCarthy and Zald as: “a complex, or formal, organization which
identifies its goals with the preferences of a social movement or a countermovement and attempts
to implement these goals” (McCarthy and Zald, 1977: 1218). Currently, USSEN works towards
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identifying solidarity economy initiatives, increasing visibility about the framework and presence
of these initiatives in a national context (as well as highlighting global efforts and networks), and
creating more opportunities for the framework to develop and the practices to expand. The
solidarity economy in the U.S. includes a vast spectrum of practices, such as cooperatives (e.g.,
worker-owned, food, and housing), fair trade initiatives, participatory budgeting projects, time
banking communities, sharing economies, urban agriculture projects, credit unions, and more.
USSEN offers spotlight pieces on various solidarity economy news and developing projects, while
also offering an extensive amount of resources about the history of the solidarity economy and
current initiatives and policy work. In addition, USSEN maintains a board of solidarity economy
organizers and researchers from different organizations and also maintains four working groups,
which focus on different aspects of their work: research and policy; education, network, and
organizing; media communication; and development (fundraising) (https://ussen.org/aboutussen/our-working-groups/).
Notably, the solidarity economy in a U.S. context has been viewed as a “movement of
movements” (Miller, 2010: 1). It brings together different social movements, such as the labor and
environmental movements, under a unifying dedication to a more people-centered way of doing
economics and creating livelihoods. Importantly, the growing solidarity economy in the U.S.
emphasizes the importance of diversity in practice. According to proponents of the U.S. solidarity
economy:
Yet this desire not to squelch diversity in order to achieve a comfortable and
homogenous uniformity, but rather to consciously pursue a bottom-up approach, is
part of the very ethic of solidarity economy. It is a framework of practices held
together by values, in contrast to the abstract theoretical models of socialist
alternatives to capitalism that describe egalitarian, oppression-free utopias. These
utopias always seem disappointingly out of reach, but the solidarity economy
framework has evolved to describe and make visible the plethora of actually
existing economic alternatives that are growing up all around us, in the midst of
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neoliberal capitalism. The solidarity economy framework allows for and values
diversity, and honors local knowledge. (Allard and Matthaei, 2008: 6-7)
This emphasis on diversity as a strength rather than a hindrance is a major component of the U.S.
solidarity economy movement and crucial to its development. Through this emphasis on pluralism,
there is a strategic effort to allow for collaboration, dialogue, and a vision for some unifying
framework that allows for economic practices that are influenced by local contexts, such as specific
cultural factors and needs of specific communities. Despite the emphasis on diversity in practices,
there is a strong commitment to specific core values. This commitment to these principles can be
considered a commitment to shared frames and thus, a mobilizing framework by which to guide
the creation and promotion of these alternative economic practices.
In addition to a consideration of mobilizing frames and networks of solidarity economy
initiatives and practices, the significance of resources is worthy of mention, as well, when
considering the shape and scope of a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Resources can
include financial resources as support for the sustainability of these various initiatives, but
networks among different initiatives can also be considered a resource. Social movements, even
with all their complexities, are knowledge producers in their own right. In order to sustain a
movement, there needs to be room for self-reflection and evaluation of context. Among many
elements, this involves evaluating the next steps to take based on opportunities that arise, as well
as the environment within which actors are mobilizing. The solidarity economy movement is no
different, and it is apparent that knowledge production is a central element to these efforts in the
U.S. solidarity economy. In addition to public policy work and research in academic and activist
circles, mapping projects, which highlight and provide geographical locations of various solidarity
economy initiatives, are effective tools in producing knowledge, increasing visibility, and helping
to build a movement.
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These mapping projects, which include a diversity of technologies, are useful for solidarity
economy practitioners (i.e., networking), researchers, and consumers (i.e., awareness and gaining
support). Two noteworthy mapping projects are: (1) the U.S. Solidarity Economy Map and
Directory (http://solidarityeconomy.us/), which is an ongoing project to map solidarity economyrelated initiatives on a broader scale and provide an interactive platform for the public and (2)
SolidarityNYC’s ongoing mapping project (http://solidaritynyc.org/#/map). SolidarityNYC is “a
collective of organizers and academics who promote, connect, and support New York City’s
solidarity economy” (http://solidaritynyc.org/#/about). Focused on working to support, connect,
and promote the solidarity economy in NYC, the group lists their project areas as: visibility,
research and organizing, and education (http://solidaritynyc.org/#/about/project-areas). Other,
similar mapping projects are taking place in other parts of the U.S., including Chicago, Boston,
Philadelphia, and Detroit. Such knowledge production serves other purposes beyond increasing
visibility.19 “They reveal the transformative potential of applying concepts such as solidarity and
reciprocity to the technological realm, creating additional conditions for power to disperse and
knowledge to develop, among a collective network” (Jaramillo and Carreon, 2014: 405). What is
more, these tools are useful for supporting the growth of a contemporary solidarity economy
movement in the U.S. and creating a space for research and dialogue, with the vision of a more
compassionate economic system within an American context.
While some may argue that academic scholarship on the solidarity economy in the U.S. is
limited, especially in comparison to countries with longer histories of solidarity economy
organizing, the literature from within the U.S. continues to grow, and solidarity economy
practitioners and researchers alike are producing more and more scholarship from different
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regions, as well as work that focuses on historical legacies of solidarity economic practice in the
American context. Furthermore, workshops and webinars continue to be organized. In addition,
there are vast resources available on the Internet. There are various groups who are writing about
the solidarity, as well as creating resources for raising awareness and building networks.
It is critical to underline the connections that solidarity economy initiatives in the U.S. have
with timely social justice work and the continued struggle for the rights of people of color, as well
as other groups that continue to face numerous forms of injustice. Networks like USSEN support
various social justice movements, such as Black Lives Matter and LGBTQ rights movements, and
this support falls in line with the core principle of equity in all dimensions. In his 2017 Yes
Magazine article “Capitalism is Not the Only Choice,” Penn Loh asserts that “solidarity economics
is more than just cooperatives” (Loh, 2017). Loh asserts that the solidarity economy is a social
justice movement and identifies the various ways in which it is closely tied with other movements,
as well as histories of communities of color. Loh states,
Across the U.S., from Jackson, Mississippi, to Oakland, California; in rural
Kentucky and on Navajo-Hopi lands; and throughout Massachusetts’ biggest cities,
it is often poor communities and communities of color that are building solidarity
economies around these questions. This is not new. In fact, this is where solidarity
economics—collective strategies for survival—have been innovated out of
necessity. Think mutual aid, community organizing, self-help, and cooperatives of
all kinds. These practices have been embedded in Black liberation movements, the
early labor movement, and many other progressive movements in the U.S. (Loh,
2017)
There are many solidarity economy initiatives being organized out of communities of color
throughout the U.S., from cooperatives and urban agricultural projects to large scale initiatives,
such as Cooperation Jackson, whose broad mission is “to advance the development of economic
democracy in Jackson, Mississippi by building a solidarity economy anchored by a network of
cooperatives and other types of worker-owned and democratically self-managed enterprises”
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(https://cooperationjackson.org/intro/). The basic theory of Cooperation Jackson is “centered on
the position that organizing and empowering the structurally under and unemployed sectors of the
working class, particularly from Black and Latino communities, to build worker organized and
owned cooperatives will be a catalyst for the democratization of our economy and society overall”
(https://cooperationjackson.org/intro/). The story of Cooperation Jackson is situated in a longer
history of African American cooperative organizing and a history of struggle for economic justice
and democratic rights. Inspired by leaders like Fannie Lou Hamer and her Freedom Farm
Cooperative, Cooperation Jackson is a part of a long history with a vision for a better economy
rooted in justice.20
To conclude, while all of this organizing discussed above occurs under the heading of a
solidarity economy, especially with the USSEN as a primary social movement organization, there
are numerous other examples of initiatives taking place that correspond with solidarity economy
principles but do not necessarily identify as such. Within her discussion of mapping initiatives in
Brazil and the U.S. Maliha Safri acknowledges the challenge of including these other projects and
forms of economy in solidarity economy research and the movement as a whole. Safri states,
But there is a more fundamental point at stake in this issue that has yet to be
addressed by solidarity economy practitioners and scholars: how to include
practices in addition to entities, and how to include economic activities and actors
that are not organized or represented by many, if any, formal institutions, in the
[solidarity economy]. (Safri, 2015: 308)
Part of the work of solidarity economy researchers and proponents is to reconcile with these other
initiatives, try to establish links, and consider the contributions these examples can make to the
movement. This project will address these challenges by presenting two case studies, which can
be considered de facto contributors to this U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. A historical
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case is presented as more of a potential precursor in this longer history of efforts grounded in
principles similar to the solidarity economy framework, the issue discussed earlier with regard to
historical origins. But a contemporary case is presented as a more specific de facto contributor in
the present, with regard to solidarity economy praxis. Both case studies are located in the state of
Texas, specifically in the border city of El Paso. The following section introduces this regional
focus.

Everything’s Bigger in Texas? A Border City as a Case Study
Shifting the focus from a national lens to a regional lens enables us to examine the various
factors that affect the development and longevity of solidarity economy-related initiatives in a
given context. The focus of this larger study is the current existence and potential of solidarity
economy practices at the U.S.-Mexico border, specifically in the city and surrounding region of El
Paso, Texas. In order to understand the city and its place in this enormous state more, it is important
to situate El Paso within the context of the state of Texas.
There is no doubt that there have been pockets of solidarity economy-related practices and
historical examples throughout the state of Texas. Both economic and agricultural histories, as
well as the role of race and class within these histories, would certainly play a role in the forms of
alternative economic practices that have sprung up in the state. One Texas city is an excellent
example that represents growing initiatives that reflect a solidarity economy ethic. Austin, the
state’s capital, is already known as a bit of a conundrum in the state. “Keep Austin Weird” is a
well-known slogan and reflects the way that the city has been viewed as a more Liberal,
progressive haven of sorts in a largely Republican and conservative state.21 In addition, the city
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has also seen a growth in different forms of solidarity economy initiatives. Cooperatives have been
particularly present in Austin, and, over the years, there have been different local efforts and
institutions that have both supported and helped create a stronger cooperative economy in the city.
While there are some cooperatives (e.g., food, worker-owned, etc.) with longer histories, there are
a variety of new cooperatives that have sprung up only in the past few years. Cooperation Texas,
formerly known as Third Coast Workers for Cooperation, was a worker cooperative center
founded in 2009. While it closed operations in recent years, Cooperation Texas played a major
role in helping to educate and support new worker owners. Multiple worker-owned cooperatives
grew out of its Cooperative Business Institute (CBI), “a 16-week program that takes participants
through the nuts and bolts of starting all types of worker cooperatives, everything from writing a
business plan to decision making” (Zaragoza, 2010). This included a vegan donut cooperative,
Red Rabbit Bakery, and Dahlia Green Cleaning Services.22 At the time of its operation, Carlos
Perez de Alejo, co-director, believed that the organization may have been the first of its kind in
the state of Texas. He notes, “Where you see a concentration in workers’ co-ops is generally in the
Northeast or West Coast. In the South, it’s really lacking” (Zaragoza, 2010). This makes this
research and a continued commitment to solidarity economy practice and initiatives that much
more necessary.
According to data compiled by Cooperation Texas in 2013, the metro Austin area is “now
home to 67 cooperatives that generate almost $1.2 billion in annual revenue” (Zehr, 2013). An
article from that year in the Austin Statesman elaborates on this moment.
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Unfortunately, both of these cooperatives do not appear to be in operation anymore. There are
some cases where cooperatives would later cease operation or never got off the ground to begin
with. Some other cooperatives, such as Black Star Brewing Coop, seem to have struggled in the
recent years. The issue of longevity and sustainability of cooperatives in Austin is a worthy focus
for future research.
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While the Central Texas co-ops scene hasn’t reached the levels of the Pacific
Northwest or the Upper Midwest, it might the cool new kid on the block. “There’s
a sense within the cooperative community that Austin right now is kind of a hotbed
of the cooperative economy,” said Brent Hueth, director of the University of
Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives. “There’s a young, new energy expressing
interest in cooperatives there.” (Zehr, 2013)
Today, there continue to be more efforts to grow the cooperative economy in Austin. Older
cooperatives in the city, such as the Wheatsville Food Co-op, continue to operate after forty-two
years of operation. What is more, other organizations contribute to these efforts. The Austin
Cooperative Business Association (ACBA), for example, continues to build and expand the
cooperative economy in the city. The ACBA was founded in 2013 and grew out of the efforts of
the Austin Cooperative Think Tank (ACTT), which developed in 2010. The association is
“dedicated to growing and strengthening the Austin-area cooperative community through
increased consumer knowledge, inter-cooperative support and advocacy to make it easier to start
and expand cooperatives” (https://acba.coop/). The ACBA provides resources for cooperatives in
Central Texas and on the broader cooperative movement, as well as organizes events for education
and promoting policy that support cooperatives in Texas.
This discussion is by no means exhaustive. It would be crucial to expand the topic beyond
the cooperative scene in the city to other forms of solidarity economy practice, such as sharing
economies, fair trade initiatives, cooperative housing, and urban agricultural projects.
Nevertheless, Austin gives us a good snapshot of the kind of work being done at the state level.
Interestingly, El Paso has not seen a similar cooperative “boom,” so to speak. In fact, there do not
appear to be many, if any, worker-owned cooperatives or other similar forms of cooperatives (e.g.,
food cooperatives) in the city. A more intensive examination of the lack of cooperative efforts and
reasons for this dearth of a cooperative economy in the city would certainly be a worthy project.
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But, for now, it is useful to consider the role this far West Texas city can play in acknowledging a
solidarity economy in the state and on the U.S.-Mexico border.
In many senses, El Paso is largely isolated from the Austin and the rest of the state. The
city is situated at an interesting crossroads, bordered by both the state of New Mexico and the
country of Mexico. For many who grew up in the city, it has often been joked that El Paso does
not want to be a part of New Mexico nor Mexico, and yet, the rest of the state of Texas does not
want it either. In addition to being five hundred miles away from the next biggest cities, El Paso
is also quite different both politically and culturally. For years, the city has largely voted Democrat,
which is strikingly different from a mostly red state. Furthermore, like other Texas border cities,
such as Laredo, Brownsville, and McAllen, El Paso’s location at the border also influences its
culture and economy in significant ways. What makes El Paso different from these other cities,
however, is its distance from other major cities in the state, as well as the fact that it borders not
only another country but another state, as well.
Arguably, El Paso’s isolation can also be seen as a positive attribute, especially with regard
to the development of solidarity economy-like practices and frameworks. Its distance from the rest
of Texas places the city in a unique place where it has been heavily influenced by both of its
neighbors—Mexico to the south and New Mexico to the north and west. The city’s role as a border
space cannot be downplayed when considering the potential of solidarity economy practices and
perspectives. Both historically and in the present moment, the city’s location at this crossroads has
heavily influenced both its globalized economy and the various examples of social justice efforts
and sustainability efforts in the region. Furthermore, there are countless possibilities for continued
forms of transnationalism via alternative economic frameworks and practices—rather than the
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dominant forms of economic relationships between El Paso (the U.S.) and Ciudad Juárez
(Mexico).

Concluding Remarks
Extensive analyses of two primary case studies are presented in the remaining chapters. A
historical case, the Houchen settlement house in South El Paso, offers an opportunity to draw
connections between a contemporary solidarity economy framework, grounded in principles that
prioritize the dignity and well-being of communities, and a historical social services institution
focused on providing healthcare and maternity services to a largely immigrant, working-class
neighborhood. In turn, La Mujer Obrera, a women-led grassroots community organization, offers
a contemporary case study that reflects a solidarity economy ethic and praxis in the context of
South Central El Paso. With origins in labor struggles for Mexican garment factory workers and a
current focus on various sustainability and food justice efforts at a grassroots level, the case of La
Mujer Obrera makes a significant contribute to the solidarity economy literature. Notably, the
organization does not identify as a solidarity economy organization. Yet, its guiding principles
align prominently with the core principles of the framework. Thus, La Mujer Obrera, as well as
Houchen settlement house as a historical consideration, is presented as a de facto contributor to
the current U.S.-based solidarity economy movement.
Before presenting the analyses of both of these case studies, it is crucial to include some
historical background for the city of El Paso. The following chapter serves as a contextual chapter
for the city, within which each case study will be situated. In particular, the chapter provides a
general historical overview about the city as a once small Southwest trading post in a key region
for trade to a modern border city representing aspects of globalization-from-above and
globalization-from below. Following this chapter and the subsequent case study chapters, it is
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possible to consider the implications of a solidarity economy on the U.S.-Mexico border in this
specific region. The goal of this study is to examine a less-researched region in the growing
solidarity economy literature, as outlined above, and contribute to increasing visibility about such
practices and frameworks, as defined by context and need in specific communities, in this national
context.
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CHAPTER 2.“ON THE SHORES OF THE RIO GRANDE”23:EL PASO,
TEXAS AS LA FRONTERA IN HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY
CONTEXTS

“Out in the West Texas town of El Paso, I fell in love with a Mexican girl.” For many, this
is what comes to mind when hearing a mention of El Paso, Texas. Released in 1959, this Marty
Robbins tune tells how the narrator fell in love with a beautiful woman at Rosa’s Cantina and finds
himself in a world of trouble after challenging another suitor vying for her heart. The song is a
typical romantic folk tale about the Wild West and gunslingers and ends, in a saccharine way, with
the narrator dying in the arms of Faleena (“Cradled by two loving arms that I’ll die for, one little
kiss and Faleena, goodbye”) (Robbins, 1959). Yet, for many who were born and raised in El Paso
and continue to call this city home, this idea of the city remains artificial and fails to grasp the
complexities of this city on the border.
Jim Ward tells a different story from Robbins. A former member of At the Drive-in, a posthardcore band from El Paso that gained international success in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
and former lead singer for another homegrown band Sparta, Ward continues to make music, but
he is also owns multiple businesses that contribute to the local culture and economy of El Paso.
This includes a restaurant/café (Eloise), a bar (Hope and Anchor), and a local music venue (Tricky
Falls). In his song “My Town,” Ward presents a love letter to El Paso:
I’ve seen the palaces, the countrysides of England.
Been to four of the seven seas, a product of my dreamin’.
I’ve walked the neon street of Tokyo, on my own.
But at the end of every trip, I turn around and come home. (Ward, 2011)
23

Lyrics taken from the song “My Town,” by Jim Ward on the 2011 album, Quiet in the Valley,
On the Shores the End Begins. “In the valley, on the shores of the Rio Grande, I love these people,
and I love this land. Born and raised here, five generations deep. This is my town, El Paso, and the
home I keep, in my heart.”
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Based on his personal experiences growing up on the border, Ward’s music presents a different
idea of El Paso. In a sense, he lives a life in honor of this hometown and represents a deeper
investment in the city. Ward’s lyrics and contributions to El Paso’s local economy and cultural
scene reflects a contemporary image of the city and its growth. In addition, this image reflects the
experiences of someone who was actually born and raised in the city and is committed to
contributing to an image that goes beyond the Robbins’ song.
This chapter provides historical background and context for the case study chapters that
follow. The chapter begins with a historical overview of El Paso’s growth and development from
a small Southwest post in a key region for trade to a burgeoning metropolis at an international
crossroads. It discusses the origins of the city through early Native American presence and later
Spanish settlement, while also highlighting the various changes that occurred over time and shaped
the region. This discussion also includes a brief history of the different industries that resulted in
an economic boom for the region, as well as the often unacknowledged labor of immigrants that
made this economic development possible.
The chapter continues with a section that expands on this history by highlighting the
characteristics that make this city an exemplar of the borderlands, for all its history, culture,
economy, and, most importantly, its people. This discussion includes considerations of issues like
immigration policy and border security in both historical and contemporary contexts. Importantly,
it is necessary to demonstrate ways in which people have demonstrated agency in response to these
social forces. Thus, I include historical instances and contemporary endeavors that push back
against these forces and reveal the human side to these larger narratives. These examples of
resistance and social justice efforts reflect the idea of El Paso as, what I consider the city to be—
one giant beating heart, manifested in collective efforts to create change and struggle for human
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rights and a vision of a common good in this border city. Furthermore, by highlighting the
complexities of la frontera, this discussion presents additional dimensions in this border space.
This includes the concrete, tangible borders that have been created, altered, and solidified, thus
affecting generations of people living and working on the border, including those that continue to
cross the border on a daily basis. But this also considers the less tangible aspects of the border that
include culture, language, and the significant relationships and vibrant collaborations among
people from both El Paso and Ciudad Juárez.
Lastly, the chapter ends with a discussion that illustrates significant ways in which the
city’s past continues to hold the present accountable. This discussion tells the story of a city
struggling to hold on to its history while keeping up with the pace of economic development and
transition in an increasing globalized society, often at the expense of the communities that reflect
its heart. Throughout the history of the city, those who wield power in the local political and urban
development arenas have tried to erase any remnants of the communities and culture that helped
create their wealth and reflect the region’s rich history and dynamic border culture. More recently,
the city government’s idea of “progress” has also meant demolition of buildings that reflect its
history and the displacement of communities that serve as a testament of a living history and
resilient culture. This discussion highlights the ways in which the past informs the present and
provides early context for examining a solidarity economy on the border in both historical and
contemporary contexts.

El Paso: A Historical Overview
As described in the previous chapter, Occupy Wall Street and the subsequent mass protests
and encampments that sprang up from coast to coast served as a watershed moment. While issues
of economic inequality and visions for economic justice served as broader frames, the emergence
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of Occupy camps in various cities also reflected the diverse issues that afflicted specific contexts.
One such encampment took place in the Paso del Norte region on the U.S.-Mexico border. Here,
Occupy El Paso was formed as a space to voice grievances about corruption and corporate greed
at the local level. The group, encompassing local community members and activists from different
community organizations, set up camp at San Jacinto Plaza. Located in Downtown El Paso, the
Plaza is at the center of El Paso’s business district, where local headquarters for Chase Bank, Bank
of America, and Wells Fargo are located. Thus, the location was meaningful for an Occupy
presence. Additionally, the significance of the Plaza spans generations, both as an early public
square and a cultural space for El Pasoans. The city acquired the property in 1881 from William
T. Smith, and the previous owner of the land was Juan Maria Ponce de Leon, “a prominent El Paso
figure who had owned the land since 1827 and had used it for corrals for his ranch” (Natividad,
2015: 27). The 1820s were still a period of transition for the region. Texas was not a state until
1845. El Paso as a city did not exist and would not become a part of the state until 1850. This
region was still a part of Mexico, which had only become a country in 1824.
By 1883, the park had fences around the parameter, as well as a gazebo, a pond, Chinese
elm trees, and three alligators. The alligators became a staple of El Paso culture for decades and
collective memory for many El Pasoans, many of whom still refer to San Jacinto Plaza as “La
Plaza de los Lagartos.”24 San Jacinto Plaza was a gathering place for working class El Pasoans
throughout generations, as several small businesses were located around the park.

24

Unfortunately, due to increasing vandalism and repeated abuse, the alligators were later moved
to Washington Park Zoo in late 1965. They would return to the Plaza in the early 1970s but were
then returned to the zoo, where the last alligator would die in the mid-1990s. For an overview and
timeline about the presence of the alligators at the Plaza, see: Long, 2005
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Figure 2: San Jacinto Plaza between the 1920s and 1930s. Source:
Southwest Collection, Border Heritage Center, El Paso Public
Library. (PICF-Parks-San Jacinto Plaza)
Relics of these histories remain, as buildings from the city’s earliest eras are still standing,
and stories of families living in these historic neighborhoods continue to be passed down through
generations. While there is a current increase of local developers investing in the remodeling of
buildings that have been vacant for years, some aspects of downtown revitalization efforts have
been less positive.25 More recently, neighborhoods like Segundo Barrio (“Second Ward”) have
been contested spaces due to city government efforts for downtown revitalization, which have led
to demolition efforts and displacement of community members who have lived in the area for
generations. Furthermore, these conflicts have also involved disputes regarding historical
significance of neighborhoods, as well as names and boundaries. Residents of Chihuahuita, a
neighborhood nestled up against the border fence, continue to be disrupted by large scale
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For more information on downtown redevelopment and historic buildings, see the following El
Paso Times article: Kolenc, 2018
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construction. In October of 2016, both Segundo Barrio and Chihuahuita were listed among “the
11 most endangered historic places in America” by the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
This designation means that the neighborhoods are constantly in danger of rezoning, demolition,
and damage. In other words, such endangerment is connected to the erasing history and continuing
to displace communities.26 What is at stake is a forgetting of the history of the city. This discussion
will continue at the end of the chapter. However, for now, we begin with a brief overview of El
Paso’s earliest years and examples of moments of change.

Figure 3: El Paso Street in the 1880s. Source: Southwest Collection,
Border Heritage Center, El Paso Public Library. (PICF-El Paso 18801889)

26

Notably, these recent occurrences of demolition and displacement are not new to El Paso.
Throughout the city’s history, there have been multiple moments when communities have been
destroyed and people have been displaced due to the city’s expansion and development of
infrastructure. For example, this occurred in the 1960s when homes and businesses were
demolished to build Interstate 10. See local news articles and the following article describing the
buildings in the path of the project: “List Buildings in Freeway Path.” El Paso Herald Post, January
26, 1960, pp. 1 and 5.
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In a 1948 Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company publication titled A City
and a Service Grow Up Together, an archival photograph of El Paso Street (similar to the photo
above) is accompanied with the following description:
El Paso Street in 1881 was typical of a frontier town. At the left of the picture is
purported to be the famous old tree which served for years as El Paso’s newspaper,
and where early citizens posted elegantly phrased insults and threats to one another.
(Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1948: 7)
Besides demonstrating an early version of modern day social media in the old newspaper tree, this
description and image of one of El Paso’s first streets provide a snapshot of the city in its early
days as a small, West Texas town. El Paso was incorporated less than a decade earlier in 1873. But
the city would later go through a major transformation that would prove El Paso to be a significant
location for commerce and industry. In Desert Immigrants: The Mexicans of El Paso, 1880-1920,
historian Mario T. Garcia notes, “From a small village in 1880 El Paso blossomed into a desert
metropolis of almost 100,000 forty years later” (Garcia, 1981: 11). This significant transformation
would position the city as a crossroads on the U.S.-Mexico border with lasting effects for its
inhabitants—including indigenous groups who inhabited the region for generations, settlers who
came with the introduction of the railroad and booming industries, and Mexican immigrants who
provided a crucial source of labor that made the economic boom possible.
It is imperative to note that the history of the region does not begin with Spanish
colonization. There is archaeological evidence that reveals thousands of years of human settlement
in this area. Indigenous groups inhabited this region, worked this land, and likely also engaged in
various forms of trade long before Spanish explorers arrived. Indigenous peoples, such as the
Manso, Suma, and Jumano groups, have been identified in early texts, and sites like Hueco Tanks
State Park, just outside El Paso city limits, have a large collection of pictographs created by early
human settlers. Early Spanish expeditions took place throughout the 1500s. “As they approached
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the Rio Grande from the south, Spaniards in the sixteenth century viewed two mountain ranges
rising out of the desert with a deep chasm between” (Timmons, 2010). They named this site El
Paso del Norte (the Pass of the North), which included both present-day Ciudad Juárez and El
Paso. Preceded by other Spanish expeditions, the colonizing expedition under Juan de Oñate took
formal possession of the territory in April of 1598 and brought Spanish control to the New Mexico
region. Importantly, such a legacy of Spanish colonialism cannot be mentioned without
acknowledging the devastating impact colonization had on local indigenous groups. For some,
Oñate is hailed as a victor of history, but for others, his legacy is a reminder of atrocities committed
against native peoples in the Paso del Norte region. Today, a statue of Oñate stands prominently
outside of the El Paso International Airport. Erected in the early 2000s, the statue remains a
controversial symbol and a reminder of this violent chapter in history.27
The 1600s saw the establishment of multiple Spanish missions in the region. Following the
Pueblo Revolt in 1680 in present-day New Mexico, which involved an uprising of indigenous
Pueblo people against Spanish colonizers, displaced native groups and Spaniard families fled to
the Paso del Norte region. By the middle of the 1700s, approximately 5,000 people lived in the
area that is now El Paso. This population largely consisted of Spaniards, indigenous groups, and
mestizos (persons of mixed race origins, largely indigenous and Spanish). Agriculture flourished,
mostly due to the proximity to the Rio Grande and the construction of a large dam and a series of
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For more information on this controversy, see the PBS POV documentary, “The Last
Conquistador” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXnbGhbQGsk), and local El Paso news
articles during this time. Also see the following: Thompson, Ginger. 2002. “As a Sculpture Takes
Shape in Mexico, Opposition Takes Shape in the U.S.,” The New York Times, January 15.
http://www.nytimes.com/2002/01/17/world/as-a-sculpture-takes-shape-in-mexico-oppositiontakes-shape-in-the-us.html. For footage of the protests, see, the following Youtube video, “A
Monument
to
Genocide?”
posted
by
Paso
del
Sur:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTcRSsCyypA.
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acequias (irrigation ditches). The presidio of San Elizario was founded in 1789 and later became
the county seat of El Paso county, which was established in 1850. The 1800s continued to see the
development and expansion in the region. Fort Bliss, now the biggest military base in the U.S.,
was established in 1854 as a military post across the Rio Grande from El Paso del Norte. In 1859,
Anson Mills, an Army officer and surveyor, completed and submitted a street map of the area
settlement, which he named El Paso (see image below). El Paso del Norte was changed to Ciudad
Juárez in 1888, which ended confusion between the two towns. Until then, the area had been called
by different names, including Franklin.

Figure 4: “Plat of the Town of El Paso” (1895) as
commissioned by Anson Mills. Image courtesy of the
Historical Maps Collection, Border Heritage Center, El
Paso Public Library.
The 1800s involved much conflict but also significant moments in the history of the region,
which contributed to the establishment of El Paso as a city, as well as a burgeoning economic
center. During the U.S.-Mexico War of 1846-1848, residents of Ysleta, San Elizario, and Socorro
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lost the fight to remain a part of Mexico rather than become part of the United States. The Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed in 1848, which ended the war and, importantly, established the
Rio Grande as the international boundary between Texas and Mexico. The failed struggle of the
Ysleta, San Elizario, and Socorro settlements involved significant loss of “communally-held farm
land, timber, and salt” (Martinez, 1980: 7). Additionally, the decades following this period were
marked by ethnic tensions and conflict. During the Salt War of 1877-1878, “native residents of
San Elizario violently resisted the takeover by Anglo entrepreneurs of nearby salt beds which had
been public property since Spanish days” (Martinez, 1980: 7). Another significant moment for
these settlements occurred with the election of 1883 when the county seat shifted from Ysleta,
which at the time was the area’s largest town with a large Mexican American population, to the
city of El Paso, “where Anglos had become more solidly entrenched” (Martinez, 1980: 7). El Paso
had only been incorporated a decade earlier in 1873, but this had significant implications with
regard to city government power structures based on ethnicity.
Machine politics had played significant roles in regional politics prior to this county seat
shift. American politicians had deployed various tactics to court the votes of Mexicans residing in
El Paso County. With this change from Ysleta to El Paso as the county seat, American businessmen
and lawyers had better control of the area’s politics. Democrats and Republicans openly bought
Mexican votes in the 1889 city election. In that particular election, the Republicans and their
candidate, Adolph Krakauer, won. Yet, officials would disqualify Krakauer due to citizenship
issues. The Democrats then elected Richard Caples in a special election, which marked the
beginning of a lengthy period of influence and domination by the Ring, a faction of the Democratic
party “formed by leading merchants, bankers, lawyers, contractors, and businessmen” (Garcia,
1981: 158). The success of the Ring was solely because it learned of the importance of the Mexican
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vote. As Garcia notes, “The same class that benefited from the availability of cheap labor also
gained from cheap Mexican votes” (Garcia, 1981: 158). However, it is necessary to note that
during this period, Mexican Americans saw American politics as a means of achieving economic
mobility and organized within the Ring to gain political and public appointments, as well as ethnic
protection for the Mexican population of the city and the county. Thus, the political game was
played by different sectors of the population.
Between the years of 1880 and 1920, El Paso saw one of its greatest periods of economic
growth, as well as population growth. The arrival of the railroad in 1881 would have a momentous
impact on the economic development of the city. El Paso was already a strategic crossroads for
both North-South and East-West patterns of traffic, and extractive industry, such as mining, had
stimulated El Paso’s economy. But “the extension of railroads into the U.S. Southwest and
northern Mexico connecting their mineral deposits with American industries proved to be the
principal catalyst in the region’s boom” (Garcia, 1981: 14). Due to its geographic location,
proximity to the border, and history as a major avenue for trade, multiple American railroads began
building in the direction of the region in 1878. The Southern Pacific was the first to enter the city
on May 19, 1881. The completion of this railroad network had noteworthy implications for the
region. It complemented its history as a major area for trade and supply but also represented “a
new economic era for El Paso with national and international implications” (Garcia, 1981: 14).
According to Martinez, “By 1900, El Paso had become a leading supply, processing, smelting, and
refining site for the rich mining districts surrounding the territory” (Martinez, 1980: 7). With this
industry, there was an infusion of new capital, as well as growing trade with Mexico. In discussing
this economic boom and this early era of industrialization and entrepreneurship, Garcia references
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an early historian’s perspective on this phenomenon in the following excerpt from Desert
Immigrants:
In a study of early Jewish merchants in the area, one scholar observes that the basic
motivation that brought Americans to the area consisted of the “old hunger for Old
Dorado.” One early historian, likewise, believed that Yankee enterprising spirit
differentiated the new American residents from the older Mexican inhabitants. “If
we are right in our surmise,” he wrote, “El Paso got the railroads with their shops
and their payrolls because the Americans in the town went after the business, while
the Mexicans…sat around following the shade from one side of the house to the
other.” (Garcia, 1981: 15)
While the prosperity that took place during this time was significant, this early historian’s
perspective could not be more short-sighted. It minimizes the role that Mexican labor played in
the development of industry and local entrepreneurship. Furthermore, it discounts the history of
Mexican and Mexican American local businesses and social ties.
It is crucial to note that this industrial growth and success was largely based on the
availability of a Mexican labor force. Much like Chinese immigrants played a significant role in
the construction of the railroad that created such an economic boom in the region, Mexican
immigrants were vital to the success of industry and the economy in El Paso. Garcia notes the
important ties between Mexican immigration and the growth of American industrial capitalism.
Together, industrialization, regional economic specialization, and Mexican
immigrant labor launched an economic boom in the Southwest and in the process
created new and enlarged Mexican communities within the United States. Mexican
immigration, as such, is rooted in late nineteenth-century American economic
developments associated with the growth and expansion of American capitalism.
(Garcia, 1981: 2)
The four C’s of El Paso’s economy are often cited as: cattle, copper, cotton, and climate. But Oscar
J. Martinez emphasizes that a fifth C is missing: Chicanos. Low cost labor was a major lure for
employers, and Mexicans filled the basic labor need of unskilled workers. With the railroads came
American merchants and entrepreneurs. In addition, Mexicans migrated to the border by the
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thousands in search of jobs in various industries, such as the mines, the smelters, and farms. “Once
employed, however, most Mexicans stayed as unskilled workers owing to the region’s simple labor
requirements as well as racial and cultural discrimination” (Garcia, 1981: 9). Both men and women
made up this labor force. Women were a significant part of El Paso’s working class and while
limited in the types of jobs available to them, “Mexican women monopolized domestic work and
laundering” (Garcia, 1981: 4). Others found work in the city’s earlier garment factories, as well as
Mexican and American-owned stores. That’s not to say that a portion of the Mexican immigrant
population did not create their own businesses. Not all Mexicans living in El Paso were wage
workers.
To service the growing Mexican population an active business sector sprang up.
Segregated in the barrios (Mexican neighborhoods) and restricted in capital
because of the meager earnings of the Mexican workers, comerciantes (merchants)
owned and operated a variety of small businesses such as grocery stores,
restaurants, tailor shops, barbershops, and community newspapers. These small
businessmen, along with a lesser number of professionals formed a lower middle
class and exercised political and cultural leadership within El Paso’s Mexican
community. (Garcia, 1981: 4)
Furthermore, the role of agriculture is worth noting here. According to Garcia, following
the introduction of the railroads to the region, “El Paso’s regional, national, and international
dimensions involved four of the border city’s major economic activities: railroad transportation,
mining, trade with Mexico, and ranching” (Garcia, 1981: 15). While there was a drop in local
farming in the late 1870s due to economic disruption, the agricultural sector of El Paso’s economy
grew more steadily in the 1890s and early 1900s. However, the city’s agriculture at the time proved
to be less successful than other economic activities. The city’s location in an arid location meant
that it did not receive enough rainfall to support larger-scale agricultural production. The Elephant
Butte Dam in southern New Mexico was not completed by the federal government until 1917.
Despite limited irrigation, agricultural production would grow but remain a smaller enterprise than
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other industries. During the early years, it appears as though the agricultural industry in the region
fluctuated with times of prosperity and times of difficulties. Despite a downturn in the agricultural
sector of El Paso county in the 1910s, a cotton boom in the 1920s led to an increase in the number
of farms in the county (Bryson, 2010).
By 1910, the city’s population had grown to approximately 40,000 people. This time period
was also a moment of major social and political upheaval due to the Mexican Revolution, and El
Paso was a significant site of activity during this time. A revolution was taking place just across
the border, and El Paso had a “ringside seat” (Romo, 2005). In many ways, El Paso experienced
repercussions. During the Revolution (1910-1920), El Paso’s Mexican-descended population
experienced “unusually rapid growth” (Martinez, 1980: 8). During this time, there was an influx
of middle- and upper-class refugees from Mexico, and, as Martinez notes, this altered the character
of the Chicano community. Notably, many of these refugees would return to Mexico once the
political climate had stabilized, and for a majority of Mexicans living in El Paso, one’s country
still meant Mexico. Being directly on the border, they lived in close proximity to the country, and
many hoped to someday return. Immigrants in El Paso became even more aware of their loyalties
to their native country with the impact of the revolution.
The El Paso-Juárez area was one of the most strategic sites for revolutionary activities. It
was a safe haven for political exiles, and it also provided places for Mexican revolutionary leaders
to strategize and socialize. In addition to the occasional stray bullet, there was also cultural
spillover from Mexico into El Paso. As Romo demonstrates in Ringside Seat to a Revolution: An
Underground Cultural History of El Paso and Juárez: 1893-1923, a cast of characters spent both
political and leisure time in El Paso. Pancho Villa would frequent various establishments in the
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city, including one of his favorite spots, El Paso’s Elite Confectionary, where he would order his
favorite chocolate covered ice cream.

Figure 5: Pancho Villa (left) with others, including General Pascual
Orozco (center, with mustache and staring at camera) at El Paso’s Elite
Confectionary, 1911. Photo courtesy of the Otis A. Aultman Collection
at the Border Heritage Center, El Paso Public Library (A5257).
For many El Pasoans, the revolution also became spectacle. El Paso was not the exception, as
Americans would turn out on the U.S. side of the border to watch battles in other border cities,
such as Tijuana and Nogales. Vantage points were often train cars, riverbanks, and bluffs, which
did not always protect spectators from stray bullets. Buildings from across the border also provided
viewing platforms. For example, El Pasoans would watch battles occurring across the river from
the rooftop garden of the Paso del Norte Hotel, complete with bar service and patio umbrellas.
Notably, “Revolution-watching” was a “middle-class and upper-class leisure activity” (Fox, 1999:
81). Interestingly, images juxtaposing these American spectators with rebels can be found on
postcards. The implications of the circulation of such postcards can only shed light on the notion
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of the Revolution as entertainment, in addition to historical memory. Claire Fox elaborates in her
book The Fence and the River: Culture and Politics at the U.S.-Mexico Border:
In the case of the Revolution, historical events were occurring at the same time as
representations of them were marketed and consumed. For U.S. audiences of the
revolution, both those who witnessed it in person and those who witnessed it from
afar through visual media, the historical impact of revolutionary activity became
neutralized, as the entire event was converted into a spectacle for their benefit. In
other words, from the U.S. point of view, the Revolution was a drama, and its
soldiers were actors. (Fox, 1999: 83).28

Figure 6: “Americans and Inssurectos at Rio Grande” (Unidentified
Photographer, Date Unknown) Postcard courtesy of the Mexican Revolution
Postcard Collection at the Border Heritage Center, El Paso Public Library
(Postcard #125).
Importantly, these lines were not always so clearly defined in El Paso. One cannot downplay the
impact that the Mexican Revolution had on other El Pasoans.

28

Notably, Mexican Revolution-era postcards not only depicted American spectators watching
battles from across the border. Other postcards that were circulated within the U.S. depicted dead
bodies and executions, primarily those of Mexicans. Fox notes, “Given that the Mexicans whose
images circulated in U.S. postcards of the period were often maimed or dead, one can assume that
the dynamic of looking set up by U.S. media effectively ensured that a Mexican ‘point of view’
remained unrepresented” (Fox, 1999: 85).
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The revolution also affected Mexican-Anglo relations as racial tensions soared
along the border, especially during the American occupation of Veracruz in 1914
and Pancho Villa’s raid on Columbus, New Mexico, in 1916. Despite the hazards,
many Mexicans concerned themselves with events in la patria and in their own
small ways aided the different revolutionary juntas that operated out of El Paso.
The Mexican Revolution revealed El Paso’s unavoidable ties with Mexico and the
nationalist consciousness of the Mexican immigrant. (Garcia, 1981: 7)
While the revolution was a major moment of social upheaval for the country of Mexico, El Paso’s
close proximity to the border illustrates how porous borders can be. This moment had a huge
impact on the city’s inhabitants, as well as economy and culture. It created tensions among the
population, as well as solidified the city as a border space. The following section elaborates on this
notion of El Paso as la frontera (the border) and provides some considerations for the complexities
that are inherent in such as space.
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El Paso as La Frontera29: The Making and Unmaking of Borders

Figure 7: “Sister Cities/Ciudades Hermanas” Mural by LxsDos, 2015.
Located on E. Father Rahm Ave. in Segundo Barrio (Photo by author,
January 2017)
The image above represents a mural created by local El Paso-Ciudad Juárez artists
LxsDos—Ramon and Christian Cardenas.30 The piece is one part of their Make Shift project, “a
series of collaborative, community-support street artworks that dot both cities” and are created for
people of the community and reflective of their lives as “workers, photographers, journalists,
migrants, musicians, street vendors” (Martinez, 2016). Located in Segundo Barrio, the mural is an
ideal representation of the strong ties between the sister cities of El Paso and Ciudad Juárez. With

29

I use the term “la frontera” (translated from Spanish to mean “the border”) here to denote El
Paso as a border space. Other usages can describe the city in this context, such as “border space,”
“borderlands,” “border town,” etc. For me, “la frontera” not only names the city for its border
location, but the use of Spanish here also reflects the city as a bilingual and bicultural space, as
well.
30
The artist team go by either LxsDos or Los Dos. The former denotes a combination of male and
female pronouns (“Lxs”).
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this project and the collective murals, LxsDos wanted to create dialogue about the border. Christian
Cardenas elaborates on the image above:
We wanted to push what could be said. For example, “Sister Cities” is a straightup political comment on the borderland. It’s about how these two cities have had to
back each other up. And it’s important to have them be women, have symbols that
are feminine because Juarez has been suffering for years. I mean, as a woman who
grew up in Juarez, it’s been really hard to see how a political boundary can change
how women are treated or how safe you are when walking down the street.
(Martinez, 2016)
Through their art, LxsDos are not only creating representations of life on the border and in between
these two cities. They are also contributing to the cultural landscape by creating art that reflects
the complex lived experiences in this space—both historically and in the present.
The purpose of this section is to illustrate some of the complexities of this border space. In
particular, this discussion focuses on both the making and unmaking of borders taking place here
in the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez region. It is necessary to highlight various factors that contribute to
its role as la frontera. This discussion begins by underscoring the various ways that lines have
historically been drawn via policies that have had a significant effect on people’s abilities to cross
the border, in addition to the border economy and labor force in both El Paso and on a national
scale. It continues by demonstrating the various ways that people have enacted a sense of agency
and “unmade” these borders, both through moments of resistance, social justice efforts, and the
undeniable creation and continued evolution of a complicated and diverse border culture in El
Paso.
Drawing the Line
In general, the earliest creation of the U.S.-Mexico international boundary can be best
summarized as a “long historical process that began in the sixteenth century when England, Spain,
and France competed for control of North America and that ended in the midnineteenth century
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when the United States absorbed large portions of the Mexican northern frontier through
annexation, warfare, and purchase” (Martinez, 1996: 1). What would follow were adjustments
made to this boundary, a continued shifting of the border and displacement of peoples, and the
creation of man-made borders encompassing a history of immigration policies tied with labor and
having long-lasting effects on communities on both sides of the border.
The role of the Rio Grande in delineating the international border in this region cannot be
underestimated. As history has shown, nature cannot be contained, and the changing direction of
the Rio Grande’s flowing waters has had a significant impact on the shape of the international
boundary. A major historical moment in this history was the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848,
as well as the Treaty of 1884. These treaties designated the international boundary as down the
middle of the river, along the deepest channel. Unsurprisingly, specific conditions came with these
treaties and dealt with how the river would naturally shift over time. These conditions were dictated
by the precise natural changes in the river that occurred. The Treaty of 1884 indicated that “when
changes in the course of a boundary river are caused by a deposit of alluvium, the boundary
changes with the river” (Gregory, 2010). However, when the changes are due to avulsion, the old
channel would remain the boundary.
The following decades would involve multiple disputes between the U.S. and Mexican
governments with regard to the international boundary and the shifts of the river, and therefore the
shifting of territories. In 1864, a radical shift in the river occurred due to torrential rains and
flooding. The river jumped its banks and went south, and with this shift, Texas gained 700 acres
of land. This area was named the Chamizal, which was taken from the chamizo bush found in the
region. Debates were related to various factors and the two sides disagreed on whether the early
treaties applied. An important moment in this history was when the International Boundary
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Commission met in June of 1911. “According to this proposed settlement, the part of the disputed
tract lying between the riverbed, as surveyed in 1852, and the middle of the river in 1864 was
declared United States territory; the remainder of the tract was declared part of Mexico” (Gregory,
2010). Between 1911 and 1963, multiple presidential administrations took several initiatives to
attempt to resolve the Chamizal issue.
The Chamizal dispute was officially settled on January 14, 1963 when the two governments
ratified a treaty which followed the 1911 arbitration recommendations. According to Paul Kramer,
a historian at Vanderbilt University, Mexico did not cut ties with Fidel Castro during the Cuban
missile crisis. Thus, the U.S. grew nervous that Mexico, to the south, could be vulnerable during
this Cold War era. According to Kramer, the Chamizal was used as a sort of “bargaining chip”
(NPR, 2004). The land was divided between the two countries. The U.S. formally gave part of the
land it had gained to Mexico, and the two governments shared the cost of rechanneling the river.
In September of 1964, Mexican President Adolfo López Mateos and U.S. President Lyndon B.
Johnson met on the Stanton International Bridge to officially end the dispute. In October of 1967,
Johnson traveled to the border again to meet with President Gustavo Diaz Ordaz to proclaim the
settlement. These boundary disputes highlight various issues of importance, which may not be
discussed as frequently in these historical narratives, especially for the people inhabiting these
areas. By the time of the 1964 settlement, approximately 5,000 people had moved to and lived in
the Chamizal area.
When these boundaries were “settled,” this also meant that people living in disputed areas
were displaced. People living in the land that was now Mexican territory were given the choice of
going back to Mexico or relocating. A 2014 NPR piece tells the story of a woman who refused to
leave her house. When the date for residents to relocate arrived, U.S. marshals had to physically
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remove the woman from her house, and her furniture was placed in storage. Other families made
the choice to relocate and, while they were compensated for the land, the government did not
compensate them for their homes. Angie Nuñez, a resident of the Chamizal during this time, recalls
her family’s unhappiness about the lack of compensation: “My father had just built four extra
rooms in our house. We had central heating. He even had the bricks made special, adobe with the
hay, because the house was going to be that much thicker, that much warmer, that much whatever.
And we had to leave all that” (NPR, 2014). Maria Eugenia Trillo, a sociolinguist who grew up in
the Chamizal, recalls the ease with which her family would cross back and forth between the U.S.
and Mexico, “The river was just more like a highway that you had to cross to get where you needed
to be” (NPR, 2014). In the 2014 NPR report, she laments about the river today, which is wrapped
in cement. Trillo is not sure whether the river will stay trapped like this forever, and is quoted as
stating, “There’s only so much control a man can do on a river. Sooner or later, I personally think
that river is gonna do what Mother Nature has taught it to do—to move” (NPR, 2014).
With the establishment of international borders, there comes division between nations that
has significant effects on communities on each side. A few historical moments are worth
mentioning here to demonstrate the various ways crossing the U.S.-Mexico border has been both
permitted and obstructed, particular based on economic need and the impact of nativism and issues
related to border security. The social and political instability that followed the Mexican Revolution
complicated immigration matters at the border in significant ways. Ports of entry like El Paso saw
an influx of refugees fleeing the escalating violence in Mexico. By 1914, a larger Mexican
presence in Texas was noticeable. Historian Miguel Antonio Levario notes, “The significant
Mexican population growth prompted restrictionists to reevaluate the social and racial value of
Mexicans and to conclude that the integration of the Mexican population would disrupt the racial
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homogeneity of the Texas population” (Levario, 2012: 97). Prior to 1917, the ability to cross the
border, back and forth, was relatively easier. This would change dramatically with the United
States’ entrance into World War I in 1917.
The Immigration Act of 1917, also known as the “Asiatic Barred Zone Act,” was major
immigration policy aimed at restricting immigrants, rather than merely regulating. It also marked
a significant turn towards nativism. The act imposed literacy tests and time limits on labor
contracts, as well as created new categories of prohibited persons. Importantly, it is necessary to
note that this 1917 act was preceded by sweeping immigration and labor policy that is marked with
racialized rhetoric and othering of immigrants from other nations. The Immigration Act of 1917 is
a part of a long history of exclusion based on race, stereotypes, and early forms of xenophobia.
The Naturalization Act of 1870 and Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 can be viewed as predecessors
to this policy. Still, during this time, immigration authorities along the U.S.-Mexico border made
provisions on Mexican agricultural workers and later Mexicans working in the mining and railroad
industries. This brings us to another historical moment that reflects the impact that economic and
labor needs had on the ways people have been able to cross these borders, which had been so
clearly defined. The creation of the Bracero Program in 1942 illustrates how immigration policies
have changed according to economic need. The history of the Bracero Program reflects a history
of labor relations between the U.S. and Mexico that involved the bending of immigration policy
in order to suit economic, labor needs. The program was present in some form, with alterations,
over the years and was a “bilateral program that provided Mexican workers to American employers
on a yearly basis” (Martinez, 1988: 133). This was one example of bilateral relations between the
U.S. and Mexico at the time, which also involved “overlooking violation of labor laws” and
“ignoring or bending immigration legislation” (Martinez, 1988: 119). The history of the Bracero
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Program and the relationship between the U.S. and Mexico is one laced with conflict, as well.
Martinez provides an example of tensions between the two countries in the following passage:
As prolonged binational negotiations were underway to settle a wage dispute
between Texas growers and the Mexican government, workers grew restless. The
growers, anxious to get pickers for their already overripe crops, put pressure on
U.S. immigration authorities to open the border. Clearly in violation of binational
agreements with Mexico, the United States unilaterally allowed some seven
thousand undocumented migrants to wade the Rio Grande for several days,
‘arresting’ them at the river and immediately ‘paroling’ them to growers who were
waiting with trucks to take them to the fields. Upset by this blatant manipulation of
its people, Mexico called a temporary halt to the Bracero Program. (Martinez, 1988:
133)
The role of migrant labor in the agricultural sector of the U.S. cannot be downplayed historically
nor in our contemporary moment. Currently, migrant farm laborers are one of the most vulnerable
immigrant populations, subject to unsafe working conditions, threats of deportation, and violence,
especially towards women laborers. Thus, the dependency of the U.S. on Mexican labor continues
to be heavily influenced by economic and labor need, despite increasing anti-immigrant
sentiments.
What is more, the militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border has occurred for generations.
For those of us living on the border, we see this in various forms, such as the current border fence,
Border Patrol vehicles lining the border on a daily basis, and the current national conversation
about Trump’s “border wall.” But the militarization of the border has been a part of the region’s
history for over a century. According to Levario, “Militarization at the turn of the twentieth century
contributed to the historical construction of ethnic Mexicans as an ‘enemy other’ rather than simply
as a racialized other” (Levario, 2012: 2). The state viewed ethnic Mexicans as the antithesis of
“American” and constructed Mexicans as a threat to American society and its institutions, as well
as “Anglo hegemony” (Levario, 2012: 3). The Immigration Act of 1924, also referred to as the
Johnson-Reed Act, established the Border Patrol as a law enforcement agency of the Immigration
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Bureau. The Bureau operated within the Department of Labor, which reflects “the prominent role
that immigration played in the story of labor supply and demand in the border region” (Levario,
2012: 98). The first Border Patrol unit was concentrated along the Mexican and Canadian borders,
as well as the Florida coastline. The unit included 450 “Patrol Inspectors,” and a large portion of
this early agency was made up of World War I veterans and others with military experience. The
Border Patrol’s first national headquarters were in El Paso, and the city also functioned as a
regional sector. The militarization of the U.S.-Mexico border has continued through the recent
decades. Historian Yolanda Chavez Leyva describes the violence involved in this continued
expansion of a militarized presence in a January 29, 2017 post from her blog Fierce Fronteriza:
“By the 1990s, Operation Hold the Line and Operation Gatekeeper increased the surveillance of
the border by Border Patrol officers, leading to increasing deaths of migrants trying to enter the
United States through the deadly Sonoran desert” (Leyva, 2017). It is critical to note that
militarization on the border has not only been a presence of law enforcement agencies. Vigilante
groups have been present for generations, and in the recent years, groups like the Minutemen are
another example of this form of racist activity. During the 2016 presidential campaign, then
candidate Donald Trump only bolstered anti-immigrant and anti-Mexican sentiment. As the sitting
president, Trump continues to promote a “border wall,” while increased xenophobic rhetoric and
policy continues to have an impact on the border region.
There are numerous other considerations and factors involved in this history, as well as our
contemporary moment, with regard to the making of borders. A few pages in a dissertation cannot
entirely describe these complexities, nor can it fully grasp the lived experiences of people who
have been affected by these national boundaries. In addition, the history of racial tensions that have
emerged throughout these histories in border regions like El Paso is another topic worthy of an
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entirely other project. Levario notes that “crossing between the two cities and social relations
within El Paso became more rigid and monitored throughout the early part of the twentieth century,
as violence escalated and distrust intensified between Anglo and Mexican residents” (Levario,
2012: 6).31 Martinez notes, “The constant struggle between local needs and national ‘interests’
represents the basic element in the complex periphery-core heritage of the border frontier”
(Martinez, 1988: 6). Another discussion omitted here and worthy of a more in-depth examination
would be both the impact and the economic connections of the drug trade between El Paso and
Ciudad Juárez. The history of supply and demand between the two nations, in this region, is a long
one that consists of government corruption, power struggles among drug cartels in broader Mexico,
and the undeniable role that U.S. demand for narcotics has had in the violence in Ciudad Juárez.
The impact that the drug trade and subsequent violence has had both in Juárez and El Paso, in
addition to its impact on how Juárez and its people are perceived, cannot be downplayed nor
reduced to a few lines in a book. But it is important to mention these issues here and acknowledge
both the complexities of the state of affairs in this region and how they have materialized on the
border, as well as the human side of these conflicts and complex lived experiences of people living
on both sides of the border.
The preceding discussions provide snapshots of moments when lines have been drawn
between the U.S. and Mexico and the impact these structures and institutions have had on the
people who have lived their lives in this area. This is not to say, however, that people have not
exhibited agency, in various forms, to both resist and continue to cross these borders. The
following section provides some examples of this, while also briefly highlighting the border
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For an example of violent racial tensions in El Paso in the early twentieth century, see literature
pertaining to the Santa Ysabel massacre and subsequent 1916 El Paso race riot. See: Levario, 2012
and 2016.
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culture that has materialized and continues to develop and change in the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez
vicinity.
Crossing and Erasing the Line
Yes, la frontera has them all:
those who live behind their cultural wall,
and those who wish to see it fall;
those who would keep foreigners out,
and those who want them all about;
those inclined to alienate,
and those who prefer to ameliorate;
those driven by a nationalistic bent,
and those committed to a global tent.
- Excerpt from “La Frontera” by Oscar J. Martinez
As a border space, El Paso is a complex region where lines have been drawn and division
is at the core of constructing borders between nations, and yet, resistance to such authoritarian
institutions and man-made border occurs in many forms. The following discussion presents some
examples of this resistance, as well as social justice efforts in this border context. Additionally,
commentary is provided, which highlights the complexities of cultures present in la frontera. This
discussion presents a starting point for future projects connected to such an analysis and the everevolving border culture in this region.
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Figure 8: Subheading from the January 29, 1917 issue of the El
Paso Morning Times. Image courtesy of the Border Heritage
Center Microfilm Collection.
On January 29, 1917, the El Paso Morning Times ran this subheading under the headline:
“Order to Bathe Starts Near Riot Among Juarez Women.” The “auburn-haired amazon” was
Carmelita Torres, a 17-year-old housekeeper from Juárez who would cross the Santa Fe
International Bridge every morning to clean American homes in El Paso. On January 28th,
Carmelita, like countless other Juárez citizens, was asked by customs officials to step off the trolley
in order to bathe and be deloused—rather, “disinfected with gasoline” (Romo, 2005: 225). She
refused. Romo describes what resulted in the following excerpt:
Instead, Carmelita got off the electric streetcar and convinced 30 other female
passengers to get off with her and demonstrate their opposition to this humiliating
process. By 8:30 a.m., more than 200 Mexican women had joined her and blocked
all traffic into El Paso. By noon, the press estimated their number as “several
thousand.” The demonstrators marched as a group toward the disinfection camp to
call out those were submitting themselves to the humiliation of the delousing
process. When immigration and public health service officers tried to disperse the
crowd, the protesters hurled bottles, rocks and insults at the Americans. (Romo,
2005: 225)
Furthermore, in order to prevent the trolley cars from moving, the protesters laid down on the
tracks. Newspapers reported multiple instances of not just customs officials being hurt but also
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soldiers from Fort Bliss. What is more, Carrancista General Francisco Murguía showed up with
his “death troops to quell the female riot” (Romo, 2005: 225). The women were not intimidated
and jeered and attacked the Mexican soldiers, as well. Eventually, the crowds would disperse, and,
according to the El Paso Herald, the women were convinced to go home. Street car service
between El Paso and Juárez was suspended for the day. Some have deemed Carmelita Torres as a
“fronteriza Rosa Parks,” and yet, her name is almost completely unknown outside of El Paso
(Romo, 2005: 225). The Bath Riots are also scarcely documented.
This act of resistance was not merely because a random group of Mexican women did not
want to bathe. Rumors had circulated among the people in Juárez that Mexican women had burned
to death in gasoline baths and that American soldiers had been known to photograph women when
they were stripped for the delousing baths. But, according to Romo, the suspicion of the “ignorant
classes,” as the El Paso Herald called them, was not entirely false. In the previous year, in March
of 1916, twenty-seven prisoners were killed in a gasoline fire in the El Paso city jail. The men,
mostly of Mexican origin but also including an African American man and homeless Anglos or
unidentified, were part of a group of inmates that had been ordered to strip naked, soak their clothes
in a tub filled with a mixture (“gasoline, creosote, and formaldehyde”), and then step into a tub of
another gasoline mixture. Someone struck a match, and the jail was set ablaze. The delousing
procedures at the bridge caused justified concern and also reflect the social and political climate
of El Paso at the time, especially with regard to immigration, a local racializing of Mexicans as
problematic, and the construction of Mexicans as a threat to Anglo American society. The mayor
during this time period, Tom Lea Sr., had a known fear of contracting typhus from Mexican
immigrants. Interestingly, as Romo points out:
In October 1918, less than two years after the typhus quarantine was put in place at
the Santa Fe Bridge, El Paso and Juárez were hit by the most devastating epidemic
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in its history—the Spanish flu, which didn’t come from Mexico. It came from the
United States. (Romo, 2005: 244)
Carmelita Torres’ and the other women’s acts of defiance in 1917, over one hundred years
ago, serves as an example of average people collectively responding to a perceived injustice. In
addition to perceiving an attack on one’s dignity, a sense of hope that things can and should be
better than what they are is part of what guides people to work towards visions of social justice.
There is a long history of efforts towards social justice on the border in El Paso. This history
consists of moments that have reached a level of broad recognition and have had effective change
on lives of people. But this also comprises on lesser known moments and individual levels of
action. This is the human condition. This is the way that social change takes place—both in the
public eye, but also mostly invisible in dominant historical narratives.
Social justice efforts continue in this border region. These efforts and presence of
grassroots organizations and efforts span a broad spectrum of issues, including but not limited to
advocacy for immigrant rights, workers’ rights, women’s rights, LGBTQ rights, and other human
rights efforts and forms of solidarity. In addition, there are various environmentalist groups in the
area. Like most cities, El Paso has a long history of the presence of social movements, including a
rich history related to the Chicano Movement. But unlike many other cities, the border context
significantly affects the shape of these movements. While it is impossible to provide a
comprehensive discussion of this history at this time, the following presents a few examples of
social justice efforts here on the border. In particular, these examples focus on immigration and
migrant labor.
The Border Farm Workers Center (Centro de los Trabajadores Agricolas Fronterizos) was
not established overnight. It grew out of a long legacy of farm workers organizing and struggling
to maintain their dignity and fight for their rights as workers and as human beings. An important
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historical context from which the center and its related work arose was the Bracero Program (19421964), which was mentioned earlier, and was “the first among several agreements aimed at
legalizing and controlling Mexican migrant farmworkers along the southern border of the United
States” (Koestler, 2015). This was a temporary program that was created out of a need for workers
during the early years of World War II. and was managed by multiple government agencies
including the Department of Agriculture. According to an article put out from the Farm Workers
Center,
The Bracero Program handed the powerful agricultural industry a work force that
was vulnerable and cheap at less than 50% of the average national wage. Close to
5 million Mexican nationals crossed the border to work temporarily in the fields of
America as “braceros.” Even then, the laborers tried to organize themselves to fight
for their rights. (“The Struggle of the Border Agricultural Workers”)
The article also emphasizes that, while largely missing from history books, farm workers in the El
Paso region were struggling for their rights even before the Bracero Program. For example, during
the 1930s, cotton pickers in the Lower Valley of the city, went on strike against low wages. On
the other side of the Bracero Program time period, in the 1960s and 1970s, labor activists and farm
workers collectively organized and initiated boycott campaigns, such as the case with Cesar
Chavez and the United Farm Workers (UFW). One of the most significant efforts to organize in
the Rio Grande Valley involved the Texas Farmworkers Union (TFW). The organization organized
labor stoppages in the fields and demanded better working conditions and higher wages. While the
organization was met with various obstacles and a lack of government support during the 1970s,
“the struggle was reborn in the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez border area in the 80’s with the efforts to
create the Border Agricultural Workers Union” (“The Struggle of the Border Agricultural
Workers”).
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Carlos and Alicia Marentes had been working for the TFW and seeking support for farm
workers’ collective bargaining rights when they arrived at El Paso in 1980. They became aware
that the local farm workers were in a dire situation, suffering from even lower wages and worse
working conditions than other regions. Despite facing various obstacles during the early years of
organizing and a decline of the TFW, the organizers and local farm workers formally initiated Sin
Fronteras Organizing Project, as an independent organization based in the region and comprised
of El Paso, Southern New Mexico, and Ciudad Juárez. One year later, the Border Agricultural
Workers Union (UTAF) was formed. Sin Fronteras served as a “non-profit organization whose
goal was to help the workers resolve their immediate problems through social service programs,
mutual help, and education,” and the UTAF had as its purpose “to deal with the intermediate and
long term problems by enabling the affected to organize amongst themselves” (“The Struggle of
the Border Agricultural Workers”). Both Sin Fronteras and the UTAF were immersed in intense
struggles and negotiations and have continued to fight for the needs of the farm worker community.
In 1984, Carlos Marentes observed another area of need. He had seen farm workers
spending cold nights on the international bridges, so they could be ready in the morning for the
farm contractors to pick them up. Hundreds of farm workers would also congregate on South El
Paso Street from at least midnight to approximately 4 a.m., which would create unsafe conditions.
According to a 1994 El Paso Times article, “As countless farm workers slept while waiting for the
buses, people would harass them, accuse them of being drunk and, in some cases, assault or rob
them while they slept” (Olvera, 1994). After talking with the workers about the idea of building a
center, which would not only serve as a shelter but also address other issues, Marentes presented
such a project to the El Paso City Council for the first time in October of 1984. After a decade of
hard work by Marentes, as well as farm workers themselves and other supporters, funds were
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approved for the center. El Centro de los Trajabadores Agricolas Fronterizos became a reality. In
addition to serving as a safe space for farm workers, the non-profit organization has also provided
other services for the workers, such as English classes, information about their rights and how to
protect themselves in the fields, a certain level of medical care, and other services. Marentes has
also emphasized the main purpose of the center as a way to help farm workers become a visible
part of society. He has stated, “We want to teach everyone about the importance and dignity of our
work. That is what the struggle is about—our people’s dignity” (Castro et al., 1997).
The Border Farm Workers Center is an important example of social justice efforts in El
Paso, especially within the context of the border and labor. It is also an invaluable part of this
community. As a non-profit organization, however, the center has faced several challenges,
including funding issues, but the founders and organizers, as well as the workers, continue to fight
for the rights and dignity of the farm workers, as well as supporting the surrounding community,
especially the poorest areas in the city. The continued need for the center is a visible reminder of
the continued struggles of migrant farm workers, arguably one of the most vulnerable and largely
invisible populations in the nation. Wages continue to be low, and many women farm workers still
face sexual harassment and violence in the field, in addition to fear tactics, given many of their
undocumented statuses. This plight is reflected in a story from 2013, when a 71-year-old farm
worker, who went by the name Don Tacho, hung himself from a tree in the center’s courtyard.
Marentes elaborates in the following passage from an article he wrote titled, “In Memory of Don
Tacho.”
What unbearable weight or feeling was he carrying inside that would lead him to
take his life? Many of us will never know, not because we did not know what he
was going through, or the fact that he was ill and unable to find employment at the
age of 71. We will not know because society doesn’t care to know. Because they
are part of that disposable and invisible workforce, that year after year is relegated
to harsher and more miserable conditions. They go unnoticed because they have
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always been in the shadows of concern to such a degree that they still do not enjoy
full protection and benefit of the National Labor Act. Yet, everyday [sic] we see
the product of their labor, we depend on it, without it we would not be able to feed
ourselves. (Marentes, 2013)
Don Tacho’s death is a reminder of these conditions and the lives these workers live. It is also a
reminder of why this work needs to continue.
The next example of social justice work on the border is also connected to migration and
the dignity of persons. The origins of Annunciation House, located ten blocks from the U.S.Mexico border and just north of Segundo Barrio, begin in the winter of 1976 with a group of young
adults who desired to “experience the Gospel more deeply,” especially as it calls to serve the poor
(Annunciation House website – History and Philosophy). The group met for over a year for
“prayer, discussion, and discernment” and through the process, they developed the principles that
would guide the founding of Annunciation House (Annunciation House website – History and
Philosophy). Central to the principles were that everything Annunciation House would do would
be in solidarity with the poor, and the lifestyles of the organizers and volunteers would be simple
and centered on community. Services would be offered freely, and the following passage describes
the central principles of financial operation.
Those accepting this journey would be volunteers, receiving no pay or wages. In
order to better understand the insecurity and instability with which the poor live, it
would never be possible to seek or accept permanent funding sources. Instead,
Annunciation House would be sustained by the spontaneous generosity of those
who wanted to be a part of the work by supporting it. Nothing would be accepted
that had strings attached. Lastly, the service offered would be to those most in need,
to those would could not be assisted by existing programs, agencies or offices.
(Annunciation House website – History and Philosophy)
During the fall of 1977, the second floor of a building owned by the Diocese of El Paso became
vacant, and in February of the following year, five of the original young adults moved into the old
building. The building was loaned by the Diocese, thanks to the then Bishop, Sidney M. Metzger.
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Guided by a sense of faith, despite uncertainty of how Annunciation House would develop or what
would be the main purpose, the group responded to the needs of the community. Annunciation
House would become a house of hospitality for the poor. This began with a young man needing
shelter, and soon, many more people would arrive with the same need. Additionally, after
witnessing the reality of undocumented immigrants being unable to receive social services that are
normally available to the poor, Annunciation House decided that this demographic would be the
people whom they would primarily serve. The project includes three separate houses, which serve
different purposes. In addition to the Annunciation House, which hosts short to mid-term guests,
there is Casa Vides (a long-term house of hospitality for guests who are involved in political
asylum cases or other immigration proceedings) and Nazareth House (a short-term house of
hospitality, especially for those guests who have been recently released from I.C.E. custody).
Additionally, Annunciation House emphasizes three dimensions to their work: education,
advocacy, and administrative support. Education involves educating people about the realities of
the border, which also includes a Border Awareness immersion experience that brings people from
all over the U.S. to experience the border and meet with various groups and organizations on both
sides of the border. Advocacy involves various levels of support for guests, including translation,
accompanying guests to meetings and appointments, and other outreach efforts. Administrative
support includes tireless clerical work and other responsibilities, such as research, writing,
bookkeeping, etc.
The staff and volunteers at Annunication House are guided by the social gospel and a
compassion that sees the importance of transforming love into action wherever there is need,
especially within the context of the border. The mission of Annunciation House is as follows and
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reflects the important role that the organization plays in the community and as a true example of
social justice efforts in this border context.
In a Gospel spirit of service and solidarity, we accompany the migrant, homeless,
and economically vulnerable peoples of the border region through hospitality,
advocacy, and education. We place ourselves among the poor so as to live our faith
and transform our understanding of what constitutes more just relationships
between peoples, countries, and economies. (Annunciation House website)
The mission and work of Annunciation House also reflects a real manifestation of a solidarity
economy, despite not identifying as such explicitly. This is apparent in not only the principles
guiding their work but also in the way that that they operate and their lifestyle.
Lastly, there continue to be visible forms of convergence at the border and resistance to the
border fence and looming “border wall.” Every year, local Catholic dioceses host a Border Mass,
which has taken place at the river, as well as the border fence.32 There have been multiple local
marches and protests in opposition to President Trump’s various anti-immigration policies.
Moreover, protests continue to take place at the border fence itself, such as a recent action in
February of 2018 organized by local activists and members of Movimiento Cosecha, “a nonviolent
movement fighting for permanent protection, dignity, and respect for the 11 million undocumented
immigrants in the United States” (http://www.lahuelga.com/about/). At the protests, participants
and organizers gave testimonies about the work being done to advocate for rights and dignity of
migrants living in the U.S., and mid-way through the action, organizers clipped three large banners
to the border fence reading “Dream without Walls.” Yolanda Chavez Leyva recounts this action
in another post from her blog on February 9, 2018:
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From the website of the Catholic Diocese of El Paso: “The celebration of a mass on the USMEXICO border by the three border dioceses of El Paso, Las Cruces, and Ciudad Juarez started
in 1998 and was conducted at US-MEXICO Border fence in Anapra for 18 years. In 2016, the
mass was moved to the Rio Grande canal nearby the Santa Fe Bridge.”
http://www.elpasodiocese.org/news--events/border-mass-2017-details
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I thought about my family who crossed the border without papers in 1914 and their
dreams of finding work and a peaceful life. I thought about the [sic] Mr. Avila, a
former Bracero who I interviewed recently. Now in his 80s, he talked about coming
to the U.S., suffering as he worked under harsh conditions in the fields but the hopes
he held for his family. ‘Me, I can be anywhere. But my family, here,’ he told me.
Through their fearlessness in the face of ever-growing threats, despite the efforts of
politicians to use them as bargaining chips, and in spite of the racist rhetoric that
has found a safe place within our country since the election of Trump, Movimiento
Cosecha and the mostly young organizers nourish those dreams. Respect. Dignity.
Permanent protection. (Leyva, 2018)
Additionally, like Movimiento Cosecha, local organizations like the Border Network for Human
Rights (BNHR) are relentlessly organizing various actions and events in the defense of immigrant
rights (http://bnhr.org/). The BNHR’s mission is “to organize border communities through human
rights education and to mobilize our members to ignite change in policy and practice”
(http://bnhr.org/about/). The organization has three ongoing campaigns: comprehensive
immigration reform, accountable and responsible border policy, and the protection and promotion
of civil and human rights ((http://bnhr.org/about/). One particularly moving event that the BNHR
hosts is the Hugs Not Walls event, which is an opportunity that allows families from both sides of
the border to meet and greet each other for three minutes.
In closing, this section is by no means exhaustive. Its purpose is primarily to provide
snapshots of moments of resistance, social justice efforts, and cultures on the border. It does not
reflect the entire spectrum of complexities or examples of cultural hybridity of this region.
Furthermore, this section should in no way downplay the complexities experienced by people
living in the El Paso-Ciudad Juárez throughout the history of the region. For generations, people
on both sides of the border, and as border crossers, have had to negotiate living between two
borders. This has also involved the ways in which American-born El Pasoans with Mexican
heritage and strong ties to Mexico have had to negotiate not only their own identities but also their
places in American society, which has not always welcomed them despite their citizenship. The
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literature has thoroughly documented the experiences of children growing up in the 1960s being
punished for speaking Spanish in public schools.33 Martinez elaborates, “School officials pointed
to the need to learn English as the reason for inflicting sanctions, but to Spanish-speaking students
the message was a devastating one: using Spanish and practicing or exhibiting Mexican cultural
traits were negative forms of behavior that should be eliminated” (Martinez, 1988: 97).
While strides were made in part due to bilingual education in the 1970s, there have
continued to be obstacles in the education system. Additionally, opposition to bilingual education
has also grown with increasing nativism and historical efforts to make English the “official”
language of the United States. Given the current political climate and fearmongering and
stereotypes regurgitated by President Trump and his administration, these issues have only grown
and become more hostile towards the diverse population of Mexican Americans, documented and
undocumented immigrants living and working in the U.S., and, of course, more recently, DACA
recipients, also known as The Dreamers.
Furthermore, it is clear that, despite the international boundary and militarization of the
U.S.-Mexico border, that lines tend to still be blurred here. People cross back and forth on a daily
basis, to work, to shop, and to play. Relations among the two nations have been those of economic
interdependency, but this is also reflected in the bicultural and bilingual characteristics of the El
Paso-Ciudad Juárez region. While there is no doubt that tensions are present with regard to both
of these phenomena, especially with regard to language, this cultural hybridity is found everywhere
you go in the city—from the various local, Mexican small businesses to signs in both English and
Spanish. There are numerous ways in which a border culture is visible in El Paso. What is more,
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See Rosa Guerrero’s experiences being punished for speaking Spanish in El Paso schools as
early as the 1930s and 1940s – page 26 in: Saldívar, 1997.
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there are countless examples of collaboration across the border, especially with regard to art,
music, film, and other forms of cultural expression.
It is also crucial to acknowledge the relationships between loved ones. Family ties are still
strong with relatives living on both sides and remaining connected despite the border. People do
not only cross back and forth for work, shopping, and tourism. On a weekly basis, family members
cross to spend time with each other, share in meals, and live their lives despite the fence and
international boundary. This should not ignore the very real obstacles between those family
members that cannot cross over into the U.S., however. Families have been historically separated,
and issues of reunification continue to be a contested issue in the national political arena. But there
are countless efforts to make this possible in various forms. Despite these very real circumstances,
people are still living their lives across and despite the border. They are resisting. They are creating
their livelihoods. They are creating their art. They are falling in love. Life has always happened
despite the lines that have been drawn, and there is no indication that an increasing militarized
border will stop that.

Historical Preservation and Community Organizing on the Border
We end this chapter with a consideration of social justice work on the border. In particular,
this brief section presents an example of contemporary efforts to preserve the rich border history
described throughout the preceding discussions. Importantly, these efforts demonstrate the crucial
task of preserving neighborhoods that (1) sit directly on the border, (2) are some of the first
neighborhoods in the history of the city, and most importantly, (3) are the homes and seats of
culture of working class, largely immigrant communities—which were the same populations that
created the industry, expansion, and longevity of the city, to begin with. While there have been
many efforts to preserve historical buildings and historic neighborhoods in El Paso, in other cases,
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the city government has missed the mark when it comes to the preservation of historical
neighborhoods. Unfortunately, these neighborhoods have been largely located in South El Paso,
where, historically, the city began and where working class, immigrant communities have resided,
which illustrates the way that the city government has discounted these histories and these
communities. The present cannot so easily erase the past. It is a part of El Paso’s core, and the
heart of the city stems from these histories of both the movement, labor, creativity, and resiliency
of people, as well as the struggle to preserve that history.
At the time of this writing, the City of El Paso is currently tied up in a legal battle relating
to potentially illegal demolition efforts in the South Central neighborhood of Duranguito. This is
a part of an ongoing controversy, since October of 2016, that has pertained to the construction of
an arena in the neighborhood and has subsequently pitted the City against Duranguito residents
and supporters. The details of this controversy will be detailed and examined in the context of a
solidarity economy on the border in the concluding chapter. However, of importance now,
downtown El Paso has not only been a site of demolition and contestation in recent years. The area
has been in danger of demolition and erasure since the city’s early years. According to David
Dorado Romo, following the construction of the railroad in 1881, the city made an effort to “deMexicanize” the architecture in the downtown area in the name of progress. Local Anglo
newspapers called for the razing of every adobe structure. By the year 1883, the El Paso Times
wrote: “The removal of the ancient adobe with all their bad associations means a new life for El
Paso” (Romo, 2006). For Romo, the phrase “bad associations” was a euphemism for “poor
Mexicans” (Romo, 2006). In 1947, the Paisano Street project displaced 750 families and 6,000
people, despite the fact that the city had promised benefits for the community. This displacement
created a shanty town effect, and makeshift homes sprang up around South El Paso after Paisano
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was completed. Romo quotes Benjamin Marquez: “Of the major plans for project [sic] that were
executed in the Second Ward prior to 1960, all were introduced by the local elite. None of the
important changes at this time involved community input” (Romo, 2006). Thus, history continues
to repeat itself.
However, just as history repeats itself with decisions being made from above, at the
expense of communities, history also repeats itself with examples of resistance to these top-down
forces. One such example took place in 2006. In March of that year, the Paso del Norte Group
announced a plan to revitalize downtown El Paso. The way the plan was framed seemed positive
to most people. It appeared to be focused on investing money in redevelopment efforts in the area
in ways that would benefit the community. However, after investigating the details of the plan,
Romo discovered a map, which was labeled “Not for Distribution.” The map showed a large area,
specifically “127.5 acres in the Segundo Barrio, old Chihuahuita, and part of the Magoffin area,”
marked for demolition. As local historian Yolanda Chavez Leyva notes in an interview, the real
plan for the area was to build condos, high-end stores, and a Wal-Mart (Mendoza, 2012).
According to this plan, the Border Farm Workers Center would be torn down to construct a parking
lot. Owners and residents in these neighborhoods would be given the choice to sell their property
or buy shares in the new development. If they did not agree, eminent domain could take effect and
strip them of their property rights.
What followed were protests and community organizing, which involved community
members, activists, lawyers, artists, students, and scholars. A group named Paso del Sur, in contrast
to the Paso del Norte Group, was established. Out of this organizing, a public, grassroots
community museum was established through UTEP, Museo Urbano, which highlighted the history
of these neighborhoods through exhibits and public art. While broad-scale demolitions still have
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not occurred to this day, the plan is still technically on the books and approved by city government.
Importantly, these struggles continue, as evidenced in the recent arena controversy. Time will tell
what will happen to this specific neighborhood, and there is no doubt that this will be the last
struggle to preserve community and history in El Paso.

Concluding Remarks
The preceding brief discussion of historical preservation and community organizing, which
ultimately presents conflicting views on development and progress, sheds light on opportunities
for a solidarity economy perspective to grow in the El Paso region. The conflict between profitcentered forms of economic development and people-centered forms of development,
sustainability efforts, and change from the bottom-up is apparent now more than ever. By
providing historical and contemporary contexts for this city on the border, this chapter lays the
groundwork in order to address a central question for this study: Is there a solidarity economy in
El Paso, Texas, and if so, what does it look like? With regard to this question, one may ask: Why
is it useful to examine solidarity economy values and practices on the U.S.-Mexico border?
Economies in this region are shaped by the conditions on the border. What is more, communities
are impacted by border economic structures, as well as patterns of immigration and political and
cultural histories, both of which persist and reflect rapid changes. In addition, the environment in
this desert region, including the Rio Grande river and the wildlife that inhabits this landscape,
continues to be impacted by these phenomena significantly. Nevertheless, there are opportunities
for communities to continue to develop and nurture agency through responses to these larger social
forces.
The following chapter tells one chapter of El Paso’s history with a focus on the Houchen
settlement house, a social service institution in El Paso’s Segundo Barrio, and the importance of
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social ties in South Central El Paso during the first half of the 20th century. This case study
elaborates on some of the social forces and historical contexts introduced here, while also
examining how historical examples contribute to a contemporary U.S.-based solidarity economy
movement. The border plays a major role in both case studies that are the central foci of this
project. The nature of both the historical case study and the contemporary case study and the goals
and efforts of each organization reflect the border context. This chapter begins to tell the story of
El Paso—a story that will be carried forward through the remaining chapters.
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CHAPTER 3.A SENSE OF CARE AND COMMUNITY IN SOUTH EL
PASO: HOUCHEN SETTLEMENT HOUSE AS A HISTORICAL CASE
STUDY FOR A CONTEMPORARY SOLIDARITY ECONOMY ON THE
BORDER

On January 10, 2017, only ten days before the inauguration of now President Donald J.
Trump, President Barack Obama gave his farewell speech. Speaking to an enthusiastic crowd in
Chicago, the president expressed his gratitude and the honor he felt to have served the country for
two terms. Beyond the audience in that convention center that day, he spoke to a nation that
continued to be divided, even more so as a result of a long, ugly 2016 election season.
Nevertheless, President Obama, as he is often known to do, spoke with optimism. The location of
this final address was particularly significant, and he opened his speech with the following:
So I first came to Chicago when I was in my early 20s. And I was still trying to
figure out who I was, still searching for a purpose in my life. And it was a
neighborhood not far from here where I began working with church groups in the
shadows of closed steel mills. It was on these streets where I witnessed the power
of faith, and the quiet dignity of working people in the face of struggle and
loss…This is where I learned that change only happens when ordinary people get
involved and they get engaged, and they come together to demand it. (Obama,
2017)
Throughout his address, the president acknowledged the challenges the nation would face in the
coming years, and he did not fail to mention the significant historical failures of the government
to uphold the rights of a person’s dignity. And yet, while emphasizing its shortcomings and
unfulfilled promises, he spoke about the promise of democracy. He spoke about the work that
remains to be done and the fulfillment of these promises as contingent on our own action, while
situating this work in a history of collective action and demands for social justice and change.
Notably, President Obama also spoke of the relevance of history to the current moment and
elaborated on how the past and the present are not isolated from each other. Acknowledging the
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falsity of a post-racial America, especially given the rhetoric used after his own election, he spoke
of continued issues of race and elaborated on the need to acknowledge the legacies of Jim Crow.
The president expressed the need to acknowledge the struggles and hardships facing many
Americans while also building ties among race and ethnic groups through active listening and
through dialogue. Of particular relevance for today, he noted the importance of acknowledging
histories of anti-immigrant sentiment and policies in the struggle to defend the rights and dignity
of all who come to this country. “For native-born Americans, it means reminding ourselves that
the stereotypes about immigrants today were said, almost word for word, about the Irish, and
Italians, and Poles—who it was said were going to destroy the fundamental character of America”
(Obama, 2017). In this moment, the president acknowledged the contributions that immigrants
have made and continue to make to this country.
At one point, President Obama referenced a classic story to stress the urgency of going
beyond just upholding laws against discrimination at different levels in our society.
But laws alone won’t be enough. Hearts must change. It won’t change overnight.
Social attitudes oftentimes take generations to change. But if our democracy is to
work in this increasingly diverse nation, then each one of us needs to try to heed
the advice of a great character in American fiction—Atticus Finch—who said “You
never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of
view…until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.” (Obama, 2017)
This idea of envisioning oneself in another’s circumstances is reminiscent of a thread in the same
historical narrative that Obama spoke of, which involves the efforts of people who were guided by
values connected to justice and the common good. The American settlement house movement is a
relevant historical example of efforts reminiscent of Atticus Finch’s wise words. In the same city
where President Obama got his feet wet as a community organizer, one of the first and most famous
settlement houses was established—Hull House. A core idea of the settlement house involved
settlement workers and residents living in poverty-stricken neighborhoods and working alongside
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residents, most of whom were immigrants facing both significant economic hardship and
prejudices based on stereotypes and nativism. This idea of cross-class interaction and efforts for
social reform were not without complexities and problematic factors, but at the basic level, these
efforts reflect the kind of seemingly simple idea put forth by Atticus and still remain relevant to
this day. When many settlements were established, the nation was facing a period of significant
and rapid change (e.g., industrialization, urbanization, overcrowding, technological changes, etc.)
and a time of social dislocation. It goes without saying that there are significant differences
between the settlement house movement period and our present context. Still, it is not too farfetched to see connections with our present moment of social and moral dislocation. Antiimmigrant rhetoric and sentiment are still very much present in this nation. This consideration of
the settlement house movement reflects what President Obama spoke of during this address—the
relevance of historical narratives in our efforts to create social change in the present.
This chapter explores the potential role that historical examples can play in a growing
contemporary solidarity economy movement in the United States. Specifically, I utilize a case
study of a settlement house that was established and operated in El Paso’s Segundo Barrio (Second
Ward) for generations—the Rose Gregory Houchen Settlement House. For over 100 years, first as
a settlement house and later as a community center, Houchen provided a variety of social services
to the community, as well as residents from other neighborhoods in El Paso. Like many other
settlements, Houchen offered Americanization programs, such as citizenship classes, in its earlier
years of operation. However, established by Methodist missionaries, Houchen founders and staff
also placed emphasis on religious instruction and maintained a goal of converting their Catholic
neighbors. This changed by the 1950s, when the settlement’s programming began to reflect of the
population it served. In addition to other services, Houchen provided affordable health and medical
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services for the community. In the 1920s, a small health clinic, the Freeman Clinic, was
established, and by the late 1930s, a more modern clinic and a twenty-two-bed maternity facility
was built—the Newark Methodist Maternity Hospital (also known as the Newark Conference
Maternity Hospital).
The Houchen settlement house reminds us that the contemporary moment is not the first
time in the history of the U.S. when ordinary citizens set out to address unmet social needs and
social inequalities via community-based institutions. This case study is a reminder that history is
not isolated from the present. It also illustrates how specific issues (e.g., democracy, immigration,
healthcare, community, and culture) continue to play a significant role in the circumstances within
which people address these needs in contexts of social dislocation. While a significant amount has
been written about more well-known settlement houses, such as Hull House in Chicago, the history
of other lesser known settlements, like Houchen, have largely remained in the shadows of the
history of the U.S. settlement house movement. By acknowledging similarities among contexts
over time, this example provides an opportunity to consider historical examples within a
contemporary solidarity economy movement.
The principles that guided the social reformers involved with the settlement house
movement are strongly connected to the principles that guide a contemporary solidarity economy
framework. Utilizing Houchen as a historical case study situated within the specific context of
South El Paso, this chapter argues that throughout history people have made conscious efforts to
address social problems in pragmatic ways. These historical examples demonstrate that people
have responded in various ways to social forces and ills when the state has largely failed to do so.
Who is responsible for social and economic justice? This question is just as relevant today as it
was during the inception of the settlement house movement. Participants in a contemporary
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solidarity economy are a part of this long-standing tradition in the U.S. of both participatory
democracy, communalism, cooperativism, and other forms of action that prioritize the common
good. The Houchen case and historical example of Hull House illustrate how reformers from
privileged classes abandoned, to some degree, their established social roles to work towards
creating community-focused social service and cultural institutions within working class,
immigrant communities. These institutions and efforts were not perfect. Variations of
Americanization programs and other characteristics of the goals of some settlements, such as
conversion, remain problematic. Furthermore, the presence of these efforts, while effective and
pragmatic in their own right, does not downplay the vast examples of working class, immigrant
communities exhibiting agency on their own terms—in both the past and present—to create
community-led efforts towards social uplift and community empowerment. This will be discussed
further in the following chapters.
Despite the complexities of histories, there is much to be learned from these institutions,
specifically by examining the contexts within which they have operated and the ways that political
climate and policy, as well as economic circumstances, have affected not just the creation of such
institutions but also the ability of these settlement houses to either maintain longevity or shut down.
In addition, there are significant considerations for the present moment, especially with regard to
the nativist rhetoric that permeated the 2016 U.S. presidential election and the exclusionary
policies and the potential significant budget cuts to social programs that have followed the election
of Donald Trump. The border context of El Paso, Texas is particularly relevant, given the
controversy of a potential “border wall” as a form of heightened border security and immigration
reform. Notably, by situating this case study within the broader settlement house movement in the
U.S. and in relation to the well-known Chicago example, this discussion highlights the significance
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of contextual factors, such as the role of urbanization in the creation of each settlement house and
the role of Americanization programming in predominantly immigrant neighborhoods.
In order to provide a historical context for the Houchen settlement, this chapter begins with
an overview of the broader U.S. settlement house movement, as well as a brief history of Chicago’s
Hull House and the significance of the work and philosophy of Jane Addams. Within this
discussion, I mention specific characteristics of Addams’ influences in the establishment and
guiding principles of Hull House. By highlighting specific aspects of her goals for the settlement,
the chapter presents some considerations for connecting Addams’ ideas to the guiding principles
of a contemporary solidarity economy movement. Second, the chapter presents a history of the
Houchen settlement house and its operations, including Newark Maternity Hospital, and discusses
the significance of this institution in South El Paso, more specifically, during the earlier years of
its operation up to the late 1950s.
In addition to historical research, this chapter incorporates an oral history component. In
the third section of the chapter, I include snippets from a 2016 interview I conducted with my
maternal grandmother, who gave birth to five of her six children at Newark Methodist Maternity
Hospital between 1952 and 1957. By incorporating her recollections of these experiences, as well
as her memories of living in South El Paso neighborhoods like Segundo Barrio, this dimension of
the chapter paints a more biographical picture of the communities that Houchen and Newark
served. Family photographs are included and assist with visualizing this time period. The
biographical element of these photos incorporates visual methods in social and historical research,
while also offering an opportunity to contribute to a social history of these neighborhoods. The
chapter closes with a discussion focused on the relevance of settlement houses in contemporary
contexts. This involves a consideration of the negative impact that contemporary circumstances
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have had on social service institutions with settlement house origins, as well as examples of how
settlement houses have managed to maintain longevity despite significant challenges and changes
to the environments within which they operate. This discussion draws connections between the
past and the present and provides important implications for how the present moment creates a
space and need for a solidarity economy perspective in El Paso.

A Historical Overview of the American Settlement House Movement and Hull House
The American settlement house movement began during the late nineteenth century during
a period of social dislocation, especially in the eyes of the reformers who were instrumental in the
founding of settlements across the country. This period of widespread change, due to rapid
industrialization, had a negative impact on the social welfare of communities, especially the
working class and immigrant populations who had migrated to urban centers for work. Seeing a
need for resolve, reformers worked towards creating settlement houses that would provide social
services for these classes and, thus, fill a gap where federal programs failed to exist. A
comprehensive analysis of multiple settlement houses (there were over 400 in the nation by 1890)
would warrant a larger discussion. However, in order to glean a better understanding about the
context within which the Houchen settlement house was founded, it is imperative to situate this
case study within the broader movement. By presenting some historical background for the
settlement house movement, this chapter acknowledges the significant contributions that
settlement houses have made over the course of U.S. history. At the same time, it is crucial to
acknowledge the complexities of the movement and problematize these institutions by examining
aspects of the settlement houses’ ideologies, goals, and programs with a critical eye.
The American settlement house movement was largely influenced by early settlement
houses in Britain, including the renowned Toynbee Hall in London. Generally, middle and upper
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class, as well as educated, individuals were establishing settlements in mostly poor and immigrant
neighborhoods as a response to the social ills that they were observing around them. These social
problems were reflections of the significant effects of increased industrialization and urbanization,
such as overcrowding, high levels of sanitation problems leading to disease, labor and wage issues,
and lack of access to education. Settlement houses responded to the needs of the communities and
the neighborhoods where they were located. However, this does not mean that they reflected these
communities completely, especially with regard to their goals and programming. A major purpose
of settlement houses during these earlier years was to encourage assimilation and assist immigrants
with the transition into the labor force by teaching them middle class American values. Many
settlement house projects implemented Americanization programs, which incorporated a narrow
definition of what it meant to be “American.” What is more, there were precise ideas of culture
that were viewed as superior to other forms, largely based on class but also, in some instances,
race and ethnicity. Religion was also a factor that played a role in the establishment and operation
of many settlement houses. While the mainstream settlement house movement was secular, many
religious organizations established settlements during this time period. This included the Catholic
Church and the YWCA.
While nationality and race were embedded in the stereotypes perpetuated during this time,
which found their way into some settlement house values and Americanization programs, there
were historical examples of settlement houses established by communities of color. For example,
as a response to black migration to the North from the South, many African American churches
founded settlement houses. One example was the African Methodist Episcopal Institutional
Church that was founded by Rev. Reverdy Ransom in Chicago, Illinois. This historical example
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also reflects the role of the church in the ways that people responded collectively to circumstances
Southern migrants faced after arriving to a new urban, industrialized center.
Notably, early settlement houses were spaces where politicization took place—both for the
populations they served and also for the reformers and residents who worked in them. These
institutions were critical sites where both residents and community members were influenced to
participate in larger social movements and efforts for social reform. In the same vein, a notable
characteristic of the settlement house movement was that women filled many of the most important
leadership roles. Given that this was an era when women were still largely excluded from
leadership roles in politics, as well as industry and business, this was a prominent characteristic of
this movement. Settlement houses were spaces where upper and middle class educated women
actively became politicized and increasingly moved into the political sphere. “Approximately half
of the major U.S. settlement houses were led and staffed predominantly by women” (Harvard
University Library Open Collections Program). However, this does not mean that some of the
female social reformers did not come to the settlement houses already active in politics, despite
the limitations placed on them by society. For example, while Jane Addams, of Hull House in
Chicago, certainly went through a learning process and eventually became more involved in
politics, especially with regard to labor relations and the suffrage movement, Florence Kelley, a
labor advocate who had already published writings on the subject, arrived at Hull House already
politically aware. In addition to Addams and Kelley, other influential women in the movement
were Lillian Wald, the founder of Henry Street settlement, Mary Simkhovitch, Helena Dudle,
Mary McDowell, Alice Hamilton, and Edith Abbott. Other influential women during the early
1900s, who may not have been founders, staff, or residents, but who nevertheless had connections
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with and had visited settlement houses were women like Ida B. Wells, Lucy Parsons, and Susan
B. Anthony.
Hull House in Chicago is no doubt one of the most famous settlements during the
settlement house movement. It was a space where influential women and men lived, worked,
became politicized, and interacted with community members, as well as an institution that had a
significant impact on the community members themselves. One of Hull House’s most famous
beneficiaries, for example, is Benny Goodman, who was one of twelve children to Russian-Jewish
immigrant parents and grew up in urban Chicago. It was at Hull House where he began to learn
and play music and would have opportunities that would have otherwise been limited given his
economic background. Founded in 1889 by Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr, Hull House has
been viewed as a model representation of the settlement house movement in the U.S. and had
lasting effects on Chicago residents beyond the height of the movement itself. Early in her life,
Jane Addams was particularly influenced by her father, John H. Addams, a businessman and
politician, who instilled both a religious and political ethic in his daughter. Social Christianity, for
example, would have a significant influence on her ideas about the common good and social
justice. Additionally, as a woman of privilege, Addams had access to an education and the ability
to travel to other parts of the world. This included London, where she learned of Toynbee Hall and
was able to meet Samuel and Henrietta Barnett, who would introduce Addams to the settlement
house idea and emphasis on cross-class relationships, communal living, and cooperation.
Importantly, Addams scholar Louise W. Knight notes some underlying problematics in the
Barnetts’ work.
In sum, the settlement idea was democratic but only in part. The Barnetts were
sincerely committed to an egalitarian ethic, but just beneath their rhetoric of mutual
benefit lay the assumption that educated men were essentially and broadly superior
to poor, uneducated men…The settlement idea as the Barnetts first conceived it
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was, like most reforms that prove popular, both egalitarian and hierarchical. It
challenged and reinforced the status quo; it moved society forward but did so
comfortably. (Knight, 2005: 170-171)
In a sense, this last characteristic was appealing to Addams. Settlement life offered a way for her
to cross over into a different world than her own while allowing her to keep one foot in the old
one. It was also here that she was exposed to the ethic of cooperation, as well as the work of Robert
Owen, which would remain central to her goals for the organization of Hull House. These early
experiences, as well as her continued development of a political and social consciousness, helped
to shape the ideologies at the core of Hull House’s efforts and social services. Addams witnessed
firsthand the effects of industrialization and urbanization in Chicago and worked with others to
address social ills and needs.
Rather than providing a repeating of the history of Hull House, it is useful to provide at
this juncture some brief commentary about some core elements to Jane Addams’ philosophy and
purpose for Hull House as a settlement. These elements are relevant to a contemporary solidarity
economy movement, precisely because they show that cooperative efforts and a constant
reimagining of democracy in American society are ongoing, especially within the context of social
and economic justice. First, one of Addams’ seminal works and blueprint for Hull House is her
essay titled “The Subjective Necessity for Social Settlements” written in 1893. In this essay,
Addams provides an argument for how social settlements can “socialize” democracy. Remarking
on the gaps in the state of democracy at the time of writing, she emphasizes the ways democracy
has been limited and failed to “assert itself in social affairs” (Addams, 1893: 15). She comments
on problems with electoral politics, corruption, and buying votes at the turn of the century—
problems that we continue to see today—and criticizes the power that money holds in the electoral
process. In a strong sense, Addams is commenting on the failures and hypocrisy of American
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democracy. She presents the settlement as a way to socialize democracy through social and
educational activities. Commenting on the role of the youth, she states,
We have in America a fast-growing number of cultivated young people who have
no recognized outlet for their active faculties. They hear constantly of the great
social maladjustment, but no way is provided for them to change it, and their
uselessness hangs about heavily…Our young people feel nervously the need of
putting theory into action, and respond quickly to the settlement form of activity.
(Addams, 1893: 21-22)
Addams concludes the essay by stating, “The subjective necessity for social settlements is identical
with that necessity which urges us towards social and individual salvation” (Addams, 1893: 28).
In a sense, Addams presents a form of settlement praxis that is influenced by expanding the
definition of democracy and putting it into practice through the social and educational activities of
the settlement house. Seeing the settlement as a classroom, she emphasizes flexibility and
experimentation, as well as asserts that Hull House must be grounded in a philosophy of solidarity.
What is more, Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr developed three ethical principles “that were
explicit in Addams’s early writings about [Hull House] and were part of the philosophy of Toynbee
Hall”:
These were to teach by example, to practice cooperation, and to practice social
democracy, that is, egalitarian, or democratic, social relations across class lines. All
were grounded in the need to respect every human being, and none was individually
new to Starr or Addams, but when adopted in systematic and conscious fashion
they amounted to a new ethic of human relations for them. This settlement ethic
was meant to guide not only their plans but also the ways they related to people at
every moment of their day. In time they hoped other residents of the settlement also
would practice this ethic. In adopting it, Addams and Starr were setting the bar high.
(Knight, 2005: 182)
Second, it is useful to include other aspects that contributed to Addams’ philosophy on
democracy. As noted earlier, while some settlement houses were founded by religious groups,
many, including Hull House, were secular in nature. Nevertheless, some of Addams’ earliest
influences were grounded in Christianity, largely due to the influence of her father. In addition,
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her social work can be situated in a time period of the rise of the social gospel. While she came in
contact with those active in the movement, Addams rejected theology in the process of developing
her own social philosophy. While she believed that the spiritual life was important to social action,
“her solution was a philosophy that entailed a religion without theology, a faith without creed”
(Edwards, 2003: 152). Nevertheless, R. A. R. Edwards argues that Addams utilized a somewhat
unorthodox definition of Christianity and that her religious inclinations and background would
appear in her writings and considerations for Hull House. While this topic is much more complex
that this section can elaborate on, it is useful to note that Addams grounded any connection she
would have with religion with democracy. Edwards argues that in Addams’ version of Christianity,
there is no difference between the secular and the sacred. For Addams, “Christianity is embodied
in social progress and social progress is embodied in democracy” (Edwards, 2003: 154).
Lastly, it is crucial to emphasize the role that a theory of cooperation played in Jane
Addams’ philosophy and goal for Hull House. Addams was familiar with cooperative ideologies
early in her life, and these early influences would unsurprisingly have a significant impact on her
work at and purpose for Hull House. As a child, she had encountered various cooperative and
socialist ideas. She first learned about and became fascinated with Robert Owen’s New Harmony
experiment in 1873, at twelve, after she read a three-part series on the utopian community in
Atlantic Monthly (Knight, 2009: 67). She was also familiar with the farmers’ cooperative
movement. As an adult, her interest in cooperation became more focused after her London
interactions with the Barnetts. Hull House would be founded, in fact, on the cooperative
community model of the British settlement, Toynbee Hall. In Hull House’s earliest years, Addams
tended to merge the principles of cooperation and nonresistance, which were connected to tenets
of social Christianity, which is alluded to above. There are various cooperative projects that took
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place at Hull House. This included a coal cooperative that include members of the co-op buying a
large supply of coal in the winter and selling among its members at lower prices. This was the
beginning of what would later become the Hull House Cooperative Association. Another
cooperative project was a free health clinic, which was run on a “mutual benefit plan” (Knight,
2005: 289). Hull House also maintained a cooperative kitchen for some time. Furthermore,
Addams applied the principle of cooperation in the management of residential life and the
settlement’s social clubs. Decisions were made by vote, and the majority ruled. Still, Knight notes
that Addams struggled with these processes but remained committed to these principles. Still, this
commitment to democracy and a theory of cooperation made Addams revolutionary for her time
and, in particular, for her social position as an upper class woman.
A settlement ethic and praxis, grounded in principles of democracy and cooperation,
though situated within a historical context is worthy of consideration as we connect the problems
of the past with the problems of today and see “new” forms of collective organizing that are part
of a longer historical trajectory. While much has been written about Hull House and other wellknown settlement houses during this time period, there are numerous lesser-known settlements
that also had a significant impact on the communities that they served. In the following sections,
we shift the focus of this chapter from the broader movement to a specific case study. Furthermore,
we shift from a focus on the Midwest to the Southwest region of the nation, more specifically on
the U.S.-Mexico border. The next three sections focus on the role of the Houchen settlement house
in South El Paso. Despite economic and demographic differences between Chicago and El Paso,
both working class, immigrant communities experienced dramatic economic and social change
that necessitated attention. In both the Hull House and Houchen cases, people worked collectively
to support the downtrodden among them. Still, the El Paso case, as will be evident in the following
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discussions, was different from Chicago in a few ways. In addition to contextual differences, such
as dominant industries in the region and border context, Houchen had a more religious foundation.
Established by Methodist missionaries in a primarily immigrant, Catholic community, the
settlement serves as a different example than Chicago’s largely secular Hull House.

Rose Gregory Houchen Settlement House – El Paso, Texas

Figure 9: Historical marker for the Houchen
Community Center. (Photo taken by author,
September 2016)
While the American settlement house movement witnessed the establishment of
settlements in major cities like Chicago and New York City, other settlements were being initiated
in other parts of the country, as well. Varying regions around the country were seeing the effects
of industrialization and urbanization. Social forces were affecting how people were living and
laboring, as well as how people were migrating both within the nation (e.g., south to north
migrations) and from other countries. As with most social movements, diversity among settlements
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was apparent and depended on contextual factors, in addition to how people were responding to
the problems they witnessed around them. Yet, similar characteristics could be found among
settlement houses in different states. Texas was no different.
In 1900, the Neighborhood House was established by the Dallas Free Kindergarten
Training and Industrial Association in Dallas. It was likely the first of many settlements created
around the state, and like others, it provided social and education programs for the working and
poor classes, as well as immigrants. Similar to other settlement houses around the nation, the staff
makeup of many Texas settlement houses tended to include single college-educated men and
women, many of whom had experience with charity work through voluntary associations. Goals
and purposes of Texas settlement houses during the early 1900s covered different areas of interest
and concern. For example, many settlement houses in Texas were linked to efforts of white,
middle-class women’s efforts to establish kindergartens in the interest of improving living
conditions for children, as well as improving literacy rates. Settlement houses in both Dallas and
Houston were established for these purposes and provided other services, such as boys and girls
clubs, cooking classes, playgrounds, and medical services.
Religion was another factor that led to the establishment of settlement houses in the state.
For example, women involved with mission projects of the Dallas Methodist churches established
Wesley houses, which were named for the founder of Methodism, John Wesley. These settlements
were established with religious and moral purposes in an effort to address social ills observed in
various segments of society by bringing people to the Christian faith. The Wesley Houses in north
Texas, for example, served both immigrant and American workers in the factory and laundry
districts, as well as other places where saloons and other forms of vice existed. Much like their
more secular counterparts, these settlements also provided programs for children, sports, meeting
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rooms for community organizations, health services, and domestic classes for mothers. While
many of the Texas settlements emerged in bigger cities, the Methodists did establish one in the
small coal mining town of Thurber.
Reflecting similar patterns in the larger settlement house movement at the national level,
race and ethnicity also played a role in Texas settlement houses. The Bethlehem Settlement in
Houston was one of few houses that served African Americans. It was also directed by a biracial
committee (Acosta, et al., 2017). Mexican American communities were also a target for settlement
house reformers, especially in cities like Houston (the Rusk settlement), San Antonio (the Mexican
Christian Institute, later named the Inman Institute), and Austin (the Inter-American House)
(Acosta, et al., 2017). Generally, these settlements offered classes and programs similar to other
settlement houses, but they also offered English-language classes and books in both English and
Spanish. Historians have noted that, between the 1940s and 1990s, both Mexican American and
African American women took increasingly larger roles and became staff in settlements in
Houston and San Antonio (Acosta, et al., 2017). This increasing presence and participation clearly
reflected the racial and ethnic makeup of the communities that settlement houses were serving.
Another example of a Texas settlement house is the Rose Gregory Houchen settlement in
El Paso, a city located in the far west region of the state and largely removed, geographically, from
other major cities. As a border city situated on the banks of the Rio Grande and just across from
Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, El Paso provided a perfect setting for a settlement house, in the eyes of
Methodist missionaries and social reformers, especially at the beginning of the 1900s, when
various factors were affecting the shape of the city and its residents. Increasing industrialization in
the region, paired with an increase of immigration from Mexico, was shaping the city in significant
ways, as described in the previous chapter.
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While the Houchen settlement house was formally founded in 1912 when Rose Gregory
Houchen, a former Michigan schoolteacher, donated one thousand dollars to the project, it has
origins as early as the 1890s when Margaret Tripp began providing housing for young single
immigrant women in Segundo Barrio. Tripp’s early efforts as a Methodist missionary included
earlier work in New Mexico. The settlement house was established by Methodist missionaries in
a largely Catholic, Mexican immigrant neighborhood. According to Ruiz, “this Methodist
settlement had two initial goals: (1) to provide a Christian rooming house for single Mexicana
wage earners and (2) to open a kindergarten for area children” (Ruiz, 1991: 35). By 1918, Houchen
offered a full schedule of Americanization programs, such as citizenship education, cooking and
carpentry classes, English instruction, Bible study, and Boy Scouts. By the 1920s, there was a
clinic, and by 1930, there was a six-bed maternity ward. In 1937, a new twenty-two-bed maternity
facility was built. The hospital offered free prenatal classes, pregnancy tests, and infant
immunization. Hospital bills were minimal as the facility served low-income residents. It closed
its doors in 1986. During the period of its operation, more than 62,000 babies are said to have been
born at Newark (Ruiz, 20061a).
The Houchen settlement house offers an opportunity to utilize a lesser-known settlement
house as a case study for exploring the efforts of ordinary citizens to address social needs,
specifically in the context of the border and largely in the absence of government welfare
programs. Given this context and the time period out of which the settlement house emerged, this
case study helps to illustrate how specific issues, such as democracy, immigration, healthcare,
community, and culture, continue to play a significant role in the ways people collectively address
community needs, as well as how people benefit from and experience these social services.
Furthermore, this El Paso-based settlement contributes to the broader discussion of a solidarity
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economy on the border by incorporating a historical perspective. While settlement house founders
and workers would not have used the term “solidarity economy” in their given historical context,
historical examples offer an opportunity to explore similarities between their efforts, as well as the
contexts within which they worked, and contemporary efforts, which could be grouped under the
heading of a solidarity economy. This contemporary consideration of similar efforts to address
social needs that continue to this day is particularly relevant in a time when major cuts are being
made to social service programs. While a discussion linking the historical with the contemporary
will be presented at the end of this chapter, I begin here with a historical overview about the
settlement house, with a focus on the earlier years, and a consideration of the role it played in the
South El Paso community.
According to Vicki Ruiz, “During the first half of the twentieth century, the Methodist
Church sponsored one hospital, four boarding schools, and sixteen settlements/community centers,
all serving predominantly Mexican clientele” (Ruiz, 2008: 34). Sixteen of these facilities were
located in Texas. The Houchen settlement house grew out of Methodist missionary efforts in the
Southwest region, specifically during a period in history where various groups were responding to
what they perceived to be as significant social ills. Many of these groups’ efforts were grounded
in religious principles. For example, the El Paso branch of the Women’s Christian Temperance
Union was established in 1896 as a moral response to saloons and brewery distributing agencies.
Other organizations began their work in the city in the 1890s as well, such as the Ladies Benevolent
Association, one of the earliest charitable efforts in El Paso, and the Sisters of Charity and the
Hotel Dieu hospital, which was a part of a response to the needs of tuberculosis patients whom
had arrived in El Paso, which, due to the amount of sun the city received and the dry climate, was
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seen as an ideal environment for treatment. Hotel Dieu would have a long history of social and
medical services in the city that lasted through the 1980s.
According to historian Eve Carr, the economic and industrial boom that occurred following
the railroad’s arrival in 1881 had a significant impact on charitable organizations in the city. The
urban expansion in the city during the 1890s exceeded these organizations’ capacity to respond to
the various conditions and problems the city’s inhabitants faced during this period. In addition,
“there was no structure for handling increased demands for charitable services or for the basic
administration of charity” (Carr, 2003: 101). Importantly, there were few charitable organizations
in the late 1800s that concerned themselves with improving the living conditions in South El Paso
barrios or providing resources for non-Euro American residents. By 1896, the city was divided
into four wards with Mexican American and Mexican immigrant residents living primarily in the
first (Chihuahuita) and second (Segundo Barrio) wards in South El Paso, close to the border, and
Euro Americans residing largely in the third and fourth wards, which were located north of the
railroad tracks. As Carr elaborates,
Many residents of the first and second wards went north to the third and fourth
wards on a daily basis to go to work but the reverse occurred rarely if at all. Political
power was tied to economic status with the members of El Paso’s politically
enfranchised primarily living in the Third and Fourth Wards and employing the
disenfranchised residents of Chihuahuita and Segundo Barrio. There was a small
Mexican middle class too that occupied an awkward middle ground between the
two polarized communities. (Carr, 2003: 98-99).
The Woman’s Charity Association (WCA) was one interdenominational women’s group that
attempted to address the social needs of the public by “[aiding] and [relieving] destitute, sick, and
friendless women and children, with no discrimination against race or religion” (Carr, 2003: 102).
Yet, the organization still primarily focused their efforts on individuals within the European
American El Paso community. Furthermore, while focusing on the individual, they chose not to
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address larger issues that were contributing to the needs of the community and demand for their
services. Another significant factor was the role that education played in the city, with regard to
racial, ethnic, and class segmentation. Access to public education in El Paso depended on factors
such as students’ fluency in English, as well as a family’s financial stability that would allow kids
to remain in school rather than having to leave in order to work and help support the family.
It is within this context that Margaret Tripp arrived at El Paso in 1898. Prior to her arrival
to the border city, she had been engaged in Methodist missionary work in the state of New Mexico,
including Candalarius and Las Cruces. Her sister, Mary, had also been a missionary and worked
on a Navajo reservation in the region. As a Woman’s Home Missionary Society (WHMS)
missionary, Tripp was influential in helping to establish mission schools in these areas and
“represented the ideal missionary” with a positive reputation with the local communities (Carr,
2003: 92). She spoke Spanish, which she had learned in Albuquerque during earlier missionary
work, and utilized this skill in her efforts to spread education in the region. According to Carr, the
praised bond that Tripp had with the communities where she worked “hinged not on education but
on mutual nursing care” (Carr, 2003: 92). She recalls a story in which Tripp fell ill shortly after
arriving to the Southwest region and how she had been nursed by local Mexican American women.
Tripp had returned the favor months later when many of them had fallen ill during a diphtheria
epidemic. Later, she would relocate to Las Cruces and have a level of success in that city with
another missionary school. Whereas missionary opportunities were still limited in Las Cruces,
Tripp saw an opportunity in El Paso as a developing industrial city with a growing Mexican
population.
Given the limited social service efforts in the First and Second Wards, the context was
relatively open for Tripp to establish a potential school and programs similar to those she had
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started in New Mexico. Tripp saw an opportunity to fill a void and also had some support from
other women. For example, Ida Armstrong, a former missionary who was married to one of the
Methodist ministers in El Paso, offered moral support but also personally hosted a social event for
Methodist women from her church so that they could learn more about the WHMS. Out of this
event and local interest, a local auxiliary of the WHMS was organized in the city. It was during
this time that Tripp opened a school and began her work serving the South El Paso community.
While Tripp was certainly a catalyst for what would become the Houchen settlement house, many
others were involved in its eventual foundation. In fact, within two years of opening her school,
Tripp was transferred and assigned to Los Angeles. A new missionary, Emma V. Newnom, was
assigned to continue Tripp’s work in El Paso.
Carr elaborates on the different approaches each woman had towards their work. While
Tripp was fluent in Spanish and interacted more with the Mexican American community,
Newnom, who would eventually become more fluent in Spanish, spent more time with the Euro
American community in El Paso. Newnom saw a need for a public kindergarten for Mexican
children and was also explicit in her plan to use children as tools for conversion, as she saw the
Mexican community as dominated by Catholicism. Like Tripp, Newnom saw the importance of
education for the Mexican youth, and as with other WHMS schools, religious sources, such as the
Bible and hymns, were used as teaching tools. But Newnom also saw a need for classes that would
be instructional in other areas. It was during this time that the El Paso “project’s focus shifted away
from the industrial education model of the other WHMS institutions in the region towards a more
community-oriented institution” (Carr, 2003: 106). This was also a period of transition that
included efforts to find a permanent home for the project and a time when the WHMS looked to
other Southwest examples. Other experienced missionaries would also be assigned to the project.
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While land had been purchased for a permanent structure in 1905, it would not be financially
possible to build a permanent structure during that time. Though not permanently abandoned, the
work in El Paso would be suspended, and $3,000 would need to be raised for the project.
It was during the period of fundraising that the vision for the El Paso project would develop
to become more similar to the settlement houses in other parts of the nation. There was less
emphasis on an industrial school model, which would emphasize training in specific trades alone.
Carr elaborates,
During the years between its suspension and resumption, the collective vision for
the El Paso project shifted significantly from establishing an industrial school for
girls to opening a community-focused settlement house. This change embedded
new challenges within the project as missionaries had to create an institution that
balanced missionary goals with the needs of a diverse community. The settlement
had to be dynamic, responsive, and able to win a place for the missionaries and
their work within the community’s fabric. (Carr, 2003: 112)
This emphasis on balancing the missionary goals with the needs of a diverse community was
noteworthy. Still, facing obstacles for financial support for the project, a permanent building
structure would not come into fruition until years later. During these years of attempts to acquire
funding, Margaret Tripp would also lobby for the El Paso project’s revitalization and supported
the idea that settlement work would be the best method for the neighborhoods’ needs. Finally,
thanks to a remaining $1,000 donation from Rose Gregory Houchen of Washington, D.C., the
building would soon become a reality and would be named after the donor. The July 26, 1912 issue
of the El Paso Herald Post announced the beginning of construction on the settlement house,
which would be completed in December of that year and open with a staff of four.
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Figure 10: Announcement of construction in the El
Paso Herald Post, July 26, 1912 (page 15).
By defining the El Paso project as a settlement house, rather than another industrial school,
the project reflected the missionaries’ perceptions of the community’s needs and also linked El
Paso to the broader settlement house movement.34 Thus, in many respects, the El Paso case would
exhibit characteristics similar to other settlement houses. One important similarity to the broader
settlement house model was the fact that Houchen workers lived in the barrio and made a conscious
effort to immerse themselves in the community where they saw a need for their services. In many
respects, the settlement differed from other social service institutions in the city and, in these early
years, remained largely unsupported in many ways by some of Anglo El Paso. The views of
Houchen’s leadership and workers differed in meaningful ways from other groups in the city.
According to Ruiz, one of the settlement’s earliest primary goals was “preparing young men and
women for participation in the larger world as professionals,” and some of the classes that they

34

The El Paso project was not the first settlement house opened by the WHMS. One settlement
house that may have served as an early model was the Marcy Center in Chicago.
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offered were designed to build the skills necessary in the process of professionalization and other
skills and “begin the processes of opening doors for their clients and of changing the barrio’s
economics”—not a perspective shared by many other “Euro American individuals or groups” in
El Paso at that time (Ruiz, 2008: 121; emphasis added). Additionally, there was little financial
support from local Methodist churches and little in terms of local donations. Outside sources would
be instrumental in the development of the settlement’s infrastructure, such as Rose Gregory
Houchen’s donation in the construction of the building. External sources also included funding
from the Women’s Home Missionary Society of Newark, New Jersey that would later contribute
to the construction of the Freeman Clinic and Newark Maternity Hospital. In addition to a lack of
local financial support, some local sentiments about South El Paso were also less than supportive.
In the following passage, Ruiz recalls an example of nativist rhetoric.
In a virulently nativist tract, a local physician, C. S. Babbitt, condemned
missionaries, like the women of Houchen, for working among Mexican and African
Americans. In fact, Babbitt argued that religious workers were “seemingly
conspiring with Satan to destroy the handiwork of God” because their energies were
“wasted on beings…who are not in reality the objects of Christ’s sacrifice.” (Ruiz,
2008: 40-41)
The presence of these racist views illustrates how significant the work being done by the settlement
truly was in this border city at the time. Within the first five years that the settlement operated,
Houchen distinguished itself by offering programs and social services that were responsive to the
community’s needs while maintaining a commitment to the missionary agenda. In contrast to a
perspective that emphasized divisions based on race, class, and overall cultural differences, the
Houchen settlement was unique in its attempts to cross cultural boundaries by exhibiting a sense
of cultural awareness. According to Carr, it was the first public or private group in the city to offer
bilingual education. The settlement workers and missionaries utilized the community’s Mexican
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identity as a point of connection. However, this did not mean that gaining the trust of the
community was an easy task.
While there are many positive attributes to Houchen’s early years and while the settlement
was unique in many ways, especially in contrast to other social service institutions in the city
during this time period, we cannot ignore certain problematic elements that were characteristic of
the early goals of the project. First, as a settlement house, Houchen exhibited characteristics that
were at the core of most settlement houses in the U.S. during this time period. The implementation
of Americanization programs is one point of concern. While the settlement was bilingual, it cannot
be said that it was bicultural. Ruiz notes, “Like Americanization advocates across the Southwest,
Houchen settlement workers held out unrealistic notions of the American Dream as well as
romantic constructions of American life” (Ruiz, 2008: 39). While there was an awareness and
acknowledgment of cultural differences, Houchen’s Americanization programming still
prioritized a very specific form of assimilation. Ruiz quotes Dorothy Little, an early Houchen staff
member, as stating the following:
Houchen settlement stands as a sentinel of friendship…between the people of
America and the people of Mexico. We assimilate the best of their culture, their art,
their ideals and they in turn gladly accept the best America has to offer as
they…become one of us. For right here without our four walls is begun much of
the “Melting” process of our “Melting Pot.” (Ruiz, 2008: 37)
Americanization programs at Houchen were similar to other settlements with an array of classes.
For children, the settlement offered preschool and kindergarten classes where students spoke
Spanish and sang Mexican songs, while also learning English and U.S. history. The settlement
also offered after-school activities for older children, including: “‘Little Homemakers,’ scouting,
teen clubs, piano lessons, dance, bible classes, and story hour” (Ruiz, 2008: 37). Houchen also
provided classes for adults. Settlement workers paid special attention to women, especially
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pregnant women, as there was emphasis placed on the role of mothers as transmitters of culture
and, therefore, key in Americanization efforts. Despite the well-intended efforts, Houchen workers
still conformed to a narrow version of what it means to be “American.” It appears that assimilation
and, thus, citizenship was achieved through a process of Anglo-ization and conforming to
Protestantism, specifically Methodism. While the presence of a bilingual approach is unique and
notable in the settlement workers’ efforts, Spanish was still meant as a “way to communicate the
message of Methodism and Christian Americanization” (Ruiz, 2008: 46; emphasis added).
While many settlement houses, like Hull House, maintained a secular foundation, Houchen
was still a faith-based project. In addition to Americanization efforts, proselytization was also at
the center of the efforts of the Houchen workers from 1912 until the 1950s.
According to Ruiz, Houchen staff envisioned a “Protestant enclave” in South El Paso, which
ultimately did not come into fruition as they had hoped. While some European-descened people in
El Paso perceived Catholic Mexicans and Mexican Americans as undeserving of salvation (as
noted in the passage about the local physician earlier), others saw Segundo Barrio and other South
El Paso communities as in need of Protestant saviors. For example, in the early 1900s, Mrs. Charles
B. Dalton, the wife of a local Methodist minister, wrote to Woman’s Home Missions expressing
her admiration of the Houchen missionaries and is quoted as stating the following about the
conditions in the barrio: “Instead of doing anything to relieve it, the Church of Rome rather fosters
the present condition. If the needed inspiration is given we Protestants must give it” (Carr, 2003:
112).
Similarly, during the fundraising period prior to the establishment of the first Houchen
building, much of the rhetoric used to raise funds portrayed Mexican Americans as victims.
Specifically, they were viewed as powerless victims of forces, including the Catholic Church,
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cultural differences, and economic circumstances. The missionaries framed the settlement as an
institution that would offer programs of Christian Americanization that could effectively address
these problems and make it possible “for those individuals living in the barrio, to make what was
described as a ‘leap for safety and right living’” (Carr, 118). There was no doubt that anti-Catholic
sentiment was embedded in this context. Furthermore, religion was inextricably tied with
nationalism. This was a reflection of a larger national context. “Christian” was equated with
“Protestant,” and the Catholic Church was consistently seen as antithetical to this notion. In the
same vein, “American” was equated with “Protestant,” and with a large number of immigrants
belonging to the Catholic Church, Catholicism was viewed as a threat to the U.S. as a Protestant
nation. Thus, Carr notes,
The conversion of Catholics and the reining in of those straying from Protestantism
therefore added a nationalistic element and imperative to Methodist and other
missionary efforts. The arguments in favor of establishing a permanent project in
El Paso were, therefore, framed in reference to both Protestant ideology and
patriotism from the start. (Carr, 2003: 115)
Conversion efforts did not go unnoticed by local Catholic leadership. In addition to the
classes mentioned earlier, Houchen also had a playground (“the most elaborate playground in
South El Paso” for years), which was located in the outer courtyard, and the playground was a
contested space (Ruiz, 2008: 37-38). While some children negotiated with their parents about the
playground (they would play there but would not accept snacks or enter the building), some local
priests would inform neighborhood children that it was a sin to even play on the equipment. Others,
on the other hand, did not chastise their parishioners for utilizing the Methodist services the
settlement provided, especially childcare and medical services. Ruiz argues that a potential mixture
of the effects of the Great Depression and “suspected Protestant inroads” may have influenced
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several Catholic churches to begin establishing soup kitchens and distributing food baskets to the
neighborhoods.35
Despite the problematics of the settlement’s early focus on Americanization and
proselytization efforts, one cannot discount the significant contributions that Houchen made to
South El Paso communities during these early years and through the following decades. Houchen’s
missionaries had a profound effect on the lives of many of the children who grew up benefitting
from their services. As Ruiz notes, “At a time when many (though certainly not all) elementary
schoolteachers cared little about their Mexican students, Houchen residents offered warmth and
encouragement,” as well as strived to help build the children’s self-esteem and encourage youth to
pursue higher education (Ruiz, 2008: 42). What is more, for decades, Houchen was the only
consistent source of social service in Segundo Barrio, and the health services the settlement
provided had a significant impact on the community.

35

A more thorough examination of Catholic social services in El Paso might provide a fuller
history of such efforts.
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“South El Paso’s Oasis of Care”: Newark Maternity Hospital36

Figure 11: Exterior of Houchen Community Center building
with carved marking of original signage for Newark
Conference Maternity Hospital. (Photo taken by author,
September 2016)
When the Houchen settlement house opened in 1912, the Children’s Bureau was founded
as part of the Federal Department of Labor, and infant mortality was one of the bureau’s primary
concerns. Infant mortality was viewed as a social and economic concern. This was an
acknowledgment of the role that larger social forces, such as poverty and lack of adequate public
health services, played a role in infant mortality rates. It was a shift that removed the responsibility
solely from individual mothers to the larger community. An emphasis on the community role in
providing social services, especially with regard to public health, is significant for illustrating the
role that Houchen played in providing such services to a community like South El Paso and
Segundo Barrio, specifically.

36

This title is a reference to an article of the same name from the September 1982 issue of the
Paso del Norte news magazine, which provides a history and overview of Houchen and Newark’s
social service programs.
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Prior to 1910, adequate infrastructure was lacking in South El Paso. While city streets north
of the area were paved at the turn of the century, streets in south side neighborhoods remained
unpaved. Therefore, when it rained or flooded, which was common given the proximity of these
neighborhoods to the river bed, the streets would become muddy. Additionally, residents lacked
an adequate water supply, adequate heating, and little sanitation services. These factors created
unhealthy conditions for the community. According to Mario Garcia, since residents had no
heating facilities during cold weather, they would gather firewood from the timber that happened
to flow down the Rio Grande. Garcia notes that “Mexicans’ adaptability sprang from their rural
and small-town background and from the force of circumstances beyond their control” (Garcia,
1981: 137). He notes that some leaders from the Mexican American educated class attempted to
advocate for residents. For example, in 1910, Dr. J. A. Samaniego, appeared before city council to
protest these conditions. He is quoted as stating,
“These people may be poor, but they are human beings, entitled to humane
treatment; and you gentlemen will agree with me that it is not right that the alleys
around their homes should be made a dumping ground for the trash and filth
gathered from the streets of this city.” (Garcia, 1981: 137)
Interactions between the city and landlords were filled with contention. For example, in 1905,
disagreements between the city and landlords occurred with regard to discussions to build sewer
lines in South El Paso. Property owners argued that the renters themselves should have to pay for
the improvements. One landlord argued that renting to Mexican families did not create a profit
and, therefore, it was not a worthy investment on the part of property owners. The result: city
council ordered that property owners and the Mexican renters should pay for the sewer lines.
During the 1910s and as a response to the growing Mexican population in El Paso, city officials
encouraged property owners to build tenements. It is important to note that despite some efforts,
the city offered no incentives for property owners to improve the tenements or add amenities.
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Quickly, the tenements deteriorated as overcrowding took place in the neighborhoods and created
unsanitary living conditions. Such conditions existed in South El Paso neighborhoods throughout
the twentieth century, with many landlords allowing their properties deteriorate and continuing to
see the neighborhoods as unworthy of investment. Overcrowding also contributed to the spread of
disease and high infant mortality rates in Segundo Barrio and other south side neighborhoods. Carr
notes that the city also lacked in investing in the south side communities and states, “When
politicians sought physical improvement it was because of the public health risks the community
was seen as posing to the rest of the city” (Carr, 2003: 125). The city’s approach to South El Paso
illustrates how easily the barrio and its residents were overlooked by both the local government
and others. A certain level of blame was placed on residents, who, in reality, were not responsible
for the poor living conditions. These conditions were created by lack of investment and the low
wage economy. Carr elaborates in the following:
There also was no understanding that, through their labor, [South El Paso residents]
kept El Paso’s homes and industries operational and profitable. Consequently,
attempts to “uplift” the barrio and its residents were never formulated to truly
address the community’s real underlying economic and environmental issues.
Connections were forged between living conditions and race/ethnicity instead of
between economics and living conditions. This, in turn, produced projects that
provided temporary solutions instead of feasibly solutions to deep-rooted problems,
failing to improve overall living and public health conditions. (Carr, 2003: 126)
Nevertheless, during the twentieth century, the city (to an extent), churches, and non-profits would
respond to these conditions. The Houchen settlement house played a significant role as a provider
of social and health services and was largely the first health service offered and located in Segundo
Barrio.
By 1920, in addition to the settlement’s other programs and community activities, Houchen
was providing limited medical services to the community. A longstanding goal for the Woman’s
Home Missionary Society had been to improve familial and community health, and Houchen was
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expanding its mission to include basic medical care and treatment at a minimal cost. These efforts
initially began with offering nutrition and hygiene classes, as well as home visits. While the
missionaries themselves lacked professional medical training necessary to address serious issues,
they served as facilitators and would call physicians to treat members of the community. According
to Carr, prior to 1920, “most existing health issues in El Paso’s barrios either remained untreated
or were treated by lay practitioners” (Carr, 2003:145). This should not downplay, however, the
role of lay practitioners and community knowledge and practices that Mexican immigrants brought
with them.
Around 1920, Effie Stoltz, a Methodist missionary and registered nurse, arrived at Houchen
and operated a first aid station from a bathroom in the settlement. She also persuaded a local
physician to visit the settlement on a regular basis. Within seven months of Stoltz’s arrival to
Houchen, the Freeman clinic would be established and housed in a small adobe flat. The clinic
was run by volunteers and provided prenatal exams, well-baby care, and pediatric services. Less
than a decade later, in 1930, Houchen opened a 6-bed maternity ward. The ward would later be
demolished in 1937 for the construction of a modern clinic and a new twenty-two-bed maternity
facility—the Newark Methodist Maternity Hospital. For decades, Newark offered affordable
healthcare for South El Paso residents. Even in these early years, the hospital offered free prenatal
classes, pregnancy exams, and infant immunizations. During the 1940s, $30 covered the hospital
bill, and patients were able to pay in installments. The sliding scale costs were a significant
characteristic of Newark and reflects the settlement’s role as an institution of care that reflected
the needs and circumstances of the community where it was located.
By 1949, the term Friendship Square was used to describe the area that encompassed not
only the Houchen settlement itself and Newark but also a day nursery and church, named El Buen
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Pastor (“The Good Shepherd”). Missionaries hoped that the square would be a comprehensive part
of community members’ lives, as well as influence conversions to Methodism. Ruiz notes that
they “hoped that children born at Newark would participate in preschool and afternoon programs
and that eventually they and their families would join their church” (Ruiz, 2008: 42). Some did
follow this pattern, but many did not. Figures from 1944 illustrate the selectivity community
members demonstrated in choosing what services they utilized. During this year, 7,614 people
visited the clinic and hospital. Afternoon programs at the settlement had an average monthly
enrollment of 362, and 40 children attended the kindergarten. Thus, approximately 8,000 residents
in Segundo Barrio utilized the medical and educational services offered by Houchen in Friendship
Square. However, the figures show that only 160 people made up the congregation of El Buen
Pastor.
These figures highlight the fact that while some community members did convert to
Methodism and did utilize all aspects that Houchen and Friendship Square had to offer, many
residents, especially the Mexican women, were selective in deciding which services they would
use. This conscious decision-making on the part of Mexican women, importantly, reflects how
they were able to claim a space for themselves and their families in an American society while not
abandoning their Mexican cultural identities, traditions, and knowledge. Ruiz states, “Mexican
women derived substantive services from Friendship in the form of health care and education;
however, they refused to embrace its romantic idealizations of American life” (Ruiz, 2008: 45).
By the 1950s, the Houchen settlement made crucial changes to their approach to providing
social services for the South El Paso community. Of major importance, the emphasis on
conversions was dropped. While children who attended the day nursery still sang Christian songs
and said grace at meals, Methodist indoctrination was no longer a core element of the educational
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services provided for children. The goal at this time was: “to establish a Christian democratic
framework for—individual development, family solidarity, and neighborhood welfare” (Ruiz,
2008: 48). The settlement was home to two chapters of the League of United Latin American
Citizens (LULAC), “the most visible and politically powerful civil rights organization in Texas”
(Ruiz, 2008: 49). While still exhibiting a fairly traditional approach to gender, carpentry classes
were opened to young women, though still segregated between the two genders. These shifts in
Houchen’s policies in the 1950s, especially the dropping of conversion efforts and, to a certain
extent, Americanization efforts, show how the settlement became more reflective of the
community it served, as well as reflecting the ways in which Mexican women in the community
claimed public space by setting boundaries for interaction.

Figure 12 Images from a March 7, 1961 El Paso Herald Post
newspaper clipping depicting Newark “then” in 1921 and “now” in
1961. The article focuses on Nurse Millie Rickford and her
experiences working in Segundo Barrio. (Pemberton, 1961)
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Significance of Newark Maternity Hospital and Community Ties in 1950s South El Paso:
The Castro Family as a Case Study
It is within the context of the 1950s that this chapter shifts the focus from the Methodist
missionaries to the communities who were the targets of their efforts. In the preceding section,
references to Ruiz’s work highlight how South El Paso residents, especially Mexican women,
made conscious choices about the types of settlement services they utilized in the raising of their
children and providing for their families. This consideration of agency on the part of the women
is important, given how often Mexican women, as well as other women of color and immigrants,
are kept in “the shadows of history” (Ruiz, 2008: 34). Ruiz’s work on Mexican and Mexican
American women in the U.S. prioritizes the attitudes and experiences of these women themselves.
At this juncture, I follow Ruiz’s lead by incorporating the experiences and voice of one woman
into this case study—my maternal grandmother, Margarita Garcia-Castro. As a mother, she
utilized Houchen’s services, primarily the medical and maternal services provided by Newark
Methodist Maternity Hospital, for a majority of the 1950s. As noted earlier, this decade was a
major turning point in the goals and vision of the settlement. In order to gain a better understanding
of the roles that the Houchen settlement and Newark played in the lives of residents of Segundo
Barrio and other South El Paso neighborhoods during this time period, I include excerpts from an
oral history interview that I conducted with my grandmother in 2016, as well as family photos as
visual representations of the time and my family’s experiences. These components of the chapter
contribute to a social history of these neighborhoods and life on the border by illustrating the
experiences of one family.
With my inclusion of my own family’s history during this time period, I am influenced by
and acknowledge what C. Wright Mills called a “sociological imagination.” The concept of a
sociological imagination is woven throughout this dissertation at different levels of reflection and
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analysis. The present chapter continues this trend by acknowledging the interconnectedness
between history and biography and re-asserting that history is not isolated from the present. Mills
states, “Neither the life of an individual nor the history of a society can be understood without
understanding both” (Mills, 1959: 3). I argue that we must go beyond just the life of an individual
and must also consider the histories, experiences, and choices of those who came before us,
specifically, in this case, our ancestors. Furthermore, this dimension of the research offers an
opportunity to expand on Mill’s original conceptualization of a sociological imagination by
applying it to my own family as a family of immigrants, and my grandmother specifically, whose
stories are often left out of dominant historical narratives. Thus, the incorporation of the oral
history interview and family photos is an experiment in gaining understanding through the
acknowledgement of the interconnectedness of history and biography, of public and private
concerns, and of social forces and histories bigger than myself.
While this story truly begins generations before, through a long line of ancestors, I focus
on the earlier years of my maternal grandparents’ lives together. Margarita Garcia and Oscar
Castro were married in April of 1950 in the small town of Meoqui, Chihuahua, Mexico. A U.S.
citizen raised in Mexico, she was born in Ault, Colorado in 1932, the daughter of Luis Garcia, a
Mexican laborer, and Rita Fino, who was born in Mexico but raised in the U.S., specifically the
Midwest. When Margarita was roughly three or four years old, her father moved the family back
to Mexico, to his hometown of Meoqui. She grew up “poor but happy” and has recounted how her
mother would tell her and her siblings to play in the sun when the winter months made the house
too cold. “The sun was the blanket of the poor,” she has often said. Oscar was born in Cuatro
Cinegas in the state of Coahuila in 1931 to Francisco and Angelica Castro. His mother died in her
thirties giving birth, and his father would pass away only a handful of years later. Taken under the
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care of an aunt and uncle, Oscar was raised in affluence. Not everyone was supportive of him
marrying Margarita, as she was seen as coming from the “wrong side of the tracks.” Despite
coming from strikingly different backgrounds, they still managed to find each other.
In speaking about her childhood, Margarita emphasizes that the family’s economic
hardship did not have a negative impact on her happiness. She speaks of the influence her parents
had on her, especially with regard to instilling a solid work ethic in their children. Despite
struggling with a drinking problem, her father always provided for the family, and her mother was
intelligent, self-sufficient, and possessed many skills (e.g., cooking, gardening, raising chickens,
sewing, etc.). Her mother also instilled a strong faith in her. The children grew up with a solid
Catholic upbringing, which would continue through their adult years. She emphasizes that while
her mother was a devout Catholic, she was more private in her approach and not one to judge those
around her. She possessed a certain level of humility, and values associated with dignity and
integrity were integral to the example she set for her children. Growing up in Mexico, where
secondary school stopped around 6th grade, Margarita had a strong desire to further her education
but was unable to do so. She speaks of wanting to go to college and possibly joining the military,
specifically to learn about the medical field and possibly become a nurse. But her father
discouraged her from doing either by placing limits on her due to her gender. Reflecting a
traditional perspective, he believed that there was no need for her to pursue an education and career
since she would eventually marry and start a family.
Despite the limitations placed upon her, with regard to her education, she entered the labor
force at a young age. By twelve, she was working at different jobs in the United States. She would
stay with an aunt in El Paso and started working at a bowling alley as a dishwasher. She later
worked at a bakery. She has recalled going back and forth between the U.S. and Mexico often and
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sending money back to her family during this time. When the law that set the working age to fifteen
went into effect, likely as a result of the Fair Labor Standards Act that was passed in 1938, she
went back to Mexico. In Meoqui, she continued to work, first at a soda distillery and later at a
grocery store—the biggest one in the town. It was during this time that she met Oscar, when they
were both around the age of fifteen or sixteen. She recalls how he was after her for a long time and
finally “caught” her. “He chased me [laughs]. Because I remember, he had a lot of trouble with
me, because I don’t want to…I say, ‘no, no, he’s too short…he’s too short [laughs].” Since he
grew up without a mother and father and had been an orphan raised by his aunt and uncle, with his
siblings, Oscar was eager to get married and start a family of his own.

Figure 13: Margarita and Oscar standing on the bank
of the Rio Grande (U.S. side) in the early 1950s.
(Castro Family Photo Collection)
After they were married, Oscar and Margarita left Meoqui and lived briefly in Ciudad
Juarez in a house that belonged to his aunt, who owned a laundry business in the city with his
uncle. Here, Oscar began working as a driver and delivery man for the laundry business. They
would not stay long in Juarez (less than a year) before moving across the border. When they first
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arrived in El Paso, they lived downtown in a furnished apartment for a short time. By 1951, they
were living in a neighborhood east of Segundo Barrio, renting rooms from an aunt, and just north
of what was then Cordova Island—an area that would later be returned to Mexico during the
Chamizal settlement in the 1960s. It was during this year that Margarita would find out that she
was pregnant for the first time. Due to its close proximity to their home and the affordability of
services, she chose Newark Maternity Hospital as her maternal care provider. Importantly, it was
solely Margarita’s choice to go to Newark for these services. Oscar supported her in this decision.
She would utilize the prenatal services that the hospital offered, such as checkups and vitamins,
which were at minimal cost (“almost free”).
This first birthing experience would come with great loss. On January 21, 1952, Margarita
would give birth to twin boys, Oscar and Alberto. Born prematurely, neither of the babies would
survive more than a day. During this difficult time, she recalls that the staff at Newark were
supportive of the young parents. She recalls the devastation of losing not just one baby but both:
“And I was crying and telling Oscar, ‘we have two’…because one [lived] a little more than…‘we
have two but we don’t have any.’ And I was crying and crying.” This experience also reflects the
shift that the Houchen missionaries had made with regard to Catholicism given that a priest was
allowed into the hospital to baptize both of the babies, with an aunt serving as godmother. The
significance of infant baptism, central to Catholic tradition, is especially poignant given that the
twins would not live. Unfortunately, this moment also includes a negative experience with a local
funeral home. Margarita recollects the funeral home staff’s somewhat dismissive approach after
the first baby, Oscar, passed away.
And then the funeral home [said], “You want us to wait? Because the other is not
gonna live.” And [Oscar] got mad. He said, “How do you know that the other one
is not gonna live?” I think that they got information from the doctors. And they
[said], “Sorry.” Pero [“But”], yeah, they were right. He didn’t survive. They were
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like this [making hand gesture showing how small the babies were]. (M. Garcia
Castro, personal communication, February 15, 2016)
Despite the arguably insensitive approach of the local funeral home, it is clear in Margarita’s
memories of the Newark staff during this time that they provided a sense of support and comfort
for the young parents. It is, therefore, not surprising that Margarita and Oscar would continue to
utilize their services for the births of their next three children.
From this point through 1960, at the latest, Newark would provide healthcare for the Castro
family’s children. By 1953, the Castros were living in Segundo Barrio at a house on Hills Street,
within walking distance from the Houchen settlement and Newark. In February of that year, the
first surviving child was born and named after her mother, Margarita, but would be from that point
on known as Peggy.

Figure 14. Oscar holding a newborn Peggy while sitting on the porch of
811 Hills Street, walking distance from Houchen and Newark. (Castro
Family Photo Collection)
Margarita and Oscar rented their home on Hills Street from a woman named Doña Victoria, whose
son would become Peggy’s godfather. Her godmother was Margarita’s best friend from Meoqui,
Julia (pictured below standing in front of the Hills St. home), who also lived in El Paso.
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Figure 15: Margarita and her best friend, Julia
Hernandez, standing in front of the apartment on
Hills Street. (Castro Family Photo Collection)
She recalls a scare that she experienced while Peggy was still an infant, which continues to
illustrate the positive role that the Newark staff played in their lives. When asked if the family’s
overall experiences with the hospital were positive, Margarita replied with the following story.
Margarita: Oh yeah. Very positive. One time, Peggy was choking with something,
and [laughs] the viejita [“old woman”] that [rented] us [the house], we loved her so
much. I said, “Doña Victoria, look at Peggy!” And she got [her], and we [ran] to
Newark. She was like this [demonstrating running] and I was after her. And as soon
as we got to the clinic, they [took] her.
Michelle: …And they got…they took care of Peggy?
Margarita: Oh, immediately. (M. Garcia Castro, personal communication, February 15, 2016)
Additionally, Margarita has spoken fondly of the close relationship they had with their landlord.
She remembers Doña Victoria crying when they told her that they were going to be moving out of
Segundo Barrio. She also recalls the devastation of learning about Doña Victoria’s passing while
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she was visiting Meoqui. She returned to El Paso just in time for the funeral and remembers crying
by her gravesite just as she was being lowered into the ground. The consideration of their
relationship with Doña Victoria is only one example of many that illustrates the importance of
neighbors and community in their lives.
During their year living in Segundo Barrio, the Castros would establish significant social
ties with their neighbors, as well as establish ties with the staff at Newark. Margarita recalls
positive interactions with the nurses. She remembers head nurse Millie Rickford well and referred
to her as the “very nice little lady,” a reference to Rickford’s small stature. She also recalls a nurse
named Ruth who stands out in her memory as a positive presence during these early years. For
example, Margarita tells a story of taking an infant Peggy to Newark to show off dresses she had
a woman make for her new baby girl. When she would take her to the clinic for checkups, Ruth
would carry Peggy around and show her off to other staff and patients.
When asked whether religion played any role in her experiences at Newark, Margarita
notes that while there were not active efforts to convert Catholics, she did remember the Methodist
dimension of the settlement and the hospital, though not necessarily during her experiences giving
birth. She states that, to some degree, they did try to influence Catholic community members to
convert to Methodism, specifically through the availability of Methodist-based classes in the
evenings. But she felt no obligation to participate nor convert and remained a devout Catholic
during this time and attended San Ignacio (St. Ignatius), one of the Catholic churches that served
the Segundo Barrio community. This supports Ruiz’s assertion that Mexican American and
Mexican women in South El Paso made a conscious decision to choose which services they used
from the Houchen settlement. As with many other women in the community during the time,
Margarita took advantage of the affordable medical and health services offered by Newark while
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remaining committed to her Catholic faith and while establishing other social ties outside of the
settlement, as well. To this day, she speaks fondly about Segundo Barrio. She recalls that the
neighborhood was “very nice” and states, “And everybody [says] bad things about Segundo Barrio,
but it wasn’t…No criminals. No robbers. We were very happy in Segundo Barrio.” Furthermore,
it was during this time that the Castros would also host people who were immigrating to the United
States from Mexico, specifically from Meoqui. Margarita recalls people coming to live with her
while they were working on obtaining their immigration papers. Thus, community ties extended
across the border, as well.
From Segundo Barrio, the young family would move to another neighborhood northeast of
the neighborhood. From 1954 through 1957, they would live in two homes in this area of El Paso.
During this time, however, they would still utilize Newark’s services. And in 1956, Margarita
would give birth to Luz Maria, my mother.
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Figure 16. Newark Conference Maternity Hospital birth
certificate (front and back) for Luz Maria Castro
(author’s mother), born June 2, 1956. Note Millie
Rickford R.N. as Superintendent. (Castro Family
Collection)
In 1957, she would give birth to the third and youngest daughter, Laura, who would be known
from that point on as “La Baby.”
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Figure 17: Margarita and Laura (“La Baby”) pictured
during a visit to Meoqui circa 1958.
(Castro Family Photo Collection)
By 1958, the Castro family would be living at the Tays Place Housing Project back in
South El Paso and would live in the government housing apartments through 1959. It was during
these years that Oscar, after working construction jobs for years, would start working at the El
Paso Natural Gas Company. He would work various jobs here throughout the 1960s.
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Figures 18 and 19: Both photographs were taken at 2203 Olive St., Apt. 84 (Tays Place
Housing Project) and show Margarita and Luz Maria, approximately one-year-old, inside
of the apartment (left) and Luz Maria outside, at two or three-years-old (right). (Castro
Family Photo Collection)
Therefore, through the majority of the 1950s, from 1951 through 1959, the Castro family utilized
Newark’s services. All three daughters would be Newark babies, and Margarita and Oscar would
continue to take the girls to the clinic for checkups, vaccinations, and for any other health issues.
Newark played a significant role in the lives of the family, and the fact that the Castros relied on
the clinic despite living in other neighborhoods beyond Segundo Barrio reflects how far the
settlement’s services truly extended. By 1960, the family would be living in the Northeast area of
El Paso. In 1963, after a long run of daughters, Margarita and Oscar would finally have a son,
Oscar Jr., who would be born at Southwestern General Hospital, which was located in their
Northeast neighborhood. When Oscar Jr. was born, Margarita recalls her husband being ecstatic.
Since all of the daughters had been born at Newark, he joked with her and said, in reference to the
new hospital, “See? They give boys there!”
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Figure 20: Margarita and Oscar Jr. outside of their
Northeast home at 3517 Taylor Ave.
(Castro Family Photo Collection)
Based on her recollections from her childhood and her experiences as a mother, it is
apparent that some specific values have persisted in Margarita’s life. Her strong faith as a Catholic
woman and her work ethic, influenced early on by her parents, and her commitment to raising her
family have been central to her life and her experiences raising her family. Despite the limitations
that were placed on her because of her gender, particularly with regard to her desire to further her
education, she has remained a woman of strength and resilience, especially with regard to facing
difficult situations and loss throughout her life and making decisions that impacted the survival of
her family. She continues to be a woman of much wisdom, which she is always willing to share in
an effort to support and encourage others. Like many other women living in Segundo Barrio and
other parts of South El Paso during the time of both Houchen’s and Newark’s operations, Margarita
made conscious decisions about the services she utilized from the settlement while also forging
meaningful relationships with Newark staff.
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Additionally, community and familial ties have been central to these particular experiences
for Margarita and the Castro family while they were starting out in El Paso. Newark was certainly
an integral part of their lives, especially with regard to the births of their children and healthcare
in these early years. But it is apparent that social ties outside of the institution have been prominent
as support networks. In the forming of community during these years, the line between family and
neighbors was blurred. There was little distinction between the two, and this foundation was an
important aspect in the family’s lives living in South El Paso and other neighborhoods in the city.
While Margarita has personally spoken of the importance of being independent, especially now as
a woman in her eighties who is growing older and more dependent on her family, her experiences
and values reflect an acknowledgement of interconnectedness among family and community.
When asked about her perspective on care and community today, she noted that she sees less of
this connectedness among people. While she speaks of her past neighbors in South El Paso and
the Northeast as “family,” she has noted feeling less connected to her neighbors in her current
Westside neighborhood. She speaks about her past neighborhoods where “everybody cared for
each other,” despite cultural and racial differences. She speaks of the Northeast neighborhood
where they spend the most years as feeling like a “Mexican neighborhood,” which hearkens back
to her experiences growing up in a small town in Mexico. Is there something that can be gleaned
by the differences in these neighborhoods based on socioeconomic status or cultural factors?
Possibly, but it would be difficult to generalize. Nevertheless, in her eyes, the element of care and
connectedness seems less and less present in our contemporary society. Reflecting on the issues
she is seeing as time goes on and she grows older, she has said, “I don’t know what kind of world
we’re going to leave for the little ones.”
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This is not to say that Margarita does not acknowledge the sense of community in other
instances or does not have hope for the future. At the end of the interview, Pope Francis came up,
particularly since he would be in Ciudad Juarez the same week when the interview was conducted.
Pope Francis was all over the local news at this time, and both sides of the border were preparing
for his visit. She emphasized how much faith she has in the Pope and, in referencing her
frustrations of getting older and dealing with recent health issues, she said, “Sometimes I say,
‘Hey, Pope Francis, make your first miracle with me!” What is more, she talked about the humility
he exhibits, and when asked what he represents to her, she simply said: “God.” One can argue that
this current pope represents a significant shift in the Roman Catholic Church, albeit not a complete
shift in traditional doctrine, as he still maintains a traditional and conservative stance on many
other areas. But Pope Francis, for many more progressive Catholics, is a breath of fresh air. In his
continued emphasis on the common good and care for the environment (see his encyclical
“Laudato Si: On Care for Our Common Home”), not to mention his criticism of capitalism and
material excess, he does promote a people-centered approach to life, the economy, and the Church.
Furthermore, in response to her statements about the loss of care and interconnectedness
among neighbors and people, in general, I mentioned various efforts related to the solidarity
economy and the different ways people are working together to create community and prioritize
people, in an effort to look out for each other. I shared examples of these efforts that are taking
place right here in El Paso, including La Mujer Obrera and the organization’s community farm,
which is the topic of the remaining chapters. At this point during the interview, as well as other
moments, there was a clear connection between Margarita’s recollections and reflections on her
past experiences, specifically in her social ties in her old neighborhoods and the role of Newark in
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the family’s history, and contemporary considerations of community and the importance of
connections among people in their daily lives and work.
The story of the Castro family illustrates the ways in which Houchen and Newark provided
social services for South El Paso residents for generations. Importantly, Margarita’s conscious
decision-making for which services she would use reflects the agency that Mexican and Mexican
American mothers exhibited in providing for their families. Her story also illustrates the
importance of social ties in working class, immigrant neighborhoods, which ultimately
supplemented these social service institutions. There is no doubt that these institutions, with
settlement house origins, had a significant impact on the health and survival of countless families.
However, the longevity of these social service institutions is also a topic that must be discussed,
especially with regard to changing economic conditions, at both city and national levels, and
changing neighborhoods. By considering how these changes impact the sustainability of remaining
settlements and community centers, we can further comprehend the continued need for similar
efforts and a solidarity economy movement.

Legacies and Longevity: Effects of Contemporary Economic Circumstances on Social
Service Institutions with Settlement House Histories
At the end of January 2012, Hull House, founded more than 120 years previously, closed
its doors.37 As evidenced in an earlier section, one cannot downplay the impact that Hull House
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It is important to mention some information about the differences between the Hull House
Association and the Jane Addams Hull-House Museum. The former is the institution that was
subject to closure in 2012, while the latter is still open. After Addams death in 1935, Hull House
continued to serve the community at the Halsted location (the original location) until it was
displaced by the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) campus in the 1960s. Until the time of its
closing, social services were provided at various locations under the umbrella organization, the
Jane Addams Hull House Association. The original Hull House building is now the museum and
is a part of the College of Architecture and the Arts of UIC.
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had on generations of communities in Chicago, in addition to social reform and the social sciences,
as well. The legacy of the work and principles established by Jane Addams and social reformers
throughout its history were evoked in responses to the closing of the Hull House Association,
which carried on this legacy and is situated in a long and relevant history of the settlement house
movement in the United States. According to an Associated Press report at the time of the closure,
“The settlements were designed to provide services to immigrants and the poor while uplifting
them through culture, education, and recreation. At its peak, Hull House served more than 9,000
people a week, offering medical help, an art gallery, citizenship classes, a gardening club and a
gym with sports programs” (Webber, 2012). After years of struggling financially, Hull House
Association could no longer cover costs and, thus, it could not continue to survive in the midst of
poor economic conditions—ironically enough, economic conditions that continued to create need
in the communities it existed to serve.
The closing of Hull House was a devastating moment for community members and staff
alike. Since the original plan was to close in the spring of 2012, the closure in January was
unexpected and left roughly 300 employees in a state of confusion and sadness. “They received
layoff notices and final paychecks and then spent the day packing their belongings and saying
tearful good-byes” (Webber, 2012). Staff members were also shocked to learn that their medical
insurance had expired weeks before. In a piece published on the day of the closure, NPR’s Cheryl
Corley describes the scene as “a last-minute, hectic flurry of activity” for staff (Corley, 2012). A
quote by one employee, Mark Tisdahl, sheds more light on the level of financial strain faced by
the association: “This is an office that’s being packed up, and the employees that are packing up
have paid for their own boxes, because we don’t have money to pay for boxes” (Corley, 2012)
“We hate it. It’s been [sic] since September 18th, 1889, and we hoped for a much more dignified
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closing,” stated Chairman of the Board, Steve Saunders (Corley, 2012). For many staff members,
this was more than just a job. It was bigger than themselves.
Victoria Brown, a history professor at Grinnell College and author of The Education of
Jane Addams, wondered why the agency had not publicized the financial problems earlier. She
stated, “I wish we would have known. Why weren’t they screaming this from the rooftops?” Brown
also said the following with regard to how Jane Addams might have responded to the closing:
“[She] was known as gentle, not confrontational, but one of her favorite words was ‘stupid.’ She
would say, ‘This is stupid. How could this have happened?’” (Webber, 2012). Given the fact that
Addams had dedicated most of her life to Hull House and its surrounding communities, one cannot
help but wonder how she would have responded to this ending. The legacy of her work and
presence in Chicago, which also involved the dedication and work of countless individuals who
were a part of this history but not as widely known as Addams, is still a part of collective memory.
But the closing of a physical space and institution that carried on this legacy leaves a void for those
who are left behind.
Fast forward roughly three years and from Chicago to El Paso. In September of 2015,
Houchen Community Center closed its Child Care Development Center, as well as other activities.
Much like Hull House, Houchen, had a legacy and had also been a fixture in the South El Paso
community for roughly 100 years. Its significance in the community is profound, as evidenced in
earlier discussions, but it could not sustain operations. The decision to cease the center’s operations
cut all ten paid jobs at the center. The only programming that would continue would be activities
run by volunteers. Houchen found itself in a similar situation as Hull House. In an El Paso Times
report on the closing, Kathy Jewell, Houchen’s Executive Director, noted that Houchen was
“essentially broke” and that the daycare was losing roughly $3,000 per month (Anderson, 2012).
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“We’re trying to keep the lights on with no money,” Jewell stated. Laura Neill, Houchen Board
President, stated, “It’s not sustainable the way it’s operating,” and when the El Paso Times asked
how the organization was surviving, Neill replied, “By the grace of God” (Anderson, 2012).
According to news reports, Houchen was also facing financial challenges, which started
with a dispute among board members in 2012, the same year that Hull House Association closed
(Washington, 2012). During this dispute, in fact, the center temporarily shut down the day care
center. However, another significant factor that contributed to the center’s struggles was the
changing South El Paso neighborhood.
Houchen, 609 S. Tays, was once surrounded by public housing families. The
housing was rebuilt and now primarily serves elderly residents, Neill said, noting
neighborhood changes led to the closure of next-door Alamo Elementary School,
too. “There we were with a day care when we have grandma giving day care for
free across the street,” Neill said. “Unfortunately, we’ve been slow to respond to
the fact that the needs have changed again. Neill’s own daughter attends Houchen’s
day care, and her older daughter is a graduate of the program. The workers are like
her extended family, she said, tears welling. (Anderson, 2012)
In a local report by KTSM News Channel 9, you can hear heartbreak in the voices of parents with
children in the daycare program, as well as sharp criticism. In an accompanying video, one parent
said the following with tears streaming down her face: “I wasn’t even born and raised here and
this place, means a lot to me and as a parent it is devastating to hear this news...devastating...very
devastating. I have 10 days to find another place for my kids...where?” Neill later responds in the
video, “It’s very hard. I feel like we’ve let them down” (Pitts, 2015) The shock and sadness of the
community members is reminiscent of when Hull House Association closed its own doors in
Chicago. It is possible to assume that Houchen’s staff were equally devastated and left wondering
where they would work next.
Both cases reflect the significance of the impact of the economy on social service
institutions. A viscous cycle is at play. There is no doubt that many non-profit social service
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organizations have issues with funding, which may reflect bigger issues with regard to the value
that society places on these types of social service institutions, as evidenced in a lack of funding
and financial investment. Institutions like Hull House and Houchen have served communities, both
historically and in the present, that have been negatively impacted by economic crises and larger
structures that contribute to a bad economy and, more importantly, a broken economic system.
And yet, these same institutions are being forced to close down due to similar circumstances. There
can certainly be more to these cases, especially with regard to aspects unknown to the public, such
as the possibility of financial mismanagement and internal issues. But these cases and their
historical trajectories contribute much to our understanding of society. Additionally, the cases of
Hull House and Houchen reflect the relevance of historical legacies on the present, especially the
impact these institutions had on the communities they served—an impact that transcended
generations. Furthermore, these two examples remind us of the challenges of maintaining
longevity. Adaptation is a necessity.
While the cases of Hull House and Houchen demonstrate how social service institutions
with settlement house origins can close due to financial strain, many settlement houses have
managed to persist by adapting to circumstances. Two examples are University Settlement and
Henry Street Settlement in New York City. Both are still in operation today and continue to provide
services and programming to New Yorkers living and working in the communities where they are
located. Established in 1886, University Settlement, located in the Lower East Side borough of
Manhattan, is often cited as the first settlement house in the United States. Originally named The
Neighborhood Guild, the settlement was founded by Stanton Coit and Charles Bunstein, and at the
time of its founding, resident workers were all male and recent college graduates. Henry Street
was founded in 1893 by Lillian Wald, an American nurse who had observed the realities and
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consequences of poverty on public health and responded with the intention to address these issues,
as well as provide educational and cultural opportunities. A look at either of the websites for
University Settlement or Henry Street Settlement will provide information on the various
programming that both institutions are currently providing. Both institutions provide a multitude
of programs related to the following areas: education, the arts, sports and recreation, senior citizen
services, community health, housing, early childhood and youth programming, mental health
services, community meeting spaces, and much more.
Furthermore, changes in funding practices and organization, as well as federal programs
and funding, have had an impact on how settlement houses and subsequent institutions have had
to adapt. For example, financial limitations and the structures that create these systems of
limitations can place a strain on organizations and thus limit what they can do for the communities
that they serve. Some scholars “argue that the structure of government contracts, on which
settlement houses and not-for-profit social services have increasingly become dependent,
represents a large obstacle to creating such relationships and networks” (Fabricant, 2002: 5). In a
contemporary context, government contracting with non-profit organizations and agencies tend to
promote “a corporate or business approach to the provision of services” (Fabricant, 2002: 5). There
is more of an emphasis on efficiency, productivity, and outputs, and the methods of measuring
impact and productivity are based on corporate models. This limits a social service organization’s
sense of autonomy and will likely exclude a consideration of qualitative factors by
overemphasizing quantitative results. Furthermore, these types of institutions will often tend to
focus on the individual, as opposed to the collective community. Unfortunately, agencies are also
required, by contract, to do more with fewer resources, which leads to staff being stretched thin
and the potential of bureaucratic systems where staff feel rushed to move clients through quicker.
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In all, the people element is less of a priority. People turn into numbers rather than participants in
building stronger relationships and community. There is less focus on genuine human
interaction—something early settlement house founders and staff emphasized at the core of their
operations and ideologies.
In his article “Bringing Back the Settlement House,” Howard Husock looks to historical
settlement houses as alternative examples during the 1990s. He describes differences between
settlement house models and social welfare programs. For example, he notes how settlement
houses tended to focus on “treating the poor as citizens, not clients” (Husock, 1992: 55). This is a
notable distinction. By seeing their neighbors as citizens like themselves, despite their economic
status, settlement workers acknowledged their potential for exercising agency and contributing to
the community and society as whole. In contrast, to view the poor classes solely as “clients” limits
their own agency and reproduces a top-down approach void of a collaborative effort to better the
neighborhood. This approach could, therefore, narrow the scope of possibility. Husock references
the work of Judith Trollander who has written,
[Social work professionals] usually declined to live in the settlement house. They
tended to think of the house neighbors as clients, in effect telling them, “We’re
helping you because we have M.S.W.’s, not because we’re your neighbors.” In
place of spontaneity and being available around the clock, they made appointments
and treatment plans. Instead of seeking to do with the neighborhood, they sought to
do for the neighborhood. (Husock, 1992: 60; emphasis added)
Husock also mentions the accessibility of settlement houses, given that, according to “settlementmovement theory,” anyone in the neighborhood should be able to utilize the settlement. There is
an emphasis on helping people through participation in community life, as opposed to direct
counseling. In other words, “the purposes of the settlement movement reflected desire both to
assist the poor and to bind the social classes in a common purpose” (Husock, 1992: 56). But, as
Husock notes, changes as early as the 1920s affected the movement. Prior to much of this time
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period, when settlement houses like Hull House were established, there was no social legislation
to address the issues settlement workers were addressing. By the 1930s, federal and state programs
began to take over some of the responsibilities that settlement houses had been shouldering for
years.
Furthermore, with a rise of the professional social worker during this time period, “the
settlement approach began to lose favor” (Husock, 1992: 59). By the 1930s, volunteers and
residents of settlements were beginning to be replaced by treatment professionals. Husock speaks
of these transitions as “the professionalism of compassion,” and it is reflected in the sharp
distinction between the different forms of interaction. Whereas settlement houses emphasized the
need for people from different social classes to live and work together in the same spaces, this
period of professionalism demonstrates a clearer divide. Many of these new professionals declined
to live in settlement houses and tended to think of neighbors more so as “clients.” Needless to say,
this history and these transitions were more complicated than can be elaborated upon here, and
there have no doubt been exceptions to these instances. But this historical note demonstrates the
ways in which various, broad societal factors, such as government funding and organization and
education for professionalization, have had a significant effect on the settlement house movement.
As evidenced earlier, some historical settlement houses have managed to adapt to changing
times, as in the cases of Henry Street Settlement and University Settlement. That’s not to say that
these organizations have not faced challenges throughout the years. A more in-depth analysis of
these two NYC examples or other settlement organizations that have maintained longevity in other
regions in the U.S. would likely reveal those challenges. But the mere fact that some have persisted
and continue to be significant sources of support and spaces for communities reveals the reality
that the past and the present are not isolated from each other. There, no doubt, continues to be a
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need for these types of social institutions. These ties can help us to situate our present
circumstances in a longer history, but these connections can also reveal lessons to be learned as
we continue to face similar challenges. By examining how groups of people have responded to
similar circumstances, especially economic circumstances, we can develop new strategies that are
influenced by the past but envision a different kind of future.

There is much more that can be learned from the settlement house movement that can
contribute to the creation of alternative economic systems and practices, such as a solidarity
economy Ties between contemporary solidarity economy efforts and settlement institutions and
centers are clear in both regard to guiding principles and an interest in the common good, as well
as a consideration of creative ways to provide social services and economic alternatives. In turn,
struggling social service institutions can learn from a contemporary solidarity economy model by
adapting to changing economic circumstances and considering alternative modes of economc
practice and organizing. Interestingly, the Houchen community center, while cutting a majority of
its programs, had plans in 2015 to start an organic market. There is little information available
whether this came into full fruition, however. Still, this demonstrates the potential shift to these
kinds of practices and a continued adaptation of these institutions to constantly changing world
and economic context.

Concluding Remarks
There is no doubt that Houchen settlement house differed in significant ways from Hull
House. As described earlier, there are elements of Jane Addams’ philosophy and goals for the
Chicago settlement that can be connected to a solidarity economy movement, such as the emphasis
on interrogating democracy and expanding its definition and practice, as well as the significance
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of a cooperative ethic. While the El Paso settlement differed from Hull House with regard to these
matters, the proponents and staff of the South El Paso settlement are a still part of this tradition of
working collectively to address social ills in ways that prioritize people and the communities that
they serve. While the contexts and underlying ideologies differ, these are still serious and
organized efforts towards some form of social and economic justice. These examples demonstrate
that, like contemporary proponents of a solidarity economy movement, people have organized in
pragmatic ways to create alternative forms of community support and spaces for social uplift.
While many historical settlements have shifted to a community center model and have
ceased operations, like Hull House and Houchen, there is no doubt that the legacy of the settlement
house movement is strong in this national context. Changes in neighborhoods over time have had
a significant impact on the longevity of these types of institutions, and these changes are bound to
continue, especially with the transformations of urban centers, either by gentrification or other
forms of economic “development.” But the settlement house movement is an excellent historical
example to put in conversation with contemporary solidarity economy efforts, if only to
demonstrate these long histories of collective responses to continued social and economic
transformation.
Importantly, the Castro family illustrates the community side of this story and reminds us
that the beneficiaries of these social services also exhibited agency in their choices to utilize these
types of services. In particular, women, as demonstrated by Margarita Castro, also made these
choices on their own terms, while also creating their own social networks and support systems
outside of neighborhood institutions like Houchen. The following chapters illustrate another
example of more women making choices for the betterment of their families and their broader
community. The case of La Mujer Obrera will illustrate a contemporary example of women
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enacting change in their communities on their own terms via a grassroots community organization
deeply rooted in labor struggles in South El Paso.
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CHAPTER 4. LA MUJER OBRERA (LMO): WOMEN-LED COMMUNITY
ORGANIZING AS SOLIDARITY ECONOMY PRACTICE ON THE
BORDER

In a neighborhood just east of Segundo Barrio, significant changes are occurring in another
South Central El Paso neighborhood: the Chamizal. The El Paso Independent School District has
decided to construct a school bus hub next to Bowie High School, the high school where most
students who live in the Chamizal area attend, and the Salazar Apartment Complex, public housing
that is in danger of demolition.38 The Familias Unidas del Chamizal (Chamizal Families United)
Committee contends that these problems stem from environmental racism and argues that this 80bus hub and increased levels of diesel particle contamination will continue to have a harmful effect
on community health and the welfare of residents. For Familias Unidas, the Chamizal
neighborhood has been a “gateway to Mexico” that has generated wealth for transnational
corporations which have contributed nothing to local community infrastructure.
These communities continue to fight to reclaim spaces and preserve their neighborhoods
in the face of so-called economic development, such as the demolition and consolidation of public
schools and the demolition of public housing that has housed families for generations. As discussed
in a prior chapter on the history of El Paso, the Chamizal area has significant historical value and
is situated directly next to the U.S.-Mexico border. Due to its location, these neighborhoods are
already in close proximity to high levels of pollution and contamination from maquiladora semitrucks that cross the border into Mexico on a daily basis. This has had a detrimental effect on the
health of community members, which has been largely ignored by public officials and decision-
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For a collection of news and organization reports about these issues, see the official website for
Familias Unidas del Chamizal (https://www.facebook.com/comitedefamiliasunidas/).
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making entities. By constructing the school bus hub and other transportation facilities, EPISD is
only increasing the harmful effects on the community. In the following passage, Familias Unidas
describes the significance of the area and its history as a site for resistance and resilience:
From the land dispute between Mexico and U.S due to the shifting of the Rio
Grande that ended with the creation of the Chamizal National Park, to the Mexican
Women Workers [sic] constant battle for better working conditions within the
garment factories and their historic fight for the replacement of 35,000 jobs that
were lost after the North American Free Trade Agreement. Not many recognize the
Chamizal Neighborhood as a historic place, yet the women workers, parents and
community residents continue to make history through their struggle to defend and
create a more stable and dignified community for themselves and other generations
to come. (http://www.mujerobrera.org/familias-unidas/)
Familias Unidas is one of many projects of La Mujer Obrera, a community organization that has
been a cornerstone for community resistance and organizing in South Central El Paso for decades
and the contemporary case study for this project. This struggle against environmental racism and
community-led efforts to improve community health highlights the important transition that the
organization has made to focus on community health and food justice.
Emerging in the early 1980s as a community-based advocacy group for women garment
factory workers, La Mujer Obrera has had a significant impact on El Paso communities, often
without the local recognition it deserves. Nevertheless, the women of LMO and its supporters and
volunteers have continued to “make the road by walking” through a strong grounding in praxis.
Given its existence for just over three decades, the organization has also made significant
transitions in response to changing circumstances. In the 1990s, the implementation of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), as well as other policy that impacted workers’ rights
in the city, had a damaging impact on the garment workers’ livelihoods. LMO stepped in and
moved toward a focus on self-sustaining development. In 1997, the organization founded El Puente
(“The Bridge”), “a sister organization meant to retrain workers for a globalized economy” with the
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following goals: “generate economic opportunity, strengthen community members’ skills and
knowledge, and promote community development” (Zapata, 2013). This component of the
organization focused on job creation through small business support, as well as the development
of social enterprises, which are defined by the Social Enterprise Alliance as “organization[s] or
initiative[s] that [marry] the social mission of a non-profit or government program with the marketdriven approach of a business” (https://socialenterprise.us/about/social-enterprise/). As a truly
comprehensive organization, LMO’s social enterprises have included: Rayito de Sol Daycare, Lum
Metik Fair Trade Co., Café Mayapan, and Mujer Obrera Farmers Market. In recent years, the
organization has also incorporated a focus on community health and food justice in its vision and
practices. For example, the LMO community farm, Tierra es Vida (“Land is Life”), serves as a
project and space that is a part of broader efforts to build a local food system that both “nourishes
families and honors Mesoamerican land-based traditions” (La Mujer Obrera Community Farm
Website). LMO characterizes the urban farm as an “educational hub where community members
come to reconnect with the land, share in collective labor, and build food autonomy” (La Mujer
Obrera Community Farm Website).
The case of La Mujer Obrera contributes to our understanding of a contemporary U.S.based solidarity economy movement by illustrating how people are organizing at a grassroots level
to create community-based economic alternatives on their own terms. While LMO does not
identify itself as a solidarity economy organization, its vision is grounded in principles and
practices strikingly similar to a contemporary solidarity economy framework. Thus, the
organization serves as a case study for exploring the role that such organizations, which do not use
the solidarity economy language explicitly, can contribute to a growing solidarity economy
movement—an area that solidarity economy researchers continue to examine and develop.
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Situated on the U.S.-Mexico border, LMO is an example of community-based action taking
place in a context that is ripe for solidarity economy-related efforts. Faced with various challenges
in urban South Central El Paso, such as economic injustice and disempowerment, demolition of
community and education spaces in the name of “development,” as illustrated above, and food
insecurity, the organization stresses the necessary role that women must play in implementing
ideas and strategies for the development of their communities via economic empowerment and
self-sustainability. Furthermore, the organization emphasizes the importance of historical and
cultural awareness, as well as cultural and artistic expression, with a focus on creating a society
for future generations that prioritizes the dignity of people and the environment. As a
comprehensive and multidimensional grassroots organization, LMO can be considered a de facto
contributor to a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Defining and unpacking the concept of
a “de facto contributor” to this social movement will be central to this study and helps us to
understand how cases like La Mujer Obrera can contribute to our understanding of a growing
solidarity economy in the U.S., as well as potentialities of a solidarity economy in El Paso.
Following the overall focus of this dissertation and the broader research questions, this case study
also offers an opportunity to: (1) broaden how we identify and define solidarity economics in
specific locales, (2) conceptualize care in solidarity economy-related efforts, and (3) examine how
such efforts reflect the struggle for a gendered economic citizenship.
In an effort to cover the breadth of La Mujer Obrera, this case study is divided into three
separate chapters. The first chapter is described here, while the subsequent two chapters will be
discussed at the end. The present chapter serves as an introduction to the case study. It begins with
a discussion about the methods that were incorporated in this study. Participant observation was
central to this analysis, in addition to three semi-structured interviews that took place early in the
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research. This section outlines the fieldwork process and describes the ways in which a
participatory approach was necessary for the study and access to crucial information about the
organization. While some initial fieldwork involved participation with other LMO activities, such
as community meetings, workshops, and events, a bulk of the fieldwork took place at the Tierra es
Vida community farm. It is here where I was able to truly observe and participate in a solidarity
economy praxis within the context of LMO’s efforts to create a sustainable food system in a South
Central El Paso barrio. It is here where I developed my own sense of praxis and benefited from
the pedagogical dimensions of this special site. With this focus on LMO’s contemporary food
justice initiatives, this chapter ends with a discussion about the role of urban agriculture and food
sovereignty efforts in a contemporary solidarity economy, in an effort to provide preliminary
context for the third LMO chapter.

“If the Boots Don’t Fit, Don’t Get in the Pit”: Incorporating Ethnographic Methods with the
LMO Case Study
Initial Entry into the Field and Early Methods
In addition to using secondary sources, including academic scholarship written about La
Mujer Obrera, and primary sources, such as organizational public documents and other materials,
a significant source of data for this case study was gathered using ethnographic methods.
Specifically, I utilized semi-structured interviews and participant observation as my principal tools
for data collection during my fieldwork. From the onset, I knew that active engagement with the
women of LMO would be crucial to this study.
Despite being a novice to fieldwork, there was one thing that I knew going into this project.
I knew that I did not want to approach this research as a distant and objective observer. This was
influenced by a few factors. One, and most importantly, it did not seem acceptable for me to go
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into a community, take knowledge for my own purposes, and leave without looking back. Respect
was a central principle that I was determined to maintain a commitment to during this process.
During the course of my graduate studies, I was exposed to scholarship that would emphasize
respect for local communities and situating oneself in the research. This scholarship largely came
from feminist traditions, but I was also influenced early on by the critical pedagogy tradition.
Second, since the case is located in my hometown, I knew that there would be another layer to this
experience that would involve my own personal ties to growing up in El Paso, especially as a
border context, as well as to my own family’s history. This particular connection is more distinct
in the previous chapter, which focuses on the Houchen settlement house. But my experiences with
LMO did often bring back memories and connections to my own family’s history, as well—
sometimes merely by geography (my maternal grandparents lived in the Chamizal area off and on
for a few years) or in relation to cultural heritage and practices.
My fieldwork experience with La Mujer Obrera spans a time period of roughly two years.
My initial entry into the field for this project began in 2012 when I started as a volunteer for several
LMO events. This began with one preliminary trip to El Paso in the summer of 2012, from July
15 to August 5. During this first trip, I volunteered in the kitchen for the organization’s annual
mole festival, which involved washing dishes, preparing ingredients, and performing any other
duties that were needed. During these earlier stages of the research, I was able to experience and
observe the environment at Mercado Mayapan. I observed and experienced a sense of community
early on, as I worked alongside the women and witnessed community members coming and going
with greetings. I learned about the different products that were being sold at the farmer’s market,
which included items from local, New Mexican farmers, as well as ancestral ingredients such as
amaranth. I learned that LMO had increased their number of supplying farmers from one to three
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since the previous year. Additionally, I had the opportunity to accompany two LMO staff members
for the mobile market. On a July morning, I joined the women as they took the mobile market to
San Elizario, TX. On this occasion, I had the opportunity to revisit “San Eli” within the context of
food security and access. With the mobile market set up outside of the AYUDA community center,
I also had the opportunity to chat informally with the women about various topics, including LMO.
We also shared in our experiences growing up and living on the border, as well as familial
connections in the region. In addition, I participated in the community bartering event on the last
Saturday of July that year, where I bartered loaves of homemade challah bread and walked away
with fresh produce and herbs, as well as homemade almond butter and jam.
In addition to this participant observation, I conducted three semi-structured interviews
early in the research process: one with the executive director of LMO, Lorena Andrade and two
other interviews with two staff members at the time, whom I had accompanied for the mobile
market, Rubi Orozco Santos and another staff member, who asked to remain anonymous but from
this point on will be called Mariana. Each of the interviews took place in the fall of 2012. The
interviews with Andrade and Orozco Santos occurred in El Paso in October of that year, whereas
the interview Mariana took place in November in Oakland, California, where she was living at the
time and where I presented at an academic conference. All three interviews contributed
significantly to my education about the organization during these early stages of my research. All
three women were generous with their time and graciously shared their own experiences with the
organization, as well as their insight related to many topics, including social and environmental
justice, food justice and sustainability, and the roles of women in efforts for social change. Each
interviewee offered a different perspective of LMO’s work, with topics overlapping, and, yet, all
three underscored the comprehensive vision of the organization and the commitment each woman
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has for working towards creating a better community and society for future generations. Ms.
Andrade offered invaluable information about the history of LMO and the concrete goals and
vision of the organization. Ms. Orozco Santos offered the perspective of a public health specialist
and situated LMO’s work within issues of community health and food security. Mariana offered
the perspective of a social justice activist who did not grow up in El Paso but had family
connections to the city and was inspired by LMO during a hunger strike in Washington D.C. in
2010. Needless to say, each woman offered more than just these main focal points. But these
descriptions illustrate fairly diverse perspectives from different points of origins. Their words are
interspersed throughout these chapters, in addition to excerpts from my own fieldnotes. While my
fieldwork began with a plan to conduct a larger number of interviews, it soon evolved into an
experience that mostly involved participatory observation and informal conversations. I
volunteered for cultural events, such as the annual molé festival in 2013, a health fair in September
of 2013, and the Dia de los Muertos celebration in November of 2013. But I also participated in
community meetings and workshops, as well.
Early on, I had to negotiate my role as researcher and participant, and this negotiation
continues, on some level, to this day as I continue to interact with my main LMO contacts and
continue to support the organization. During my fieldwork experience, I encountered different
challenges. One of the biggest challenges involved the presence of language barriers. Even though
I grew up in El Paso, I have never been fluent in Spanish. Despite it being my mother’s native
tongue and my father’s own fluency in the language, Spanish was not regularly spoken in my home
while I was growing up. I was exposed to the language when my mother would speak it, especially
with my grandparents and other relatives, and merely by growing up on the border. Therefore, I
have always understood more than I have been able to speak. But, like many others who share a
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similar upbringing, this struggle with Spanish has been a source of frustration and, and times,
embarrassment.39 Nevertheless, I am still committed to become fluent in the near future. To this
day, I try to understand and communicate with others, while trying to learn on my own. But for
most of my fieldwork, I would still struggle with the language and would need translation
assistance from time to time. Still, I continue to learn the importance of being bilingual while living
on the border while also acknowledging the complexities and histories attached to the tensions that
do occur in this context.
Moreover, my negotiation as a “researcher in the field” also involved a conscious effort to
remain focused on my purpose for working with the organization, as well as involved maintaining
a commitment to respecting the organization and its personnel. This experience enabled me to
build rapport with my core LMO contacts, including the executive director and some staff
members and supporters of the organization. While I volunteered for LMO during various events
and participated in community meetings and workshops, the majority of my participant
observation took place at the community farm. During my time at the community farm, I learned
more about the organization’s vision and work while working directly with and in the soil, as well
as through regular, and often informal, dialogue.
Participant Observation at Tierra es Vida Community Farm
It is from these experiences at the urban farm that I would gather a majority of my data
related to the solidarity economy through physical labor and informal discussion and dialogue with
staff and other volunteers. During this this period, I would learn about the goals and vision for the
urban farm project and LMO’s broader food justice initiatives. I also gained invaluable knowledge
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about the core principles that had guided the organization for years and, importantly, would see
these principles put into practice. In my eyes, Tierra es Vida was not only a cleared-out former
house lot where food was now being grown. It was also community space where LMO’s goals and
visions were being implemented, as well as a space for culture and creative expression. Data
collection often did not feel like a rigid and strictly academic act. A majority of the time, it
happened organically through informal conversation with contacts I built rapport with and,
importantly, through my own practice, as well.
Prior to my fieldwork with LMO, I had already developed an interest in issues related to
food justice. While I had early interests in food culture and social movements connected with food
security and ethical sourcing, fair trade, and other related topics, 2012 would serve as a catalyst
for my more focused interest in urban gardening and farming and issues of food insecurity. During
the spring and summer of that year, I co-founded and helped to manage the American Studies
Community Garden with two fellow graduate students in the Purdue American Studies Program.
Prior to my involvement with the community garden at Purdue, I personally had very little
experience with growing vegetables. Agriculture was part of my ancestors’ experiences. My greatgrandfather, Luis Garcia Sr., was a Mexican migrant farm laborer in the early 1900s. While born
in Mexico, my great-grandmother, Rita Garcia-Fino, grew up in a farming community in Colorado
and would grow vegetables and raise chickens while raising her own family in Meoqui, Mexico.
For my ancestors, as with many others’ family experiences and histories, this was a part of life and
survival. As children, my mother and her siblings were exposed to agriculture at both my greatgrandmother’s home and at family ranches in Mexico. However, like many others of my
generation, I was less exposed to these experiences and did not learn these skills growing up. As
an adult, I have been drawn to these practices and have started to work to build these skills and
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learn more about different methods for growing vegetables, while having a continued and growing
research interest in food-related issues and food justice efforts. My participation with the LMO
community farm allowed me to expand my knowledge of these topics, as well as learn more about
growing food in specific urban contexts, such as the border and desert region of El Paso.
My participant observation as a volunteer at Tierra es Vida lasted from mid-October of
2013 through January of 2015—almost a year and a half and overlapping two growing seasons.
Therefore, my fieldwork at the community farm took place during its first handful of years of
larger scale production. During this time, I primarily worked with a gentleman who runs the dayto-day operations of the farm and works with volunteers. For the purpose of this research, I use a
pseudonym—Cruz—when referring to him. Cruz has been a community organizer in the El Paso
area for decades and was involved with LMO at its inception in the early 1980s. He has a wealth
of wisdom about community organizing and a background in popular education, in addition to a
vast knowledge of local history and current political issues in El Paso.
Over the course of my volunteering experience at Tierra es Vida, I worked alongside Cruz
and an assortment of volunteers. Some volunteers only visited the farm once or twice, while others
had a more consistent presence. In a sense, I felt as though I was part of the core group. In
conversation with others, including visitors to the farm, Cruz would often refer to me as one of the
“originals.” While there were periods of time when some volunteers, including myself, would
work regularly at the farm, maintaining a core and more permanent group has been a challenge for
LMO. My contacts, including Cruz, have noted that they need a more permanent staff, ideally one
full-time staff member who works solely as an organizer for farm operations, in addition to
overseeing maintenance of the crops and infrastructure. Additional staff would not only be a
benefit to the maintenance and production of the farm, but it would also create a few jobs for the
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community. Despite these challenges, LMO has still managed to build a foundation for the
community farm and continues to expand the infrastructure (e.g., adobe structures, beds, etc.).
My participant observation experience at the community farm is multidimensional. At a
basic level, I participated in the general maintenance of the farm. This involved: harvesting
vegetables and herbs (for the farmer’s market and other needs), weeding, watering, helping to
repair structures, working with and turning compost, maintaining plants, feeding the chickens,
watering plants with “worm tea,” etc. However, I was also an active participant in work related to
building more infrastructure in the space. Early on, I helped with the construction of in-ground
beds. This involved digging roughly 3-4 feet into the ground with no machinery, only shovels and
adding layers of compost and dirt. I also helped with building trellises, planting seedlings,
transplanting plants to the beds, laying out drip water systems, etc. Infrastructure work also
included an attempt to dig a well on the property. Despite digging over twenty feet into the ground,
we were unable to reach a deep enough water bed to access water. I also participated in the making
of adobe bricks for an adobe oven.
Documentation was another important level of participation for my research. In addition to
writing my own fieldnotes about my experiences and general information about the growing
seasons, I also helped to document these processes and the seasons for LMO. This involved the
following: creating a map of the farm space to aid in planning, creating early inventory for planted
seedlings, taking and organizing photos over the course of the seasons (I provided a CD of photos
for the organization’s archives), and contributing to social media, specifically the Facebook page
for Tierra es Vida. In addition to these tasks and responsibilities, I was also involved in
organizational planning. I participated in informal conversations about planning, as well as more
formal community meetings with volunteers and staff and one planning meeting with SURCO.
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Lastly, another level of my participation included various miscellaneous tasks that were connected
with other LMO projects and events. This included helping to gather and dry cempasuchil
(marigold) flowers for the Dia de los Muertos event, as well as helping to pick up compost from
Café Mayapan.
My fieldwork at Tierra es Vida involved an evolution of my participation and
contributions. In this space and working alongside Cruz and others, a transition took place. I was
no longer just a volunteer. In a sense, I became one of the core members of that practice. And this
had a significant impact on me. I learned by doing and was exposed to invaluable wisdom. I was
able to put my hands in the dirt and form a relationship with the land in urban El Paso that I had
never experienced before, at least not as consciously as I felt working at the community farm. In
the process, I formed relationships at the farm. While my earliest intentions were to maintain a
professional researcher persona, this immediately went out the window. There is a sense of
vulnerability in the process of learning by doing. I tried my best to do what was best for the land
and the plants. I tried my best to be a good student for Cruz, and that is ultimately what I was out
there—a student. I may not have been a student in an institutional, traditional sense, but I was there
to learn at some capacity, and this involved having a certain sense of humility. In the process, I
made some mistakes, but I was encouraged to learn from them. Out of this humility and
vulnerability, humor was at the center of many of these relationships with my contacts, who
ultimately became my friends. We worked hard. We engaged in physical labor, and we would tire.
We would have serious discussions out there and would try to tackle serious issues, all of which
connected to the practice we were creating. But we would always laugh.
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Figure 21: Photo of author making adobe bricks for the
outdoor oven. (Photo borrowed from LMO’s Community
Farm Facebook Profile, March 2014)
My reputation for being clumsy or finding myself in compromising positions was often a
source of this laughter. For example, on a day when we were making adobe bricks for the outdoor
oven, I got myself in a muddy situation. In the process of making the bricks, we had mixed dirt,
water, and clay in a large pile of mud. In order to mix the adobe properly, we had to stomp around
the pile. An assortment of rubber boots was a part of the farm’s tool collection. Unfortunately,
none of the boots fit me perfectly, and I had to settle for a size slightly larger than my own. Despite
my insecurities about my boots, Cruz told me to get into the mud pit by myself and have my turn
at mixing and stomping. Shortly after stomping around like a child playing in mud, I found myself
suddenly stuck. Both feet were firmly planted in the mud, and I could not move to save my life.
No matter how hard I struggled to break free, I was stuck, and on some level began to accept my
fate. Rather than helping me out, the other volunteers could not control their laughter. Cruz pulled
out a camera and began taking photos. After a few minutes of laughter, my own included, they
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pulled me out, leaving the boots in the mud and myself and my socks finally free. At this time, one
of the other regular volunteers, Cruz’s son, laughed and told me: “If the boots don’t fit, don’t get
in the pit!” This example reflects not only the special relationships and the humor that was a part
of our everyday practice at Tierra es Vida, but I argue that it also serves as an illustration of the
importance of practice and humility in not only the research process, especially when working with
communities, but also the importance of practice in the process of working to create these
alternatives. Change does not happen overnight, and the creation of alternatives, in a system that
is built to be inhospitable to such alternatives, also requires patience and humility. Trial and error
is a prerequisite for the creation of a new system.
My fieldwork experiences reflected the presence of an emphasis on praxis and dialogue,
which will be detailed in the final LMO chapter. The organization’s identification of the
community farm as space for learning is reflected in my own experiences. During my tenure as a
volunteer, I learned a significant amount of valuable information about different approaches to
urban farming through practice, especially in a desert climate and environment. I learned about the
challenges of working with less than ideal soil, especially in the urban context of a neighborhood
in South Central El Paso. Importantly, I learned with LMO staff and other volunteers. We learned
through trial and error and based our planning and next steps for growing plants on experience.
For example, we had to adapt to challenges with the soil by reconsidering bed structures and
locations for specific plants. We also had to adapt to the challenges of pests, such as squash bugs,
which infested a number of our squash plants during the growing seasons. During these processes,
we maintained a commitment to natural approaches. In other words, we focused on adaptation,
rather than domination of the land, in ways that did not use artificial chemicals. We employed
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approaches that took into account how plants grow together and how the environment affected
their lifespans (e.g., location and exposure to sunlight, proximity to water sources, etc.).
Within the same vein of this pedagogical dimension, physical hands-on labor was always
balanced with dialogue and time for conversation. Conversations would often take place during
breaks, which were essential, and topics ranged from approaches to growing and nurturing plants
to issues pertaining to current politics and history. Other topics of discussion included serious
conversations about community organizing and popular education, as well as discussions about
social movements that were related to LMO’s own history and efforts, including the Zapatista
movement in Mexico. Thus, learning and dialogue did not only pertain to the present and specific
context of the farm and LMO, but it was often broadened to a scope beyond the present moment
and national context. It is through this dialogue (including informal conversation with those
committed to LMO’s work and vision) and practice (physical labor in the urban farm context and
learning by doing) that I was able to note the ways in which the community farm was a space
where praxis similar to the solidarity economy framework took place. This will be the main focus
of the last LMO chapter. Thus, it is useful to include some background information to provide a
context for LMO’s food justice initiative by considering the role of urban agriculture and food
sovereignty efforts in a contemporary solidarity economy. This is the topic of the next section.

Urban Agriculture in a U.S.-based Solidarity Economy and Global Efforts for Food
Sovereignty
A U.S.-based solidarity economy encompasses a wide spectrum of practices, institutions,
and policies, which are all, in some form, grounded in the following guiding principles: solidarity,
sustainability, equity in all dimensions, participatory democracy (social and economic
democracy), and pluralism. The last principle, pluralism, highlights the idea that a solidarity
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economy does not necessitate a one-size-fits-all approach and that there is room for a diversity of
practices, as well as room to expand the concept in an effort to develop the framework. In fact,
among solidarity economy praxis, there is a strong emphasis on the learning process that informs
the development and expansion of a solidarity economy framework in an effort to create more
people- and environmentally-centered alternative economic practices. Not every activity or
organization incorporates all of the core principles, and practitioners and researchers acknowledge
the complexities of identifying practices and institutions that fall within the solidarity economy
framework. A total alignment with every principle is not a requirement. Instead, “the solidarity
economy as a movement works to help all of its constituent parts develop greater alignment with
the multiple dimensions of the SE” (Kawano, 2009: 19). Even so, the movement would exclude a
practice or particular institution or organization that consciously and deliberately violates the core
principles of the solidarity economy.
Some examples that reflect a solidarity economy in practice in the U.S. include: fair trade,
bartering communities, time banking, worker and food cooperatives, credit unions, social
enterprises, and participatory budgeting. Agricultural practices that adhere to the core principles
are also considered as part of the solidarity economy. As discussed in a previous chapter, there are
a variety of historical examples that can be included in a broader trajectory of practices and
collective efforts to organize around solidarity economy-related principles. Utopian experiments
in the mid-1800s, such as Brook Farm and Fruitlands, were grounded in a communal ideology
with an emphasis on an agrarian approach to living and working with each other. In a sense, these
efforts for self-sustainability were a type of “back to the land” response to the negative effects they
perceived in the expansion of industrialization. Notably, many of these utopian experiments were
short-lasting and faced many challenges. The Brook Farm community, for example, had significant
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difficulty profiting from their agricultural pursuits. Despite the ultimate failings of these utopian
experiments, they represent a connection between the past and the present, not only by similar
principles of communalism and efforts towards sustainability (albeit within a historical context)
but also with regard to an agricultural context and focus.
In the present, we can see other agriculture-based efforts that fit into a contemporary
solidarity economy framework. Community supported agriculture (CSAs) and community gardens
are two examples. Various forms of CSAs and community gardens are operating in a diverse range
of contexts and can be viewed as responses and alternatives to dominant forms of agribusiness,
such as large corporate-run farms. According to a 2016 U.S. Solidarity Economy Network brief,
“the overall number of farms has declined by 60% since 1950 while the influence of the largest
farms has increased dramatically,” and “the USDA estimates that 75% of agricultural production
in 2007 was produced by only 5.7% of U.S. farms” (USSEN Brief on CSAs). Most of these larger
farms are heavily subsidized by the U.S. government, whereas smaller-scale farms remain
ineligible for the same benefits. What is more, the industrial agriculture system has a significant
negative impact on the environment by consuming fossil fuel, water, and topsoil at rates that are
not sustainable. Continued water pollution and soil depletion are also effects of large scale farming
practices. Furthermore, this system involves produce being shipped across great distances to
grocery stores. With the dominance of larger corporate farms over local farmers, which are
declining in many regions, the proximity between farmers and consumers has been significantly
widened and, in turn, the potential for direct relationships between producer and consumer has
been negatively impacted. CSAs are one alternative for reconnecting local farmers with consumers
in their communities.
A CSA consists of a community of individuals who pledge support to a farming
operation at the beginning of the growing season in exchange for a weekly supply
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of food during the season. Members purchase a seasonal or yearly subscription,
which entitles them to a share of whatever is produced. The farmer agrees to raise
a diversity of agricultural products in an environmentally sound and transparent
manner and to share the products with members, usually in the form of a “basket”
of fresh produce selected by the growers each week. (USSEN Brief on CSAs)
The CSA model not only creates the opportunity for local farmers and community members to
have a more direct relationship. It also requires a sense of mutual awareness and trust, as well as
requires both producers and consumers to share some of the risk associated with farming. If there
is a particularly bountiful crop during a season, everyone benefits, and if it is a bad season,
everyone shares the burden. Some CSAs offer or even require participation in the farming process.
CSAs in themselves are a diverse group. Some comprise of a single farm, whereas others involve
cooperatives of farms. Some CSAs are run by non-profits and others by private farms, and some
are located on private land while others are on community land trusts. Regardless of the diversity
of these forms of community-supported agriculture, the common factor is providing an alternative
to dominant corporate farming through options that prioritize both human relationships and the
support of local economies.
Community gardens also offer various benefits to a growing solidarity economy
movement. In a similar way, these projects provide an alternative to larger scale farming by
offering an opportunity for people to grow produce for their own needs but also for the potential
to sell or donate to other community members, as well. Community gardens offer a more direct
connection to local food systems, as well as contribute to the strengthening of community ties.
Like CSAs and other solidarity economy practices, the shape and form of community gardens can
differ according to various factors. Community gardens are started for a variety of reasons and
within diverse contexts. Some community gardens can be set up for strictly leisurely purposes and
can offer an opportunity for community members to take up gardening as a hobby. Whereas some
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community garden projects can be a part of efforts to “green” urban spaces, some community
garden projects are a part of larger efforts to respond to food insecurity in communities that are
facing challenges related to access to fresh and healthier food options. Other projects associated
with community gardening and other forms of urban agriculture, as well as CSAs, focus on
creating more sustainable local food systems and utilizing urban spaces in an effort to create these
systems in an otherwise industrial context.
Within this movement and efforts for food justice, there are a multitude of complexities
that must be acknowledged and addressed. In addition to a diversity among regional contexts,
whether urban or rural, there are significant differences among projects and how groups are
organizing around issues of food security and justice that are affected by other factors, such as
race, class, and gender. These factors can play a significant role in the makeup of these efforts and
should be used as lenses for examining how and why people are organizing in creating more
sustainable and food systems. Context is key. But in addition to how these factors play a role in
the context within which these efforts are taking place, another issue is worth examining. Visibility
within movements is important. For example, in her writing about her experiences traveling around
the U.S. to shed light on stories of farmers of color and their efforts for food sovereignty, Natasha
Bowens recollects her early participation in the food justice movement.40
I went to conferences, worked at farmers markets, volunteered at community
gardens and eventually left my job to move out to an organic farm. Even though
my grandmother would have slapped me for this kind of decision—you just don’t
leave a stable job in my family—I was passionate about making the move to
agriculture. I was right there alongside other “back-to-the-land” hipsters, but I
remember feeling out of place and a little irked, not only because I didn’t own a
bike or have a beard, but because I was often the only woman of color. The farmers
markets in D.C. were everywhere but in communities of color, as were the good
40

During her travels, Natasha Bowens visited the Southern New Mexico and El Paso region and
provides stories of farmers in the local region, including groups of people that are closely
connected to La Mujer Obrera.
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grocery stores for that matter. The urban farms and community gardens sprouting
up all over the place might have been in some Black and Latina neighborhoods, but
they weren’t necessarily run by the folks from the neighborhood or even accessible
to them. Any exceptions to that, I would find out, were just not getting the same
visibility. (Bowens, 2015: 2-3)
Bowens acknowledges issues of visibility and asks whether people of color are being excluded
from this contemporary food justice movement. Importantly, she also provides considerations of
factors that might affect participation in urban farming and other related efforts. She highlights the
historical legacies of race and farming, especially with regard to slavery and historical legacies of
agricultural labor, which provide a different perspective in contrast to a sort of romanticization of
“back-to-the-land” ideal. Notably, Bowens’ work also acknowledges a broader history that goes
beyond a history of slavery and sharecropping. Referencing the work of Monica White, author of
Sisters of the Soil, Bowens highlights the historical legacy of communities of color that includes
“legacies of innovative and cooperative agriculture, traditional food ways, family heritages and
powerful stories rooted in the land” (Bowens, 2015: 4).
In addition, food sovereignty is an important component of many agricultural-based
solidarity economy efforts. The notion of food sovereignty gets to the core of a vision for a more
people-centered economy by emphasizing a sense of autonomy, as well as an effort to move away
from practices that exploit both people and the environment. At the 2007 World Forum for Food
Sovereignty in Mali, more than 600 delegates from all over the world met and developed the
Principles of Food Sovereignty. The delegates outlined a policy framework calling for the
following: Food for People, Valuing Food Providers, Localizing Food Systems, Making Decisions
Locally, Building Knowledge and Skills, and Working with Nature (Berkfield and Berkfield, 2009:
251).
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Two examples of food sovereignty efforts provide definitions for the concept and reflect
international efforts. First, La Via Campesina, an “international movement which brings together
millions of peasants, small and medium-size farmers, landless people, women farmers, indigenous
people, migrants and agricultural workers from around the world,” (https://viacampesina.org/en/)
defines food sovereignty in their 1996 Statement on People’s Food Sovereignty:
the right of people’s [sic] to define their own food and agriculture; to protect and
regulate domestic agricultural production and trade in order to achieve sustainable
development objectives; to determine the extent to which they want to be selfreliant; to restrict the dumping of products in their markets; and to provide local
fisheries-based communities the priority in managing the use of and the rights to
aquatic resources. Food sovereignty does not negate trade, but rather, it promotes
the formulation of trade policies and practices that serve the rights of peoples to
safe, healthy and ecologically sustainable production. (Berkfield and Berkfield,
2009: 251)
This passage illustrates the importance of people having agency and an active role in creating a
sustainable food system at both local and global levels. Notably, this statement reflects an approach
that prioritizes people and planet, as well as communicates the importance of a sense of autonomy
in order to preserve cultural meanings and practices, in addition to ecological systems. As an
international movement of farmers’ organizations at both local and global levels, La Via
Campesina maintains a grassroots and decentralized approach to organizing across borders. The
decentralization of power comprises nine regions, and “the coordination among the regions is
taken up by the International Coordinating Committee which is composed of one woman and one
man for every region, elected by the member organizations in the respective regions” (La Via
Campensina Website). Women play a significant role in the movement. According to the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, women produce 70% of earth’s food
supply, and yet, they remain vulnerable and marginalized by neoliberal policies and persistent
patriarchal structures. La Via Campesina acknowledges the impact of gender disparity with regard
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to food security, and, in their efforts in both structure and advocacy, the movement defends gender
equality and women’s rights at all levels, as well as works to combat violence against women. As
an international movement, La Via Campesina participates in various actions and transnational
meetings, including the World Social Forum.
In the context of the U.S., another definition of food sovereignty is provided by the U.S.
Food Sovereignty Alliance:
the right of people’s [sic] to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced
through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to define their
own food and agriculture systems…puts the aspirations and needs of those who
produce, distribute and consume food at the heart of the food systems and policies
rather than the demands of markets and corporations (U.S. Food Sovereignty
Alliance Website)
Similar to that of La Via Campesina, this definition emphasizes principles about decision-making
power with regard to the production and distribution of food, as well as culturally relevant
foundations for the creation and maintenance of food systems. Importantly, the U.S. Food
Sovereignty Alliance also reflects a people- and environment-centered approach by prioritizing
people (“those who produce, distribute and consume food”) over the interests and demands of
corporations and markets. The alliance includes food producers, as well as a diverse group of
environmental, labor, food justice, and faith-based advocacy organizations. It is made up of three
work collectives that address: land and resource grabs, immigrant rights and trade, and defense of
mother earth (U.S. Food Sovereignty Alliance Website – Our Work).
These examples reflect only a fraction of global efforts in the support and promotion of
food sovereignty across the globe. Furthermore, there are other examples of how people are
collectively working together in the interest of creating more sustainable and people-centered food
systems. These efforts are occurring at both macro and micro levels of society and can be situated
within global social and solidarity economy efforts, which is discussed in the introductory
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solidarity economy chapter of the dissertation. It goes without saying that factors across differing
contexts affect both by whom and how these efforts are created and sustained. Efforts for building
more sustainable food systems can be reflective of local needs, as well as cultural influences.
The case of La Mujer Obrera can be situated within this discussion about food justice and
food sovereignty. In many ways, LMO is working to create a more just and accessible food and
economic system in South Central El Paso. Their efforts reflect local needs and cultural influences
in significant ways, and in many senses, the organization prioritizes a form of sovereignty in these
neighborhoods that prioritize the dignity and empowerment of community members and a deep
respect for the earth, even in an urban context.

Overview of Remaining Chapters
The second La Mujer Obrera chapter lays a foundation for the organization and subsequent
in-depth analysis presented in the third chapter. First, it offers an overview of the history of LMO
in order to provide a solid historical context, as well as to demonstrate how a community-based
organization can change over time while still maintaining a commitment to its original purpose
and vision. Despite changes and significant transitions made within the organization over the past
three decades, LMO has maintained a core vision of community empowerment and development
with a focus on building an infrastructure on their own terms and creating a new community that
is more people-centered and self-sustainable. Therefore, the second half of the chapter centers on
the organization’s current initiatives and goals for working towards that vision via a communitydeveloped economic plan, Plan Mayachen, and implementation of that plan in the form of various,
but closely connected, economic projects.
The third and last La Mujer Obrera chapter focuses on a specific, current project and offers
an opportunity to examine how LMO’s work fits into and contributes to a solidarity economy
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framework and U.S.-based movement. In this second half of the case study, I examine how LMO’s
community farm project (Tierra es Vida), a central part of the organization’s broader food justice
initiative, is representative of what I term solidarity economy-related praxis. With the emphasis
on learning by practice, this section draws heavily on data that I collected via ethnographic
methods, mainly in the form of participant observation as a regular volunteer at the urban farm.
The last section of this chapter presents a consideration of LMO as a de facto contributor to a U.S.based solidarity economy movement. It provides an analysis of LMO as a comprehensive and
multidimensional community organization with many parts that are closely linked to the core
solidarity economy principles. In addition, the chapter offers a working conceptualization of care
as it appears at the core of the organization’s efforts, as well as my own experiences working with
the organization. Finally, as a women-led organization focused on community empowerment and
development, LMO is proposed to be a significant example of efforts to create a sense of a
gendered economic citizenship in this border context.
Not even these three chapters could ever fully capture the entire story of La Mujer Obrera
or the breadth of the impact that the organization and the women have had and continue to have
on the local community. Nevertheless, the chapters tell part of this story with honesty and respect
in order to provide a reflection of LMO’s work and its significance in a broader solidarity economy
movement. This case study provides significant lessons for how people are working together to
build a more people-centered community and economic system…on their own terms.
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CHAPTER 5.THE FACTORIES LEFT, BUT THE WOMEN PERSISTED:
HISTORY OF LMO AND CONTEMPORARY VISIONS AND
INITIATIVES

The story of La Mujer Obrera reflects a history of resilience and innovation from a
grassroots base, led by women workers and Chicana activists. It is a story that illustrates the
significant ways that the women organized together and advocated for each other within economic
and industrial systems that otherwise rendered them invisible and expendable. The story of La
Mujer Obrera begins in the early 1980s and continues today. For three decades the women have
persisted and adapted to a changing economy and changing needs of the community. While the
full history of the organization cannot be fully captured in one chapter, it is vital to present a
historical background about its beginnings, as well as a more contemporary overview of their
projects.
La Mujer Obrera is a significant model for a comprehensive approach to community
development and empowerment that prioritizes both the needs and the often unacknowledged
power and wisdom of working class Mexican women. This case study also serves as a useful
example for how communities are organizing together to create alternative and sustainable
economic and food systems on their own terms. By connecting these practices, as well as the
ideologies that guide them, it is possible to make correlations with a broader U.S.-based solidarity
economy movement. But first, we must consider context and the foundation on which La Mujer
Obrera is grounded.
This chapter begins with a brief review of the contexts out of which the organization was
founded, specifically within a climate of labor abuses in the El Paso garment industry and
subsequent grassroots responses, in the form of strikes and direct action. It continues with a
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discussion about the formation of La Mujer Obrera in the early 1980s and the various struggles
that the women faced as they fought for the rights of women garment factory workers during a
time of major economic change—specifically the implementation of neoliberal policies that would
alter El Paso’s border economy and labor force in detrimental ways. This section outlines the early
job creation programs that LMO provided when federal programs left the workers with close to no
skills training or job placement options. The third section provides an extensive overview of
LMO’s contemporary vision, goals, and initiatives. This includes the momentous transition that
the organization made in the later 1990s and early 2000s to build a more self-sustaining economic
system in the barrio. Through multiple social enterprises and a comprehensive community-based
economic plan, the organization has been working towards this vision of a new system and new
economy in South Central El Paso, while adapting to changes and responding to community needs.
This chapter includes excerpts from the three semi-structured interviews that were conducted early
in the fieldwork process, as well as photographic illustrations of LMO’s spaces. It also comments
on the core ideologies that guide LMO’s practice, such as an emphasis on critical thinking and
reflection and a commitment to praxis in all dimensions of the organization. The chapter ends with
commentary on the lasting significance of LMO in El Paso.

Origins in Labor Struggles in the El Paso Garment Industry
As an earlier chapter discussed, El Paso witnessed one of its greatest periods of economic
growth between 1880 and 1920. With the arrival of the railroad in 1881 and its growing
significance as a strategic crossroads for both North-South and East-West patterns of commerce,
the city’s economy was stimulated by increasing industrialization. By 1900, the El Paso region
played a significant role for mining industries. A crucial point to make about this history is that
this economic boom and early era of entrepreneurship and industrialization was largely possible
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because of the availability of a Mexican labor force. Low cost labor was a key attraction for
employers, and Mexican immigrants filled the key labor need of unskilled workers. Occupational
and wage discrimination contributed to significant differences between the lives of Mexican and
American workers. Mario Garcia elaborates, “Based on the region’s underdeveloped economy,
which limited job advancements for workers, a class society functioned with distinct racial
stratifications: Mexicans primarily as blue-collar workers along with a minority of American
craftsmen and Americans mostly as white-collar employees, businessmen, managers, and
professionals” (Garcia, 1981: 85). Disparities among wages for the same positions were common
in various industries during the early 1900s. For example, in the late 1920s, an economist
discovered that, in El Paso, Mexican carpenters were earning $3.50 to $4.50 a day in comparison
with American carpenters, who were making $8 a day (Garcia, 1981: 88). While El Paso industries
were developing and increasing in profits, Mexicans were earning low and unequal wages and
were negatively impacted by restricted mobility.
While the types of jobs available to them were limited during these early years, women
made up a substantial segment of El Paso’s Mexican working class and were also affected by
similar inequities. Besides working as servants in American middle-class homes, Mexican women
found other employment opportunities in other industries. Many worked as washerwomen in the
various laundries in the city, as well as washed clothes in their own homes. Mexican women made
up a large part of the labor force in the laundries.
In 1917 the largest in the city, the El Paso Laundry, employed 134 Spanishsurnamed workers out of a total of 166, and Mexican women, mostly doing collar
and flatwork, comprised what appears to have been more than half the Mexican
employees. That same year the Elite Laundry had 76 Spanish-surnamed female
workers out of a total of 128. Another of the larger laundries, the Acme, employed
75 Spanish-surnamed females out of 121 employees in 1917. The same pattern
prevailed in the smaller laundries. (Garcia, 1981: 77)
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In addition to these types of service jobs, Mexican women also worked as production workers. El
Paso’s early garment factories were one of the larger employers for these types of jobs. Wage
discrimination occurred in these industries, as well, and like many other Mexican laborers, the
women were not earning a living wage, in contrast to their American counterparts.
After World War II., American textile manufacturers started abandoning their traditional
manufacturing centers in the Northeast and the Midwest and began to expand to the labor market
of the Southwest region. These manufacturers sought to take advantage of non-unionized regions,
like the Southwest, as well as the large pool of cheap Mexican labor. Throughout the 1960s and
1970s, the El Paso garment industry grew significantly and inhabited working-class and
traditionally Mexican American South El Paso. After New York and Los Angeles, El Paso became
the third largest garment manufacturing center and the largest jeans producing center in the nation.
One time known as the “jeans capital of the world,” mostly during the 1970s and 1980s, El Paso
provided an immigrant labor force that manufacturers saw as expendable. With limited avenues
for education, job security, and mechanisms in place to defend against labor abuse, Mexican and
Mexican American labor, especially women, provided an enticing pool for this industry. Much
like early labor concerns at the beginning of the twentieth century, the 1960s on still featured wage
discrimination and theft, as well as other limitations on workers’ rights. It is useful to mention one
moment in labor history in the city with regard to the garment industry and as a precursor to the
establishment of La Mujer Obrera.
The Farah strike, which took place between 1972 and 1974, is a seminal case of labor
abuses and workers’ resistance.41 Farah Inc. was a locally founded and publicly traded textile
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For more information, see: Coyle, et al., 2010; Crow, 1974; Honig, 1996; Meier, 2003; Ruiz,
20061b and 2008;
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corporation, as well as the largest U.S. manufacturer of men’s and boy’s pants. It was the second
largest employer in El Paso. Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, employees at the Farah plants
endured various forms of labor abuses. Women employees were particularly vulnerable to these
abuses. Many dealt with problems similar to those that the men faced, such as unrealistic daily
quotas, dismissals with no rationale, and a lack of retirement benefits. But other abuses were
clearly gendered in nature, such as sexual harassment by male managerial staff and unpaid sick
and maternity leave, which led to unjustified job termination. There are also accounts that women
workers were pressured to take birth control, which was a way to avoid pregnancies and subsequent
absences.
In the late 1960s, employees began their attempts to unionize in the local Farah plants. The
Chief Executive of the company, William “Willie” Farah, was known to be adamantly anti-union.
But in 1969, men who worked in the cutting room voted to affiliate with the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers Union (ACWU), and organizing spread to the rest of the company’s five plants
in El Paso. Collective action took place in Farah plants in other parts of the state. In response to
workers at the San Antonio plant joining a union-sponsored march in El Paso, which led to massive
layoffs, a major walkout took place in El Paso in May of 1972. The strike soon became an unfairlabor-practice strike, and one month later, the national boycott of Farah products began. The
boycott received support on a national scale, including the AFL-CIO, as well as local support,
which also included the Catholic Church in El Paso. During the strike, workers became more
politicized and acquired various skills in the process, such as public speaking and community
organizing skills.
The strike and boycott lasted until March of 1974 when the workers won union
representation. Amidst numerous forms of attacks from Farah Inc., including company spies
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attempting to break the strike and court orders stating that strikers were required to stand fifty feet
apart when picketing outside the plants, as well as questionable local media coverage that often
omitted details about the labor abuses, the strike and the national boycott led to a victory for
unionization. Farah Inc. was forced to recognize the ACWU in February 1974. Furthermore, the
National Labor Relations Board concluded that Farah Inc. had violated the workers’ rights.
Unfortunately, while this appeared to be a major victory, the outcome was less than perfect. The
national boycott was called off by the ACWU before all of the workers’ demands were met, and
what followed was the acceptance of a contract that left little representation for the workers.
National recession and company setbacks with production and marketing created significant
financial strain for Farah. This eventually led to massive layoffs, high turnover, and plant closures,
which created an environment that limited the growth of strong union efforts.
The contract that resulted from the strike was a significant blow to the Farah workers, but
it was an even more significant affront to the women workers who were left with very little
representation. Women had played an important role in the strike, even creating their own group
called Unida Para Siempre (Unity Forever). Notably, women made up 85% of Farah Inc.’s 9,5000
workers, and most of these women were of Mexican origin. Women played a major role in the
collective action that embodied the strike, such as picketing the local plants but also picketing in
other parts of the city, including stores that sold Farah products. Women, in fact, led the call for
the national boycott. Yet, the women who did so much to contribute to the struggle were left with
very little. Nevertheless, the women of the Farah strike benefited from the experience in invaluable
ways. Many were politicized during the strike and gained confidence in taking matters into their
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own hands, especially with regard to their own rights as workers, as well as Mexican and Mexican
American women in a society, which had largely devalued them historically.42
These circumstances that women workers were facing at this time could be viewed as what
social movement theorists have identified as opportunity structures. The concept of the political
opportunity structure is a major component in the sociological study of social movements. The
contexts within which people live greatly influence whether they participate in collective action.
Sociopolitical structures also influence when, where, and how social movement organizations
grow and develop. Structural forces can either restrain or empower actors. The political
opportunity structure (POS) perspective—defined largely within the political process model—was
developed in response to theories that were perceived as inadequate for explaining aspects of social
movements and mobilization. In his 1998 book Power in Movement: Social Movements and
Contentious Politics, Sidney Tarrow provides a useful point of departure for examining this
concept. He defines political opportunities as: “consistent—but not necessarily formal, permanent,
or national—dimensions of the political struggle that encourage people to engage in contentious
politics” (Tarrow, 1998: 19-20). What is more, Tarrow describes the significance of this concept
and the role of the perspective in studying protest and social movement emergence. He states the
following:
There is no simple formula for predicting when contentious politics will emerge,
both because the specification of these variables varies in different historical and
42

An important issue to mention is that any historical example of labor struggle or any segment of
broader social movements are more complex than they seem on the surface. While the Farah case
involved the politicization of many women who were strikers, there are other women who were
content with their jobs at the plant. Executive director of LMO, Lorena Andrade, has shared with
me that some of the women who remain important figures in the organization were these women.
Ms. Andrade shared with me that these women were called “happies” during this period of time.
It would be a mistake to downplay a sense of agency or other forms of politicization these women
had in their own experiences, as well.
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political circumstances, and because different factors may vary in opposing
directions. As a result, the term “political opportunity structures” should not be
understood as an invariant model inevitably producing social movements, but as a
set of clues for when contentious politics will emerge, setting in motion a chain of
causation that may ultimately lead to sustained interaction with authorities and
thence to social movements. (Tarrow, 1998: 20)
The context of labor abuses within the garment factory plants can be perceived as opportunity
structures out of which collective action occurred—the strike and subsequent national boycott.
Additionally, out of this moment of collective action, subsequent collective organizing took place.
Out of the strike and empowering experiences, as well as the disappointment of the outcome,
women clearly perceived an opportunity to continue the fight and establish a community-based
institution that would serve as an advocate for women workers, whom they perceived as an ignored
demographic within the local labor justice efforts. Importantly, some of the women who were
involved with the Farah strike would later go on to form La Mujer Obrera.

The Fight for Women Workers: La Mujer Obrera in the 1980s and 1990s
La Mujer Obrera was established in 1981 by garment factory workers and Chicana activists
as a grassroots women-led community organization that would work in the interest of women
workers by addressing grievances, as well as providing a support system for a female constituency.
In their earlier years and through a process of dialogue, the organization worked to develop
organizing strategies based on the following basic human rights: employment, housing, education,
nutrition, health, peace, and political liberty (www.mujerobrera.org). Like other non-profit
organizations operating in an area with little resources, LMO turned to private foundations and
churches for funding. As they acquired outside funding, the organization hired staff and started to
build a foundation for their work. The women of LMO spent the first decade of the organization
focusing on popular education programming. From the start, LMO emphasized the significance
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and utility of critical thinking skills that were based on the workers’ needs. Public historian Joel
Zapata notes that educational programming focused on teaching leadership and organizational
skills, “such as Spanish-English translation and grant writing in order to move women towards
mental and economic independence” (Zapata, 2014: 46). The organization also provided a diverse
array of services to residents of South El Paso, such as notary and immigration law services. In
addition, LMO provided other services to address needs in the community, such as free health
screenings and literacy and English classes to women workers, while also addressing other
community concerns, such as homelessness, dangerous workplace conditions, and threats of
deportation (Zapata, 2014: 46).

Figure 22: The first LMO building at 3132 Frutas Avenue. At the time the
organization was working under the name El Centro del Obrero Fronterizo
(Border Workers Center). (Photo courtesy of La Mujer Obrera Archives)
Throughout this first decade and through the 1990s, LMO continued to respond to labor
abuses that were not dissimilar to the conditions in the Farah plants. By the 1980s, the garment
industry was being affected more and more by an increasingly global economy, and some
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manufacturers began to move their operations across the border to Ciudad Juárez in search for
cheaper labor. Still, the garment factories continued to be a site of struggle for the rights of the
women workers. In his research on LMO and Mexican American women’s organizing efforts,
Benjamin Marquez describes the first decade of LMO’s organizing as consisting of “a struggle
against sexism and racism” but “also a time when economic processes emerged as the central
barrier for their organizing efforts” (Marquez, 1995: 70). He cites the perceived subordinate social
status of Mexican American women as a factor that limited employment opportunities and also
states that “the decline of the garment industry dramatically [weakened] their ability to resist
exploitation in an enterprise where increases in productivity [were] attained through quotas and
work speed-ups” (Marquez, 1995: 70). The workers’ need for employment and the companies’
drive to increase productivity created a segment of working environments rife with abusive
practices. Female workers encountered racial slurs from management, as well as personal insults
and unjustified dismissals, in order to increase productivity. Furthermore, LMO alleged that some
women suffered from kidney problems due to restroom use restrictions. The organization “also
documented instances where women [had] given birth in sweatshops, endured exposure to toxic
chemicals, or passed out from heat exposure while on the job” (Marquez, 1995: 71).
Moreover, LMO was a women workers’ organization that also had to contend with a
discriminatory labor movement. As Mexican and Mexican American women, LMO organizers
had to maneuver among an environment of sexism in male-dominated unions in the garment
industry. Established unions were of little to no help during these years, as well. Marquez
elaborates, “Established unions like the International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU)
[had] made little effort to organize small shops in the Southwest where Latina workers [were]
concentrated—an estimated 60% to 80% of all garment workers in some areas of the Southwest”
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(Marquez, 1995: 69). These experiences contributed to the organization’s realization that various
factors made it necessary for women, and Mexican and Mexican American women in particular,
to forge their own path and create their own infrastructure. Despite the continued challenges, LMO
persevered and became a solid community institution that women workers and community
members could rely on. This reliance on LMO, however, was not a one dimensional dependency
from a victimized group without agency. Lorena Andrade, the current executive director of LMO,
describes this time period of the organization. While, she did not begin organizing with LMO until
the late 1990s, her knowledge of the original purposes and practices of the organization is clear in
her description.
During the sweatshops was, I think, was a good year, I mean, a good time, and like,
a good step, I mean, in our organization. Because, for example, when the women
say, “We’re not getting paid,” they’re like, “come and help us.” And so that we
would…La Mujer Obrera would go and help them fight the boss, or say, maybe we
should do this, maybe we should do that. And it’s all discussion, obviously, right?
But then, after a while, was like, “We already got…we already shut down the
factory. Come and back us up.” So there was a switch in that knowing that there’s
a women’s organization that is gonna respondar, like back up your work, I guess,
you know? So there’s a [big] shift there. Instead of “I’m the victim, come and help
me” to “we already took over the factory…now we’re gonna call you,” you know,
after they had already taken action. (L. Andrade, personal communication, October
10, 2012)
As Andrade emphasizes, the garment factory workers could take action with confidence that there
would be support from LMO afterward. The women knew that they could take on the bosses
because there was an entity that existed specifically for women workers.
The 1980s continued to pose challenges to garment factory workers. LMO persisted in their
efforts to fight for rights alongside the women workers, often in the form of direct action, such as
protests, marches, and hunger strikes. When Mexico entered into the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT) in 1986, more plant closures followed, and El Paso’s unemployment rates were
in the double digits. Additionally, during the late 1980s, wage theft became a central concern.
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Some of the garment factory subcontractors asked employees to work without pay, and in some
instances, this would occur for weeks at a time. Following this, employers would then declare
bankruptcy, close down, and then open another factory under a different name. As a result of the
workers’ and LMO’s tireless efforts, as well as the women’s utilization of direct action methods,
including chaining themselves to sewing machines, legislation was eventually passed in 1990 that
made the nonpayment of wages a felony. This was a significant victory for the organization.
The 1990s would pose similar, as well as new, challenges for the garment workers and
LMO. In 1994, another major economic blow occurred that would be a crucial moment in the
organizing efforts and eventual transition period for the organization. The implementation of the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) had a devastating effect on the garment factory
industry, especially the workers, as well as El Paso’s economy. Only three years after NAFTA
went into effect, the city had the distinction of being the top American city in the number of
NAFTA displaced workers. By 1997, LMO estimated that approximately 6,000 jobs were lost. By
1998, the Labor Department would put that number at 10,000, at least. Eventually, statistics would
show that El Paso lost over 35,000 jobs due to the impact of NAFTA on the border. In response,
LMO would continue to take to the streets to protest the trade agreement, and the women knew
early on that there would be devastating repercussions, whereas both U.S. and Mexican officials
appeared to have a lack of serious concern. In August of 1994, a Texas Special House Select
Committee on NAFTA and GATT met during a day-long public hearing at the El Paso County
courthouse to review the effects of NAFTA in El Paso during the agreement’s first six months. A
group of seventeen LMO representatives protested in front of the courthouse drawing attention to
the negative effects already occurring from the agreement’s implementation. These were the
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insights of women who were working in the factories themselves and were seeing the impact
firsthand, as sewing plants were closing.

Figure 23: Clipping from the August 24, 1994 issue of the El Paso
Herald Post depicting LMO members protesting outside of the
county courthouse and the article heading.

In a report published in the El Paso Herald Post, LMO’s coordinator, Maria del Carmen
Rodriguez, states: “There are benefits from NAFTA but not real ones for workers. Businesses must
invest in our community. If workers don’t have stable jobs, it affects the entire community of the
city” (Lozano, 1994: B3). In contrast, Don Shapiro, president of Action West, a company that
made women’s and girls’ jeans, is quoted as saying that it was still too early to know about the
effects of the agreement but that he predicted that there would be an increase in business for the
garment industry because of NAFTA. Shapiro’s assumptions would prove to be wrong.
By the late 1990s, the garment industry would diminish significantly. Throughout the
decade, LMO would be at the forefront criticizing NAFTA, drawing attention to the devastations
it was having on workers and local communities, and demanding accountability from local
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officials. They appeared at city council meetings and other city meetings, but when the
organization felt that their concerns were falling on deaf ears, they took to the streets in protest
and engaged in more direct action tactics. For example, on March 20 of 1996, approximately thirty
members demonstrated and blocked semi-trucks at the Zaragoza International Bridge to protest
the remarks made by the city council Eastside representative, Dusty Rhodes (Flynn, 1996: B1). At
a city council meeting that took place earlier in the month, Rhodes had chided a male factory
worker for not speaking English during the meeting. For LMO and supporters, this was one of
many examples of what they perceived to be a constant disrespect and disregard for Mexican
workers. Additionally, in many other instances, LMO vehemently criticized the lack of retraining
and programs for workers who were losing their jobs as more and more factories were moving to
Mexico where they could pay Mexican workers even less.
One of the biggest criticisms that LMO had during this time period was the failed promises
of the NAFTA Trade Adjustment Assistance Program. The program was meant to provide
retraining and other benefits for displaced workers. But according the LMO, the program never
provided the breadth of assistance that it promised. Not all companies that applied for assistance
were approved, and according to LMO organizers, several workers were unaware it was even an
option. Since many workers in the garment industry only spoke Spanish, and since sweatshop
workers likely would not have been told, information was not reaching the population that needed
the assistance the most. A major reason for these shortcomings was that the assistance program
was modeled for Rust Belt states, which did not take into account important regional and cultural
factors for the border region. The program did not consider language as a factor or the educational
patterns of the region. Furthermore, the Texas Workforce Commission, the entity that administered
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the federal program, did not provide any form of bilingual job training. Paired with a long waiting
list, the program was destined to fail in El Paso.
With the bulk of the garment industry moving factories to Mexico and leaving the workers
who remained with no safety nets or infrastructure, it became more clear once again that LMO
would have to work to build their own infrastructure. The 1990s also saw a major transition for
the organization. It was during this decade that LMO began to move towards the strategy of selfsustaining development and a multidimensional economic project in the interest of building a more
sustainable and people-centered community in South El Paso. In 1997, LMO founded El Puente
(The Bridge) Community Development Corporation, “a sister organization meant to retrain
workers for a globalized economy” with the following goals: “generate economic opportunity,
strengthen community members’ skills and knowledge, and promote community development”
(Zapata, 2013). A core purpose of El Puente was to generate economic sustainability and autonomy
for women workers while not compromising Chicana and Mexican cultures. Another core
component of El Puente was job creation through small business support and the development of
social enterprises. LMO’s programming also included various forms of education programs that
included both basic skills training, such as literacy programs, and later technological and
entrepreneurial training that helped women create their own jobs and promoted economic
independence. El Puente, in partnership with LMO, began laying a groundwork that did more than
any federal assistance program could, because the organizations knew the communities they were
working with, were aware of the specific needs of the women workers, and promoted rather than
ignored the cultural values and practices of the community.
It is crucial to note that this shift did not arise out of thin air. The idea of community
development and empowerment via an organization that prioritized the experiences and local
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knowledge of women workers was always a part of LMO’s core vision in some form. The women
of LMO were not protesting for the sake of protesting. Rather, the organization always had longterm plans, and many of the women were well aware that direct action was not the be all and end
all. Current executive director, Andrade, elaborates:
We always knew that we needed a new community. And what is that community
gonna look like? And what do we need to do in order to construct that new
community? …We need our centers in order to be able to have a practice. So, at the
same time that we’re fighting the boss or people were being laid off, we were
already talking about…we need a mercado…or we need a community and a better
education, better housing, and better this. So, it was always like…we’re battling
out in the street but at the same time, we would, in our meetings, we would be
planning what we wanted our future to look like. Cuz we’ve always known that the
factories were leaving. (L. Andrade, personal communication, October 10, 2012)

“We’re building a road”: LMO’s Contemporary Vision, Goals, and Initiatives
With the creation of El Puente in 1997, La Mujer Obrera made a momentous transition
from advocating for workers in the garment factories but remained committed, at the core, as a
women-led organization in the interest of the local community. Circumstances that arose from the
diminished garment industry in El Paso continued to shape the ways in which the organization
would respond to the needs of the workers and their community. The early 2000’s would prove to
be critical in the development of this new focus and in the organization’s commitment to building
a more self-sustaining economic system in the barrio. This transition did not mean that LMO was
leaving behind a commitment to the fight for workers’ rights, however. LMO has always and will
always be a women workers’ organization. Some of the women who worked in the garment
factories are still essential supporters, staff, and leaders in the organization, and the history out of
which the organization grew continues to play an important role in how the women ground their
vision and efforts for building a new and more sustainable community in South El Paso.
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As a sister organization to La Mujer Obrera, El Puente started with a focus on
neighborhood revitalization. This included developing adequate housing in the Chamizal area,
which was one of the basic human rights that were identified at the organization’s inception. As
early as El Puente’s first years, there was also a commitment to community health initiatives, as
well as cultural arts programming, which were both areas that the organization regarded as vital to
community building and empowerment. During these early years, El Puente partnered with LMO
to revitalize decaying buildings in South El Paso and turn the buildings into spaces for job training
and employment opportunities for women, especially for the workers who had lost their jobs when
the garment factories moved across the border. As a result, LMO established a restaurant, Café
Mayapan, a daycare, Rayito del Sol, and an affordable housing complex, Uxmal Apartments.
Both Café Mayapan and Rayito del Sol were established as social enterprises. The Social
Enterprise Alliance defines social enterprises as “organization[s] or initiative[s] that [marry] the
social mission of a non-profit or government program with the market-driven approach of a
business” (https://socialenterprise.us/about/social-enterprise/). Thus, one of the core purposes of
LMO’s early efforts, through El Puente, was to address social needs of unemployment and
economic inequalities by establishing self-sustaining enterprises that maintained a commitment to
social uplift. LMO was not merely working to address the symptoms of economic crisis but rather
address the core problem—a broken economic system in the form of industry that left no
infrastructure for the workers that made it possible. What is more, LMO has never tried to be a
charity organization. The goal has always been to work to create an infrastructure for the
community and to lay a groundwork. This included providing women job opportunities, education
and skills training, and support to encourage entrepreneurship in the community.
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Rayito del Sol was established in 2000 and provided affordable childcare for low-income
families. The daycare remains one of LMO’s brightest spots. The organization describes it in the
following manner: “In addition to providing quality care and education, the daycare also serves as
a training facility for neighborhood women seeking childcare experience and aspiring business
owners with plans of developing home-based childcare centers” (www.mujerobrera.org). Having
been in operation for over fifteen years, for many parents, Rayito offers something familiar and
something they can count on. The daycare emphasizes both bilingual and bicultural education, and
the comprehensiveness of what the children are learning is apparent. In my interview with Mariana,
former LMO staff member, she describes the impact and relevance of the daycare:
The parents who have their kids at Rayito are just so…they cannot say enough good
things about it, you know. The kids are learning three languages, you know. They’re
learning Nahuatl. They’re learning Spanish. They’re learning English. They’re
learning to be citizens, literally, of the world. And, you know, they’re learning
about healthy food and planting food…and dancing and times tables, you know
what I mean? And it’s affordable, you know, it’s something where they wanted to
make it accessible to anybody who needs childcare. (“Mariana,” personal
communication, November 9, 2012)
The daycare promotes cultural heritage and provides a space for children from all backgrounds to
learn about Mexican histories, including indigenous histories. The incorporation of languages like
Nahuatl exemplify this focus. While the details of these dimensions of the organization will be
discussed later, it is also worth noting that Rayito is also a part of LMO’s community health and
food justice efforts. As mentioned in the interview excerpt above, the children learn about eating
healthy food and learn about growing food naturally. On a weekly basis, the children go on field
trips to LMO’s community farm where they learn how to plant seeds and take care of the plants.
There is a hands-on approach to teaching the children about respecting and caring for nature, and
at the very basic level, they are encouraged to play outside and explore their surroundings.
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Another central enterprise to LMO’s operations and goals is Café Mayapan. Established in
2001, Café Mayapan has become a meaningful space in the community. The café is housed in a
renovated warehouse at 2000 Texas Ave., down the street from Rayito, in the heart of the former
garment district. It was established not only to employ displaced workers (both women and men)
but also to serve as an incubator to assist the workers with creating and launching their own
businesses. In a January 2001 El Paso Times article, the executive director of El Puente and one
of the main actors behind the development of LMO’s economic initiatives, Cindy Arnold,
describes this effort, “We’re trying to figure out how to get displaced workers back in the economy,
and we think we’re demonstrating how to do it” (Kolenc, 2001: 1B). Arnold later notes that forty
jobs had already been created through the café, the daycare, and other LMO programs. “We know
compared to 25,000 (displaced workers), it’s a drop in the bucket, but we’ll help build a career
path” (Kolenc, 2001: 1B). At the time of the café’s opening, the building, named El Centro de
Desarrollo (Development Center), housed LMO’s English classes, other education and training
programs, a technology center, and a community enterprise center to support small business
startups.
Café Mayapan and Rayito del Sol were just the beginning. During the early 2000s, LMO
and El Puente were also in the process of developing a comprehensive economic development
plan. In 2006, they revealed the details of Plan Mayachen, “a community-led economic
development plan designed by border women workers” (“Plan Mayachen: Oasis in the Desert”).
According to an outline provided on a past LMO Wordpress blog:
Plan Mayachén is a development plan rooted in building on the traditional assets of
the women, their families and the community (their cultural heritage, work ethic,
work experience and strong sense of family) to create sustainable economies and
communities. Plan Mayachén integrates the strengths and assets of the women
workers and the community to build a bottoms up development plan for the low-
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income rural colonias and urban barrios of El Paso County and Southern New
Mexico. (“Plan Mayachen: Oasis in the Desert”)
The plan drew from historical roots by modeling itself after ancestral forms of commercial and
cultural exchange among indigenous communities in the region. As a response to the growing
demand for products, services, and entertainment rooted in Mexican heritage, Plan Mayachen was
designed to serve as a pilot venture to explore ways to build on these demands in a way that does
not exploit cultural heritage or perpetuate stereotypes. Instead of contributing to the stereotyping
of Mexicans, Plan Mayachen emphasized utilizing an emerging “Mexican Cultural Heritage
Industry” as a way to underscore aspects of the economic plan.
In the broader plan for community and economic development, Plan Mayachen focused on
three major areas. The following outlines these areas and the projects that would serve as the core
vehicles for each goal or vision:
1. Development Infrastructure
a. Community Development Patient Capital Fund (access to capital)
b. Center for Bilingual Development and Social Enterprise (adult educational and
workforce development)
c. Multi media Training and Development Center (access to technology)
d. Pre-Development Funds for Next Stages of Plan Mayachén projects
2. Stepping Stones to Plaza Mayachén
a. Rayito del Sol Charter School (infant through high school education)
b. Milpa Mayapan (Urban Agriculture demonstration farm—healthy local food economy)
c. Farmers Market and Mobile Community Market stands (urban/rural interconnections)
d. Eating Healthy, Estilo Mexicano Tradicional (nutrition education and food economy)
e. Lum Metik Trading Company E-commerce center (international importing, shipping
and distribution facility in collaboration with women, businesses and communities in
Mexico)
f. Mercado Gardens (commercial/office units combined with affordable housing and
green space)
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3. Plaza Mayachén: a motor for community economic development
In a six block area central to the Chamizal neighborhood, the border and Downtown
El Paso, visitors and residents will enjoy shopping and a wide variety of seasonal
activities and events at Plaza Mayachén: restaurants and cafes; shops with quality
merchandise from Mexico, local artists, and crafts people; a farmers’ market;
bilingual exhibits, concerts, films and other recreational events; cultural
celebrations; education and training activities; opportunities for applied research on
Mexican heritage and the United States-Mexico border region. (“Plan Mayachen:
Oasis in the Desert”)
While this economic development plan seems ambitious, it continues to be the blueprint for LMO’s
work. Throughout the years, the organization has built on this initial plan and reassessed various
factors depending on the current circumstances, such as funding, arising community needs, new
forms of economic development that are relevant to the organization’s vision, and an increasing
focus on food justice.
As evidenced in the “Stepping Stones to Plaza Mayachen” focus area, the Lum Metik
Trading Co. also grew out of LMO’s economic development plan. It continues to be one of LMO’s
core social enterprises. Lum Metik Trading Co. was founded in November of 2006 as a subsidiary
of Centro Mayapan, the social purposes business corporation of El Puente Community
Development Corporation. The name of the fair trade company means “Mother Earth” or “mother
of the People” in Tzotzil, a Mayan dialect. In a sense, Lum Metik represents a newer concept in
fair trade, because it is committed to honoring and being accountable to the environment and the
communities of women artisans that create the products it sells, including community-based
cooperatives in Mexico and domestic and international social organizations. Adhering to principles
of fair trade, this project engages in solidarity economy-like practices not only at a local level but
also at a transnational level and still focuses on women as the primary group of interest. This
broadens the struggle for economic justice and human dignity beyond national borders.
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Figure 24: Mercado Mayapan (Photo taken by author, 2012)
In 2009, Mercado Mayapan opened at 2101 Myrtle Ave., only a few blocks from Café
Mayapan, and is viewed as one of the organization’s flagship community-based business hubs. In
a sense, Mercado Mayapan took what was already started at the Texas Ave. building and made it
bigger. This 40,000-square root space enabled LMO to expand in various ways. A renovated
sewing factory, Mercado Mayapan is an important example of women workers reclaiming a space
that was once a symbol of exploitation of labor and turning into a space for job creation and
community-based economic development. The mercado was billed as “a festival marketplace and
social enterprise innovation center” (Kolenc, 2008). In its early years, Mercado Mayapan featured
a food court area, a meat market, a bakery, a tortilleria, a farmers market, and an area for vendor
and artisan booths. Later, the space would house a media center for the local community, as well
as a museum (Museo Mayachen) that highlighted the history of LMO and the garment industry,
as well as the history of bracero workers and the Chicano movement in El Paso. Joel Zapata
describes the significance of the Mercado:
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In effect, Mercado Mayapan provided South Central El Paso, and the community’s
women workers, with a safe space where it could practice its Chicano and Mexican
culture. The market was a space where local small venders, such as women workers
who launched their own small enterprises, could sell their goods. Moreover,
Mercado Mayapan’s Chicana Media Center provided the surrounding community
with technology access and was a space for afterschool education as well as adult
entrepreneurial education. (Zapata, 2014: 48)
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Figure 25: Signage directing patrons to various areas of Mercado Mayapan –
(Photo taken by author, 2012)
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Figure 26: Food court area from entrance of Mercado Mayapan. (Photo
taken by author, 2012)

Figure 27: Farmers market at Mercado Mayapan. (Photo taken by author,
2012)
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Figure 28: Banner on a wall in Mercado Mayapan (Photo taken by
author, 2012)
In the fall of 2012, Mercado Mayapan closed its door due to financial challenges. While
this particular space did not continue operating, the decisions that LMO made in order to close the
Mercado were strategic. In 2013, the organization relocated its operations back to the original
Texas Ave. space. Café Mayapan reopened and continues to operate today as a popular restaurant
where community regulars and first-time visitors can enjoy healthy Mexican food. The Texas Ave.
building also continues to be the home base for LMO’s administrative operations, as well as a
space for a smaller version of Museo Mayachen that continues to highlight the organization’s
history and new exhibits. A smaller media area includes computers and other technology for
community members, as well. Additionally, Lum Metik has a storefront in the building where it
continues to sell products made by the various women’s cooperatives in Mexico. Café Mayapan
and the building continue to host community meetings and workshops, as well as cultural events.
Furthermore, LMO rents out the space for meetings for other local organizations, as well as other
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events. Café Mayapan continues to be an invaluable community space for cultural expression, as
well as community organizing.

Figure 29: Exterior of Café Mayapan (Photo taken by author, 2017)

Figure 30: Main entrance of Café Mayapan. (Photo taken by author, 2017)
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Figure 31: Interior of Café Mayapan (Photo taken by author, 2017)
In addition to maintaining and building their social enterprises, as well as expanding their
economic projects in South El Paso, LMO also continued their commitment to economic justice
in other ways. In November of 2010, women of LMO, including many of the original displaced
workers, traveled to Washington D.C. and demonstrated outside the White House. Specifically,
the women initiated a hunger strike in order to draw attention to the poverty and related economic
issues on the U.S.-Mexico, especially the impact of NAFTA and other neoliberal policies on
Mexican women workers. In addition to drawing attention to these issues, LMO, in true form and
commitment to providing concrete models for economic development, also proposed a solution.
The organization and its supporters demanded that the federal government address the
economic conditions on the border and create community-led development commission for the
Southwest border region. The women provided a model for such a commission, which was the
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) that was created in 1965. The ARC comprises a
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partnership among federal, state, and local government entities working towards sustainability and
economic development in the Appalachia region. It consists of governors from thirteen
Appalachian states in coordination with local participation from each state. Rubi Orozco Santos
was at the demonstration in D.C. and provided nutritional and medical care to the strikers. She is
quoted in an article from the In These Times online blog as describing the need for a similar
commission to the ARC: “We have a large concentrated poverty region covering different states
along a 2,000-mile border. We need an interagency of several states to bring these communities a
better quality of life and not impose outside development” (Arrieta, 2010). In the interview
conducted for this project, Orozco Santos described her experiences as “powerful” and “surreal.”
She witnessed the strength and passion of the women, many of whom were mothers and
grandmothers, as they sacrificed their own comfort and health to draw attention to the economic
injustices on the border. Lorena Andrade was also in D.C. and participated in the hunger strike
herself. Former LMO staff member, Mariana, was also present at the hunger strike, and this is
where she first learned about the work of LMO. She was working with the Proposition One
committee, which is a grassroots campaign focusing on global nuclear disarmament and economic
conversion. It was during this time that she was inspired by LMO and made the decision to return
to the birthplace of her grandmother, a woman who had a profound impact on her life and
commitment to environmental justice. Mariana described feeling “torn” when LMO left D.C. after
the 10-day strike. “I couldn’t help but thinking, I need to go with them,” she said (“Mariana,”
personal communication, November 9, 2012). While some steps were made towards creating the
border region commission, funds were never allocated for the project.
Every aspect of LMO’s work is done with a meticulously developed purpose, which always
leads back to the organization’s main vision—the creation of a new community in South Central
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El Paso that prioritizes the needs of the people and the fulfillment of the basic human rights they
identified at the organization’s inception: employment, housing, education, nutrition, health,
peace, and political liberty (www.mujerobrera.org). While LMO’s vision can appear to be utopian
in nature, the work that the women and community supporters of the organization are carrying out
is pragmatic in practice. Praxis is central to the work and approaches of LMO. The buildings and
spaces that the women have created for themselves are their “schools,” where the ultimate aim is
for the women and community to study and practice. Behind every practice is an ideology guiding
the work. During our interview, Lorena Andrade made it very clear that the work the women are
doing now is more difficult to communicate to outsiders. In the early years of the organization, it
was easier for people to understand the organization as fighting for workers’ rights and wages. But
now the goals are much bigger, and the concepts are broader, as they focus on larger goals for
economic justice and the creation of a context-specific economic system in the barrio. The women
have been working to sharpen the vision of the organization. Thus, in every single part of the work
that LMO has in place, there is always a consciousness about keeping in mind the bigger picture.
So it’s like…that’s why in our meetings we would always have…we’re planning
our new community, we’re doing the Plan Mayachen…and that’s why the work of
building a little restaurant is doing that…and it will also give you a perspective
cause it’s the new relationships that we’re creating within the restaurant, not just,
you know, there’s no difference between making burritos and making jeans….you
know, if there’s not, if we don’t construct it in a different way, you know? (L.
Andrade, personal communication, October 10, 2012)
While this vision for the future is not always clear, Andrade emphasizes the role of practice in
making that vision stronger. “We’re building a road,” reiterates Andrade, but this road can’t be
built without hard work.
To practice and participate in LMO’s efforts often means doing what can be considered as
less romantic work, such as washing dishes or waiting tables at Café Mayapan. Many of the women
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of LMO, especially the older generations and the women who were workers in the factories, are
no strangers to physically demanding and often invisible work. This is the context out of which
the organization was born. In all three interviews with Andrade, Orozco Santos, and Mariana, the
women dispel the romantic notion of social and economic justice work. Andrade elaborates in the
following and acknowledges the realities of this work
Like you’re saying, practice. The practice is taking you. Cause, you know, if you
want…at the beginning, it’s like, we’re gonna start this new economic project and
everybody is gonna be happy. And we’re all gonna get along, because the workers
are…they all want to be leaders….everybody should be leaders…“empowerment”
or whatever words they use in the outside world and all this other stuff, you know,
and then when you’re there, you’re like daaamn. [laughs] You know? It’s hard. (L.
Andrade, personal communication, October 10, 2012)
There is an emphasis on LMO not being a utopia and that in order to have a voice and contribute,
it is necessary for one to put in the work and take responsibility. This same idea is also apparent
in the decision making processes of the organization. I confirmed with Andrade that LMO is not a
cooperative but also asked whether there was a commitment to democratic practice in the
organization, especially with regard to making decisions.
Everybody has a say, but there has to be a responsibility with that say…You can’t
just sit there and complain. Or you can’t sit and not produce, not work, and then,
demand that your ideas get taken into consideration, when nobody sees you
working…So, yeah, it is democratic but not if you don’t work. And you have to
move tables and chairs, and you have to wash dishes. Because how else are you
going to know what the practice looks like? But you also have to study, and you
also have to think. (L. Andrade, personal communication, October 10, 2012)
Undeniably there are more complexities in these interactions and the operations occurring behind
closed doors in the day-to-day work of LMO. But these examples provide a glimpse into the reality
of this work and the challenges that come along with a commitment to genuine praxis and dialogue.
In the organizing practice itself, there is a commitment to a sense of inclusion and providing
opportunities for women’s agency and community empowerment. But this is a complex process
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that requires time and an awareness that economic justice and community-building does not
happen overnight.
Additionally, it is useful to consider the relationships that LMO has with the broader local
community in El Paso. It is clear that there is a presence of disconnect with parts of broader El
Paso, to some degree. The truth is that many people in the city may not even be aware of LMO
and their work in South Central El Paso. There are many factors that could contribute to this. One
factor could be certain limitations related to LMO’s publicity efforts. Another factor could be a
willful ignorance of sorts from the broader public who may not have interest in what is taking
place in these neighborhoods. LMO’s past as a resistance organization that engaged in protests and
direct action may be another factor, as these forms of community action do not always resonate
with everyone.
For those local community members that are aware of LMO, there are different levels of
involvement and participation from the broader community. There are people who will always eat
at Café Mayapan and will always attend the cultural events. This is support that is consistent even
if not a form of full participation in the nuts and bolts of LMO’s work. This patronage serves the
purposes of these particular segments of LMO’s broader system. The profits from the café and the
selling of food at the events help employ the staff and contribute to other aspects of the
organization. The income from the daycare also plays this role, and as mentioned earlier, the
parents who send their children to Rayito see LMO as a community institution that they can count
on and as something familiar. Mariana also described differing relationships with activist
communities in El Paso. She indicated that there are activist groups that will always support LMO
and will always have a presence.
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At the same time, she notes that there are some activists who have more critical of the
organization because of their past and may think that LMO gives them a bad name. Some may
criticize LMO as too antagonistic in their approaches, especially with their deployment of direct
action tactics. In many cases, the broader public similarly does not always view LMO in a positive
light. Mariana elaborated on this in her interview: “This is, really, the working poor. These are the
people who build everything in America and actually make products, actually make our lives, you
know, happen on a daily basis. And they’re the most targeted” (“Mariana,” personal
communication, November 9, 2012). Perceptions of the role of women in this particular political
and cultural context is also relevant. Some perceptions in this context place limits on what women,
especially working class women of color, can do. Through their work and active participation in
various movements and efforts for social justice, as well as community leaders in many respects,
the women of LMO stand in contrast to these gendered perceptions.
What is more, LMO’s relationship with the local news media is less than positive. The
organization’s relationship with local city government is also particularly strained, largely based
on LMO’s past use of collective protest and direct action methods, as well as the organization’s
own different definitions and approaches to “economic development.” In addition, LMO and El
Paso’s city government have a complicated and contentious past due to financial disagreements
over city funding and loans.

“What Mujer Obrera does is real”: La Mujer Obrera’s Lasting Significance and Concluding
Remarks
Despite the complexities of these relationships and sometimes less than positive outside
perceptions of the organization, there is no doubt that LMO is doing something special in the South
Central El Paso barrios. All three interviewees stressed the comprehensiveness of the organization,
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and this was the first word that came to my mind when I first learned about LMO: comprehensive.
Accentuating that LMO is not a charity organization, Orozco Santos described LMO in the
following interview excerpt:
[LMO is] really trying to do something very radical…establishing an economic
base for families by families and in a way that integrates principles of dignity and
cultural, like, affirmation and health…just different…I just really felt like they were
doing something comprehensive that I had not seen at this scale, you know? You
have, like, your community health centers and they do health, or you have like your
food banks or you have, like, even a farmers market just on its own or a community
garden group or whatever. But, like, they have all these different elements, you
know, and visions to expand. Like what we’re seeing right now is just, like, the
embryo of what the whole plan is, you know? (R. Orozco Santos, personal
communication, October 12, 2012; emphasis added)
Mariana also commented on the comprehensiveness of the organization and described LMO as
“the total package.” She also discussed how, in her own work and experiences, she had seen
different organizations that focused on similar issues as LMO but how none of them were as
multidimensional as LMO. She also emphasized that the organization is creating something new
by getting back to the core of human relationships and interactions, which is “working against
everything that is set up to be valued” in today’s society (“Mariana,” personal communication,
November 9, 2012). For Mariana, LMO represents “a return to things that actually matter, a return
to actual humanity, where we’re raising our children and we’re feeding each other and we’re
singing and we’re dancing” (“Mariana,” personal communication, November 9, 2012). The
following excerpt from this interview, which has been edited for brevity, describes her
understanding of this, as well as her own experiences while working with LMO and living in El
Paso.
The reason that it was so easy to, you know, a month after they left D.C., I left D.C.,
you know, so easy to go, because it was so tangible. It was like I could put my
hands in the earth, and I could plant food. And I could, you know, take care of the
people’s babies while they were working and [trying] to, you know, get their bills
paid. And I could learn, you know, traditions that were 100 years old, that were a
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few thousand years old. And we could pass that on…I have no idea how to put into
words…what it’s like to be at a fandango or something where like everybody’s
bringing their jaranas43 and everybody’s dancing and the way it filled the space. It
was just…[something] that I couldn’t expect…But the thing is, those things were
free, you know?…If you turn on the TV or you walk down the street and you heard
what people are talking about, like, it’s really, the majority of it isn’t real. And what
Mujer Obrera does is real. Like, it’s just what matters at the end of the day. You
know, it’s like, they’re not charging money at the door. They’re not making all
these big profits….They don’t adhere to, like, the city’s idea of what, you know,
success is…And the city always criticized their financial models and all of this.
But what they were trying to do had nothing to do with that, because money is…this
creation…this fictitious creation. And, you know, when I was there, one of the
elders in the community, one of the leaders, the activists, Ramon Arroyos,
died…and three babies were born. And that’s…life was there, you know what I
mean? And you can’t…that doesn’t fit into capitalism. (“Mariana,” personal
communication, November 9, 2012; emphasis added)
This excerpt is a perfect illustration of what LMO represents in the community and what
the women and supporters of the organization are trying to create in a context that, for some on
the outside, would be perceived as neighborhoods solely plagued with problems associated with
urban decay. In a strong sense, what LMO is trying to do does not fit into capitalism. The
organization is working to create alternatives to a system that has a history of failing the
communities in South El Paso for generations. The following chapter will examine one dimension
of the organization’s efforts to create these alternatives. Specifically, it provides a more in-depth
analysis of LMO’s broader food justice project by examining the LMO community farm as a
representative of what I term solidarity economy praxis.

43

A jarana is a small, fretted guitar-shaped instrument originally from the Mexican state of
Veracruz.
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CHAPTER 6.ON THEIR OWN TERMS: COMMUNITY-BASED FOOD
JUSTICE AND LMO AS A DE FACTO CONTRIBUTOR TO A U.S.-BASED
SOLIDARITY ECONOMY

From its earliest years, La Mujer Obrera’s organizing strategy was grounded in a
commitment to build a community in South Central El Paso that would promote the following
basic human rights: employment, housing, education, nutrition, health, peace, and political liberty
(www.mujerobrera.org). As described in the previous chapter, the focus of the organization, with
headquarters and Café Mayapan east of downtown, has primarily been centered on the surrounding
Chamizal neighborhood. In a 2008 report produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, the
Chamizal area was identified as one of the poorest urban neighborhoods in the nation. At the time
of the report, approximately sixty percent of residents in the Chamizal area, and seventy percent
of children, were living in poverty. In addition to describing community problems associated with
poverty, low education attainment, and the presence of fear associated with undocumented
immigrants residing in the area, the report describes the area as boxed in by major roadways on all
sides and notes the effects of this isolation. For example, transportation limitations have created
obstacles associated with employment opportunities for residents. In 2008, forty-four percent of
households did not own a personal vehicle. With better-paying manufacturing jobs moving out of
the inner city, this left limited employment options for those residents without cars. Thus,
Chamizal’s residents were mostly left with employment in food processing, janitorial, and
construction and maintenance industries and, thus, lower wages. While public transportation has
improved, there are still challenges present.
This isolation has also created problems associated with food security, such as limited
access to healthier food options and fresh produce. As in many cities, fast food options and
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processed food dominate El Paso’s food environment. While there is a growing market for local
and organic restaurants in the city, many of these businesses cater to more affluent demographics
and have more expensive menus, with a few exceptions. In contrast, many residents in the city are
left with few options for healthier food, and income status and geographical location contribute to
this disparity. Data from a 2015 Feeding America report on overall food insecurity in Texas
estimates that approximately 67,010 individuals out of the 851,095 population in El Paso county
were food insecure. The USDA defines food security as “a household-level economic and social
condition of limited or uncertain access to adequate food” (U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA)). Limited or no access to food retailers, such as supermarkets with variety, contribute to
these conditions. In contrast to several parts of the city, no major supermarkets exist in the
Chamizal neighborhood. Rather, residents rely largely on specialty stores, such as meat markets,
bakeries, fruit and vegetable stands and wholesalers, and tortillerias. While these specialty stores,
many of which are locally owned and operated, play a significant role in meeting the cultural needs
of the community, fresh produce can still be limited. In response to these conditions, LMO has
been working to fill this void through a multidimensional community-based food justice initiative.
This chapter focuses on this broad-based initiative and argues that these dimensions of La
Mujer Obrera’s work are reflective of a solidarity economy ethic and praxis. Thus, I argue that
LMO exemplifies what I term as a de facto contributor to a contemporary U.S.-based solidarity
economy movement. The chapter begins by outlining the various dimensions of the organization’s
food justice initiatives, which are closely connected to LMO’s vision for economic justice in South
Central El Paso. Reflecting the organization’s comprehensive approach, this includes different
areas that are concerned with both community health and sustainable practices. Next, the chapter
focuses on one dimension of this wide-ranging initiative: the community farm project, Tierra es
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Vida. It presents an overview about the farm project and then moves on to discuss pertinent
elements of its guiding principles and practice that can connect it to a solidarity economy
framework. In addition, the succeeding section draws on fieldwork experience spanning two
seasons, in the form of participant observation and informal conversation with LMO staff and
volunteers, and presents the community farm space as a site for solidarity economy praxis. The
discussion highlights the different levels of praxis taking place at the urban farm, including handson approaches, pedagogical considerations, and my own fieldwork experience as a developing
praxis. The chapter ends by discussing LMO as a de facto contributor to a solidarity economy
movement and presenting implications for this categorization for future research. What is more, I
argue that LMO is grounded in a specific vision of a gendered economic citizenship based on care.
While the concept of a de facto contributor to a growing solidarity economy movement needs
further development, this case study offers preliminary research for future research that
incorporates similar practices and ideologies in less-examined regions, including the U.S.-Mexico
border.

La Mujer Obrera’s Food Justice Initiative
Community health has always been central to La Mujer Obrera’s work. As a women-led
organization, the organization stresses the important role that women play in these efforts. In a
recent grant proposal for the Kresge Foundation, LMO elaborates on this by asserting, “Stepping
out of the factory, out of subservience industry and into the land as women involved in agriculture
is a natural fit, as women have throughout human history been the household stewards of good
health and good eating” (LMO archival material – Kresge Implementation Proposal). True to the
comprehensive approach of the organization, this focus has been incorporated into a vision and
concerted shift to create economic alternatives that integrate a commitment to economic
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development in conjunction with a commitment to cultural heritage, human rights, and dignity.
LMO highlights the undervalued local knowledge and human potential in the Chamizal
community. Rather than implementing a top-down approach, LMO, an organization with deep
roots in the community, accentuates the already present resiliency and agency of community
members and a grassroots approach to creating an alternative food system in the Chamizal barrio.
There have been other efforts to address issues of community health and food insecurity in the
area, such as the Edible Schoolyard Project at Bowie High School, which maintains a community
garden and offers opportunities for food sustainability projects. But LMO offers a
multidimensional approach that incorporates various projects associated with their broader food
justice initiative.
In addition to providing healthy and affordable Mexican cuisine at Café Mayapan, projects
over the years have included: a farmers market, a mobile market, a bartering community event,
family wellness programs and cooking demonstrations, food-centered community and cultural
events, such as the festival de maiz (corn festival) and festival de mole (mole festival), an annual
health fair that promotes traditional approaches to nutrition and health prevention practices
(including a Mesoamerican diet, exercise through movement, and midwifery care), and a
community farm. While some of these projects have ended, such as the mobile market and the
bartering community, LMO continues to expand the projects that remain, while developing other
food-related programming, such as cooking demonstrations that highlight ancestral cooking
practices and food. Throughout the years, as with all dimensions of their programs and initiatives,
LMO has emphasized the role of culture and creative expression in these efforts and in their vision
for creating a community-based food system. The organization recognizes the role that systemic
racism has played in isolating and stigmatizing residents of these communities while also
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acknowledging the negative impact that acculturation to a standard American diet of processed
food has had on Mexican communities, both with regard to health and practices. In addition to
prioritizing food that is healthy and culturally relevant, both at Café Mayapan and at the
community farm, LMO values creativity in everyday practice. Rather than viewing cooking as a
negative gendered form of labor, it is viewed as praxis and way to express creativity and a sense
of dignity and wellbeing. Through these efforts, LMO not only works to create and support
alternative sources for healthy foods in contrast to a dominant mainstream emphasis on processed
and fast food, but they are also changing the paradigm for how Mexican women play a role in the
community, as well as dominant ideas of Mexican food and culture. Whereas a mass-produced
Americanized version of Mexican cuisine tends to include fried food and lots of cheese, LMO
sheds light on Mexican indigenous cuisine that actually prioritized vegetables and ancestral grains
and ingredients packed with nutrients.
Along with the organization’s social enterprises, the Rayito del Sol Daycare, Café
Mayapan, and Lum Metik Fair Trade Company, La Mujer Obrera has offered fresh and locally
grown produce via a farmers market, which was established in 2011 as an effort to address the
issues of food insecurity in South Central El Paso neighborhoods. At its inception, the market was
located at the Mercado Mayapan location. LMO’s farmers market initiative reflects important
aspects related to the organization’s commitment to a vision and a practice to implement that
vision. For example, in my 2012 interview with Lorena Andrade, executive director, she described
the early stages of the market. “We agreed that we wanted a farmers market. The practice is that
we don’t have any local produce at all.” She describes how during these early stages, a customer
could walk into the market and see it fully stocked. While the market, loaded with produce,
appeared successful in appearance, it did not reflect a practice that was guided by the
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organization’s goals (e.g., supporting local farmers and local economies). In due course, the
organization stopped selling non-local produce and made a stronger commitment to bringing their
vision into fruition. It would take time to build a local producer base. Yet, honoring the process,
LMO acknowledged that they were finally starting to build the farmers market that was reflective
of their core vision. But to an outsider’s perspective, appearances would be deceiving. Reflecting
the market’s status in 2012, Andrade elaborates,
So now if you walk in, you’re not going to see that much produce. And so someone
that walks in is like…“they’re going down, because they don’t have full produce
like I saw it on the first day”… But as an organization and what our goals were,
we’ve taken huge steps because we actually have a farmers market, and it’s been
two years…and we added three farmers. Whereas last year they didn’t exist. We
only had one farmer. (L. Andrade, personal communication, October 10, 2012)
While these appearances might lead a customer to perceive a declining farmers market with
dwindling produce, major steps were being taken in the organization’s planning and
implementation—areas that are not as visible to the public. For example, the 2012 LMO farmers
market season (approximately from June through November) would consist of significant
developments—both in the shape of the projects and the reach of their efforts towards improving
community health. In addition to continuing the farmers market at Mercado Mayapan, LMO
piloted the Mayapan Mobile Market. With the mobile market, the organization would transport
various produce to different parts of the city in an effort to provide regular access to fresh
vegetables in areas that were facing food insecurity in some form. In July and August, the mobile
market went to San Elizario, Texas—a smaller city on the outskirts of El Paso that has faced
infrastructure problems in the past. Later in the season, the LMO mobile market would go to Ysleta
Senior Housing, a housing facility for low-income senior citizens in the Ysleta community of El
Paso. The mobile market would also set up at Lincoln Park, a park located in South Central El
Paso with historical and community significance for local Chican@ history and culture. With
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LMO’s farmers and mobile markets, the organization was making significant strides in broadening
the scope of their impact for community health efforts and food access. This would only be one
dimension of these early efforts for food justice.
LMO paired the farmers market and mobile market with nutrition education and cooking
workshops featuring local produce. In addition, the organization started a monthly community
barter market in an effort to promote locally grown foods and products. Taking place on the last
Saturday of the month, community members were invited to bring homemade items to barter.
Among other programming, LMO hosted the first Farm to Chef festival, which was an effort to
connect local growers with local chefs and restaurant owners who were interested in transitioning
to local sources for produce. LMO also participated in the National Food Day event organized by
the City of El Paso’s Public Health Department. At the event, the organization promoted LMO’s
Mayapan Farmers Market and the organization’s culturally-based approach to nutrition. Notably,
in November of 2012, the organization also participated in efforts to establish a local Food Policy
Council. During this time, the organization would also participate in various food justice
conferences and would continue to expand their connections to other food justice organizations
and networks. Additionally, LMO would be featured in various media, including a PBS
documentary titled “Feeding Minds,” which highlighted the organization’s farmers market and
community health programming, and a local PBS children’s show titled “Blast Beyond.” The latter
involved a featured appearance by Rubi Orozco Santos in three episodes, each with three mini
lessons on the topic of Meso-American food and health. Later, in early 2013, the organization
would host trainings in agroecology and food production for community members. In addition to
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these efforts, LMO was making huge strides in developing a plan to achieve food sovereignty and
building an urban rural project with other local community organizations.44
In the spring of 2012, LMO joined with two sister organizations, the Sin Fronteras
Organizing Project (Sin Fronteras translates to “Without Borders”) and the Adult and Youth
United Development Association (AYUDA) in San Elizario, Texas, located just outside El Paso
city limits, to create the Sustainable Urban-Rural Collaborative (SURCO). SURCO is “an initiative
of migrant women, agricultural workers, youth and indigenous people to rebuild a local food
system in the Paso del Norte border corridor” (Maquitico, 2014: 4). As a network among the three
social justice and community organizations, the initiative aims to “develop a food system in order
to satisfy the nutritional needs of low income people living in the El Paso border region
(https://surcoblog.wordpress.com/about/). Much like the international efforts described in the first
LMO chapter, this initiative promotes food sovereignty as a unifying platform and emphasizes the
need to reclaim “the right to healthy and affordable food produced sustainably and in safe,
dignified working environments” (https://surcoblog.wordpress.com/about/). In an article written
for the Why Hunger non-profit organization, Alma Maquitico, technical advisor for SURCO and
Farm Apprentice Fellow for the American Friends Service Committee, describes the progress
made by the initiative within the first couple of years of its inception:
Within the first year, SURCO developed an outreach strategy to recruit sixty lowincome families, provide them with farm training and create three small farming
projects. With a few Agroecological principles under their belt, SURCO members
began transforming three empty lots into vegetable farms. SURCO families learned
basic farming principles about soil fertility, sustainable watering systems,
traditional crops and companion planting. The second year, these community farms
inspired the creation of almost thirty backyard vegetable gardens. For the first time,
44

Other organizations that La Mujer Obrera has collaborated with include the following:
University of Texas’s Center for Civic Engagement, American Friends Service Committee,
Catholic Services, Hispanic Farmers and Ranchers Association, Hope Border Institute, and Pan
American Health Organization.
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la Mujer Obrera’s Farmers Market sold produce sourced from their own farm.
(Maquitico, 2014: 4)
As a result of these efforts, many low-income families in South Central El Paso have
benefited from these urban farming projects. Importantly, these endeavors came from community
organizations and community members themselves and represent a grassroots approach, as
opposed to a top-down approach imposed by city or federal government entities, to building
sustainable food systems in these neighborhoods. Nevertheless, these neighborhoods continue to
face a variety of challenges, such as persisting problems related to community health (e.g., dietrelated disease), food insecurity, challenges stemming from socioeconomic inequality, and
challenges facing immigrant communities, who are marginalized from decision- and policymaking processes. The LMO community farm is a part of a bigger effort to address these
challenges, and due to the social justice focus and inclusiveness of these projects, which
incorporate both community needs, as well as input and participation, these efforts can be grouped
under the solidarity economy principle that emphasizes “equity in all dimensions”—a principle
also connected to LMO’s overall goals for community empowerment and development. Notably,
in contrast to a more traditional social service model, LMO does not perceive community members
as clients but rather as owners and stakeholders.
As of Fall 2017, La Mujer Obrera has made significant developments with the
organization’s food justice work and continues to expand its programming and urban agricultural
projects. Notably, this year, the organization was one of twenty-six recipients of the Kresge
Foundation’s inaugural FreshLo planning grants. According to the foundation’s website, the
FreshLo program “envisions strengthening low-income communities by integrating creative
placemaking and food oriented development” (Kresge Foundation FreshLo Initiative). Through its
art, culture, and health programs, the foundation emphasizes an integration of food, art, and
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community via community-based initiatives for neighborhood revitalization. As a recipient of a
FreshLo planning grant, LMO proposed the “Chamizal Food, Health, and Culture Master Plan,”
which focused on three areas the organization had identified. First, The Green Initiative (Proyecto
Verde) focuses on exploring ways that the organization can expand on local food production
through identifying green spaces and forms of urban agriculture in the barrio, as well as increasing
production at the Tierra es Vida community farm (LMO Implementation Proposal). Second, The
Taste Initiative (Proyecto Sabor) focuses on exploring “ways to scale up and add value to the
cooking, presentation and consumption of heritage foodways both through existing venues (café,
farmers market) and through new innovative and broadly participatory methods of education and
outreach” (LMO Implementation Proposal). Third, The Conviviality Initiative (Proyecto Convivio)
focuses on exploring ways to utilize the LMO farmers market as a “tool and democratic site for
community engagement, celebration, and cross-pollination among insider/outsider stakeholders”
(LMO Implementation Proposal). The organization conducted needs-based data collection through
community surveys, focus groups, and other community assessment methods in order to
understand the needs of the community and respond effectively through their programming. As of
September of 2017, LMO has also received an implementation grant from the Kresge Foundation.
While there are many vital dimensions to LMO’s food justice initiative, the bulk of this
chapter focuses on the organization’s community farm as a reflection of what I term solidarity
economy praxis. In particular, this discussion focuses on the time period when I volunteered at the
farm over the course of approximately two seasons (an equivalent of approximately a year and a
half), from the latter part of 2013 through the early months of 2015. During my tenure as an active
participant at the farm, I acquired valuable insight into the organization’s implementation of their
vision for food justice in the barrio, as well as observed significant connections between solidarity
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principles and LMO’s own framework for community-based economic and food justice. I begin
with an overview about the community farm project. The second half of the chapter will discuss
the role of praxis at the farm, as well as present considerations for incorporating solidarity
economy-related organizations and practices that do not identify explicitly as a part of the broader
solidarity economy movement but serve as de facto contributors nevertheless.

Tierra es Vida: Overview of La Mujer Obrera’s Urban Community Farm Project
The LMO community farm, aptly named “Tierra es Vida” (Land is Life) due to its emphasis
on connecting with the land, is a central component of the organization’s broader food justice
initiative. The organization sees this initiative and its related parts, including the farm, the farmers
market, the café, and the daycare center, as a reflection of the transitions the organization has made
over the years. Beginning as a grassroots organization advocating for the rights of women garment
factory workers in the 1980s, LMO has shifted its focus based on changing times and
circumstances and has made significant advances in working towards food justice. Importantly,
the organization does not see this transition as a drastic contrast between the past and the present
but rather sees these moments as inherently connected. As the official website for the organization
states, “The resistance of women garment workers against the dehumanization of the factories has
led us on this journey to acknowledging ourselves as a part of nature” (La Mujer Obrera
Community Farm Website).
The organization sees the urban agricultural project as one of many ways the community
is returning to the land through building a local food system that prioritizes community and family
while also honoring local knowledge and ancestral, Mesoamerican land-based traditions. The food
grown at the farm has not only been sold at the LMO farmers market. It is also shared with
volunteers who have played an active role in the creation and maintenance of the farm’s
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infrastructure. This infrastructure includes the following: both in-ground and raised beds, a small
fruit tree orchard, rows of corn, an outdoor adobe oven and stove, compost structures, worm beds,
herb and flower gardens, and a chicken coop with a rooster and hens for egg production.
Additionally, the produce is incorporated into the menu at Café Mayapan, as well as daily meals
for the children at the Rayito del Sol Daycare. Organic food waste from the café is returned to the
farm for compost. In turn, a system of production and use is created among multiple projects and
social enterprises that fall under the LMO umbrella.

Mayapan + Rayito del Sol
Daycare Center (LMO social
enterprises)

Food production for consumption

Tierra es Vida
Community Farm

Compost for sustainable farming

Figure 32: Diagram illustrating LMO’s system of production and use.
The Tierra es Vida community farm is located at 208 South Glenwood St. in a
neighborhood approximately three miles east of Café Mayapan and the LMO administrative
offices (2000 Texas Ave.) and just over half a mile north of the U.S.-Mexico border.
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Figure 33: Map illustrating the location of Tierra es Vida and the farm’s distance from
LMO Headquarters.
The community farm space and associated structures illustrate a long-time collaboration
between LMO and another community organization, the Center for Popular Education and
Community Organizing (CPECO). In 2000, CPECO acquired a house located next to the lot where
Tierra es Vida is currently located. The community farm lot was acquired sometime between 2003
and 2004. By the time CPECO obtained the land, the house that once stood in the lot had already
been demolished. However, there were already pecan trees at the rear of the backyard. To this day,
these trees continue to produce a bountiful crop of pecans annually. While CPECO owns the house
and adjacent lot, LMO is fully responsible for programming and implementing various popular
education and community organizing efforts. Even though the farmers market had not begun, LMO
started growing and producing vegetables and other plants as early as 2006. Therefore, this land
has been a part of the organization for over a decade now, and LMO has been utilizing it as a
production space of some sort since these earlier years.
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Figure 34: Signage at the entrance of Tierra es Vida Community Farm, August 2017.

Figure 35: Panoramic view of the farm, August 2017.
The Tierra es Vida community farm encompasses approximately one and a half acres. Over
the years, the layout of the farm has changed in various ways. However, some original beds that
were constructed in 2013, during my fieldwork, do remain. In the past four years, and thanks to
community contributions, more raised beds have been constructed, and the compost section of the
farm has expanded significantly. Moreover, lessons learned from previous seasons, such as those
related to soil health and sunlight exposure, have influenced the choices that have been made with
regard to growing certain vegetables in different parts of the farm space. For example, rows of
corn (milpa) have been grown at both the rear of and the front of the lot in efforts to get the best
and most plentiful harvest. Thus, while some parts of the farm remain the same (e.g., permanent
beds, fruit trees, etc.), changes are made every season in an effort to increase successful production.
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In addition, Tierra es Vida also includes a yard area behind the adjacent house. This area comprises
a multipurpose grass area, a chicken coop, and a garage area, which, at the time of my fieldwork,
was used for preparing and storing seedlings. This garage area was also used to store a larger
brewer for worm/compost tea—a mixture of worm castings, molasses, and water used to water
plants—and a worm bin.

Figure 36: Compost tea brewer (left) and worm bin (right) (Personal collection, 2014)

The location of Tierra es Vida has created some obstacles, which reflect challenges not
only in an urban setting but also in a desert region with dry climate and water shortages. Despite
the farm’s proximal location to the international border, and therefore the original river bed, water
access is still limited. What is more, the soil at the LMO community farm creates additional
challenges, such as deficiencies of nutrients in some areas and harder soil in parts of the land,
which is more difficult to work with. Furthermore, since the farm is located on an old house lot,
there are various remnants of the former building structures in the soil itself. For example, one of
the first major projects I was involved with for my fieldwork was the construction of a long garden
bed. We dug the bed 3-4 feet deep into the ground, with no machinery, and filled it with layers of
compost. In the process, we discovered old pipes (no longer in operation), glass, metal, and other
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items left over from when a house structure still existed. Sifting through the dirt and getting rid of
these items was necessary in order to provide the optimal soil for plants.
An important dimension to the community farm is its significance as a dynamic space
where practice beyond working the land and growing produce takes place. LMO’s emphasis on
cultural expression and creativity carries over to the farm where community cultural events occur
at various times of the year. This has included fundraising events for different aspects of the
organization (e.g., the farm itself, youth programming, etc.), cooking demonstrations and
workshops, an annual spring festival, programs on health practices (such as a “Decolonizing Our
Diets” dinner and discussion), and other seasonal events complete with music, dance, and art.
Additionally, the farm space itself embodies a visual aesthetic. In addition to the natural beauty of
the space, with vegetable and herb plants of different colors, trees, and flowers, creative expression
is found in a few permanent murals. First, there is a small mural affixed behind two beds that are
designated mostly for Rayito del Sol Daycare. In the past, children from the daycare center have
helped to plant vegetables and flowers in these two beds, and the painting of mountains, a sun, and
flowers adds color and a child-like aesthetic to the space.

Figure 37: Rayito del Sol Mural (Personal collection, 2014)
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Another significant visual piece at Tierra es Vida is a mural that serves as background to
the herb garden. Painted on the wall that divides the farm lot with the house lot, this mural reflects
core meanings central to the community farm’s vision and purpose, as well as the collaborative
spirit of the practice that takes place in this space.

Figure 38: Tierra es Vida mural painted by lead artist, Zeke Peña, with Carolina Franco, Gabriel
Beltran, and the Tierra es Vida youth and community. (Personal collection, 2015)
The design of the mural was originally conceptualized by Zeke Peña, a local El Paso-based artist
who has collaborated with La Mujer Obrera in past organizing capacities, such as donating
graphics for events and fundraisers, and also volunteered at the community farm. Influenced by
growing up on the U.S.-Mexico border, Peña’s work is interdisciplinary in nature and, in his own
words, is “guided by a critical understanding of border culture and history” and “remixes historical
narratives with what’s going on today” (http://zpvisual.com/info/). In addition to extensive
research, Peña’s process is also informed by continued engagement with local communities. When
LMO organized an event at the farm in the summer of 2015, they decided to paint a mural, with
Peña’s assistance.
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For the design of the mural, Peña was influenced by a guiding component of his work: the
young generations in the community. He explains: “It’s the young generations that I always try to
engage with my work. They are the ones that are going to carry our community and traditions
forward” (Z. Peña, personal communication, October 10, 2017). Therefore, for the mural, Peña
wanted to have an image of a young girl holding a sprouting corn seed.

Figure 39: Original illustration for the Tierra es
Vida mural. Created by Zeke Peña. (Source:
Peña’s
Instagram
profile
https://www.instagram.com/zpvisual/)
Seeing these younger generations as “the seeds of tomorrow,” he notes that, “We’ve got to water
them with the knowledge handed down over the generations about how to care for our Madre
Tierra and how to sustain themselves” (Z. Peña, personal communication, October 10, 2017). The
inclusion of a sprouting corn seed is directly related to the deep and fundamental connection that
indigenous peoples of the region and our ancestors have had with maize (corn). Believed to be a
provider of so many things for human existence, corn is a central symbol in the mural image. Peña
further explains the meaning in the following statement:
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In the indigenous world view, we come [from] corn that is grown by the sun. So in
this image you have that symbology present, the human growing from the seed, the
corn and the array of corn in the symbol of sun rays. The symbol on the bandana
[the young girl] wears over her face is the symbol of breath/life. The words “Tierra
es Vida” refer to the fact that everything we have and need to survive comes from
the soil, from the earth, from our mother. (Z. Peña, personal communication,
October 10, 2017)
In the planning process, LMO and Peña decided to organize the event as an opportunity for
the community to participate in the creative process. The night before the event, Peña and a few
friends mapped out a line drawing that would serve as a guide for the image, onto the wall in
preparation for the painting the next day. Colors and tools were prepared so that anyone could pick
up a brush and help paint. On the day of the event, community members, including elders and
some participants as young as three years old, helped to paint the mural. Every participant put their
own mark on the mural, which will last as long as the farm continues to thrive and expand. As
Peña has described, “People are invested in the image because [they] had a hand in painting it” (Z.
Peña, personal communication, October 10, 2017). This creative process and creation of the mural
reflects the crucial emphasis that LMO places on practice and on contributing to every aspect of
building a community-based sustainable food system and culture in the barrio. Peña states the
following about the role of the community in his own work and purpose as a community-based
artist:
As a visual storyteller I see myself as playing a key role in the community. My
hands and work are the medium through which the community can tell [its] story.
So it’s even more powerful when the community comes together to tell a story in
images. We invest in these ideas and reaffirm our belief in them. (Z. Peña, personal
communication, October 10, 2017)
This example of the creation of the mural illustrates how the farm space is more than just a place
where food is produced for selling to the local community. Tierra es Vida is also a space where
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collaborative cultural and artistic expression can thrive and where community in action takes place.
Through this practice, knowledge creation and learning also materializes.
Within the same vein, Tierra es Vida is defined as an educational hub “where community
members can come to reconnect with the land, share in collective labor, and build food autonomy”
(La Mujer Obrera Community Farm Website). As noted above, in addition to being a space for
creative and cultural expression, Tierra es Vida is a space for learning through practice in a variety
of ways. As discussed in the previous chapter, LMO’s practice is informed by theory and ideology,
and this is a sustaining principle for the organization’s efforts. The relationship between theory
and practice is also apparent at the community farm. Core staff and volunteers engage in hours of
physical labor in the building and maintenance of the farm’s infrastructure, and the hands-on
approach of working with the land and in the soil is paired with a commitment to dialogue and
creating a space where teaching moments can develop organically. As with the other projects and
programs, the work at the LMO community farm is informed by a philosophy that includes but is
not limited to: a deep respect and gratitude for the environment, an acknowledgement of historical
context and ancestral beliefs and practices, and a vision for food justice and community and
economic empowerment and autonomy.

Tierra es Vida Community Farm as a Site for Solidarity Economy Praxis
The case of La Mujer Obrera’s Tierra es Vida community farm serves as an important
example of the ways in which communities are organizing around principles that are connected to
the solidarity economy framework, as it is defined both in a national and global context, in
significant ways. Importantly, this case study is located in a region that is less-researched within
solidarity economy research circles. While there is some work being done that examines solidarity
economy-related practices in the Southwest, and to some degree, the U.S.-Mexico border, these
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are regions that are in need of more visibility within solidarity economy networks and beyond. As
noted in earlier sections, the case of LMO highlights a variety of notable factors that influence how
communities organize towards to self-sustainability and economic justice. As a women-led
community organization that grew out of labor struggles for women workers, LMO deploys
strategies that are grounded in their positionality as Mexican and Mexican American workingclass women creating a self-sustainable and autonomous economic and food system in a South
Central El Paso barrio.
As discussed in the previous section, LMO’s community farm, Tierra es Vida, is a
significant component of these efforts and the organization’s broader food justice initiative. The
farm not only produces vegetables and herbs that are sold at the farmer’s market, as well as used
for cooking at Café Mayapan and the Rayito del Sol Daycare Center. Tierra es Vida is also an
educational space, where community members learn about urban and desert agricultural methods
and practices while contributing to the creation of a community-led food system. As an active
participant at the farm, I observed Tierra es Vida as a space where solidarity economy praxis was
taking place. This form of praxis reflects LMO’s comprehensive approaches to creating a
sustainable grassroots community while also reflecting a commitment to solidarity economy core
principles. While LMO does not explicitly identify as a solidarity economy organization, their
work reflects a solidarity economy ethic, and the case study of the community farm presents a
significant example of solidarity economy praxis in action. The following section provides a
discussion of how LMO’s community farm reflects this form of praxis.
I begin by presenting my own definition of solidarity economy praxis, which is influenced
not only by my knowledge of the current state of a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement but
also influenced by other relevant theory. Following this discussion, I briefly outline specific
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dimensions of praxis that I observed at the Tierra es Vida community farm. This broader discussion
is aided by excerpts from my own field notes, which span two growing seasons at the farm, starting
from mid-October of 2013 through January of 2015. In addition to the praxis I observed at the
farm and as a reflection of LMO’s commitment to put theory and ideology to practice, I view my
own participant observation experience as a form of praxis, which I briefly discuss at the end of
this section. This discussion will contribute to the last section of this chapter, which discusses the
ways in which LMO, through their food justice initiative and position as a vital community
organization in El Paso, contributes to a broader solidarity economy movement.
To begin, praxis is a significant component for the development of a U.S.-based solidarity
economy. At a basic level, praxis can be defined as the practical application of theory (principles
and ideas). More specifically, this involves enabling ideology to inform action. As discussed in a
previous chapter, engaging in the building and expanding of a solidarity economy involves a
circular process where theory informs practice and practice informs theory. Solidarity economy
practitioners and researchers are constantly learning from their experiences in efforts to create and
sustain alternative economic practices while navigating a dominant economic system that is
detrimental to the common good and the environment. In addition to the creation of alternative
practices and organizations, this involves continued research and publications on the state of the
solidarity economy in a U.S. context, as well as organizing convergences and dialogues on national
and global levels. In addition to creating visibility, mapping projects also offer an opportunity to
reflect on and develop the boundaries for what is considered to be a part of a solidarity economy.
Learning through practice and through trial and error is a part of this process, as well as adaptation
to challenging circumstances in the process of transforming how we view and challenge the
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dominant economic structures at play. In many senses, the creation and expansion of a solidarity
economy requires embracing a long process and constant change and learning from doing.
From a critical tradition, praxis can be defined in the following manner: “a process of
action-reflection-action that is central to development of a consciousness of power and how it
operates” (Kincheloe, 2008: 120). In his seminal work Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire
argues that “human activity consists of action and reflection” (Freire, 1993: 125). In turn, Freire
emphasizes that human activity is praxis that is utilized to transform the world and that, as praxis,
“[human activity] requires theory to illuminate it” (Freire, 1993: 125). Importantly, theory does
not necessarily have to be restricted to the confines of an academic institution but can and is
developed outside of the ivory tower and on-the-ground in concrete ways. It is from this standpoint
and definitions of praxis that I have developed my own definition of solidarity economy praxis, as
well as how I unpack my experiences at the LMO community farm. Freire’s assertion that “human
activity is theory and practice; it is reflection and action” is useful for examining how solidarity
economy principles are translated into action and how these specific approaches to human activity
take place in real world practice (Freire, 1993: 125). Thus, for the purpose of this project, I am
defining solidarity economy praxis in the following manner: the implementation of practices that
are grounded in one or more of the five solidarity economy core principles, as outlined by the U.S.
Solidarity Economy Network: solidarity, sustainability, equity in all dimensions, participatory
democracy, and pluralism. I utilize the US-SEN framework because of the relevance of its
organizing capacities to the solidarity economy work being done and documented in this national
context. Specifically, the implementation of these practices must also include an emphasis on the
connections between theory (reflection) and practice (action) in the process of developing either
an explicit, context-based solidarity economy, which should be grounded in local needs and
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influences, or framework that embodies a solidarity economy ethic, if not identified explicitly as
such. Keeping in line with Freire’s emphasis on the transformative dimension of praxis and the
basic principles of a solidarity economy framework, in the creation of more people-centered and
environment-centered approaches to sustainable economic practice, a solidarity economy ethic
must be transformative in vision. Thus, a solidarity economy praxis must have a transformative
dimension to its practice, which illustrates the possibility for social and economic change and
justice. Lastly, highlighting the core principle of pluralism, I argue that praxis is context-specific.
Solidarity economy praxis will not take the same form across different locales and will differ in
every situation, practice, and region. Implementation and reflection are both shaped by
circumstances, resources, and actors involved. This is especially important with regard to the
communities who are engaging in the praxis (e.g., racial and ethnic makeup, cultural dynamics,
class, local histories, etc.) and the ideologies that inform their work, as well as the needs of those
particular communities.
During my fieldwork experience, I observed what I categorize as three dimensions of
praxis. These dimensions need not be considered separate from each other, as praxis often did
involve a combination of two or more forms. But this categorization is helpful for extrapolating
different levels of praxis in this space. First, at the most basic level, I witnessed the implementation
of LMO’s basic goals and guiding principles. These would involve the organization’s commitment
to “economic development, community building, community health, and civic engagement”
through the creative and culturally-based approaches to create a more sustainable economic and
food system in the barrio. In addition, the practices at Tierra es Vida are rooted in the celebration
of Mexican culture and indigenous Mesoamerican practices and beliefs. Similar to its social
enterprises and other efforts, the community farm is another reflection of LMO’s broader vision
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and approach to achieving that vision, with an acknowledgment of the long-term processes that
are essential to its realization. As an urban farming project, Tierra es Vida is more than just a space
for food production and agricultural cultivation. It also serves as an educational hub and a space
where praxis and knowledge production take many forms and happen organically. It is also a space
for cultural and historical cultivation.
During my fieldwork, I witnessed various ways in which LMO’s core principles and vision
were present and reflected in the work being done at the farm. My first visit was on October 19,
2013. When I arrived early on that chilly morning, there was no one else in sight. I walked around
and noticed the quietness of the space and the various plants that were already growing. Later, I
would write the following in my fieldnotes:
Shortly after I walked around a little, I heard a man’s voice, telling me not to leave.
Itwas Cruz. We greeted each other and asked how each other was doing. I think he
called me an “early bird” or something. I told him I thought I was going to be late!
Cruz showed me around the garden before we started any work. It was so much
bigger than I thought it was going to be! It was definitely overgrown, and he had
told me about this a long time ago. But I could still see the different beds with some
vegetables. Some beds were somewhat hidden, like the swiss chard. So, wherever
you looked, you’d find something growing. (Fieldnotes, October 9, 2013; emphasis
added)
Little did I know at the time of writing these notes that the last statement would possess more
meaning. There was more growing at the farm than fruit, vegetables, and herbs.
In different pockets of the farm, the various beds and projects reflected different aspects of
LMO’s goals for this particular dimension of their broader food justice initiative. The presence of
compost heaps reflects the organization’s bigger goal for building sustainability in their projects.
As discussed previously, the compost is a tangible example of the connections about the different
entities within the organization. The farm produces vegetables that are used at both Café Mayapan
and Rayito del Sol Daycare, and raw compost/waste is returned from both to the farm and added
to the compost, which is, in turn, used for soil, once broken down. At the most basic level, the
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produce grown at the farm reflects the ideology that the community decides what they will grow
and what they will eat. Therefore, the produce reflects food that is both healthy and culturally
relevant, specifically vegetables and herbs that are traditionally used in Mexican cuisine. Various
chiles and peppers are grown at Tierra es Vida, as well as tomatoes, tomatillos, Mexican squash,
and corn (maize). Furthermore, ancestral cooking traditions and items are also present, such as
amaranth—an ancestral plant often used as grain for various purposes. Several herbs are also
present and reflective of traditional Mesoamerican practices and wisdom. Importantly, the
presence of herbs and medicinal plants also reflect a focus on natural approaches to health and
medicine. The presence of an adobe oven and stove, built by volunteers and LMO staff, also
reflects the organization’s emphasis on cooking as a form of cultural expression, not necessarily a
traditional, oppressive role relegated to women. Women of LMO, as well as volunteers and other
community members, often cook meals together as a way to come together, share in meals, and
celebrate community and cultural expression (cooking, artistic, and musical) in this space.
It was also apparent that there is another influence at the farm that reflects the
organization’s knowledge of other social movements and ideologies, specifically in Mexico.
During my fieldwork, I often observed and learned from the influences that the Zapatista
movement in Mexico has had on LMO’s approaches and ideologies, specifically at Tierra es Vida.
Based in Chiapas, the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación
Nacional, EZLN) embodies an indigenous-led and agrarian-based resistance movement that has
been fighting for indigenous rights, control of local land and resources, and autonomy from the
greater Mexican state since as early as the 1980s, at least. It is possible to identify certain aspects
of the Zapatists movement that have had some influence on the ideologies that guide LMO’s
approaches at the community farm. First and foremost, the emphasis on connecting with the land
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and a form of agrarianism is at the core of Tierra es Vida’s purpose and vision. At the community
farm, the earth is treated with respect and honored as a giving source for life. This was apparent in
different ceremonies that I observed and participated in that marked beginnings of seasons and
provided opportunities to request blessings for good harvests. Another similarity between the
Zapatista’s ideology and Tierra es Vida farm is the prohibition of alcohol and drugs. In addition,
the concept of autonomy is central to the EZLN’s ideology, which emphasizes freedom from
external interference, especially from that of governing states. This concept, as it arose during my
participant observation at the farm, will be discussed further in the last section of this chapter.
However, it is a concept and goal for LMO’s vision of the farm that appears to be greatly
influenced by the Zapatistas, a movement that takes its name from the commander of the Liberation
Army of the South (“Ejército Libertador del Sur”) and agrarian reformer, Emiliano Zapata.45
Lastly, with regard to the farm as a space where LMO’s vision and guiding ideologies are
translated into practice, it is important to note the challenges that are present in this form of praxis.
It is evident that despite the strides that the organization has made and continues to make, there is
always a need for more funding and more infrastructure (e.g., beds, trellises, compost containers,
tools, machinery, etc.) and, importantly, a need for more volunteers and staff. It takes these very
important parts to continue to make the farm both sustainable and productive, not just with regard
to the amount of produce that is grown but also in the process of knowledge production and
creating a space where both hearts and minds are nurtured and transformed. The need for more
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During my fieldwork at Tierra es Vida Community Farm, I witnessed the influence of both the
EZLN and Emiliano Zapata. Zapata’s influence as a revolutionary figure and symbol of the
struggle for agrarian reform was present in casual conversations, visual imagery in portraits in
LMO spaces, and the celebration of Zapata with events at the farm. An altar dedicated to Zapata
was also present at Dia de los Muertos events at Café Mayapan. For a biographical account of
Emiliano Zapata, see: Womack, 1968. For more about the EZLN, see: Muñoz Ramirez, 2008 and
Marcos and Ponce de León, 2001.
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bodies to put in the physical labor leads to the next discussion about the physicality of praxis at
Tierra es Vida.
Second, I observed and experienced a physicality of praxis through hands-on manual labor
in the practices of working with the land and growing and nurturing plants and animals. When
discussing the different levels of praxis at the community farm, one significant component is the
actual physical labor involved in this practice. This is how the implementation of LMO’s vision
takes place. A significant amount of physical labor is involved in the maintenance of the farm and
building the necessary infrastructure, such as beds, trellises, and components of the outdoor
kitchen, which continues to expand. In a contemporary context, it is possible to romanticize this
work, and there are various factors that can contribute to this, such as the nostalgia that is attached
to farm life and a pastoral aesthetic. In a 2014 article posted on the Modern Farmer website, titled
“Stop Romanticizing Farms,” Sarah Searle elaborates on this.
Nostalgia for farm life or animal husbandry is nothing new. Idealized pastoral
scenes can be identified in Hellenistic paintings, continuing through the
Renaissance and on into the 19th century. Literature has long taken advantage of
the apt metaphors of country versus city life and of the imagery of the rural
landscape. The “pastoral ideal” appeals through romanticizing the simplicity of the
unindustrialized past and glorifying a time when middle-class folks didn’t wake up
early for hectic commutes but to tend to chickens. (Searle, 2014)
As a result, there is a lucrative industry capitalizing on the romanticization of rural and farm life,
which includes expensive farm-to-table dining experiences, tourism, and lavish weddings at farms.
Interestingly, many farms are no longer fulfilling their original purpose—production—and are
now serving as destination vacation spots or spaces for events. Furthermore, one problematic trend
is weddings taking place at former plantations.This topic highlights the erasure of racial histories
associated with agriculture in the U.S. and highlights a willful ignorance for the sake of aesthetic.
Another factor contributing to the romanticization of these practices is ignorance about the work
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that goes into the production of produce in a larger scale and in an urban setting. As noted earlier,
there are many challenges associated with urban agriculture, such as issues of resources, water
shortages, difficulties with soil, etc. Romanticizing agricultural practices, especially in an urban
setting, is particularly dangerous because it has the potential to erase the realities that communities,
especially low-income communities and communities of color, are facing in an urban setting. This
includes specific circumstances that make these projects necessary, such as food insecurity and
community health issues. At the same time, to essentialize urban agricultural practices and projects
as one-dimensional is also a slippery slope. While there are significant demands for physical labor
and the presence of challenges associated with this kind of work, there is a human essence that is
central to urban farming projects. In many cases, these are spaces where community is seen in
action. Through physical labor and care for nature, people work together to create food systems
rooted in community needs and cultures. The case of Tierra es Vida community farm is a perfect
example of the complexities of an urban agricultural space.
The physical demand of the work necessary to maintain and expand production at Tierra
es Vida is also central to LMO’s broader emphasis on praxis. In the process of building the road
leading to the community they envision, the women are implementing the ideologies that guide
their practices, such as a vision for a community-based and women-led economic and food system
in South El Paso. As Lorena Andrade stressed in the previous chapter, this road cannot be built
without hard work, which is often invisible and less worthy of media attention than civil
disobedience and protests in the streets. The same idea is translated to the LMO community farm.
One must put in physical work at the farm in order to both learn through the practice and contribute
to the creation of a community-based food system. Physical labor is required in the efforts toward
sustainability. It is through the physical labor of planting, weeding, watering, digging beds,
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pruning, and helping to build infrastructure by the sweat of one’s brow that one can truly
understand what is necessary for achieving LMO’s vision. It is also through the act of physical
labor that one becomes part of a community. Working together through collective labor creates a
sense of community. Cooperation is inherently necessary in the work taking place at the farm,
especially for tasks that require more than one person, such as the construction of beds, trellises,
and components of the outdoor kitchen. In turn, the more participants there are the more progress
is made. Importantly, while participants work their bodies to the bone, they are also working their
minds, which leads to the next topic of this discussion.
Third, pedagogical praxis takes place at the farm in both formal and informal ways. This
pedagogical dimension of praxis was the most prevalent aspect I observed and experienced at the
Tierra es Vida community farm. In the interview for this project, LMO executive director, Lorena
Andrade, stressed that physical work is necessary to understand the organization’s practice.
Importantly, she adds “but you also have to study, and you have to think” (L. Andrade, personal
communication, October 10, 2012). As discussed in the previous chapter, the buildings and spaces
that the women of LMO have created for themselves have always served as their “schools.” The
creation of these popular education spaces was necessary in the absence of educational
opportunities and skills training after the implementation of NAFTA and the subsequent negative
effects on communities of workers, especially women workers. The community farm is another
one of these schools. Of all the dimensions of praxis that I observed while an active participant at
Tierra es Vida, the pedagogical dimensions of praxis were the most prevalent and underlying
theme in all the activities at the farm. The organization has strong roots in popular education, from
the earliest days when LMO offered classes and workshops for garment factory workers to the
continued workshops, museum exhibits telling the histories of the organization and the
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community, and educational opportunities that are offered today at Café Mayapan and other LMO
spaces. A pedagogical dimension of praxis can be found at Tierra es Vida, as well.
As noted previously, Tierra es Vida is defined by the organization as an “educational hub”
where community members have an opportunity to learn about and reconnect with the land, as
well as participate in a collective effort to build a community-led food system in the barrio. As an
educational space, the community farm fosters both formal and informal forms of popular
education. Outside of the realm of more traditional and institutional education, Tierra es Vida
serves as a space where community members co-learn about urban farming methods and working
with the land in an urban and desert environment. In addition, participants learn about history and
culture, particularly with regard to Mesoamerican cultures and practices, as well as the histories of
El Paso that are pertinent to the neighborhood and South Central El Paso, in general. These
educational opportunities appear in various forms. Cultural events at the farm can be viewed as
educational events, as well. Community members who attend these events are exposed to art, in
the form of music and other forms of artistic expression (e.g., poetry, drama, and visual
representations created by local artists, such as the mural discussed earlier). Additionally, food is
often prepared using the outdoor oven and stove, and attendees can learn about traditional and
ancestral cooking techniques while also learning how to use these structures. With regard to more
formal structures, LMO has offered different “classes” at the farm. Influenced by the Zapatistas in
Mexico, these escuelitas (little schools) have covered different topics. For example, I had the
opportunity to attend a session in July of 2014 that was led by Carlos Marentes, the director of the
Border Farm Workers Center, and focused on issues related to migrant farm workers and La Via
Campesina, which was described in the first LMO chapter. These escuelitas have covered topics
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related to social justice and agriculture and other relevant issues associated with the border,
economics, and urban agriculture.
In addition, youth education is fundamental to the community farm project and LMO’s
broader food justice initiative. On numerous occasions, the organization has brought community
youth, ranging from middle school age to high school age, to the farm to learn about farming
practices and working with the land. This focus on youth education also involves an inclusion of
much younger generations. Almost on a weekly basis, the children from Rayito del Sol Daycare
visit the farm to learn about plants and spend time in nature. On Earth Day in 2014 (April 22nd),
I had the pleasure of spending time at the farm interacting with the children and showing them
how to plant seeds and transplant seedlings with another volunteer. This involved an organized
hands-on approach with the kids, but they were also able to run around and explore the farm on
their own. Their presence at the farm provided a change of pace for those of us who were regular
volunteers, and this changed the tone at the farm, which reminded me of what it is like to be a kid.
The following excerpt from my fieldnotes is a brief example that demonstrates this presence:
Later, we would take [the children] to look at the chickens. They gathered around
the coop and made all kinds of chicken noises. It was awesome. Eventually, I knelt
down next to some of them, while taking photos. [One little boy] would show me
how there was a spider web, and I interacted with him a bit. He asked me what was
in my pocket. My gloves were sticking out. So I showed him, and a little girl turned
around and said, “I have gloves at home!” She also told me that the little blonde,
curly-haired toddler was her little brother. When I was talking with [one little boy]
and pointing out Spiderman on his shirt, one of the other little boys came over and
made a point to show me the airplanes on his shirt…in comparison to the airplanes
on his shoes… (Fieldnotes, April 22, 2014)
Interacting with the children illustrated the emphasis that LMO stresses on incorporating these
younger generations into the different aspects of their food justice initiative. Simply by being at
the farm, the children experience nature and contribute to these efforts in their own small ways
(e.g., planting seeds and nurturing plants in a bed created just for the daycare).
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Other forms of education have also involved community meetings with other grassroots
organizations who are working to build sustainable food systems in the Paso del Norte region. On
one particular occasion, I participated in a community meeting among organizations within the
SURCO network. The meeting was organized as a dialogue about the current status of the food
system and agricultural work being done by the member organizations. During the gathering, there
was a strong effort to create a space dialogue among the organizations and a space for learning
about other initiatives related to the ones taking place in El Paso. All of these examples can be
defined as more formal forms of pedagogical praxis at Tierra es Vida. They serve as examples of
praxis, because of the emphasis on hands-on practice and reflecting through an active participation
at the farm space. The youth programming involves introducing the kids to the necessary work at
the farm and the meanings attached to this practice. As described earlier, even the smaller children
have the opportunity to get their tiny hands dirty while planting seeds and while watering the plants
in the act of nurturing their growth. Importantly, with the exception of the SURCO meeting and
the Rayito del Sol farm activities, most of these educational opportunities (classes and cultural
events), are open to the public. There are rules in place at the farm, such as the prohibition of
alcohol or drugs, but all are welcome to attend, as long as attendees maintain a sense of respect at
the farm.
On the other hand, as a volunteer, I observed and benefited from informal forms of
education at the community farm, as well. Tierra es Vida is a space where knowledge is produced
and exchanged through practice. People from different walks of life, as well as different levels of
education and experience with urban agriculture and gardening, have visited and volunteered at
the farm. While some only visited once, and others would become more consistent volunteers,
there was truly a level of co-learning present during my fieldwork experience at the community
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farm. I witnessed a diverse group of volunteers during my tenure, including other graduate
students, as well as undergraduates from the local university, but also other community members,
local activists, and visitors from other parts of the country. The farm has served as a space where
lives overlap and come together with the purpose of contributing to LMO’s efforts to build a
sustainable food system. While some volunteers came to the farm with little or no experience with
farming and gardening, others brought their own knowledge and experience. This created a space
where knowledge was exchanged through both practice and dialogue. During all of my days
working at the farm, dialogue was a crucial component. Freire argues that dialogue must underlie
any form of cooperation. As an essential form of communication, he speaks about dialogue in a
manner that is particularly relevant to this part of the practice of Tierra es Vida. Freire states,
Dialogue does not impose, does not manipulate, does not domesticate, does not
“sloganize.” This does not mean, however, that the theory of dialogical action leads
nowhere; nor does it mean that the dialogical human does not have a clear idea of
what she wants, or of the objectives to which she is committed. (Freire, 1993; 168)
The goals at Tierra es Vida are clear. To volunteer and contribute to the cultivation and
maintenance of the farm is to commit to a vison clearly laid out by LMO: to create a communitybased and community-led sustainable and just food system for the community. Still, dialogue
offers an opportunity to exchange ideas, no matter how difficult it can be to come to a consensus.
Dialogue took place often during our breaks from the physical labor. Cruz always made sure that
we would stop to drink water and eat under one of the pomegranate trees. It was during this time
that I observed and benefited from dialogue as praxis. Through our physical labor, we enacted a
practice. These breaks contributed to a necessary reflection on our action through this practice. In
addition to working our other muscles, we also worked our brains while expanding our knowledge,
learning our history and about our culture, and unlearning dominant narratives. In this way, Tierra
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es Vida is more than a space for production, it is also a space that nurtures and encourages critical
thinking and a collective practice.
Concluding this overview of praxis at Tierra es Vida, I find it useful to describe how my
own experiences as a participant observer can be considered a form of praxis. As an active
volunteer at the farm, I argue that my own ethnographic experience also involved a significant
level of both action and reflection, which contributed not only to my learning about LMO and this
aspect of their work for this project but also contributed to my own consciousness as a scholar and
as a person. In addition to the examples above of informal pedagogical praxis, my own interactions
with Cruz contributed significantly to my learning experience at Tierra es Vida. Early on in my
fieldwork at the farm, I learned firsthand from his willingness to teach me about various methods
and tasks that were needed in the maintenance of the farm, as well as his willingness to share his
wisdom that he had gained as a long-time educator and activist in El Paso. In the process of digging
beds, pulling weeds, watering plants, and harvesting, I received many lessons from Cruz. He taught
me more about El Paso history than I learned growing up in the public school system. He shared
his knowledge of the Chicano movement in the city, as well as the struggles of past and present in
the Chamizal area. I learned more about the Zapatista movement from Cruz and witnessed how
their history and principles informed the practice at Tierra es Vida. Furthermore, he taught me
about the importance of knowing where your ancestors came from and their legacy of my own
ancestors, which I carry forward in my life and my work. With all these lessons, we also shared in
laughter. I consider Cruz an elder in my life, and I value what he has taught me, not only that which
is pertinent to this project but lessons that I will carry for the rest of my life. Within the same vein,
all of my experiences at the LMO community farm have had an impact on my life that exceeds
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this dissertation. This would not have been possible without my active participation and
subsequent learning through practice.
Through a sense of action and reflection throughout my fieldwork experience, I was
transformed by this experience. I gained knowledge and experience related to urban farming and
learned firsthand about the challenges that we face in an urban, desert, and border context. I was
humbled by my own physical limitations as I dug beds and, in the process, pushed myself in ways
that enabled me to grow. As a student at Tierra es Vida, I was humbled but also gained confidence
in myself. This was thanks to the people I worked alongside and largely thanks to Cruz’s patience
and willingness to help me learn from my own and our collective mistakes. Importantly, this
experience reaffirmed my desire to always commit myself, no matter the context, to some form of
praxis. This involves continuing to read, study, and write but also to always find ways to implement
the ideologies that guide my work in practical ways and remain committed to making my corner
of society better for future generations. At one point in my fieldwork process, Lorena Andrade told
me that practice could inform my dissertation and my future work. My experiences at the
community farm reflect this. My role as a participant observer was more participatory than
observational. Through this participation I engaged in practice that provided not only relevant
information for this project but also practice that enabled me to contribute to the work of LMO, as
well. One level of my contribution was merely the physical labor I put in at the farm. I was
determined to pull my own weight and be as useful as possible. I got my hands dirty and put my
blood and sweat into what was needed. But I also contributed through documentation. Throughout
my tenure as a volunteer at the farm, I documented the seasons and the progress both through
photographs and lists of seedlings and plants. In the process, I also developed a sense of ownership
of my labor at the farm, which in turn led to a deep affinity for the space and what it meant to me.
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It is imperative to note another common thread throughout these experiences and
dimensions at the community farm. In my observation, joy was often present and at the core of the
labor done at Tierra es Vida. This joy came in the form of laughter and sharing collectively in the
experience. Sharing in the moments and in the work towards building a sustainable and
community-centered food system was central. That is not to say that the space is a utopia nor a
reflection of some romanticized notion of urban farming and community organizing. The work
being done at Tierra es Vida is difficult work. It requires demanding physical labor, patience, and
humility with a willingness to learn from one’s mistakes and limitations. But I witnessed and
benefited immensely from a genuine sense of community at the farm. I experienced firsthand the
joy embodied in the labor of working the land, nurturing the plants, and helping with the
construction of something bigger than myself, and I gather that this was felt by my fellow
volunteers, as well. In The Prophet, Kahlil Gibran says that “work is love made visible,” and this
was and is still apparent at the farm (Gibran, 1923: 25). In particular, it is a love for the community,
for the earth, and for future generations who will benefit from the labor of love being done today.
The following section presents some considerations for how Tierra es Vida and the work and
presence of LMO, in general, contributes to a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Such an
emphasis on praxis contributes to a discussion of care, which I define as love and compassion put
to action, as well as a context-specific form of economic citizenship both visualized and as a goal
in LMO’s practice.

La Mujer Obrera as a De Facto Contributor to a U.S.-based Solidarity Economy Movement
While the concept of a solidarity economy is relatively unheard of in the U.S., especially
with regard to organizing and creating visibility by use of that name, the guiding principles of a
solidarity economy framework in this context are not, by any means, new. Historical examples
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have shown us that, for generations, people have been collectively organizing and creating
livelihoods based on principles of solidarity, including cooperativism and mutualism and other
ideologies that prioritize people and the environment over profit. Similarly, people continue to
collectively organize around these principles today without identifying explicitly as solidarity
economy organizations or as part of this contemporary movement. However, these forms of
collective action can serve as what I call de facto contributors to this U.S.-based solidarity
economy. I define de facto contributors to this movement as organizations, or groups of people
working together, that do not identify explicitly as solidarity economy organizations or explicitly
as part of the U.S.-based movement but are influenced and guided by one or more core principles
of the solidarity economy framework. Specifically, this would include principles that are peopleand environment-centered and focus on sustainable approaches to economic practice. Importantly,
economic practice can be expanded to mean multiple ways in which people are working to create
livelihoods and create more just economic systems.
De facto contributors can contribute to the solidarity economy movement in various ways.
For one, the sole presence of these examples increases visibility of alternative practices and
approaches to social change, especially during this current moment when so many dominant
economic and government policies and structures are detrimental to a common good and the
welfare and dignity of communities and the environment. At a time when social services are being
slashed and when the environment is losing more and more forms of government protection and
preservation, there are people on the ground working within their means to create change and
protecting their communities and the earth. Additionally, with this visibility, it is possible to make
wider connections among organizations and forms of solidarity economy-related efforts and create
larger networks of organizations that can both learn from each other and support each other in
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different ways. Furthermore, the more that we pay attention to these different examples, regardless
of whether they identify as solidarity economy practitioners or not, the more that we learn about
the importance of context in the creation and sustainability of this type of work. Various factors,
such as political and cultural histories and climates of a region, as well as issues of intersectionality,
such as race, class, and gender, can highlight both challenges and successes for the sustainability
of these practices. This can also contribute to the creation of policies that would support solidarity
economy-related efforts, regardless of whether this label is used or not. Lessons learned from
multiple organizations and practices across varying regions and contexts can contribute to the
expansion of alternatives in meaningful and longer-lasting ways.
I identify La Mujer Obrera as a de facto contributor to a contemporary U.S.-based solidarity
economy. As evidenced throughout this chapter, LMO is guided by principles that can be situated
within a solidarity economy framework. Importantly, the organization does not identify explicitly
as a solidarity economy organization. In fact, early on in my fieldwork, I was told by Lorena
Andrade, executive director of LMO, that I “brought” the concept of solidarity economy to them.
Once I began describing the core principles of the framework and gave examples of solidarity
economy practices, people were more familiar with those details, more so than the “solidarity
economy” name itself. Despite its detachment from that name, the organization is guided both by
a conceptualization of solidarity, as well as a grassroots community-based vision for economic
and social justice. Additionally, the organization currently has a strong focus on issues of
sustainability, as they work towards creating a community-based economic and food system in
South Central El Paso. As a community organization that is largely composed of and led by
working-class Mexican and Mexican American women, LMO highlights the ways in which
communities of color are organizing around solidarity economy-related principles. Guided by a
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history of struggles for workers’ rights and a vision for a community created on their own terms,
LMO is an invaluable case study that can contribute much to solidarity economy research and
circles.
In an earlier chapter, I presented a discussion of a U.S.-based solidarity economy as a social
movement. Specifically, it is described as “part of a broad spectrum of social movements that are
working to transform our economy and society” (Kawano, 2009: 20). Emily Kawano, a co-founder
of the U.S. Solidarity Economy Network, emphasizes that this U.S. movement goes beyond
resistance and building political power. But it also focuses on building infrastructure in the form
of alternative economic practices, institutions, and policies in collaboration with other social
justice movements. In a sense, some would also argue that the solidarity economy, both in a
national sense and a global sense, is a “movement of movements.” It brings together different
social movements, including civil rights, environmental, labor, immigrant rights, and LGBTQ
movements, under a unifying commitment to a more people-centered way of creating livelihoods
and engaging in alternative economic practices. Furthermore, I argue that this contemporary
movement must also include an acknowledgment of historical predecessors. Examples of
collective organizing and economic practice grounded in principles of mutualism, cooperativism,
and sustainability, in some form, are a part of the broader and arguably lesser-known American
historical narrative. Still, these historical antecedents can be included in the broader scope of a
contemporary solidarity economy movement to demonstrate the role of these legacies and
highlight the fact that these forms of alternative economic practice are not entirely new to this
national context and a sense of American culture. There is always room to acknowledge the
contributions that have made such a contemporary movement both possible and contributions that
contribute to its expansion and visibility.
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To reiterate, another central principle of this U.S.-based solidarity economy movement is
the emphasis on pluralism and acknowledgment of the importance of diversity in these practices.
Solidarity economy proponents from within the U.S. emphasize a commitment to preserve
diversity rather than achieve a sense of uniformity. “To consciously pursue a bottom-up approach”
that values diversity and honors local knowledge is at the core of this solidarity economy ethic
(Allard and Matthaei, 2008: 6-7). This is viewed as a strength rather than a hindrance to the
expansion of this movement and to its development. With a commitment to pluralism, there is a
strategic effort to create spaces for collaboration, dialogue, and a vision for a unifying framework
that would allow for a diverse array of economic practices influenced by local contexts. It is within
this commitment to diversity and breadth of the movement that I argue de facto contributors can
play a role.
As noted above, I define de facto contributors to a solidarity economy in strict terms. To
reiterate, de facto contributors to a solidarity economy movement are defined as organizations, or
groups of people working together, that do not identify explicitly as solidarity economy
organizations or explicitly as part of the U.S.-based movement but are influenced and guided by
one or more core principles of the solidarity economy framework. These contributors possess a
sense of a transformative solidarity economy ethic and exhibit solidarity economy praxis, which
involves a conscious commitment to action and reflection in an effort to build economic alternative
systems based on sustainability and justice. In the development of my conceptualization of de facto
contributors to a solidarity economy movement, I am partially influenced by the work of Patricia
S. Misciagno and her conceptualization of de facto feminism. While there are significant
differences between Misciagno’s work on feminist identity and my use of a “de facto” labeling in
my work with a solidarity economy movement, her emphasis on praxis and the organizing
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relevance of such identifications is useful. The term “feminist” and an association with the feminist
movement is no doubt complicated and can be politically polarizing. The act of naming and
identifying with a solidarity economy may, in fact, be less so. But there are certainly aspects of the
solidarity economy that can be polarizing, as well, especially given the alternative and, at times,
radical practices and ideologies that have been associated with and espoused from these circles
(e.g., socialism, anarchist, and other forms of anti-capitalist activism.). Misciagno deals more
heavily with a consideration of identity and consciousness, with regard to de facto feminism. My
project is less concerned with the individual level of identification and rather, focuses on
organizational practice and guiding ideology. Nevertheless, Misciagno’s work proves useful by
her emphasis on the commonality among praxis and contributions to larger efforts for social
change and transformation. Referencing Rosalind Delmar, Misciagno highlights the following
question: Can someone be a feminist by her actions? This question led her to examine the
relationship between identity and politics leading to the following analysis: “It is our precise
contention that there is a large population of women who do not explicitly identify themselves as
feminists but whose praxis makes them what we will term de facto feminists” (Misciagno, 1997:
xix). A conscious decision of whether to identify as feminist or not gets to the issue of agency.
This consideration of agency and naming, as well as autonomy, will be discussed later, with regard
to LMO. The big takeaway at this juncture is that there are still opportunities for such de facto
players to contribute to bigger causes and movements by doing the work it takes to cause change
at different levels.
My concept of de facto contributors is also influenced by my observation, documentation,
and participation with the case of LMO. I argue that this framework is useful for future solidarity
economy research. It allows for a diversity of practices, as well as diversity of research methods
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and engagement with solidarity economy-related efforts. There is already a plethora of examples
of people collective organizing around principles central to a solidarity economy framework.
People are already engaging in different forms of praxis and expanding the possibilities for this
kind of work across the nation. From a researcher’s perspective, the possibilities of examining
these connections to a broader solidarity economy movement are endless. There is also room for
more participatory methodologies in this type of research. Researcher and practitioners from
within solidarity economy circles are already engaging in the research and documentation of these
practices, as well as the creation of networks. By incorporating these kinds of de facto contributors
and addressing the challenges associated with the development of a solidarity economy
framework, there are more opportunities to expand the visibility of this kind of work in a national
context and beyond.
As evidenced throughout this chapter, La Mujer Obrera is a case study that reflects
solidarity economy praxis and a commitment to many of the core principles of a solidarity
economy framework. While the organization does not identify as a solidarity economy
organization per se, it serves as a de facto contributor to the broader movement in various ways.
LMO grew out of a context of solidarity. Historically, the organization began as a source of support
and valuable resource in the struggle for the rights of women workers in the garment industry of
El Paso. Through protest and civil disobedience, in addition to popular education and communitybased social services, the women of LMO acted by a sense of solidarity with other women workers
and activists. This collective organizing took place in the context of systems of labor and a border
economy that did not serve working-class women and communities. From the start, LMO stood in
opposition to these exploitative structures and social forces. Through this sense of solidarity and
providing of alternative forms of education and work training, LMO exemplifies a different and
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historical sense of a “solidarity economy.” This would only be broadened in significant ways with
a later transition in their foci. LMO’s organizing strategy continues to be grounded in a
commitment to build a community in South Central El Paso that would promote the following
basic human rights: employment, housing, education, nutrition, health, peace, and political liberty
(www.mujerobrera.org). Remaining committed to this historical legacy and working in the interest
of Mexican and Mexican American women on the border, LMO shifted their focus to working to
create an alternative, community-based economic framework and food system in the barrio.
Through a continued implementation and development of a vision for Plan Mayachen, LMO
continues to make the road by walking. With their social enterprises (Rayito de Sol Daycare,
Lummetik Trading Co., and Café Mayapan) and broader food justice initiative, which incorporates
the community farm and subsequent urban agricultural initiatives, an occasional farmers market,
and forms of popular education, LMO exemplifies a comprehensive de facto contributor to a
solidarity economy. Multiple dimensions of these current efforts fall under the solidarity economy
framework. This includes the social enterprise model, fair trade, and the overall creation of an
alternative economic system that is community-led and being created from the bottom-up in South
El Paso barrios. In addition, past initiatives, such as past bartering communities, in addition to
other forms of informal economic practices, such as sharing economies and networks among
organizations, can also be considered part of a solidarity economy framework. At the core, LMO’s
guiding ideologies and efforts are grounded in values that prioritize people and planet.
This reflects the comprehensiveness of the organization described earlier, which is
unmatched by many community organizations. The organization emerged out of a context of
solidarity and continues to exemplify solidarity in action by the various efforts described above.
Through their commitment to building an autonomous and self-sustainable economic and food
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system in the barrio, LMO is engaged in serious efforts towards sustainability, on their own terms.
Importantly, LMO’s efforts towards sustainability are grounded in local needs and value local
knowledge and histories. As an organization committed to the social uplift and economic and
community empowerment, LMO embodies a strong commitment to equity in all dimensions. This
not only involves their own efforts and various practices and community-institutions and projects.
LMO also serves as an important community organization and ally for other grassroots
organizations. Café Mayapan has served as an organizing space and safe space for various
communities in the El Paso area. It is a space where all are welcome but that is committed to social
justice and stands in opposition to all forms of racism and bigotry.
Participatory democracy plays a different kind of role in LMO. It is clear that the
organization embodies a more radical approach to participatory politics, especially given its
influences from the Zapatista movement in Mexico and its commitment to civil disobedience in
past actions. In short, one could argue that LMO represents an alternative approach to political
participation that stands outside the realm of mainstream politics. This approach is grounded in
grassroots efforts for social and economic justice and emphasizes the role of the community on
the ground and a commitment to popular education in the struggle for social change. As a de facto
contributor to a contemporary solidarity economy movement, LMO is representative of the
diversity that is valued and promoted in the solidarity economy framework.
Grounded in an effort to create a more just food system, on the community’s terms, and
create spaces and opportunities for community and economic empowerment, LMO’s efforts are
reflective of the core principle of the solidarity economy that emphasizes pluralism. With its
emphasis on culturally relevant foundations, the organization stresses the importance of creativity
in both the production of fresh, local vegetables and fruits and in the preparation of meals with
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products that are reflective of history and culture. This commitment to culturally relevant
ingredients is reflected in the emphasis on cooking as an expression of creativity, which contributes
to a sense of dignity and well-being. As a case study, the organization helps to expand our
conceptualizations of a solidarity economy framework and embodies a sense of resistance that is
transformative and pragmatic. The remaining discussions elaborate on two additional ways that
LMO contributes to a solidarity economy movement and framework. Specifically, the organization
provides an opportunity consider the shape and the scope of a gendered economic citizenship and
a conceptualization of care in solidarity economy-related efforts on the border.
First, as a case study, LMO presents an example for how working-class communities of
color, on the border, are creating spaces and community-based economic and food systems where
a context-specific form of gendered economic citizenship can flourish. Citizenship is a contested
and contextualized concept. Membership and belonging as citizens have not always been
experienced equally, and race, ethnicity, gender, class, immigration status, and sexuality, have had
a significant influence on this differentiation. Evelyn Nakano Glenn notes,
For nonwhite people and women, citizenship has always been a malleable structure,
molded by the efforts of dominant groups seeking to enforce their own definitions
of citizenship and its boundaries, and by efforts of subordinated groups to contest
these definitions and boundaries. Thus the meaning of citizenship has evolved over
time, has varied place by place, and has differed for different people. It is out of
struggles at the local level that regionally and historically specific formal and
substantive citizenship has emerged. (Glenn, 2002: 55).
In her book Citizenship: Feminist Perspectives, Ruth Lister stresses the Janus-faced nature of
citizenship and states that, “it operates simultaneously as a mechanism of both inclusion and
exclusion and also as a language of both discipline and resistance” (Lister, 2003: 4). Citizenship
is a matter of rights and of obligations. Such obligations may be related to the responsibility to
actively struggle to achieve certain rights. This can be seen in a variety of historical and
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contemporary social movements. Where people have been excluded from certain rights (i.e.,
voting rights), there have been movements to demand and achieve them. For some, this struggle
is an obligation, a responsibility, which goes beyond a national decree. Citizenship is a struggle
over meaning, as well as an everyday struggle for rights and economic democracy.46 Lister stresses
that citizenship is a process, not just an outcome, “in which the struggle to gain new rights and to
give substance to existing ones is seen as being as important as the substance of those rights”
(Lister, 2003: 6). Furthermore, Lister notes, “there are no doubt still some citizenship theorists
who need to be reminded, or even convinced, that this ostensibly gender-neutral concept is, in fact,
deeply gendered” (Lister, 2003: 1). Women and men, as well as a variety of other gender identities,
have not experienced citizenship in the same way. Moreover, the ties between the construction of
citizenship and labor are particularly significant and have reflected continued inequalities. Wage
work and political participation go hand in hand, and economic dependence can be linked with the
absence of political rights. Economic citizenship is a useful concept for envisioning changes to
these systems of inequality with a consideration of the connections between labor and citizenship.
Alice Kessler-Harris defines economic citizenship as:
the right to work at the occupation of one’s choice (where work includes childrearing and household maintenance); to earn wages adequate to the support of self
and family; to a nondiscriminatory job market; to the education and training that
facilitate access to it; to the social benefits necessary to sustain and support labor
force participation; and to the social environment required for effective choice,
including adequate housing, safe streets, accessible public transport, and universal
healthcare. (Kessler-Harris, 2003: 158-159)

46

For an extensive examination of collective agency and democracy as a constantly developing
process, see: Thompson, 2011. In her dissertation, Thompson examines how Black women
activists have historically demonstrated a “critical awareness of the chasm between democracy as
pledged and democracy as practiced” in their efforts for social justice and change (Thompson,
2011: x).
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These elements are crucial to this form of citizenship. Kessler-Harris further states in her book In
Pursuit of Equity: Women, Men, and the Quest for Economic Citizenship in 20th-Century America
that economic citizenship is “the independent status that provides the possibility of full
participation in the polity” (Kessler-Harris, 2001: 5). Notably, struggles for economic citizenship
take many forms, and they involve collective and individual action to obtain these elements.
Sometimes these struggles take the form of alternative economic models and approaches, such as
workers cooperatives, worker recuperation, and other forms of cooperation and workplace
democracy. In relation to the solidarity economy, economic citizenship plays a major role, and it
can be an avenue for the achievement of citizenship rights through these means. The solidarity
economy framework and the implementation of alternative economic practices that prioritize
people and planet creates spaces for the realization of a gendered economic citizenship, where
people can possess the rights outlined in Kessler-Harris’ definition and work towards achieving a
sense of economic justice.
With the case of LMO, the organization is creating possibilities for the realization of a
context-specific gendered economic citizenship. While the organization would not necessarily use
the term “economic citizenship,” they are working towards similar rights that are embodied in the
concept. As a women-led organization, LMO is working to build infrastructure in their South
Central El Paso communities and creating spaces for economic empowerment and opportunities
on their own terms. Notably, the organization grew out of a context that was not conducive to an
economic citizenship that afforded Mexican and Mexican American workers, especially women,
economic rights. As detailed in the previous chapter, the organization was created out of a context
of exploitation and a denial of many basic rights for women workers. Additionally, there was a
lack of infrastructure and educational opportunity after the factories left. From the outset, LMO
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worked to promote the rights of the women workers and later transitioned to create their own
alternatives for education and workforce training and later to create their own vision for a
community-based and women-led economic system. Later, the issue of food justice and building
a more just food system in the barrio would also contribute to this vision. Culture, economic
empowerment rooted in history and local knowledge, and a commitment to cultural expression
and dignity are encompassed in this vision. Thus, LMO adds these components to Kessler-Harris’
definition above. The organization is working towards a community-based, grassroots form of
economic citizenship on the border.
Second, the case of LMO presents significant possibilities for how we can conceptualize
care, especially within forms of solidarity economy-related organizing. Initially, I went into this
research with a focus on maternalism as a form of care. However, during the course of my
fieldwork, I learned quickly that the concept would not be as relevant to this case study as I
imagined. Rather, I witnessed a broader sense of care within the work and vision of the
organization. This became a concept that was woven throughout my experiences working with
LMO, and I argue that it is a concept that is ripe for development for examining solidarity
economy-related initiatives and the greater efforts to build a more people-centered and
environmentally-conscious alternative economic system. At the most basic level, I define care as
compassion in action. For the purpose of this project, I consider three dimensions of care that I
observed and experienced during my fieldwork. First, in my work with LMO, I observed care as
another form of praxis—a process of action and reflection. Second, I observed in both the vision
and practice of the organization, a sense of care with regard to generational factors. Third, as an
active participant at the community farm, I personally experienced and benefited from a sense of
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care as built relationships with others and became part of a community. I will provide discussions
of all three of these dimensions of care in the following.
As discussed earlier, praxis is a guiding concept in LMO’s comprehensive efforts. The
process of action and reflection is central to their ideology and informs their practice at all
dimensions of their work. In their collective practice, care can be exhibited in their efforts to build
an infrastructure for the benefit of the community. At the core of this work is a commitment to
creating spaces for empowerment through economic alternatives that benefit the community and
participation for its members. Dignity and self-sustainability are central to these efforts. In the past,
LMO has provided resources and opportunities for community members to educate themselves,
and the organization has served as an incubator for members to start their own businesses.
Additionally, there is an emphasis on taking care of one another and supporting each other in
different ways. In addition to being a resource and support system for the community, the
organization also provides spaces where community members can feel welcome and where their
culture (e.g., traditions, languages, experiences, knowledge, etc.) will be honored. As detailed
earlier, in the organization’s vision, action and practice is paramount to a sense of justice and
empowerment. At the same time, the organization emphasizes the role of reflection and making
connections to the ideologies that guide their practice. This involves continuing to learn and study
and reflecting on what can be learned during the practice. I observed this quite a bit at the
community farm, as noted earlier. A sense of care can be seen in the organization’s commitment
to create spaces were community members’ education can be nurtured. Care in this context should
not be viewed as a paternalistic form. Rather, the organization creates spaces for agency for the
community and especially for younger generations. This leads to another dimension of care I
observed.
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Second, another dimension of care in the work and vision of LMO involves a generational
factor. Early on in my fieldwork, I observed the presence of different generations within the
organization. This should be expected given the longevity of the organization, which was founded
in the early 1980s. Throughout my fieldwork, I interacted with women and men from different
generations. This included people who were present in the organization from the very beginning,
such as women who were workers in the garment factories and who are now in leadership roles
(e.g., at Café Mayapan, Rayito del Sol, and on the organization’s board of directors). Cruz would
also be included in this group, as an organizer from day one. Other generations were represented,
including those women who came to the organization later, such as Lorena Andrade who began
organizing with LMO in the 1990s. I also interacted with women who were of my own generation
and who came to the organization through different ways. This would include Rubi and Mariana,
who were quoted in the previous chapter. Multiple generations were also present at the community
farm—from elders to young children. I argue that all of this reflects a few things. First, this reflects
that LMO is a multi-generational, women-led community organization. The organization stresses
the importance and the roles of different generations in their work. This includes learning from
older generations and struggles of the past while acknowledging the knowledge and skills that
younger generations bring to the table. At the same time, it is critical to understand that newcomers
to the organization and its practice should not assume superior knowledge. As described by
Andrade in the previous chapter, one must put in the work in order to truly understand the practice.
Multi-generational participants and volunteers have no doubt come from different backgrounds,
including socioeconomic statuses. What is more, because LMO is a multi-generational
organization, largely due to their longevity, younger generations have a lot to learn from older
generations’ missteps over the years. Throughout generations, groups have been left on the
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margins of the so-called “American dream,” and this is a condition that persists and is evidenced
by a continued need for community organizations like LMO. By acknowledging these histories,
education and change across generations is possible.
All generations can contribute to the building of a community-based and community-led
infrastructure and a sustainable community and food system that prioritizes the care for others.
Different generations bring to the table their own experiences, wisdom, and energy. What is more,
there is a conscious and determined commitment to care for future generations through the creation
and nurturing of this community. The organization is building a better community in the interest
of community members now, but there is also an emphasis on building a better economic and food
system for generations that have yet to come. The Rayito del Sol Daycare is an excellent example
of this. Children are cared for in this space, but they are also being educated through a bicultural
approach to education and a hands-on approach to learning. As noted earlier, the children are often
taken to the community farm to learn about growing plants and food. This respect and emphasis
on caring for the earth are crucial to the education of these younger generations. These younger
and future generations are going to carry this work and legacy of the community with them towards
the future. This is a major way that these practices and systems can be sustainable. These values
and emphasis on practice must be instilled in these generations.
Thirdly, in my general fieldwork with LMO and as an active participant at the community
farm, I experienced and benefited from a sense of care as built relationships with others and
became part of a community. Throughout my fieldwork experience and to this day, my main
contacts at the organization and the others I met during the process (some of whom have become
good friends), exhibited a sense of care for me. This was evident in my interactions and experiences
at the community farm specifically. Cruz, in particular, exhibited care in the ways that he always
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took the time to teach me, not just about the work we were doing but to teach me about history and
to impart wisdom he has as a long-time organizer. Cruz and others always showed concern about
my safety, as well others’ safety at the farm. In the same way, I, too, developed a sense of care for
Cruz and others I worked with at the community farm and met through LMO. These forms of care
are reflective of mutual relationships that are born in these contexts, and they highlight what is
truly central to these forms of solidarity economy-related practices and efforts—human
relationships. Through my experiences at the farm, I was also able to nurture my own care for
nature. Like many others, I treated the earth and the plants with love and respect, as well as the
animals present in that particular space. This gets to the very core of this work—a sense of care
for others and for our common home.
In short, LMO presents possibilities for the ways care can be implemented in these types
of efforts and in the interest of dignity and growth for community and the earth. This case study
provides a model for broadening how we conceptualize care in specific contexts. This involves
understanding histories of communities, as well as current political and cultural climates.
Furthermore, active participation and making contributions to this work, while working alongside
others, also creates possibilities for learning through action and being a participant in these forms
of compassion put to action.
In closing, the case of LMO exhibits aspects of solidarity economy principles but highlights
ways in which a solidarity economy framework can be expanded based on factors that emerge in
a specific community with specific needs. Through their commitment to building a sustainable
community and economic and food system in the barrio, LMO and its many supporters are creating
a space for a specific form of gendered economic citizenship to be realized. As a women-led
organization, this case study illustrates the significant role that women, especially working-class
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immigrant women of color, can and do play in the work to create these forms of alternatives.
Moreover, the organization can contribute to a burgeoning solidarity economy movement by
demonstrating that alternatives are possible and are already taking place. The women and
supporters of LMO acknowledge that change takes time and work. This form of transformation,
which must occur at multiple levels, is a process, and the history of LMO from its beginnings in
the early 1980s up to the present, as the organization continues to build a community-based
economic and food system, exemplifies a model of this process. Importantly, such a process also
involves changing one’s mindset about the economy and how there are other ways of creating
one’s livelihood and providing for one’s community. The women of LMO are already enacting
such a project of transformation and are practicing what they preach.
A few other factors that are central to this case study are worth mentioning at this time.
First, the type of solidarity economy praxis that is reflected in LMO’s efforts is a form of
resistance. Praxis as resistance is a crucial component of their work and is a significant part of a
solidarity economy ethic, as well, that must not be overlooked. Simply by engaging in this kind of
work and creation of alternatives, the women and supporters of LMO and others like them are
resisting a dominant economic system, which tends to prioritize profit over people and has caused
devastating damage to the environment. By prioritizing people and the earth over profit and
committing to an ethic based on solidarity, sustainability, equity in all dimensions, participatory
democracy, and pluralism, in some form, these groups, whether they identify as part of the
solidarity economy or not, are engaging in resistance. They are going against a notion of “business
as usual” and are collectively organizing to create a better world in the face of a society that would
appear to make hope almost impossible. LMO and others are resisting the notion that hope and
social and economic transformation, on multiple levels, isn’t possible.
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Second, the role of autonomy in LMO’s vision and efforts is an issue that arose in
conversation throughout my fieldwork experience working with LMO. It continues to be one of
the core guiding principles for the organization and also exemplifies a form of resistance,
especially within the current context of the U.S. but also in El Paso, specifically. In a draft of the
organization’s implementation proposal for the Kresge grant, LMO states, “Our efforts can be
consumed in knocking at the door of the institutions that render us silent and invisible OR we can
work in parallel, alternative path of sovereignty” (LMO archival material – Kresge Implementation
Proposal). At a basic level for this case study, autonomy can be defined as moving away from a
dependence on outside sources, as well as being free from top-down decision-making processes,
which can largely ignore the knowledge and experiences of the people who live in these
communities. In many ways, the city government in El Paso has tried to render LMO and its efforts
invisible. The desire to create an autonomous community within the city, especially in the efforts
to create economic alternatives and sustainable food systems that take into account local
knowledge and local needs, is understandable. To create these communities in a system that seems
to prioritize profit over the people of El Paso is a political project. It is a form of resistance, as
well. At the same time, there are significant challenges to creating autonomous spaces under these
circumstances. Challenges associated with resources are significant and troubling. It is a process
to move away from being even partially dependent on outside sources of funding as an
organization builds an infrastructure. Additionally, there is always the risk of interference from
government entities, in this case the city government. Nevertheless, LMO is still on a path towards
this vision of a community-led autonomous space that serves the needs of the people. They
continue to make the road by walking.
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Furthermore, I argue that autonomy is also relevant when considering the roles of de facto
contributors to a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. Based on my research and continued
development of this consideration of de facto contributors to this particular movement, more and
more I view the name “solidarity economy” as an organizing tool. I argue that organizations and
groups of people are not required to identify as a solidarity economy organization or as an explicit
member of the movement. These de facto contributors can remain autonomous from such a
movement and still be considered relevant to the broadening of its scope and reach. These cases
can be useful for many purposes, including the following: (1) to document, educate, and increase
visibility, especially given the current moment in our national political and economic climate and
(2) to create spaces of possibility for collaboration, networking, and transforming our current
system by creating change on the ground. Within this possibility, agency and autonomy must be
possible in order to allow room for more examples of alternative economic practice and
community-building to grow and flourish. In a sense, this viewpoint can draw on the example of
the Zapatistas, who emphasize building a world where many worlds can exist. Still, this world
must still be a world where resistance is strong and in opposition to a current system that continues
to be detrimental to the dignity of people and planet…and history.

Concluding Remarks
The following concluding chapter will further this discussion by ending with a
consideration of a solidarity economy on the U.S.-Mexico border in the El Paso. While the case of
LMO is distinctive, there is no doubt that the city is seeing a number of sustainability and food
justice initiatives developing and expanding. By providing examples of various initiatives in the
city that can be closely connected to a solidarity economy framework, despite not identifying as
such per se, it is possible to consider the vast opportunities for a more defined solidarity economy
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perspective in this region. Importantly, with the concept of de facto contributors to a solidarity
economy movement as a tool for solidarity economy research, we can broaden the scope for how
we define manifestations of this movement in varied contexts. In a sense, LMO is a perfect
representative of solidarity economy praxis, despite the organization’s evident detachment from
the label and thus an exemplar for a de facto contributor to the movement. The case reflects the
unrelenting spirit of community organizing from the bottom-up in the creation of a communityled and women-led economic system in the barrio. It is impossible to predict what the next decade
holds for La Mujer Obrera, but given the longevity of the group’s efforts up to this point, it is not
overly optimistic to imagine the community they are working to nurture and build—a community
that puts people and planet first on their own terms. La lucha continua…47
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The fight continues.
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CONCLUSION.GLIMPSES OF A SOLIDARITY ECONOMY ON THE
BORDER

People Over Profit: The Fight for Duranguito
The week of September 11, 2017 was a strange one—a moment when rising tensions and
a legal tug-of-war culminated in collective action and protests on the streets of Duranguito, a
neighborhood in downtown El Paso that had been in danger of demolition since October of 2016.48
The neighborhood is historically significant for El Paso, especially during the Mexican Revolution.
As discussed in a previous chapter, South El Paso served as a strategic site for revolutionary
leaders, including Francisco Madero and Pancho Villa. One of the buildings in the neighborhood
served as a stash house, where Villa stored ammunition and other supplies. Another building was
the home of a lawyer who helped Villa gain amnesty from the Huerta government in the early
1920s. Local historians have recuperated more histories, many of which reflect the presence and
contributions other communities have made to El Paso. The last standing Chinese laundry is within
the arena footprint, as well as the last standing brothel that has a rich, if complicated, history. More
artifacts of these histories are in danger of being completely erased for the construction of an
arena—a highly contested issue at present.
From the beginning of the arena controversy, the city stood firm on the issue and has argued
that El Pasoans voted overwhelmingly for an arena. However, the original 2012 ballot specifically
states that the funds, an issuance of approximately $228 million would be for “museum, cultural,
multi-purpose performing arts and entertainment and library facilities improvements, including
new children’s museum, cultural heritage center and interactive digital wall,” not for an arena (City
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of El Paso Bond and Special Election Ballot, 2016).49 Almost one year later after city council
announced it would be the location of an arena, the struggle to defend residents, most of whom are
low-income and many elderly, and preserve historic buildings dating back to the earliest years of
this city on the border remained unrelenting. Despite the fact that most of the residents had already
been displaced, many forced to move to the outskirts of the city, the opposition continued. Two
residents remain, refusing to leave their homes, and continue to fight to preserve their community.
Over the course of the struggle, there had been some inroads for legal protection of the buildings.
However, that Monday evening would mark a watershed moment. I witnessed this moment
firsthand.
Since the fall of 2016, I had been an interested and concerned supporter of the efforts in
Duranguito. Having close friends, who are local historians and members of one of the main
opposition grassroots organizations, Paso del Sur (PDS), I learned details about the struggle that
were largely left out of the local news media.50 I had attended a few forums and community
discussions and continued to keep a close eye on the developments, while trying to offer support
and solidarity when I could. During this time, I also had the pleasure of hearing one of the last
remaining residents speak at one of the early community meetings. Doña Tonita Morales is ninetyyears-old and embodies the strength of a fronteriza fighting for her community.51 Her face has
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The issue of the nature of the center has been a core issue in this controversy, which has led to
continued legal battles both in the local courts and the state court in Austin, Texas. As of yet, the
city is not allowed to build a sports arena.
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significance of the area.
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graced images created by local artists supporting the cause, and she remains an inspiration to many.
As I continued to work on this dissertation, I tried to keep as informed as possible about the
struggle, noting its relevance to the project but also being concerned about what was taking place
in my city. My morning on September 11 began by attending an organizing meeting with La Mujer
Obrera at Café Mayapan, as I continued to gather more information to supplement my dissertation
chapter. I had started my day at a community space surrounded by people who had significantly
influenced my ongoing politicization in El Paso. That evening, I would continue to see these same
people in action.
Around 5 P.M., I received a text message from my friend, one of the key organizers of
PDS. Demolitions were starting in Duranguito, and they needed people ASAP. Construction trucks
and bulldozers had arrived at the neighborhood, and crews were preparing to unload. Feeling torn
between my dissertation responsibilities and feelings of responsibility to something greater than
myself, I charged my phone enough to hold me over and told my friend I would head down to the
neighborhood immediately. My aim was to serve as witness. With my phone in hand, I would
document, via photos and video, as the events unfolded. On that night, I witnessed passion and
courage. I witnessed a united front of community members with a “no way you’re going to do this
without a fight” attitude that electrified me. I saw my friend stand in front of a construction truck
with other supporters and saw people who had become friends over the years taking down fences
and screaming words of defiance. That night, after an impassioned fight on the streets, I saw the
trucks leave. I heard the cheers, and I followed the crowds as they forcibly marched the trucks out
of the neighborhood. I was surrounded by a collective beating heart of a community, the same
passion and compassion that had already been contributing to my understanding of this city…my
city. “THIS is EP to me,” I would recall later as I jotted down notes on my experience.
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Figure 40: Protesters standing in front of construction vehicles on the
evening of September 11, 2017. White banner reads: “Move the Arena
Not the People.” (Photo taken by author, 2017)
This elation and sense of relief would lead to anger and collective action, once again, in
less than twenty-four hours. Early the following morning, bulldozers punched holes in several of
the buildings within the arena footprint, causing significant damage to the foundations—no doubt
a premediated choice. Stressing that a court order had been issued the night before halting any
demolitions, supporters came out in numbers to protest the illegal destruction that was occurring.
Protests would escalate, and eventually the El Paso Police Department (EPPD) would show up in
riot gear. The El Paso Times would report that “the police stood by quietly and the protest was
peaceful,” but video footage and testimonies of those present that day would argue otherwise
(Perez and Villa, 2017). In addition, police assisted the demolition company with fencing
protesters in with the buildings. If they left the fenced-in area, they were not allowed to return,
which meant the protesters had no access to bathroom facilities or food. The EPPD allowed water
to pass through. Having worked at my downtown job most of that day, I would arrive to Duranguito
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in the evening with a friend and would witness groups of people still fenced in and a significant
number of EPPD officers patrolling the fence. We watched the eerie scene from across the street.
Seeing a diverse mixture of supporters, from young people in t-shirts and jeans and local
government officials, who had been supporters since the beginning, in business suits, behind a
fence, isolated, was unsettling.
A complete discussion about the fight to save Duranguito and defend its residents is worthy
of an entire dissertation itself. In order to fully grasp the complexities of the controversy and the
tireless work of the opposition, not to mention the ongoing legal battles, it would be vital to include
a wider-ranging discussion and more in-depth analysis. Such a discussion would need to take into
account a longer history of city government efforts to erase community and history. Struggles to
preserve historic neighborhoods and collective efforts to defend the most economically vulnerable
communities in the city are ongoing and situated in a larger context of problematic development
projects. Still, this current example is significant to include when considering the potential of a
solidarity economy in the city of El Paso. Demolition does not only destroy the physical spaces in
a community, such as buildings. It goes much deeper than that. The mentality and action of the
city and associated entities has the potential erase the heart of a community, which is founded upon
the relationships that have been built on care and other aspects that are at the core of what makes
us human. These communities also embody histories of a place, contributions that generations
have made to it, support networks, and people creating their livelihoods and means for survival.
These communities embody resilience, and there must always be a consideration of the dignity of
the person when making and implementing these top-down decisions. This is what the solidarity
economy ethic embodies, as evidenced in the previous chapters and case studies.
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Furthermore, the case of Duranguito illustrates the presence of competing frames between
the city government, in consort with private developers, and Duranguito residents and their
supporters, including local activists and historians. It highlights the significance of competing
definitions attached to terms like “economic development,” “progress,” and even “quality of life.”
Who decides what these terms mean, and at what cost? Whose quality of life do these development
efforts improve, especially when the most vulnerable populations are being kicked out of the
communities they have worked to keep safe? When is “progress” achieved, when it means that our
history has been erased? The case of Duranguito, and the community it reflects, is solidarity in
action, and this case represents a need for more people-centered approaches to economic
development and sustainability efforts.
I argue that the struggle for Duranguito and the fight to protect community and history
reflects a significant contrast between a top-down approach of profit-centered forms of economic
development and a grassroots people-centered approach to economic justice and preservation of
community and history. In addition, this specific example highlights a contemporary moment in
El Paso local politics and struggles for social justice that reflect a broader trend occurring at a
national level. The question of what those who wield the power are willing to compromise for the
sake of so-called “progress” continues to be of major concern for anyone concerned with the
dignity of people and communities, as well as those fighting against the erasure of history. What
is more, the arena controversy offers another opportunity to return to the overarching questions at
the core of my dissertation.
The preceding chapters demonstrate that a solidarity economy has been present in El Paso
and this border region, both historically and in a current context. The preceding case studies—
historical and contemporary—demonstrate such initiatives grounded in similar principles.
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However, the concept by name does not have a prominent presence here in the borderlands.
Despite this, people have been organizing around solidarity economy principles for generations
and have been working to build a more people- and environment-centered society here on the
border. These collective efforts have been influenced significantly by cultural and political
histories and values. The history of the border, especially with regard to labor and immigration,
and strong ties to Mexican traditions and values are reflected in these case studies.
Moreover, I argue that, in the current context, El Paso is ripe for more solidarity economyrelated practices and that there is hope for a continued paradigmatic shift in the way of thinking,
at least on the ground. Cases like the fight for Duranguito, as well as an array of other like-minded
efforts taking place in the city, are evidence that there is a strong desire for more people-centered
and environmentally conscious approach to economic development in the city. However, as
evidenced in the Duranguito case above, it is clear that proponents of solidarity, historical and
community preservation, and, ultimately, alternative frameworks and practices like the solidarity
economy are facing significant challenges and power structures. Arguably, city governments will
always be focused on avenues for raising revenue for the city through taxes. Thus, developers
wield money and will have significant influence on the city’s plans for economic development.
This relationship between city government and private entities, as well as the nature of these forms
of development, reflect neoliberal policies that stand in stark contrast to efforts for solidarity and
dignity for people and planet. Furthermore, the presence of the EPPD during the protests symbolize
the state’s capacity to use or threaten force against those who resist these forms of economic
development and the status quo. While this reality makes it difficult to challenge the capitalist
status quo, it is critical to work collectively outside of the mainstream economic and political
systems, while acknowledging these challenges. It is crucial to acknowledge that structural change
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requires resources and does not happen overnight. Still, political, social, and economic change is
vital in this present neoliberal era.
Varying forms of solidarity economy practice and local sustainability initiatives are
occurring in the El Paso border region at different levels. The City of El Paso’s Office of Resilience
and Sustainability (ORS) is working to address issues of sustainability and lessen the city’s carbon
footprint through many programs, such as a bike sharing program, recycling efforts, and incentives
related to energy efficiency (See the ORS official website). In addition, the city’s public library
system maintains a seed library in an effort to encourage food security and promote healthy
lifestyles through gardening and seed saving. Other non-city government efforts include
restaurants and businesses that promote local economies and local farms. Additionally, in early
2014, the Mustard Seed community café opened. The cafe operates on a pay-what-you can method
which enables customers to pay a suggested price, offer a larger donation, or volunteer for onehour, either in the café or community garden, for one free meal. The menu includes healthy and
fresh food with local ingredients. Other regional efforts include initiatives in neighboring New
Mexico. The La Semilla Food Center is a comprehensive non-profit organization in the town of
Anthony that focuses on addressing food insecurity and community health through a broad range
of programming, support for local enterprises, educational opportunities, and advocacy. The
Mountain View Co-op is another initiative in Las Cruces, which was founded in 1975 and
maintains a cooperative grocer model with over 4,000 community members and specializing in
local, natural, and organic products.
In a strong sense, the city can learn from the history of the Houchen settlement house and
the continued work of La Mujer Obrera, in addition to the residents and supporters of Duranguito.
Unfortunately, the city does not want to listen, and it is not too much of a stretch to argue that city
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interests are guided by financial interests and private, wealthy developers. Echoing Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.’s words in the introductory chapter of this dissertation, there is a real need for a
“revolution of values” in the city of El Paso. And yet, this revolution has already begun and is
embodied in case like Duranguito and La Mujer Obrera.
This concluding chapter offers a summary of the preceding case studies and returns to the
overarching concepts and theoretical frameworks in order to elucidate what can be learned from
these examples and how to move forward. Moreover, this conclusion ends with a consideration of
the challenges such solidarity economy initiatives and de facto contributors face in our current
moment. It closes with some concluding remarks on the research experience and a discussion of
hope for a solidarity economy on the border.

Review of Concepts and Contributions
This study began by introducing the solidarity economy in the U.S. as a burgeoning social
movement with its own global origins and historical antecedents. It is imperative to look to these
origins to better understand this movement in its present form. The U.S.-based solidarity economy
and its own social movement organizations and networks, such as the U.S. Solidarity Economy
Network, also reflect a transnational dimension to these forms of economic practice and
organizing. With origins in the global justice movement and conceptual origins from Latin
American contexts, this movement represents something much bigger than a national phenomenon
and provides insight into mobilization across borders via similar core principles. In turn, there is
much to be learned from these international connections, as well as the varying economic, political,
and cultural contexts throughout the globe out of which these practices and forms of organizing
emerge. Such collective action also illustrates the importance of naming and the recognition of
concepts like solidarity economy in different contexts. While the concept is relatively new to the
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American lexicon, it has a longer usage and tradition in other global contexts, such as Latin
America where it originated. Still, solidarity economy practices and the principles that guide its
framework can be found throughout the American historical narrative.
Historical expressions of collective organizing grounded in principles of cooperativism,
mutualism, and a sense of solidarity are also important to the genealogy of the movement. As
evidenced in the first chapter, expressions of a solidarity economy, in a historical sense, can be
seen in communal experiments, such as Brook Farm and Fruitlands, as well as other agrarian
movements. Certain elements of Populism in the U.S. can also be viewed as predecessors to this
contemporary movement, while also highlighting issues of race. Historical examples of
cooperativism and mutualism in communities of color is a long and rich history, which has
involved efforts for civil rights and economic independence in African American communities.
Mutual aid societies, mutualistas, in Mexican American communities have also been documented
and emphasized the importance of economic protection, education, and community support and
interconnectedness. Critical and in-depth research on these histories is vital to understanding a
U.S.-based solidarity economy movement in the present. The presence of these examples of people
collectively working together in the interest of the common good and grounded in economics
challenges dominant narratives about American individualism. Such counter-narratives are crucial
to “American experiment” of democracy.
In addition to being a growing social movement in the U.S., with global origins and
transnational connections, the solidarity economy, as a concept, can also be an organizing tool for
increasing visibility and building networks. Despite its newness to the American vocabulary, as
solidarity economy research and practitioners acknowledge, the concept can be used to identify
like-minded initiatives and practices and, thus, increase visibility and networking opportunities.
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Increasing visibility and strengthen networks will be crucial to expanding the breadth and scope
of the movement. Economic crisis continues to serve as an opportunity structure for these practices
and the development of a solidarity economy framework, which is developed through praxis. The
development of a solidarity economy movement must also grapple with the presence of initiatives
that do not identify with the concept in explicit terms. Historical examples and contemporary
initiatives can both serve as de facto contributors to this movement, as evidenced by the preceding
case studies.
The Houchen settlement house case study offers a consideration of a historical predecessor
to community-based initiatives that prioritize people over profit and offer social services at low
costs. This historical example is a part of a longer history of people collectively working together
to address social needs within the communities where they were located. Broadening a
conceptualization of de facto contributors to the contemporary solidarity economy movement to
include historical examples is crucial to both understanding these histories and to presenting
counter-narratives to dominant American historical narratives that prioritize the individual and
render other forms of economic ideologies and practice practically invisible. These histories are a
part of the social and economic fabric of this nation and represent a collective, and at times
cooperative, spirit of the people who make up those histories. The Houchen case also highlights
the interconnectedness of racial, class, and gender dynamics in this example of women-led social
reform and social services in a primarily immigrant neighborhood. The case reflects the significant
contributions an intersectional approach can make to the study of historical predecessors to a
contemporary solidarity economy movement.
In turn, intersectionality is also critical to understanding the inner-workings and
implications of contemporary collective organizing that can be situated within the movement. The
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case of La Mujer Obrera is an exemplar for contemporary efforts that embody a solidarity economy
ethic and praxis, born out of a specific context and with strong cultural and historical roots, without
needing to identify with the concept or the movement explicitly. LMO reflects the creativity and
resilience of community-based efforts to create alternative economic approaches and sustainable
food systems on their own terms. Growing out of the context of economic crises and labor
struggles, specifically with regard to working-class, often immigrant, Mexican women, the
organization exemplifies a comprehensive and grassroots approach to community development
and empowerment in South Central. This example of women-led collective organizing and
community-building reflects collective solidarity economy action from the ground up. The women
of LMO and their various supporters and allies are constructing and working towards an alternative
economic and food system, as well as their own vision of a gendered economic citizenship with
an emphasis on women’s agency and community empowerment. Importantly, LMO’s commitment
to a vision of autonomy is significant. This commitment has undoubtedly contributed to their
longevity, even with its complexities and challenges associated with funding. Nevertheless, the
women-led organization persists and serves as a model to create social and economic change in
the barrio.
The preceding chapters have focused on many of the strengths and significance of each of
these case studies, while also acknowledging the complexities of both their respective work and
efforts, as well as the contexts out of which they emerged and persisted. These studies have also
shed light on the significant challenges and constraints that such collective enterprises face—in
both historical and contemporary contexts. As evidenced in the Houchen settlement chapter,
settlement houses and like-minded social service institutions have historically faced a multitude of
challenges. These challenges have been related to the necessity of adaptation to neighborhood
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changes and governmental structures, as well funding. For many institutions, such challenges have
led to the shutting down of operations. Longevity is not always obtainable due to these broader
social forces and shifts in economic circumstances. With regard to cases like La Mujer Obrera and
other grassroots organizations working for social justice by means of creating alternative
community-based economic and food systems, there are significant constraints placed on
organizers. One major challenge is the mobilization of both financial and human resources that are
necessary for the sustainability of such efforts in a neoliberal era. How is true autonomy achieved
within such a system that creates economic dependence on external sources of funding, such as
government entities (city, state, or federal) or donors?
These are challenges that such solidarity economy initiatives must grapple—despite
identifying as part of the movement or not. It is clear that there must be a strong commitment to
the core principles and a commitment to praxis while also being creative and pragmatic while
maneuvering this dominant system. These persistent challenges, with regard to such case studies
as Houchen and LMO, as well as any form of solidarity economy organizing, highlight the
continued relevance of resources in the creation and sustaining of such enterprises, as well as
continued analysis of a U.S.-based solidarity economy movement. While this study does not call
for a return to resource mobilization theory in a classical sense, it does demonstrate how these
questions remain relevant in social movement research. This dissertation contributes to social
movement literature by continuing to raise these questions and generating a need for more research
from this angle, in addition to an incorporation of a de facto contributor framework.

Concluding Remarks
This study has demonstrated that a solidarity economy has been and continues to be a viable
model for social and economic justice on the border in El Paso, Texas. The shape and the scope of
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these efforts, while not explicitly identified with the term or the movement, at least within the
cases presented here, are significant. Importantly, the case of El Paso is not entirely unique. The
city’s history and the economic challenges it faces today are reflective of similar challenges being
faced in many communities throughout the nation. These challenges and societal problems include
histories and contemporary contexts of economic inequality, struggles connected to labor rights
and the fight for a living wage, serious challenges faced by immigrant communities and migrants,
food insecurity, issues of sustainability, and development efforts in urban spaces that displace
people and erase communities and histories. On a national level, we are seeing a lack of concern
for the common good through the cutting of social services and programming, increased
militarized efforts (both on the border and in other regions of the globe) at the expense of decreased
funding for education, and continued economic injustice. There is no doubt that there is a dominant
system of values that prioritizes profit over the well-being of people and communities and at the
expense of our environment. Yet, people in locales across the nation continue to organize
collectively to create a different and more caring society, rooted in a concern for the common good
and dignity for people and planet.
This project does not assume to be a definitive answer for including practices and initiatives
that do not identify as solidarity economy organizations, but by presenting one study that utilizes
the de facto contributor concept, it aims to contribute to these conversations within solidarity
economy research circles and extend the reach and impact of such research. Importantly, this study
offers case studies that would fall under this category and, most importantly, are located in a lessresearched region: the U.S.-Mexico border. More scholarship in this region is critical, specifically
because of the historical, economic, and cultural contexts that it represents. My personal ties to the
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region are obvious throughout this project and heavily influence my concern for this urban border
space. I close with some thoughts on these ties and relevance to this scholarly endeavor.
Over the past four and a half years, living, working, and conducting fieldwork and research
in El Paso, I have gained invaluable experiences. Through my historical case study, the Houchen
settlement house in Segundo Barrio, I learned more about my family’s history and the sacrifices
my grandparents made to make a better life for their children and future grandchildren. I became
more aware of an institution that impacted the lives of numerous families, my own included, and
is connected to a broader movement of settlement houses in this country and abroad. This case
study provided an opportunity to examine precursors to a contemporary solidarity economy
movement through family stories. The candid conversations I had with my maternal grandmother
illuminated the importance of social ties in South El Paso neighborhoods. Her stories reflected
those of friendship and community and shed more light on the history of Segundo Barrio.
My second case study, La Mujer Obrera, provided an experience I could never replicate.
Learning from the women (and men) of the organization provided wisdom that I will carry forward
with me. I was a firsthand witness and participant in comprehensive efforts to create a communitybased economic and food system in South El Paso barrios. I dug my hands into the dirt and found
a space that provided more solace and an invaluable educational experience than I never could
have imagined. Through this work, I learned the importance of history, community, honoring our
ancestors, honoring the earth, and committing to dialogue and collective practice. Notably, I also
participated in praxis in an effort to build something bigger than myself. Coming out of these
experiences, I remain committed to praxis and learning through practice.
When thinking about El Paso and what my hometown means to me, especially at the
present moment, I can think of places that evoke nostalgia. I can connect memories to specific
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places and buildings in the city that are a part of my personal history. I can show you the bush in
front of my childhood home where I hid after running away at age four. I can show you my
grandparents’ house in the Northeast where I spent many summer days—playing in the backyard
riding my little blue tricycle and eating honeysuckle off the branches behind my grandfather’s
shed. While the meanings I attach to this city continue to evolve, it all comes back to the people.
It comes back to the relationships I have established—those that have lasted through the years and
those that represent “single-serving” friends. People are at the center of my experiences in this
city. People are the consistent factor in a city that continues to change, both geographically and
population, faster than any of us or the city itself can seem to keep up with.
The examples included in this study represent, at the core, people responding to
circumstances they have perceived in need of change and maintaining the hope that such change
is possible. The examples represent people working together and led by their convictions and
desire to make the world better in the context of this region at the crossroads of nations. Each
example represents ways in which people are responding to the challenges they face at various
levels—from fighting for the rights of migrant farm workers and undocumented immigrants to
creating alternative economic practices with a focus on community health and food security.
These case studies and the overall experience of writing this dissertation has been lifechanging. I have gained a new understanding of my hometown while remaining committed to the
idea that it is a special city. El Paso is a place with a rich history and culture but also a place of
resistance since its beginning—even before it was called “El Paso.” The potential for a solidarity
economy to grow here is boundless. But it must be on its terms. Change and the shape of that
change must be on the terms of the people and the communities that it embodies—not from a topdown approach from city government or developers. Only the people who know the needs on-the-
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ground should decide what is good for El Paso. And from that, solidarity will continue to grow
and thrive.
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APPENDIX A. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR HOUCHEN
SETTLEMENT HOUSE CASE STUDY ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEW
WITH MARGARITA GARCIA CASTRO

Interviewee Profile
Name: ____________________________________________________
Age: _______
Place of Birth: ___________________________________________
Current Place of Residence: ______________________________________
General Background Information
Question 1: Can you tell me about your background?
Possible follow-up questions: Where did you grow up? What was your childhood like? What
kinds of things do you remember most about your childhood? What kinds of things do you
remember most about your mother, my great-grandmother?
Question 2: How did you meet my grandfather?
Possible follow-up questions: How old were you when you met him? Where were you living at
this time? Where did you meet him? When did you get married? What kinds of things do you
remember most about this time?
Question 3: Can you tell me about your experiences when you moved to El Paso?
Possible follow-up questions: When did you move to El Paso? Where in South El Paso did you
first live? From what I remember, you and my grandfather lived in a couple of different homes
there. Can you tell me more details about these homes, as well as the neighborhoods? What do you
remember most about this time?
Recollections about Newark Methodist Maternity Hospital
Question 4: Based on our past conversations, I understand that you gave birth to my mother, my
two aunts, and my twin uncles at Newark. What factors affected your decision to give birth here?
Possible follow-up questions: Did you live near Houchen and Newark? How did you hear about
Newark? Did friends and/or family tell you about the hospital or have connections to it? What
made you choose to give birth there, especially since you gave birth to five of your children there?
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Was it the most affordable option at this time? What kinds of services did you receive from
Newark?
Question 5: Can you describe for me your overall experiences at Newark?
Possible follow-up questions: What were your first impressions of Newark? Can you describe
the building? What were your first impressions of the staff? Were they helpful and kind? What
were the doctors like? What were the nurses like? Did you feel comfortable there?
Question 6: As you will probably remember, Houchen was founded and operated by Methodists.
Did religion play a role in your experiences at Newark?
Possible follow-up questions: Was religion mentioned during your experiences, specifically by
staff? If so, how did it come up in conversation? As a Catholic, what were your thoughts about
this aspect of Houchen and Newark? Did this matter to you, in terms of receiving maternal care?
If so, how?
Question 7: Would you mind sharing more about my twin uncles with me?
Possible follow-up questions: Can you tell me more about that time? What happened when you
gave birth to them? I am aware that they passed away shortly after being born. Were you able to
see them much after they were born? What are your memories of the staff at Newark during this
difficult time?
Personal Values
Question 8: As a mother (and grandmother), what values mean the most to you?
Possible follow-up questions: After talking about your memories of Newark and your memories
of giving birth to and raising children, what values come to mind? Have these values remained
with you to this day? If so, how? If they’ve changed, in what ways have they done so? What is
important to you, in terms of giving birth?
Question 9: What does “care” mean to you?
Possible follow-up questions: What does this term mean to you, with relation to your family?
What does this term mean to you, with relation to your community and society as a whole? What
factors influence your own definition of “care”? For example, does your faith influence this?
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APPENDIX B. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR LA MUJER OBRERA
CASE STUDY

Interviewee Profile
Name: ________________________________________________
Role in Organization: ________________________________________
Age: _______
Place of origin: ________________________________
Current place of residence: _________________________
Background Information
Question1: Can you tell me about your background?
Possible follow-up questions: Where did you grow up? What did your parents do for a living?
Prior to your involvement (and possibly during) with La Mujer Obrera, what did you do for a
living?
Participation in the Organization/Cooperative & Knowledge of Solidarity Economy
Question 2: When did you start participating with La Mujer Obrera?
Possible follow-up questions: What drew your attention to this type of organization? Were there
other circumstances that contributed to your participation? Have you participated in anything like
this before? If so, are you still participating? If not, why?
Question 3: What were your main reasons for joining?
Possible follow-up questions: Were there specific values that caught your attention? Did you
know someone already involved?
Question 4: Are you familiar with any other similar organizations?
Possible follow-up questions: Are you connected to any networks? If so, which ones?
Question 5: Are you familiar with what is being called “the solidarity economy”?
Possible follow-up questions: If so, what do you know about it? If not, what do you think of when
you hear the name?
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Maternalism and Participation
Question 6: If you do not mind me asking, are you a mother?
Possible follow-up questions: If so, would you say that your experiences as a mother have
significantly affected your participation? If so, how? If not, why is that? What are your thoughts
on future generations and the ways that they can participate in these types of organizations?
Depending on age: are you a grandmother?
Question 7: If you do not mind me asking, did your own mother or grandmothers influence your
participation in community activism and/or these types of practices? In which ways did they
influence you?
Possible follow-up questions: What other women had an influence on you at this level? What
characteristics of these women (including your mother, grandmothers, etc.) do you remember
being most influential?
Question 8: In your own words, how would you describe the relationship between La Mujer
Obrera and the community that you live and work in?
Possible follow-up questions: Is there a lot of community outreach? Are there connections
between La Mujer Obrera and other local organizations? If so, what kinds of interactions are there,
i.e., co-sponsored events, business-related, etc?
Economic Citizenship
Question 9: In terms of work and supporting oneself, what is important to you?
Possible follow-up questions: What kind of economic support or rights do you think citizens
should be provided? How would you define “economic justice”? Do you think we are witnessing
much of it in our country today? What about in your own community?
Culture
Question 10: Culturally, what is important to you in your life and in your work?
Possible follow-up questions: Does language play a significant role? Do ethnic origins and
cultural ties play a significant role? Do religion and/or faith? (Utilize a respectful way to pose the
last question. The presence of cultural symbols and religious iconography may help.)
Question 11: What does the word “Chicano/a” mean to you?
Possible follow-up questions: Does it primarily have political implications? Do you identify as
Chicana? Why or why not? Does this play a major role in your life and work?

